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FROM THE PRESIDENT

“Together we can, Together we will.”

Dear Professional Colleague,
The above six words having emerged as the most popular
hashtag on social media have been a constant companion of all
the ICSI Communications with its members and stakeholders.
But more than that, these words resonate not just our thought
and commitment but the entire nation’s grit and the global
strength to overcome the threats posed by the outbreak of
COVID-19. Having been declared as a pandemic by the World
Health Organisation (WHO), while the outbreak has been an
event unforeseen in the history of mankind, the same has
warranted and necessitated the undertaking and introduction
of various unprecedented initiatives, measures, decisions and
activities not just in the Indian scenario but at a global level.
In the Indian backdrop, as you all know, the nation is witnessing
a complete lockdown barring essential services, and it is this
very lockdown which suffices to portray the seriousness, the
gravity and the intensity of the issue facing us. While extending
our appreciation towards the Government of India for its
hands-on approach and its diligent attitude, I would like to take
this opportunity to extend our heartfelt gratitude towards the
entire medical fraternity for their untiring efforts and the police,
administration and the support staff who are undergoing great
ordeal for the benefit of the entire nation. Kudos to them for
their assiduousness that lives are being saved and patients
being well taken care of and cured.
It is at this moment that I would like to appreciate the
forthrightness of our members, employees and stakeholders
who have risen up to the appeal made by the ICSI and
contributed their bit to the corpus developed and handed over
to the PM CARES Fund. It is indeed heartening to share that
the ICSI in the very first tranche had contributed a sum of
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rupees Twenty Five Lakh to the PM CARES Fund which was
acknowledged and appreciated by the Shri Narendra Modi,
Hon’ble Prime Minister. The same has been followed by a
second tranche of Five Crore Rupees.
I would once again urge all the ICSI members and stakeholders
to come forward and make their contributions to the Fund thus
answering the clarion call made by the Hon’ble Prime Minister.
Our smallest of drops will definitely do their bit in making up the
ocean needed to support this cause.

RELAXATIONS ACCORDED BY
REGULATORY AUTHORITIES
Realising the issues and problems facing the corporates
and professionals on account of this outbreak, the ICSI
had made representations before the Ministry of Corporate
Affairs to accord relaxations in the filing of various e-forms
and undertaking compliances. While extending our heartfelt
gratitude towards the Ministry of Corporate Affairs for
considering our requests favourably and undertaking wide
ranging measures, we also acknowledge and appreciate the
efforts of the Ministry of Finance, the Securities and Exchange
Board of India and other Regulatory Authorities for according
relaxations in compliances to be undertaken by companies
under various Regulations including listed companies.
The Companies Fresh Start Scheme, 2020 and the
Modifications made in the LLP Settlement Scheme, 2020
introduced recently to provide companies and LLPs with an
opportunity to make new beginnings in true sense shall prove
to be game changers in the Indian corporate scenario. I believe
that the corporates as well as the professionals shall utilize
both the time at hand as well as the benefits of the Scheme to
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY

SUPPORTIVE MEASURES UNDERTAKEN
BY ICSI
For us at ICSI, our members and our students stand at the
top helm of our responsibility pyramid for it is through them
that that not only we serve the nation in the manner befitting
and expected but it is them who are the enablers of our Vision.
The recent turn of events, while posing numerous hurdles has
brought forth an admittance and understanding of the need to
roll out our own unique set of supportive measures necessary
to sail through these troubled waters.
Beginning with our members, I feel pleased to share that the
Institute has provided numerous relaxations to its members
for complying with the requirements as connoted under
the Guidelines for Compulsory Attendance of Professional
Development Programmes for the Current Block 2017-20.
While on one hand, the time period itself for obtaining the
mandatory PCH has been extended from 31st March, 2020
to 30th June, 2020, webinars are being conducted with PCH
entitlement so as to give members an opportunity to make
good their compliances as regards these guidelines. The
details of the novel initiative which has been rolled out under
the aegis of ICSI Continuing Professional Education – Self
Assessment Modules have been covered in this Issue. The
implementation date for fulfilling the requirement of completing
the Orientation Programme for issue of Certificate of Practice
has also been postponed.
The mandatory applicability of ICSI Auditing Standards
CSAS-1 to CSAS-4 has also been extended for Audit
Engagements accepted by the Auditor on or after 1st October,
2020. The requirement to issue Diligence Report for Banks in
case of Consortium Lending / Multiple Banking Arrangements
by Peer Reviewed Units only will now be effective from 1st July,
2020.
Talking of the future Governance Professionals, the students
of ICSI have also been given ample room on various fronts.
Beginning with the newly introduced Company Secretary
Executive Entrance Test (CSEET) for which the first
Examination is proposed to be conducted on Thursday, 28th
May, 2020, the last date for registration has been extended
to Tuesday, 5th May, 2020. It is for their benefit that a Mock
test platform has been launched and the First CSEET bulletin
has been also been released. For other Examinations too, the
dates for Online filling and filing of Examination forms have
been amply extended. Furthermore, temporary relaxations
have also been provided for complying with the requirement of
Pre-Examination Test and One Day Orientation Programme.
The Institute is also conducting online classes for all Class
Room Teaching students who are undergoing classes at
Regional/Chapter Offices across the Country.

Courses for its members and various other stakeholders. All
these Courses have been launched taking into cognizance the
dynamic needs of the Indian corporates, their variedly composed
Boards and the professionals serving them. Realising the fact
that the dream and goal of a perfectly governed India Inc. calls
for a holistic development on the part of various participants
of the Corporate India, the various Certificate Courses aim
to equip them with the right knowledge, acumen and skill to
undertake their responsibilities with greater diligence. While
the Certificate Course on Women Directors will serve as a
platform for women aspiring to become a director by providing
them with a vista of opportunities, right direction to walk on and
requisite skills; the Certificate Course on POSH has been
launched with the intent to infuse professional competency
within corporate workers so that organizations imbibe a culture
where women can feel safe and both genders can work
together in harmony, the idea is to definitely promote an allaround sensitisation towards Prevention of Sexual Harassment
at workplaces.
Alongside, fourth batches of the Certified CSR Professional
Course and Certificate Course in Goods & Services Tax;
and second batch of Certificate Course on Forensic Audit
have been commenced for the benefit of intended stakeholders.
The dual benefit of these courses is that while according the
members an opportunity to learn and carve a niche in these
areas, members stand to gain 10 PCH for every Certificate
Course at the time of enrolment.
Now that is what comes across as a win-win situation !!!
Friends, in these trying times facing the society, facing the
nation, facing the world; all that is expected of us as responsible
citizens of the country is to stay safe at homes, which in itself
can be a trying ordeal for professionals used to leading busy
lives. But, the true meaning of becoming a professional is to
portray professionalism in every sphere of activity. These days
of lockdown have not only blessed us with an opportunity to
spend time with our families and loved ones but have given
us a chance so unique, a chance to explore who we are, to
develop new habits, to shed the old unwanted ones, to develop
new skills, to hone the existing ones and to understand the
power of mind, body and soul in unison.
For as the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi
puts it and I quote,
We walk together
We move together
We think together
We resolve together
And together
We take this country forward.
Stay home, stay safe!
Happy reading !!!
Yours Sincerely

CERTIFICATE COURSES LAUNCHED
Though the month of March witnessed great turmoil, this
month also witnessed ICSI rolling out a host of new Certificate
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

make good all the pending compliances and pave the way for
a better governed India Inc. as well as a better governed nation
on yet another front.

Looking Beyond

“India is among the best performers in terms of
sustained improvement made on the Ease of doing
Business”
Act, 2013. Amendments in various Companies Rules
have also carried out to achieve similar objectives.

Injeti Srinivas
Secretary, Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Govt. of India

1.

What are the indicators taken up by the
Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) for ease
of doing business assessment carried out by
the World Bank?

The World Bank has developed a Doing Business Index
wherein it ranks 190 economies all over the world on the basis
of their ease of doing business index each year. A high ranking
is indicative of an ideal regulatory and business environment
for starting and operating a business entity. The rankings
are determined by aggregating scores received across ten
indicators such as starting a business, obtaining construction
permits, getting electricity, registering property, getting credit,
protecting minority investors’ interests, paying taxes, trading
across borders, enforcing contracts and resolving insolvency.
Out of these ten indicators, three indicators i.e. starting
a business, protecting minority investors and resolving
insolvency fall within the ambit of the MCA.

2.

What are the major reforms and initiatives of
the MCA towards ease of doing business?

The MCA has made rapid strides towards improving the legal
framework, simplifying procedures and speeding up decisionmaking for promoting ease of doing business and creating a
healthy environment for investment and corporate growth.
Some of the major initiatives undertaken by MCA include
a)

Simplification of forms and procedures
a.
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Clarifications/elaborations have been made in the
form of circulars after consultations and interactions
with business chambers, corporate and accounts
professionals. These have removed doubts and
facilitated a smooth implementation of the Companies

3.

b.

Statutory orders to ‘remove difficulties’ have been
issued for smooth implementation of the Companies
Act, 2013.

c.

Bringing provisions for minimum capital and company
seal at par with international best practices.

d.

Simplifying approval for related party transactions
without unduly diluting safeguards for minority
shareholders.

e.

Discontinuation of certain forms, and substitution of a
simple declaration instead of affidavits.

f.

Procedural requirements to appoint foreign nationals
as Directors in Indian Companies have been
drastically reduced.

g.

Arrangements have been made for integration of
Name Availability, allotment of Direct Identification
Number (DIN), Company Incorporation and
Commencement of Business with the unified
e-business portal being developed by the Ministry of
Industries and Commerce.

h.

Fee payable by small companies for various services
has been significantly reduced.

i.

Arrangements to enable Indian companies to follow
new Accounting Standards, i.e. IndAS (compatible
with the International Financial Reporting Standards
– IFRS) completed. This will facilitate access for
Indian companies to international capital markets.

j.

Amendments have been made in the Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 to facilitate insolvency
resolution process.

How has the MCA streamlined the process of
‘starting a business’ in India?

For the purpose of streamlining the process of ‘starting a
business’, the MCA has undertaken numerous measures.
Central Registration Centre (CRC) for name reservation
and incorporation of companies & Limited Liability Partnership
(LLP) has been set up which has reduced the time involved
in the process to less than a day as opposed to an average
of at least 15-20 days earlier. The name reservation process
(RUN) has been simplified and new Web Forms ‘SPICe+ and
AGILE– PRO’, have replaced the SPICe form.
Integration has been brought about between MCA21 and
CBDT for PAN and TAN. Zero fee is charged for incorporation
of all companies with authorized capital upto Rs.15 lakh or
members upto 20 where no share capital is applicable. The
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY

Companies (Authorized to Register) Rules, 2014 provide for
conversion of society, trust into a section 8 company
which will help these form of entities to gain advantages
associated with a company. LLP with less than 7 members
can also convert themselves into a private limited company. In
order to give boost to Startups, the MCA has given a number
of relaxations in various compliances under the Companies
Act, 2013.

4.

What are the steps taken by the MCA towards
‘Protecting Minority Investors’?

The MCA has prescribed laws pertaining to related party
transactions, where if the consideration is equal to or more
than 10% of assets of the company, the same shall be
approved by the members of the company. This has increased
the shareholder rights with regard to voting and disclosure of
related party transactions.
Recently, MCA has come out with the amendment for reform
in ‘Protecting Minority Investors Indicator’. The MCA through
the National Company Law Tribunal (Second Amendment)
Rules, 2019 has allowed the shareholders to hold interested
directors liable for damage of the transaction caused to the
company. It enables members/depositors of the company to
claim compensation or demand any other suitable action from
or against the company or its directors, the auditors or any
expert or advisor or any person for any incorrect or misleading
statement made to the company or for any fraudulent, unlawful
or wrongful act or conduct or any likely act or conduct on his
part.
The amendment in the rules will increase transparency and
reporting of the changes in the shareholding pattern within
short period of time.
As per Rule 20 of the Companies (Management and
Administration) Rules, 2014, listed companies and all other
companies with 1,000 or more members must provide to its
members the facility to cast their votes through electronic
means.
There were concerns about the independence of independent
directors in carrying out their functions and instances of such
people being removed from the boards of companies by
promoter entities. In view of such concerns, the MCA brought
the amendment in Section 169 of the Companies Act, 2013 that
the Independent directors appointed for a second term can be
removed only by a special resolution passed by shareholders.
Further, for administration of Investor Education and Protection
Fund (IEPF), the Government of India has in September, 2016
established Investor Education and Protection Fund Authority
under the provisions of Section 125 of the Companies Act,
2013.The Authority is entrusted with the responsibility of
administration of the IEPF, make refunds of shares, unclaimed
dividends, matured deposits/debentures etc. to investors and
to promote awareness among investors.
Further, for the benefit of investors, the MCA is also taking steps
for improvement in the Audit quality by way of amendment in
the provisions relating to Audit reporting.

5.

‘Resolving insolvency’ is one of key indicator
for the World Bank’s rankings, and India
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

has shown remarkable jump in this ranking.
How has enactment of The Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC) helped in
Resolving insolvency in India?
The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC) has resolved
167 cases amounting to Rs 3.68 lakh crore unpaid loans/dues
of banks and vendors until November 2019 in its three years
of existence. Out of Rs 3.68 lakh crore, the insolvency law has
helped in recovering Rs 1.57 lakh crore, or 42 per cent of the
total dues and nearly 200% of liquidation value.
The IBC was enacted on May 28, 2016 to replace the earlier
laws and to consolidate and amend the laws relating to
reorganization and insolvency resolution of corporate persons,
partnership firms and individuals in a time bound manner for
maximization of value of assets of such persons, to promote
entrepreneurship, availability of credit and balance the
interests of all the stakeholders including alteration in the order
of priority of payment of the Government dues.
As per the RBI Annual Report 2019, the gross NPA declined
to 9.1% in March, 2019, from 11.2% in the previous year. In
terms of recovery of dues, on an average 42.5% of the claims
filed through IBC in the financial year 2018-19 were recovered
against 14.5% under SARFAESI Act, 2002.
To further strengthen the framework of insolvency, there have
been four sets of amendments till date to ensure strict and
quick timely recovery from defaulters. The amendments have
also helped improved ranking in the World Bank Ease of
Doing Business Report 2021. These inter alia include allowing
for initiation of liquidation proceedings at any time during the
CIRP process, provision which expressly requires that the
dissenting financial creditors shall be paid not less than the
amount to be paid to such creditors in accordance with Section
53(1) in the event of liquidation and provisions which provides
for continuation of supply of goods and services “critical” to
protect and preserve the value of the corporate debtor and
manage the operations of such CD as a going concern.

6.

How
has
establishment
of
Central
Registration Centre (CRC) helped in swift
incorporation of companies?

The MCA brought about a transformational change in
processing the applications of company’s name reservation
and incorporation processes by undertaking Government
Process Re-engineering (GPR) and setting-up the CRC in the
year 2016.The project to transform the processing of e-forms
for company incorporation was undertaken with one clear
objective of reducing the processing time to one day. The
MCA rolled out the first phase of CRC on 25th January, 2016
for processing Name Reservation applications and second
phase of CRC for processing Incorporation applications on 28th
March, 2016. Currently, more than 90% applications are being
approved within one working day. This has resulted in speed,
greater transparency, uniformity and removal of discretion.

7.

How is SPICe+ an improvement over SPICe?

SPICe was a simplified and completely digital form for company
incorporation which aimed at providing speedy incorporation
service in line with international best practices. SPICe has
now been replaced with an upgraded integrated version,
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i.e., SPICe+ w.e.f. 23rd February, 2020. With the introduction
of SPICe+, not only the incorporation but also majorly all the
initial registrations are integrated. SPICe+ offers 10 services
by 3 Central Govt. Ministries & Departments (Ministry of
Corporate Affairs, Ministry of Labour& Department of Revenue
in the Ministry of Finance) and One State Govt. (Maharashtra),
thereby saving procedures, time and cost involved in starting
a Business in India and is applicable for all new company
incorporations w.e.f. 23rd February 2020.

8.

Is incorporation of a company merely a half
day affair in India?

Earlier the incorporation of companies was handled by
the Registrar of Companies across India. Now, the name
reservation and incorporation of companies is handled at a
centralized location i.e. CRC. With the introduction of SPICe+
in last week of February 2020, this process has been further
strengthened. The services offered by SPICe+ and AGILEPRO include (i) Name reservation. (ii) Incorporation (iii) DIN
allotment (iv) Mandatory issue of PAN (v) Mandatory issue of
TAN (vi) Mandatory issue of EPFO registration (vii) Mandatory
issue of ESIC registration (ix) Mandatory issue of Profession
Tax registration (Maharashtra) (ix) Mandatory Opening of
Bank Account for the Company and (x) Allotment of GSTIN (if
applied for).
In India, companies are being incorporated in a half to one
day’s time period. On an average, about 10,000-12,000
companies are incorporated per month and more than 1.0
Lakh -1.2 companies are incorporated per Annum in India
through CRC. To give you an idea, in January, 2020, more
than 12700 companies were incorporated, while in February,
2020, the figure was close to 10500. CRC processes more
than 90% forms for name reservation and more than 75%
forms for incorporation of the companies within thesame day.
In January, 2020, average time taken to process incorporation
forms was 4.19 hours, while for name reservation it was 3.02
hours. If the forms are complete in all respect, approvals do not
take more than half a day or a day depending upon when they
have been filed. If forms are filed, say, between 9 AM -11AM
and they are complete in all respect, by afternoon or end of
the day approvals are accorded. If the forms are filed beyond
working hours or on a closed holiday, they would be taken on
next working day.

9.

What are the reforms carried out by the MCA
for LLPs in India?

Along with companies, LLPs too are regulated by the MCA. For
us, it is important that this structure of business organization
is adequately regulated while providing them equitable ease
of doing business. It is with this thought that Web Service
titled ‘RUN-LLP (Reserve Unique Name – Limited Liability
Partnership)’ has been introduced to replace the erstwhile
Form 1 (Application for reservation or change of name). Also, a
new integrated Form christened FiLLiP (Form for incorporation
of Limited Liability Partnership) has been replaced with the
erstwhile Form 2 (Incorporation document and subscriber’s
statement) combining therein 3 services i.e., (a) Name
reservation (b) Allotment of Designated Partner Identification
Number (DPIN/DIN) (c) Incorporation of the LLP.
The centralized registration process at CRC is likely to
bring down the processing time to D+1 akin to companies’
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incorporation forms and thus spur the growth of business in
the country.
Further, the MCA has come out with ‘LLP Settlement Scheme,
2020’ which has been made effective from 16thMarch, 2020
to 13th June, 2020, wherein defaulting LLP is permitted to file
belated documents, which were due for filing till 31stOctober,
2019. The amount of additional fees is relaxed to Rs. 10/- per
day for delay with the maximum additional fee of Rs. 5,000/per document. Further, the defaulting LLPs which have filed
their pending documents till 13th June, 2020 shall not be
subjected to prosecution by ROC.

10. How will decriminalization of compoundable
offences under the Companies Act, 2013
help in ease of doing business?
The MCA has undertaken several reforms in the country for
providing ease of doing business to law abiding corporates,
fostering improved corporate compliance for stakeholders at
large, and also to address emerging issues having impact on
the working of corporates in the country.
Decriminalization of compoundable offences that are
technical or procedural in nature are inherently beneficial to
all stakeholders involved and promote greater compliance.
Imposition of penalties by the Adjudicating Officer does not
require them to establish the element of mensrea, making
the process of imposition of penalties faster than a criminal
prosecution. This move also helps direct the NCLT’s focus
and resources only on defaults involving elements of public
interest. At the same time, the company or officer in default
involved is not made subject to a criminal proceeding for a
technical or procedural lapse. It makes the Indian mainland
more attractive to potential investors.

11. Whether the recent clarification of the
MCA towards prosecutions filed or
internal adjudication proceedings against
Independent Directors, etc. a step ahead
towards providing ease of doing business?
The MCA in its notification dated 2nd March, 2020 clarified that
the prosecution proceedings against the independent and
non-executive directors shall not be initiated unless there is
strong evidence of their complicity in frauds committed by the
companies.
The communication clearly articulates the MCA’s intent to give
protection to independent directors and other non-executive
directors from prosecution for both civil and criminal offences
unless there is a strong evidence of them being party to any
fraud committed by the company, which is in consonance with
section 149 (12) of the Companies Act 2013.

12. What are the challenges in ease of doing
business in India as compared to other
economies? How can India overcome them?
For attracting new investment, both foreign and domestic,
several major reforms have been undertaken such as
introduction of GST and IBC, promotion of financial
inclusiveness, strong economic fundamentals, promoting high
quality physical infrastructure, liberal investment and trade
policies, ease of corporate compliances and financial stability.
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY

It is, therefore, not surprising that India is amongst the fastest
growing major economies and a sought-after destination for
FDI.
Notwithstanding the progress achieved so far, a lot more
needs to be done in the areas of tax reforms, strengthening
infrastructure, labour sector reforms, financial sector reforms,
etc.

13. Apart from doing ease of doing business, it
is necessary that there should be ease of life.
What do you think that while doing business,
protection of human rights is important?
What is your take on this?
The MCA has been taking various initiatives for ensuring
responsible business conduct by companies. The National
Voluntary Guidelines on Social, Environmental and Economic
Responsibilities of Business, 2011 (NVGs) have been
revised and released as National Guidelines for Responsible
Business Conduct to align with United Nations Guiding
Principles on Business & Human Rights (UNGPs) and
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The Committee
on Business Responsibility Reporting (BRR) constituted by
the MCA to formulate BRR formats for listed and unlisted
companies is in the process of finalizing its report. Further,
it is important that apart from doing ease of doing business,
there should be ease of life. The MCA is steering the process
of formulating a National Action Plan on Business and Human
Rights (NAP).

14. You mentioned about the development of a
National Action Plan on Business and Human
Rights (NAP). What role is being played by
the MCA in this process?
The obligation to draft a NAP stems from India’s endorsement
of the United Nations Guiding Principles (UNGPs) on Business
and Human Rights adopted in the UN Human Rights Council
(UNHRC).
The Principles are articulated as three pillars:
(i) State Duty to Protect
(ii) Corporate Responsibility to Respect
(iii) Access to Remedy.
A country’s NAP is expected to demonstrate how these
principles are already being implemented, what the gaps are,
and how they shall be addressed.
Zero draft of the NAP has already been published to showcase
the considerable progress made by the country in the field of
Business & Human Rights which has been formulated after
placing it in the public domain for inputs, sharing it with relevant
Ministries for comments and consultations with relevant
stakeholders. All these measures shall culminate in the NAP
document.
Presently, the MCA is in the process of finalizing the NAP
document and is currently undertaking rigorous consultations
with all stakeholders to finalize the document at the earliest.
In this regard, comments/ inputs have been invited towards
preparation of a document reflecting the vision and aspirations
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

of Indian Businesses that strive to be responsible, sustainable,
uphold and respect human rights.

15. What is the way forward for the MCA towards
strengthening the e-governance of various
processes under the statutes within its
domain?
The MCA-21 system serves as a common platform connecting
front-end stakeholders like corporates with the Regulator i.e.,
MCA. It is not only working as a service delivery platform
but is also assisting MCA in undertaking its regulatory and
enforcement functions, effectively maintaining databases,
timely data dissemination and efficiently redressing
stakeholders’ grievances. Currently MCA-21 system, is
running in its second version i.e. v2.
MCA is working on Version 3 (v3) of MCA-21 with an
objective of enhanced ease of doing business, e-adjudication,
and compliance management system. Version 3 aims at
comprehensive data analytics. Basically, the purpose is to
boost the system with the support of emerging technologies
including Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning and to
develop some more modules with additional features, provide
better user experience and quicker processing.

16. How do you foresee India’s prospects of
improving it’s ranking in the ease of doing
business index in the coming years?
India has shown significant improvement in the World Bank’s
Ease of doing business rankings. Notably, India is among the
best performers in terms of sustained improvement made on
the ease of doing business along with China, Jordan, Bahrain,
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Togo and Nigeria among others.
The government plans to focus on six areas to take India
to the top 50 by 2021. The next ranking list is expected to
be released in October 2020. The six parameters include
enforcing contracts, resolving insolvency, starting a business,
registering property, paying taxes and trading across borders.

17. How have Company Secretaries helped in
successful implementation of the Companies
Act, 2013 and other statutes under the
purview of the MCA?
The Companies Act, 2013 has increased the role of Company
Secretaries in many ways. A Company Secretary is now a Key
Managerial Personnel (KMP) and his functions have been
codified. His functions include providing guidance to the Board
of directors with regard to their duties, responsibilities and
power. He also advises the Board of directors on corporate
governance and represents the company before regulatory

ICSI has been instrumental in supporting
the initiatives of the MCA including
measures for the ease of doing business
and even further in providing valuable
inputs during the process of amending the
Acts/Rules and regulations.”
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authorities. The Secretarial Audit which is a compliance risk
management tool is the exclusive domain of a Practicing
Company Secretary.
The Companies Act, 2013 has incorporated a framework that
is based on self-regulation but with enhanced disclosures and
accountability on the part of companies and their managements.
Company Secretaries are the conscience keepers for the
corporate sector since they specialize in the field of corporate
governance, regulation and processes. Company Secretaries
play a very important role in implementation of the Companies
Act, 2013. Company Secretaries play a wider role in terms of
guiding the activities of a company in addition to certifying its
compliance-oriented actions.
Company Secretaries constitute a vital link between the
company, its Board of directors, shareholders, government
and other regulatory authorities. Company Secretaries as
governance professionals advise and guide the corporate
about the various compliances, disclosures under the
Companies Act, 2013 and other allied laws to be made by a
company. They ensure that provisions of Acts/rules/regulations
are adhered to in true letter and spirit.

18. How have Company Secretaries helped in
easing out the process of incorporation of
companies?
The role of a Company Secretary begins before starting
the process of incorporation. They can be consulted for the
product line, geographical area and other important aspects
for incorporating a company. They analyze the provisions of
various acts/ rules/ regulations and guide the stakeholders on
incorporation, name availability and other matters.
They prepare all the supporting documents required for
incorporation such as Memorandum and Article of Association,
NOC from regulator; Board resolution, etc. They help in filling
and filing of the form for incorporation and pre-certify forms
before filing it.

honesty and integrity. It is understandable that any regulatory
authority while putting across a legislative structure requires
the comfort of the fact that such laws, rules and regulations
are adhered to and the intended purpose is accomplished.
And it is for this impetus that the role and responsibility of
professionals like Company Secretaries pursuing the role of
Governance Professionals is heightened. Understanding the
true intent of the lawmakers and policy framers, Company
Secretaries not only have been playing but shall continue to
pursue a noteworthy role in strengthening the nation and its
various pillars.
India is one of the fastest growing economics in the world and
entrepreneurship is key in supporting and accelerating such
unprecedented growth in India. The government is promoting
entrepreneurship which will help support employment,
utilization of skills, skill development and boost FDI. It is the
right time now that Company Secretaries should optimally
unleash the various opportunities offered by the government
through its Start-up drive. Company Secretaries performs a
dual role: firstly, a CS himself can accelerate as a young and
profound entrepreneur and secondly as a compliance officer
he can help in realizing ‘ease of doing business’ drive for
entrepreneurs in running their start-ups.

20. What role can ICSI play in supporting the
MCA in its agenda of ease of doing business?
The professional bodies like the ICSI act as an extended arm
of the MCA. ICSI has been instrumental in supporting the
initiatives of the MCA including measures for the ease of doing
business and even further in providing valuable inputs during
the process of amending the Acts/Rules and regulations. It
is quite commendable on the part of ICSI to be always more
than willing to extend technical and administrative support
whenever sought by MCA.

Company Secretary’s involvement speeds up the process of
company incorporation. Ranging from the name availability
to getting of certificate of incorporation and other linked
registrations, they provide value added services to the
corporate.

19. What role can a Company Secretary play in
furthering the government initiative of ease
of doing business?
The concept of Corporate Governance is based upon the
principles of transparency, accountability, integrity and
fairness. Company Secretaries are responsible to determine
how these principles are put into practice. India has enhanced
its brand value as a destination for international business
and investment. In this effort, implementation of laws in a
transparent manner has a critical bearing. Needless to say,
decisions taken by Company Secretaries impact economic
reform agenda and Ease of Doing Business efforts.
The proper functioning of the corporate sector depends on
good corporate governance and good corporate governance
depends on Company Secretaries who, as gate keepers,
serve the interests of the company and the society with
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Dedicated in establishing, promoting and sustaining the global
parameters of governance, ICSI persistently supports the
Government of India in its pursuits towards nation building.
Further so, the role of ICSI in extending its association to
persons/companies overseas with the guidance and facilitation
on setting up business in India is quite commendable.
Though the process of ease of doing business seems like a
complete government and regulator-oriented activity, the role
of the ICSI in providing realistic feedback, the practical issues,
difficulties faced by the corporates, the possible corrective
measures and their appropriate implementation, cannot be
left aside. ICSI has been continuously striving to analyse and
address the issues faced by corporates in incorporation as well
as post-incorporation related activities.
CS
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REPRESENTATIONS SUBMITTED
During the month of March, 2020, representations were
submitted with various Regulatory Authorities as follows:














Request to authorise Company Secretaries to act as
Authorised Collection Centre (ACC) for e-stampingSubmitted to Principal Secretary (Revenue)-cumDivisional Commissioner, Govt. of NCT of Delhi and also
letters were sent to twenty-one States and UTs
Views and suggestions of ICSI on the Competition
(Amendment) Bill 2020 submitted to Ministry of Corporate
Affairs

Comments of ICSI on the SEBI Report of the Working
Group on Related Party Transactions submitted to
Securities and Exchange Board of India
Suggestions of ICSI on the SEBI Consultation Paper
on ‘Review of the Regulatory Framework for Corporate
bonds and Debenture Trustees’ submitted to SEBI
President, ICSI along with officials from Secretariat
attended the First Meeting of the High Level Committee
constituted by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) for
preparation of investigation manual for SFIO held under
the Chairmanship of Secretary, MCA.
Representation to NSDL and CDSL for relaxation in time
period for filing of quarterly return of reconciliation of
capital by Listed Entities for the quarter ending on March
31, 2020.
Request for relaxation in filing of forms and certain
compliances under the Companies Act, 2013 to MCA.

CELEBRATION OF INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
The ICSI celebrated womanhood on the 8th March, 2020 a Full
day Seminar on International Women’s Day was organised by
Indore Chapter. The event was graced by Ms. Aryama Sanyal,
Airport Director who presided over as the Chief Guest at the
event and under whose leadership the Indore Airport, Devi
Ahilyabai Holkar Airport was bestowed with the award of best
airport in Asia Pacific region by prestigious Airport Council
International (ACI). The day was celebrated with much fanfare
at various other ICSI Chapters and Regional Councils.
WEBINARS CONDUCTED DURING MARCH, 2020
In order to provide members with opportunities for continuous
learning and simultaneously gain Programme Credit Hours,
the ICSI conducted a Webinar on FEMA – FDI &ODI
(Contravention and Compounding) on 16th March, 2020.
ICSI CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION: SELFASSESSMENT MODULES
In an attempt to assist our members in fulfilling the necessary
requirement of obtaining Programme Credit Hours, the block
period 2017-20 has been extended upto 30th June, 2020, the
Institute rolled out a unique initiative under the aegis of ICSI
Continuing Professional Education: Self-Assessment Modules
on 16th March, 2020. Under the initiative, members have
an option to undertake online Examination in any of the six
modules as provided under the programme and obtain 10 PCH
for each module qualified well before 30th April, 2020.
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ICSI CERTIFICATE COURSES
During the month various new Certificate Courses were
launched by ICSI and new batches were commenced for the
existing courses:

Certificate Course on Women Directors: The Institute
has launched the Certificate Course on Women to serve
as a platform to women aspiring to become a director, a
whole vista of opportunities, right direction to walk on and
requisite skills.

Certificate Course on POSH: The objective launching
Certificate Course on POSH is to infuse the professional
competency within corporate workers so that organizations
imbibe a culture where women can feel safe and both
genders can work together in harmony. The intent is to
promote an all-around sensitisation towards Prevention of
Sexual Harassment at workplaces.

Certificate Course on Certified CSR Professionals:
Fourth batch of the Certified CSR Professional Course
has been launched by the Institute having recognized the
need to develop more and more CSR professionals for
the benefit of the society at large.

Certificate Course on Forensic Audit: In order to
acquaint the ICSI members and students with the practical
nuances relating to Forensic Audit domain, the Institute
has launched the second batch of the certificate course
on Forensic Audit in association with KPMG in India.

Certificate Course in Goods & Services Tax: Fourth
batch of the Certificate course in GST has been launched
by the Institute in association with BSE Institute Ltd.
REVISED EFFECTIVE DATE FOR APPLICABILITY OF ICSI
AUDITING STANDARDS
In view of the developments arising due to the spread of
Covid-19 pandemic, the mandatory applicability of ICSI
Auditing Standards CSAS-1 to CSAS-4 is hereby extended
for Audit Engagements accepted by the Auditor on or after 1st
October, 2020.
REVISED EFFECTIVE DATE FOR APPLICABILITY
OF ONLY PEER REVIEWED UNITS FOR ISSUE OF
DILIGENCE REPORT FOR BANKS
In view of the current situation, the requirement to issue
Diligence Report for Banks in case of Consortium Lending /
Multiple Banking Arrangements by Peer Reviewed Units only
shall be effective from 1st July, 2020 instead of 1st April, 2020.
RELEASE OF SHORT VIDEO ON QUALITY REVIEW
With a view to create awareness among members and other
stakeholders regarding the various aspects and significance
of Quality Review an illustrative flyer and a short video was
released at the hands of the Chairperson and other members
of the Quality Review Board.
TRAINING PROGRAMME TO EMPANEL PEER
REVIEWERS
With a view to ensure that the objectives of Peer Review
are achieved in letter and spirit and the Reviewers are duly
equipped with the thorough understanding of the procedure,
manner, prescriptions, guidelines and other related aspects of
conducting Peer Review, a training programme was organized
to empanel Peer Reviewers at Indore on 7th March, 2020.
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Initiatives undertaken during March, 2020

RECENT INITIATIVES TAKEN BY ICSI

RELAXATION IN GUIDELINES FOR COMPULSORY
ATTENDANCE OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMMES FOR THE CURRENT BLOCK 2017-20
In view of the advisory issued by the Government of India
regarding COVID-19 and the lockdown imposed Pan-India, the
time period for obtaining the mandatory PCH for the current
block of 2017-20 has been extended to 30th June, 2020.
Further, with a view to facilitate the members in obtaining the
mandatory PCH (for the current block of 2017-20) the following
measures have been taken:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Ceiling of maximum 8(eight) PCH through webinars
is relaxed and the members shall be entitled for PCH
through webinars without any limits.
Webinars upto 30th April, 2020 shall be completely free of
cost. Series of webinars will be announced separately.
Members may also obtain upto 60 PCH by qualifying the
online assessment modules. The fee for appearing in
each module shall be Rs.1000 + GST.
Members may also obtain 10 PCH for every PMQ/
Certificate Course at the time of enrolment.
Such members are allowed to make payment of annual
membership fee, starting w.e.f. 1st April, 2020, on
furnishing a declaration that they undertake to complete
the shortfall in PCH requirement by 30th June, 2020.

OTHER INITIATIVES FOR MEMBERS

Regulatory Updates – COVID-19: The ICSI in its
endeavour to support the members in understanding
these relaxations and the new compliance requirements
and deadlines, has brought out a comprehensive booklet
‘Covid19-Regulatory Updates’, covering the initiatives of
Judiciary, Ministries and various Regulators upto March
31, 2020.

The ICSI has decided to postpone the implementation
date till further notice for fulfilling the requirement of
completing the Orientation Programme for issue of CoP
in view of the hardships members have been facing due
to the prevailing unprecedented situation of countrywide
lockdown.

New fee module has been developed integrating eCSIN,
UDIN, PCH, financial integrity, entities from amendment
in CS Regulations, entities from KYM/KYC directive
of MCA and revised Form-D and where fee payable
is automatically calculated by the system in various
permutations and combinations.
PLACEMENT DRIVE FOR PROFESSIONAL AND
EXECUTIVE PASSED STUDENTS
The Institutewith an objective to provide a common platform to
CS Trainees andTrainers organized an exclusive CS Trainee
Drive on 5th March, 2020 at ICSI House, Noida. Applications
were invited through online registration facility from the
studentswho recently passed their Executive Programme
and Professional Programme Examinations. A similar online
registration facility was also developed for the organizations
who were interested in hiring the trainees.
The event was successfully organized in terms of bridging
the gap between Corporates/Firms andaspiring students as
the drive witnessed an overwhelming response from many
organizations.
Corporate Houses such HT Media Group, Apollo Tyres Ltd,
BSES, DMIC, etc.apart from eminent Practicing Company
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Secretary Firms, participated in the CS Trainee Drive.
Theaspiring trainees were given multiple opportunities to face
interviews with different companies.
A total of 21 Companies and PCS firms participated in the
Drive and shortlisted 70 trainees out of 101 students.
COMMENCEMENT OF CSEET CLASSES AT REGIONAL/
CHAPTER OFFICES/STUDY CENTRES
The CSEET has been introduced by the Institute vide Company
Secretaries (Amendment) Regulations, 2020 w.e.f. February
03, 2020. All students who wish to register for CS Executive
Programme are now required to clear CSEET barring few
exceptions. To facilitate the students who have registered for
CSEET and to support them for preparing for the test, Institute
has announced classes for CSEET across the country through
its Regional/chapter offices/Study Centres. Students who
have registered for CSEET are requested to visit the student
announcement section at the website of the Institute www.icsi.
edu for details regarding CSEET classes.
FIRST COMPANY SECRETARY EXECUTIVE ENTRANCE
TEST (CSEET)
To test the aptitude of the candidates required for the profession
of Company Secretaries, Company Secretary Executive
Entrance Test (CSEET) has been introduced as the qualifying
test for registration to Executive Programme. The last date to
register for the first CSEET which is proposed to be conducted
on Thursday, 28th May, 2020 has been extended to Tuesday,
5th May, 2020.
To create awareness amongst the students who aspire to be
Company Secretaries and to update the students of the institute
regarding CSEET and training related amendments, a video
byte has been prepared comprising address of President,ICSI.
The same is available at https://youtu.be/Dg0EGbcSlNY
PLATFORM FOR MOCK CSEET
Mock CSEET has been enabled on the ICSI website for
practice purposes to provide mock test platform especially to
the first batch of candidates, as it would give fair idea about
the pattern of examination, types of questions asked, time
management etc. Mock test can be accessed at https://www.
icsi.edu/media/webmodules/Cover_CSEET.pdf
SUGGESTED READING MATERIAL FOR CSEET
Suggested Reading Material for all CSEET subjects have
been uploaded in the website of ICSI at the link https://www.
icsi.edu/media/webmodules/Cover_CSEET.pdf
FIRST ISSUE OF CSEET BULLETIN
First issue of CS Executive Entrance Test (CSEET) e-bulletin
has been circulated to the CSEET candidates, covering
guidance on CSEET subjects and sample questions. This
bulletin would enable the prospective CSEET candidates well
conversant with the latest developments and concepts of the
relevant subjects.
CONTINUITY OF PRACTICAL TRAINING FOR THE CS
TRAINEES
The outbreak of Global Pandemic, COVID-19 has resulted in
complete lock down in India. In view of the given circumstances,
the Trainers / employers (Companies, PCS and in other
entities) have allowed the CS trainees registered with the
Institute and undergoing their Practical training, to work from
Home under the direction and monitoring of their trainers (
online/e electronic mode). In view of the above, the working
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REORGANISATION OF SUBJECTS OF MODULEIII OF THE PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMME (NEW
SYLLABUS-2017).
The following Elective Papers of Module - III of Professional
Programme (New Syllabus - 2017) have been discontinued
with effect from December, 2020 examinations(i) Forensic Audit,
(ii) Direct Tax Law and Practice and
(iii) Valuations and Business Modelling
Further, the following five elective papers shall be included in
Module - III of Professional Programme (New Syllabus - 2017)
with effect from December, 2020 examinations:
(i) Banking - Law and Practice,
(ii) Insurance - Law and Practice,
(iii) Intellectual Property Rights - Laws and Practices,
(iv) Labour Laws and Practice and
(v) lnsolvency - Law and Practice.
GUIDELINES AND MODALITIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE 'ICSI-SECRETARIAL EXECUTIVE CERTIFICATE'
The Council has approved the guidelines and modalities of the
"Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI) -Secretarial
Executive Certificate' in terms of the Company Secretaries
(Amendments) Regulations, 2020. The guidelines will be
placed on the website.
EXTENSION OF LAST DATE FOR ONLINE SUBMISSION
OF EXAMINATION FORM FOR JUNE, 2020 SESSION
AND WAIVER OF LATE FEE
In view of unprecedented crisis in the country due to Corona
Virus outbreak and the difficulties being experienced by
the students, it has been decided to waive the Late Fee for
submission of examination enrollment application for June,
2020 session of examination.
The last date for submission of examination enrollment
application has been extended upto 15th April, 2020 in place
of 25th March, 2020 and after the said date no examination
enrollment application shall be accepted under any
circumstances.
It has also been decided to extend the last date for submission
of application for grant of paper-wise exemption on the basis of
higher qualifications viz. LL.B. and ICMAI final pass upto 15th
April,. 2020 (in place of 9th April, 2020).
E-MSOP MADE ACCESSIBLE TO ALL ELIGIBLE
STUDENTS DURING THE PERIOD OF LOCK DOWN DUE
TO COVID 19
Due to complete lock down in the nation on account of the
outbreak of COVID19, the ICSI has relaxed the eligibility criteria
for taking admission in e-MSOP by temporarily removing the
two years' time bar between professional pass and e-MSOP
registration, so that all professional pass students irrespective
of their year of passing in professional examination may avail
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the facility of e-MSOP subject to fulfillment of other conditions
as mentioned in the guidelines.
This provision shall be applicable till 30th June, 2020 or till
reopening of the Regional Offices and Chapters, whichever is
later. The students are required to pay the applicable fee for
e-MSOP and complete the training in order to become eligible
for applying membership of the ICSI. For detailed e-MSOP
guidelines, please visit at ICSI website https://www.icsi.edu/
student/e-msop/.
TEMPORARY RELAXATION FOR COMPLYING WITH THE
REQUIREMENT OF PRE-EXAMINATION TEST AND ONE
DAY ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
As per the guidelines, for enrolment to June, 2020 Session of
CS Examinations, the students are required to comply with the
following requirements:

Pre-Examination Test (for students of Executive and
Professional Programme under 2017 New Syllabus)

One Day Orientation Programme (for students of
Foundation and Executive Programme registered on or
after 1st June, 2019)
In view of unprecedented crisis in the country due to Corona
Virus outbreak, it has been decided to temporarily relax the
conditions pertaining to Pre-Examination Test and One Day
Orientation Programme as per details given below :
(i)

Students shall be allowed to enrol for the June, 2020 CS
Examinations, for the time-being, without any check on
the status of compliance with the Pre-Examination Test
and One Day Orientation Programme subject to the
condition that they shall be required to comply with the
said requirements (as the case may be) latest by 17:00
Hours, on 30th April, 2020.

(ii) In case, after enrolling for June, 2020 Session of
Examinations, such students are not able to comply with
the requirements of Pre-Examination Test and One Day
Orientation Programme by 17:00 Hours, on 30th April,
2020, their examination enrolment requests shall be
rejected and 50% of the examination fee remitted by them
shall be refunded.
STUDENT COMPANY SECRETARY AND CS
FOUNDATION E-BULLETIN
The Student Company Secretary e-journal for Executive/
Professional programme students of ICSI and CS Foundation
course e-journal for Foundation programme students of ICSI
have been released for the month of March, 2020. The journal
is available on the Academic corner of the Institute’s website at
the link: https://www.icsi. edu/e-journals/
ICSI INITIATIVES TOWARDS GST
Standing shoulder to shoulder with the government towards
directed implementation of GST, the Institute has been
committed to building the capacity of its members, students
and related stakeholders by advancing their understanding
about GST and also by constantly apprising them with updates
in GST through various initiatives. Some of the major initiatives
in this direction are listed below:




GST Newsletter – Initiated from April, 2017, 30 issues of
the GST Newsletter have been published in so far, with
March, 2020 issue being the latest.
GST Educational Series – 491 Issues have been brought
so far.
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from home during the lock down period (including extension
thereof, if any, by the government) shall be counted for the
purpose of training period. Further, the trainers / employers
(PCS, Company and other entities) are requested to pay
the stipend to the CS trainees during the above period and
consider the lockdown period as continuity of the training
without any leave or extension of training period.

Dear Professional Colleague,
Together we can, Together we will
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI) has constantly endeavoured to
support the initiatives of the Government of India. Realising its duty and responsibility
towards the nation, the ICSI has undertaken a host of supportive actions, initiatives
and measures for its own members and students as well as to stand shoulder to
shoulder with the Government. One such measure has been contributing a sum of
Twenty Five Lakh rupees in first tranche to the PM CARES Fund dedicated towards
the cause of curbing the spread of COVID-19 virus, which was much applauded by
Shri Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India.
In furtherance of our initial contribution and understanding the need to support the
efforts of the government in scaling up the public healthcare infrastructure, the
Institute has contributed an additional sum of Five Crore rupees from the Corpus of
ICSI to the PM CARES Fund with the primary objective of dealing with this
unprecedented challenge posed by the spread of COVID-19 pandemic, and to
provide relief to those affected.
We extend our heartfelt appreciation to all our members, students and stakeholders
for standing up to the occasion and supporting the cause and hope that we shall
continue to support the cause in the times to follow.
Holding strong to our affirmation “Together we can, Together we will”, we are
confident that with our committed and dedicated efforts, we shall soon be able to
overcome this situation and march forward on the road of becoming a much stronger
nation.

Regards,

(CS Ashish Garg)
President
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India
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Tweets for ICSI
Contribution in
Covid-19 Donation
for PM CARES Fund
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Call for Articles

Call for Articles for publication in Chartered Secretary – May, 2020
We are pleased to inform that May, 2020 issue of Chartered Secretary will be devoted to the
Theme “REVIVAL OF ECONOMY AND ROLE OF PROFESSIONALS”.
Novel Coronavirus COVID-19 has impacted the corporates and the economy alike and yes, it will
be quite a task, to revive the economy.
Professionals including Company Secretaries can play a vital role in helping revival of the corporate
world and lend support to the regulators at the same time. Company Secretaries can play an
important role in preparing the business continuity plan. Being part of the management team,
they can constructively contribute in redrawing the business plan and budgets, both for short term
as well as long term. They can also help in negotiating with banks / financial institutions for the
additional fund requirements and revisiting the repayment schedules. All the existing contracts
with customers, contractors and suppliers will require reassessment and renegotiation where
Company Secretaries command expertise.
These are some vital areas where Company Secretaries, as professionals or as Vital Managerial
Persons can add value to the corporate world in coming out of corona shock.
Members and other readers desirous of contributing articles may send the same latest by Tuesday,
21st April, 2020 at nitin.jain@icsi.edu for considering in the May, 2020 issue of Chartered Secretary.
We look forward to your co-operation in making this initiative of the Institute a success.
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Articles in Chartered Secretary

Guidelines for Authors
1.

Articles on subjects of interest to the profession of company secretaries are published in the Journal.

2. The article must be original contribution of the author.
3.

The article must be an exclusive contribution for the Journal.

4. The article must not have been published elsewhere, and must not have been or must not be sent
elsewhere for publication, in the same or substantially the same form.
5. The article should ordinarily have 2500 to 4000 words. A longer article may be considered if the subject so
warrants.
6. The article must carry the name(s) of the author(s) on the title page only and nowhere else.
7.

The articles go through blind review and are assessed on the parameters such as (a) relevance and
usefulness of the article (from the point of view of company secretaries), (b) organization of the article
(structuring, sequencing, construction, flow, etc.), (c) depth of the discussion, (d) persuasive strength
of the article (idea/ argument/articulation), (e) does the article say something new and is it thought
provoking, and (f) adequacy of reference, source acknowledgement and bibliography, etc.

8. The copyright of the articles, if published in the Journal, shall vest with the Institute.
9. The Institute/the Editor of the Journal has the sole discretion to accept/reject an article for publication in
the Journal or to publish it with modification and editing, as it considers appropriate.
10. The article shall be accompanied by a summary in 150 words and mailed to nitin.jain@icsi.edu
11. The article shall be accompanied by a ‘Declaration-cum-Undertaking’ from the author(s) as under:

Declaration-cum-Undertaking
1.

I, Shri/Ms./Dr./Professor........................... declare that I have read and understood the Guidelines for Authors.

2. I affirm that:
a. the article titled”............” is my original contribution and no portion of it has been adopted from any
other source;
b. this article is an exclusive contribution for Chartered Secretary and has not been/nor would be sent
elsewhere for publication; and
c.

the copyright in respect of this article, if published in Chartered Secretary, shall vest with the Institute.

d. the views expressed in this article are not necessarily those of the Institute or the Editor of the
Journal.
3.

I undertake that I:
a. comply with the guidelines for authors,
b. shall abide by the decision of the Institute, i.e., whether this article will be published and/or will be
published with modification/editing.
c.

shall be liable for any breach of this ‘Declaration-cum-Undertaking’.
Signature
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Regulatory Reformation in India –
Catalyzing Commerce?

34

Suresh Viswanathan
We need to be proud of the fact that India has improved its
ranking, during the last 5 years, on ease of doing business to
the 63rd position. But this is just a beginning. India has been
following a mixed economy structure adopting both capitalism
and socialism together. The legacy of Licence Raj has been
haunting the economy and has been largely responsible for
the culture of corruption in India. The entire legal architecture
in India has to relooked from the perspective of ease of doing
business. The concepts and rationale behind every regulatory
compliance need to be revisited and harmonised. Redundant
and repetitive filings should be done away with. A central
electronic data repository for all governmental filings need to
be established to obviate multiplicity of filings and duplicity of
audits. A comprehensive re-work of the governance, risk and
compliance ecosystem is called for as the need of the hour.

Technology will accelerate “Ease
of doing Business”; how will the
legal ecosystem contribute?

40

Subramaniam Vutha
When we think of “ease of doing business” the first thoughts
that come to mind are legal reforms, regulatory leniency and
removal of legal or regulatory hurdles. But technology has
been quietly transforming business, making it possible for
large, small and medium enterprises to compete and thrive
leveraging appropriate technology tools. This article has 2
main parts; firstly it outlines how technology has   already
eased business operations, going on to give a glimpse of
how emerging technologies such as Artificial   Intelligence,
5G , IOT, UAVs and the like will transform business thereby
making it easier to conduct business. Secondly it looks at
the fundamentals needed to develop a technology-conducive
legal ecosystem, leveraging multi-disciplinary knowledge and
experience from legal scholars, information security experts,
technology experts, social scientists and others. The crux of
this article is that law-making, enforcement and compliance
will become increasingly multi-disciplinary. Technology gurus
should play a key role in our understanding of the challenges
and options that technology advances will present to the legal
ecosystem.

Ease of doing Business: Is ADR an
effective contract enforcement
mechanism in India?

44

Arvind Kumar Ray and Vansha Sethi Suneja
India’s optimism to become five trillion-dollar economy by
2024-25 require substantial improvements in the Ease of
Doing Business rankings. While the Economic Survey 20192020 considered India’s performance in contract enforcement
as poor, the Economic Survey 2018-19 considered contract
enforcement as the single biggest constraint to ease of doing
business in India. Although in the latest rankings released by
the World Bank, the economy has done significantly well in 7
out of 10 parameters of ease of doing business, substantial and
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punching reforms particularly in the traditional court system
are called for when it comes to enforcement of contracts.
Having said that, both the legislature and the judiciary have
performed exceedingly well in promoting alternative dispute
resolution mechanisms, which promises to fundamentally
improve quality and efficiency in the contract enforcement
system. Reforms in the arbitration regime and pro-ADR
approach of the Courts have significantly improved business
community’s trust and confidence in the legal system. This
article examines the developments in the ADR regime in the
last few years, with focus on mediation and conciliation which
have the potential to become a game changer in so far as
contract enforcement is concerned.
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MCA pushes for Ease of doing
Business in India, facilitates incorporation
of companies in hours
Ankan Maiti and Prathamesh Nerulker
In a major push to its agenda for Ease of Doing Business, the
Ministry of Corporate Affairs (“MCA”), has, w.e.f. 23 February
2020, notified and deployed two new Web Forms christened
‘SPICe+’ and ‘AGILE-PRO’ for incorporation of new companies
in India. These web forms were introduced through a MCA
notification dated 18 February 2020 framing the Companies
(Incorporation) Amendment Rules, 2020. Previously, these
forms were e-Forms, which were downloaded and filled.
The new web form is filled online. These web forms will
make incorporating a company, hassle free and will provide
a major push to the ease of doing business policy of our
government. SPICe+ is an integrated Web form offering 10
services by 3 Central Government Ministries & Departments
(Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Ministry of Labour and
Department of Revenue in the Ministry of Finance) and One
State Government (Maharashtra), thereby saving as many
procedures, time and cost for starting a business in India.
In this article, the authors have analyzed the likely impact
of these rules and web forms on the company incorporation
process in India and have written a brief note on the process
of company incorporation in India under the SPICe+ regime.

Small and Medium Enterprises – a
Yardstick for Ease of doing Business

53

Mahavir Lunawat and Manisha Tejwani
India has been continuously growing during the recent
decades. However, the recent regional and global economic
slowdown requires a new growth model for the nation,
with strengthened dynamics for small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) to boost national productivity. Ease of
doing business is an important springboard to structural
reforms that encourage broad-based growth with regulation
that is efficient, transparent, and easy to implement so that
businesses can thrive. This article features the New Vision of
entrepreneurs of New India, where regulations at its core are
about freedom to do business with ease.

Ease of doing Business – Areas GoI 59
may consider in Companies Act, 2013
Raghunath Ravi
The GoI’s continued efforts has helped it to achieve improved
ranking for India in EODB by the World Bank Group. In
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addition to the steps taken by the GoI so far, it may consider
amending the Companies Act 2013 so as to make the law
simpler for companies - at the stage of incorporation– in such
a way that the certificate of Incorporation itself with make new
companies eligible for commencing business. This Article
describes the manner in which the Act may be amended that
will make the provisions of Section 10A of the Act dealing with
the certificate of incorporation redundant. Same way, private
companies may be permitted to be regulated by their Charter
document – AOA on terms of issue of further share capital
and making intercorporate investments and giving of loans
by granting exemption from the provisions of Section S 42
62 and 186 to them . The lending institutions’ role - wearing
the cap of
monitoring agency for the borrowing private
companies- is also discussed in detail.

Ease of Exit for businesses in India

63

Sikha Bansal and Megha Mittal
‘Doing business’ is not only about seamless starts or how less
cumbersome the journey can be – it is also about the certainty
of freedom to exit, as and when needed. As such, a sound
framework for exit is quintessential for businesses – viable or
non-viable. A company might opt to liquidate itself voluntarily,
or go for a scheme of merger or amalgamation or even striking
off. At the same time, it must be noted that exit may not be
always voluntary – sometimes, it may be forced upon the
business, for example, in case of insolvent companies,
creditors may prefer to liquidate the entity rather than drag it
as a going concern. Some of the important considerations in
making a choice are – solvency of the company, position of
assets and liabilities, extent of judicial involvement, extent of
flexibility in the conduct of the process, professional
involvement, time involved, and costs. With the judicial
authorities being clogged with cases, we may need to reinvent
the infrastructural framework and take steps to make the exit
process easier. The article discusses the aspects as above.

Competition regime and the Ease
of doing Business

68

Sankalp S Kanstiya and Surendra U Kanstiya
Government has been making numerous moves to
contribute to the ease of doing business in India. Under the
Competition Act, 2002, the Government has issued various
notifications to enhance the ease of doing business. Based
on the recommendations of the Competition Law Review
Committee, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs has already
released the draft Competition (Amendment) Bill, 2020. Once
passed, the same would further facilitate the ease of doing
business in India. This article deals with the important steps
taken by the authorities for ensuring ease of doing business
from combination-regulation perspective.
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The Equivalence ‐ Ease of doing
Business and headway of Indian Economy
Prakash Bharadwaj S
World Bank has recently released Ease of Doing Business
Report, 2020. India has displayed notable progress in terms
of its ranking, featuring under top performers. The most
ambitious objective of achieving a $5 trillion Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) by Financial year 2024-25 has led the
administrators to demonstrate their commitments and boostup the entrepreneurship in India. How has setting an objective
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of this sort altered the equation of the country’s functioning?
How did the perception of doing business in India gained
extra-importance? Where does the economy stand in terms
of becoming an entrepreneurs’ heaven? How is India moving
towards balancing and bridging gaps between its regulatory
system and commercial liberation? The aid of digital
transformation of regulatory systems in attracting investment
and entrepreneurs and the role of corporate professionals
such as Company Secretaries in building ethos and integrity
into the system is also important. Pain-points of the economy
for achieving its much-desired objectives and ways to tackle
them in terms of various stages of doing business has been
analysed and also how should the country move towards
achieving the tag “Matured economy”.

Ease of doing Business – Indian
Securities Market

76

Yogesh Chande and Yugandhara Rane
As India jumps 14 points in the World Bank's ease of doing
business ranking to 63rd place, the ease of doing business
proves to be the raison d'être of the overall national agenda.
The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has
played a crucial role to be in check of this objective by
undertaking a number of important measures to ensure
the promotion, development and regulation of the Indian
securities market while also ensuring the protection of
the interests of the investors. This article aims to highlight
and discuss SEBI’s initiatives as regards ease of doing
business in the Indian securities market and how the market
watchdog has proved to be a successful regulator. SEBI’s
applaudable efforts are emphasized through its manoeuvres
on the surveillance and educational front through its Data
Lake project and the organization of Investor Awareness
Programmes respectively, as also through several steps
which have been undertaken by the regulator including inter
alia, promoting technological innovation of the securities
markets through digital platforms and applications such as
SCORES and the Framework for Innovation Sandbox along
with the enhancement of compliance administration and the
strengthening of transparency through steps such as revision
in the framework for collateral in form of securities as margin,
performance benchmarking of AIFs and additional disclosures
for encumbrance by promoter of listed companies. SEBI has
also been at the forefront of ensuring that norms pertaining
to fast track issues, issuance of electronic notes and the
facilitation of transactions through mutual fund schemes can
safeguard the interest of the investors and provide for the
development of the Indian securities market.

Pro-business Reforms for the next
Decade

81

Hari Kumar P
India is in the cusp of a progressive transformation, thanks to
Digital India, e-governance, and a decisive leadership. The
regulatory framework is undergoing rapid re-engineering;
many bold initiatives have started showing results, as
endorsed by the World Bank in their Ease of Doing Business
Rankings 2020 report. Given the size of India’s economy,
the many inherent challenges of diversity, and the fact that
nations across the globe are aggressively competing, a
quantum leap of over 67 notches from rank 130 to 63 in
the last four years needs much appreciation. However, as
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Listed Company perspectives on
Ease of doing Business

86

Dr. V. R. Narasimhan
The Indian achievement in improving ease of doing business
between 2016 and 2020 (from rank 130 to rank 63) is by no
means a small one but for the levels of literacy, education,
entrepreneurship spirits, general levels of intellect, technological
advancement, adaptability to technology etc. India can achieve
more and can easily enter the top few. Several processes
which require coordinated efforts amongst listed companies,
registrars, depositories, stock exchanges and SEBI can be
integrated into time tested web portal based workflow which
will have direct contribution to ease of doing business for listed
entities. These are low hanging fruits requiring only regulatory
resolve and institutional consensus. The author feels that we
should look forward to these implementations that will promote
our ranking in ease of doing business.

90
Ease of doing Business in India – A
journey to the center of the Companies
Act, 2013
Mithun B. Shenoy
India has been placed at 63rd position among 190 economies
in the report on “Doing Business” index published by World
Bank in the year 2019. The index contains various parameters
for determining the ease of doing business in a nation. Indian
government has been taking various initiatives towards
ease of doing business in our country like easier process
for incorporating a company in a shorter span of time, had
announced reduction in corporate tax rate, conglomeration
of various labour laws into 4 labour codes (out of which “The
Code on Wages, 2019” has been notified) etc. An attempt has
been made to highlight various amendments which have been
made under Companies Act, 2013 in the light of ease of doing
business.

96
India’s forethought on
contemporary economic policy reforms
and its repercussions on Ease of doing
Business rating
Bharatsinh Chandrasinh Parmar
The much awaited Ease of Doing Business is an index published
by the World Bank by gathering and analyzing comprehensive
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quantitative data on selected indicators to compare business
regulation environments across economies. It scrutinizes the
specific data on Ten pre-determined indicators and based on
that some 190 economies are ranked with a view to provide a
benchmark assessing the regulatory environment for business
around the world. India’s ranking has been considerably
improved in Doing Business Report-2020, since it got 63rd rank,
which is the result of consistent attempts of the Government to
bolster trade and foreign investment through various economic
policy reforms. The present paper attempts to understand and
analyse the conceptual framework of ease of doing business
as well as canvass issues like reasons for India’s low rank,
measures adapted for improvement etc. along with the role
of company secretaries in augmenting and facilitating Ease of
Doing Business.

Legal World
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n

 MJ 04:04:2020 The Pawnee could not be treated as the
L
holder of the shares pledged in its favour and the Cotton
Mills Company continued to be the member of the Polytex
Company in respect of the said shares and could exercise
its rights under section 169 of the Act. [SC]

n

 W 24:04:2020 Sale of the property of a company
L
requires board resolution to that effect. The sale alleged
to have been executed is only on the basis of board
resolution dated 01.08.2015 which itself cannot be relied
upon. Therefore, the sale of the said land seems to have
been executed without proper authorization of the board.
[NCLAT]

n

 W 25:04:2020 Even after removal of the name of the
L
Company from the register of companies, the NCLT can
proceed with the petition for winding up under Section 271
of the Companies Act, 2013. [NCLT]

n

 W 26:04:2020 We hold that there is no requirement on
L
the part of the Commission to follow the procedure under
Section 29 and 30 of the Act and it rightly passed order of
approval under Section 31 of the Act. [NCLAT]

n

 W 27:04:2020 The Commission is of the view that prima
L
facie a case, of contravention against MMT for abuse of
dominant position and a case against MMT and OYO for
entering into a vertical arrangement having an AAEC in
the market, is made out. [CCI]

n

 W 28:04:2020 The Commission has prima facie not
L
found any evidence to indicate that OP's have fixed the
rates through any concerted action amongst themselves,
so as to warrant an investigation. [CCI]

n

 W 29:04:2020 As a matter of interpretation, the
L
provisions contained in the Consumer Protection Act 1986
must be construed in a purposive manner. [SC]

n

 W 30:04:2020 We, thus, clarify that even though
L
appellant is exempted from payment of property tax by
virtue of Article 285 of the Constitution then liability to pay
services charges for services rendered by the Corporation
cannot be denied. [SC]

n

 W 31:04:2020 In view of our conclusion that the first
L
charge sheet had been issued by an authority competent
to do so, the order of discharge calls for no interference.
The direction for issuance of fresh charge sheet is
therefore held to be unsustainable and is set aside. [SC]
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the next decade waits in the backdrop of a global economic
turmoil and an unheard-of global pandemic (Covid-19), it
is inevitable for India to accelerate forward and implement
much needed reforms that will not only ease the lives of
businesses, but also stand the test of time. New reforms
call for a new approach and a different mindset. Regulatory
organizations, the people involved, and the systems, need to
gear up to the next-gen way of working. Regulators need to
act with absolute customer obsession; where every initiative,
reform, policy or program is aimed at solving problems faced
by businesses, and not the other way around. This article
attempts to highlight a few apparent systemic issues that
need attention in the short to medium term, and shares a
fresh perspective to address some of the problems with a
new direction.
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From The Government
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n

COVID-19 Notification

n

Relaxation in compliance with requirements pertaining to
mutual funds

Special measures under Companies Act, 2013 (CA-2013)
and limited liability partnership Act, 2008 in view of COVID-19
outbreak

n

Interoperability among clearing corporations: revision of
criteria for entering the risk-reduction mode

Clarification on spending of CSR funds for COVID-19

n

n

Relaxation from compliance to reits and invits due to the
COVID-19 virus pandemic

n

Companies (meetings of board and its powers) Amendment
Rules, 2020

n

Encumbrance on units of real estate investment trusts (REITs)

n

Relaxation from compliance with certain provisions of the SEBI
(Listing obligations and disclosure requirements) regulations,
2015 and certain SEBI circulars due to the COVID-19 virus
pandemic – continuation

n

Relaxation from compliance with certain provisions of the SEBI
(Listing obligations and disclosure requirements) Regulations,
2015 due to the COVID -19 virus pandemic

n

General information document

n

Amendments to guidelines for rights issue, preferential issue
and institutional placement of units by a listed InvIT

n
n

n
n
n

n

CARO 2020 dated 24.03.2020

Companies (Registration offices and fees) second Amendment
Rules, 2020
Companies (Incorporation) second Amendment Rules, 2020
dated 12.03.2020

Relaxation of additional fees and extension of last date in
filing of forms MGT-7 (annual return) and AOC-4 (financial
statement) under the Companies Act, 2013- UT of J&K and
UT of Ladakh
The companies (Amendment) bill, 2020

n

Interest for a period of five years from the date of publication

n

n

Filing of forms in the registry (MCA-21) by the insolvency
professional (Interim resolution professional (IRP) or
resolution professional (RP) or liquidator) appointed under
insolvency bankruptcy code, 2016 (IBC, 2016)

Amendments to guidelines for rights issue, preferential issue
and institutional placement of units by a listed reit

n

Amendment in ‘Rights and Obligations of Members,
Authorized Persons and Clients’ of fmc Circular No. FMC/
COMPL/IV/KRA-05/11/14 dated February 26, 2015

n

Mutual Funds (Amendment) Regulations, 2020

n

Review of norms regarding regaining matched book for
commodity derivatives segment

n

Prohibition of fraudulent and unfair trade practices relating to
securities market (Amendment) Regulations, 2020

n

Infrastructure investment trusts (Amendment) Regulations,
2020

n

Real estate investment trusts (Amendment) Regulations,
2020

n

Operating guidelines for investment advisers in international
financial services centre (IFSC) – Clarifications

n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
n

n

n

n

n

Extension of the last date of filing of form NFRA-2
Corrigendum Notification

Clarification on prosecutions filed or internal adjudication
proceedings initiated against independent directors, nonpromoters and non-KMP non-executive directors
Exemptions to government companies under Section 462 of
the CA 2013

Companies (Appointment and qualification of directors)
Amendment Rules, 2020
Relaxation in compliance with requirements pertaining to AIFs
and VCFs
Relaxation in compliance with requirements pertaining to
portfolio managers

Temporary relaxation in processing of documents pertaining
to fpis due to COVID-19

Continuation of phase II of unified payments interface with
application supported by block amount due to COVID-19 virus
pandemic
Extension of deadline for implementation of the circular on
stewardship code for all mutual funds and all categories of
AIFs due to the COVID-19 pandemic

Relaxation from compliance with certain provisions of
the circulars issued under SEBI (Credit rating agencies)
Regulations, 1999 due to the COVID-19 pandemic and
moratorium permitted by RBI

Relaxation from compliance with certain provisions of the
SEBI (Substantial acquisition of shares and takeovers)
Regulations, 2011 due to the COVID-19 pandemic

Further relaxations from compliance with certain provisions
of the SEBI (Listing obligations and disclosure requirements)
Regulations, 2015 (LODR) and the SEBI circular dated
January 22, 2020 relating to standard operating procedure
due to the COVID-19 virus pandemic
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Regulatory Reformation in India – Catalysing
Commerce?
The article focusses on the legacy of legal architecture in India, that was built on a socialistic outlook. In case we
need foreign capital inflow, in case we care for developing entrepreneurial interest from the educated youth and
technocrats of India, we need to realign the compliance infrastructure, transforming it to be conducive to business
growth, even while giving utmost importance to state revenue and systemic risks.
Obtaining a licence would take the longest in India in the
South Asia region. Compared to around 270 days in India,
in Pakistan it would take 218 days and in Sri Lanka, 167
days. Maldives processed licences in the least time at
131 days. France took the least time at 56 days, while
in entrepreneurs in New Zealand and Denmark faced the
least procedural delays1. Now, in contrast, India is ranked
at the 63rd position2. “Alfaro and Chari (2014) examine the
effects of the ‘License Raj’ reform in India on firm size
distribution and resource reallocation. The authors find
that the number of small firms increased in industries with
easier start-up rules. They also observe an increase in
the productivity of these sectors, suggesting a reduction
in resource allocation distortions over the same period.”3

Suresh Viswanathan, FCS
Director
Finteglaw Knowledge Solutions Private Limited
Navi Mumbai
suresh.viswanathan@finteglaw.com

Harmonisation of law and regulations in any ecosystem
is a natural fallout of global jurisdictional regulatory
competition.Reforms pave way for such harmonisation,
and must result in reduction of the burden of compliance.
More importantly, such harmonisations also need to cater
to the interests of state revenue and systemic risks. Laws
having potent systemic implications need to be enforced
mercilessly and the enforcement mechanism should be
swift, straight, certain, effective and real. Simultaneously,
rules and regulations that result in prohibitive compliance
costs have to be reworked intelligently so as to make
them more friendly as well as effective and emphatic. An
optimisation approach needs to be followed by the law
makers will cater to if India to be competitive in a global
regulatory environment.

1. GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS
1.1. The Legacy
Economic liberalisation coupled with the irrelevance
of socialistic ideologies having been established,
technological advancements, and the ever-evolving
business ecosystems across the world, have been the
propelling parameters for integration of global markets.
Cross border harmonisation of regulatory practices
(like anti money laundering, taxation, and other basic
legal architecture) have necessitated harmonisation of
global business practices. India cannot afford to live in
isolation. The advent of the concept of market/business
aggregation, use of cluster and shared infrastructure
facilities have changed the way business is conducted
worldwide, and will eventually culminate in negating the
existence of geographic frontiers for business operations.
India’s legal and regulatory mechanism need to be washed
clean and cloaked in a new attire, primarily to enable them
adapt and assimilate international global themes and
foreign investments and also to promote entrepreneurial
participation in nation building. E-Governance, though
not a panacea for all corporate evils, plays a vital role
in achieving higher levels of ease of doing business,
simultaneously compelling a culture of clean corporate
compliances.

“Overall, South Asia was the region with the highest
share of economies implementing trade reforms in
Doing Business 2020. Trade reforms demonstrate the
importance of cross-border cooperation in ensuring
easy customs clearance procedures, harmonization of
compliance rules, and border control efficiency. Nepal,
for example, decreased the time to export and import by
opening a new joint border crossing point with India.”4

2.	IMPEDIMENTS TO CORPORATISATION
OF BUSINESS
2.1. Why a Corporate Structure?
An entrepreneur starts a business through incorporation
of a corporate entity for 2 primary reasons. (i) limited

1.2. Global Regulatory Competition vis-à-vis India
India was way down at 116 out of the 155 countries
surveyed in 2006 for ease of doing business. The report
hinged their findings on parameters such as degree of
regulation, tax compliance, time and cost to enforce a
contract, legal protection of property, labour flexibility,
investor protection and ease of trade across borders.
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4

 tatistical figures obtained from “Doing Business 2006”, a survey conducted by International
S
Finance Corporation (IFC).
“Doing Business 2020 – comparing Business Regulation in 190 countries” – by World Bank
Group (multiple references).
“Doing Business 2020 – comparing Business Regulation in 190 countries” – by World Bank
Group (Page 31).
“Doing Business 2020 – comparing Business Regulation in 190 countries” – by World Bank
Group (Page 12).
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rates across a panel of 72 economies in the period 2005–
11 and find that higher tax rates consistently discourage
entry. They also find that corruption offsets the negative
influence of high taxes on entry. Rocha, Ulyssea, and
Rachter (2018) find that reducing taxes once registration
costs have been eliminated reduced firm informality
in Brazil; however, this effect comes mainly from the
registration of existing firms and not from the creation of
new formal businesses.”5
It goes without saying that the enforcement agencies of
the government use the strict and rigid provisions of law
to elicit quid pro quo from businessmen and corporates for
illicit exonerations and exceptions, and the phenomenon
is not limited to taxation as explained above. While the
Government of the day has been relentlessly engaging
technology to streamline processes with a primary view
to weed out corrupt practices of the officials, it calls for a
socio-cultural transformation by the business community
to shun corruption as a pillar of doing business.

2.2. Professional Tax
Professional Tax for example is applicable inAndhra,Assam,
Bihar, Gujarat, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh,
Meghalaya, Orissa, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Telangana,
Tripura, West Bengal, Maharashtra, Jharkhand, Manipur,
Mizoram, Puducherry and Chhattisgarh. A state tax that
arises out of the ‘infrastructure’ provided by a State for an
employee or a professional in that state. A concept similar
to a ‘toll’ on an express way. Levied under Article 276(2)
of the Indian Constitution one does not realise that this
provision goes against article 19(1) (g) the right ‘to practise
any profession, or to carry on any occupation, trade or
business. One is being taxed by the state for allowing or
facilitating to exercise a fundamental right.

3.	THE CORPORATE REGULATORY
ECOSYSTEM IN INDIA
3.1. Dismantling Inherited Issues
India being a large economy that was built on the failed
concept of a “mixed economy” that believed in licencing,
controls and monitoring, the country is saddled with a
three-layered compliance monitoring hierarchy namely
(i) Ministry/Departmental level, (ii) Regulatory bodies
constituted by statutes, and (iii) quasi regulatory bodies. It
may be reminded that a unified financial regulatory authority
comprising Banking, Capital Markets and Insurance is yet
to be formulated, despite strong recommendations by a
high-power committee constituted for the same. It is of
relief that the Forward Markets Commission got merged
with SEBI.

2.3. Frequent Changes in Enforcement Procedures
The country has approximately 12 Lakh companies that
are active. According to the MCA Annual Report 201819, the ministry during the period, had issued 77 Notices
and 10 General Circulars as part of the administration of
Companies Act 2013, approximately 1 change every 4 days
on an average. One can imagine the enormous pressure
and difficulties that the corporate sector would have faced
during the period. The world applauded the achievement
that India made by abolishing a host of archaic laws on
indirect taxation and bringing unified Goods and Service
Tax regime. However, being a nascent legislation fraught
with a host of legacy issues, implementation of GST Law
is embroiled in a series of glitches. Deficiencies in the filing
system, difficulties in obtaining GST input credit, frequent
changes in the periodicity of filing returns and claiming
input credit, are some of the issues that the industry as a
whole, faces.

It is high time that the lawmakers of the country take a
complete relook at the multiplicity of authorities specifically
from the perspective easing the business ecosystem.
Some of the important prime movers of Compliance in
India are given below:
3.2. Government Departments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2.4. Multiplicity of Licencing
Once a company or LLP is registered, the other
registrations required are as follows: (i) PAN Registration,
(ii) GST Registration, (iii) Local Body Registration, (iv)
Various registrations under labour laws, (v) Udyog Aadhar
registration, (vi) Business/ manufacturing registration like
FSSAI, (vii) Import/Export Licence if required, (viii) FEMA
filings & registrations in case of FDI, (ix) Special economic
zone related registration if applicable, and the list gets
extended depending on the type of product or service
offered. Despite these labyrinths of registrations, basically
instituted by the Licence Raj of yester years, the country
has been able to make a quantum jump in the ease of
doing business in India.

While the Government of the day has
been relentlessly engaging technology
to streamline processes with a primary
view to weed out corrupt practices
of the officials, it calls for a sociocultural transformation by the business
community to shun corruption as a pillar
of doing business.

2.5. The need to Ostracize Corruption
“Belitski, Chowdhury, and Desai (2016) investigate the
interaction between corruption and corporate income tax
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

Finance Ministry
IT Department
MCA (ROC)
GST Department
Ministry of Labour (States & Central)
Various other ministries

5

“ Doing Business 2020 – comparing Business Regulation in 190 countries” – by World Bank
Group (Page 37).
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liability, (ii) unlimited scalability. These two intentions
are paramount indicators of growth, expansion, funding,
sustainability, and enhanced valuation. Moving from an
unorganised sector to a formal organised sector also
gives a fillip to the entrepreneur in terms of a wider reach,
branding and marketability of the products and services.
But incorrect advice by business advisors having vested
interests, scare of compliances, fear of governmental
scrutiny, and psychological blocks in formalisation of
business and audit processes are some important factors
that deter an individual from transforming his business
into a corporate structure.
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3.3. Regulatory Bodies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

RBI – Reserve Bank of India
SEBI – Securities and Exchange Board of India
IRDAI – Insurance Regulatory and Development
Authority of India
PFRDA – Pension Fund Regulatory & Development
Authority
IBBI – Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India
NABARD – National Bank for Agriculture and Rural
Development
SIDBI – Small Industries Development Bank of India
NHB – National Housing Bank
TRAI – Telecom Regulatory Authority of India
CBFC – Central Board of Film Certification
FSSAI – Food Safety and Standards Authority of
India
NHAI – National Highways Authority of India
TRAI – Telecommunication Industry Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India
DGMS – Directorate General of Mines Safety
FSSAI– Food Safety and Standards Authority of India
AERA – Airports Economic Regulatory Authority
CCI – Competition Commission of India
AERB - Atomic Energy Regulatory Board
WDRA – Warehousing Development and Regulatory
Authority
CERC – Central Electricity Regulatory Commission
CDSCO – Central Drug standardisation and control
organisation

3.5. FDI and Company Law
One needs to appreciate that inflow of capital into a
company, allotment of securities and matters relating
thereto are governed by Companies Act, 2013 and come
under the purview of MCA. However, when the capital
comes through FDI, the business faces several issues
because the entire process is governed by RBI under
FEMA. Basically, the word used by FEMA and RBI for
allotment of securities is ‘issue’ and this term has a
totally different connotation under company law. When an
FCGPR is not approved by RBI, the consequence is to
refund the FDI in foreign exchange. It may be noted that
FCGPR is filed after the allotment process under company
law. In case of non-approval of FCGPR, the refund can be
effected only through a buyback process under company
law, and buy-back has several procedural constraints
including raising of resources to make a refund. Further,
refund in foreign exchange requires a specific approval of
RBI, without which an AD bank cannot effect the transfer.
3.6. Integration of Compliance with Basic Laws
The corporate ecosystem is primarily governed by 3 sets
of laws, Company Law, Taxation Laws, and Labour laws.
One may wonder that these laws are interlinked in many
ways. The creation of annual financial statements and
audit thereof is a journey of the ecosystem through the
year. Each of these laws are supplementary to each other
in terms of compliance processes.

Labour
Lawas

3.4. Quasi Regulatory Bodies
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
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FSDC – Financial Stability and Development Council
BIS – Bureau of Indian Standards
ASCI – Advertising Standards Council of India
BCCI – Board of Control for Cricket in India
AMFI – Association of Mutual Funds in India
EEPC – Engineering Export Promotional Council of
India
EICI – Express Industry Council of India
FIEO – Federation of Indian Export Organisation
INSA – Indian National Shipowners’ Association
ICC – Indian Chemical Council
ISSDA – Indian Stainless Steel Development
Association
MAIT – Manufacturers’ Association for Information
Technology
NASSCOM – National Association of Software and
Service Companies
OPPI – Organisation of Plastic Processors of India
PEPC – Project Exports Promotion Council of India
STOCK EXCHANGEs (3)
COMMODITES DERIVATIVE EXCHANGES (2)
DEPOSITORIES (2)

Taxation
Lawas

Company Law

Company law makes it mandatory for companies to audit
their financial statements. While the auditor examines
all taxation aspects as part of the audit, if the scope is
extended by amendment to direct and indirect tax laws,
the process of tax audit can be made part of the statutory
audit. Similarly filing of annual returns for a company
can be combined with the tax returns, by tweaking the
taxonomy regime and using the XBRL mechanism for
filing the combined corporate and tax annual return.
From the diagrammatic representation below, once can
easily understand the multiplicity of laws and overlapping
incidence of multiple laws on the same or similar
parameters.
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Company Law protects the
corporate ecosystem through:

Taxaton Laws fill the
government coffers using:

Management of Governance, Risk
& Compliance

Directly by taxing income

Labour Laws regulate human
capital ensuring:
Payments of proper wages/salaries
Industrial safety norms

Commerce with profit being
primary objective

Indirectly by taxing goods & services

Employee welfare measures

Company employs human capital & pays direct and indirect taxes
MCA Regulated Corporate
Structure

Direct & Indirect Taxes by 2
different authorities. GST has state
level implications

More than a dozen labour laws
to comply with. Some are
central and others state level

Annual Filings capture sales, salaries,
profit, income tax information. Stock
Exchanges' collect similar information
from Listed Companies

Periodic filing capture sales,
tax collected and paid

State and central level filings capture
wages, perquisites, & information on
welfare measures

While the company deducts TDS for an employee, and
the returns thereof are filed with the tax authorities,
the same is also reflected indirectly in the financial
statements. The statutory auditor reviews the payment of
tax and TDS from a financial perspective. The audit of the
financial statements is not limited to the correctness of
the facts and figures, but also the internal control system,
compliance, taxation and other related areas.
Financial aspects of compliance with labour laws are also
reviewed by the statutory auditor and violations reported
under CARO. When these aspects are covered as part
of statutory audit, does it not make sense to extend the
scope of statutory audit to encompass Tax Audit and
audit of Labour Laws, so that everything is covered in a
single audit. Further XBRL reporting to MCA should be
made mandatory for all companies irrespective of existing
threshold limits. Taxonomy should be modified to include
all the data that government wishes to capture for income
tax, GST and labour welfare purposes. Even data relating
to payments made to MSME, and loans with ageing more
than I year (amounting to deposits) can be captured in
the annual filings through taxonomy modifications instead
of forcing every company to file multiple returns. Further
all the data required by stock exchanges from listed
companies can also be easily captured by XBRL instead
of compelling listed entities to file a different set of XBRL
document with stock exchanges.
Implementation of these harmonisation processes will
require a central electronic data repository to be set up
by the central government, interlinking all the relevant
government departments, regulatory authorities and
stock exchanges as may be required. It is high time the
law makers of the country channelize their thought in
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streamlining overlapping incidence of multiple laws in the
same jurisdiction and eliminate redundancy of repetitive
and multiple reporting. Harmonization at multiple levels/
segments of governmental reporting brings in uniformity
of system and ease of compliance.
Further, as far as labour laws are concerned, business
entities are forced to interact with multiple departmental
authorities coming under both state and central
jurisdictions. Registrations and renewals thereof, in respect
of occupying any office space (under local body laws) is
also a thorn in the flesh. Many of the local bodies do not
have a properly functional online registration system, and
it is difficult to execute these registrations from a central
office of a company having multiple branches. This calls
for engaging local touts and agents leading to obvious and
compulsive corruption. The much hyped central ‘Labour
Code’ is yet to see the light of the day.

Implementation of these harmonisation
processes will require a central electronic
data repository to be set up by the central
government, interlinking all the relevant
government department, regulatory
authorities and stock exchanges as may
be required

4. GRADED ENFORCEMENT REGIME
Laws, Rules and Regulations are destined to be enforced.
An ecosystem that does not allow permeation of law and
effective enforcement thereof thwarts the very purpose of
law. The seriousness of enforcement in India was severely
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affected, historically, due to various factors including
cultural backdrop, lack or absence of political will, lack
of expediency on the part of the bureaucracy, grassroot
corruption and connivance of enforcement officials. The
law-abiding business community lost faith in the system
and became confident of getting away with the violations
they commit. But this phenomenon has been gradually
changing for the better during the last few years.
Company law stipulates that the responsibility of
governance, risk and compliance of companies rests
with the Board of Directors (BOD). The BOD collectively
and the Directors individually are liable for lapses arising
out on non-compliances. While a Compliance Officer is
responsible for implementation of compliance processes
and execution of such processes at a micro level, the BOD
is responsible for formulation of policies, mechanisms,
processes and internal controls.
None of the regulators, perhaps except SEBI, vehemently
and vociferously publish the penal actions against wrong
doers. Such publicity may be a deterrent for the erring
entities, but has huge systemic and industry impact. This
could be one the reasons that RBI is more perceived
to be a persuasive regulator than a punishment-hungry
regulator.
For a sustained and effective enforcement of Governance
Risk and Compliance protocol, researchers suggest that a
graded, persuasive mechanism at a base level, monetary
penalties at a secondary level and stringent exemplary
punitive actions at a tertiary level. This will require a
careful analysis of all legal and regulatory provisions for
trifurcation of their implications into (i) non-compliance
that have only implications to data collection, (ii) violations
that have revenue impact on the state exchequer, and (iii)
violations that have systemic risks apart from revenue
implications. Please see the diagram below:
The Compliance Pyramid

4.1. Restorative Justice
implications)

(for

compliance

with

data

When organizations fail to comply with any provision of
law that calls for a data or information (E.g.: non filing or
filing with wrong data) the Restorative Justice approach
should be adopted. The delayed filing or rectification
of wrong filing should be allowed. This approach will
restore the compliance rather than reverting to an instant
punishment. This approach has been adopted by many
a business regulator in several jurisdictions across the
globe. Many regulators also use this as a tool to respond
to compliance failures.
Restorative Justice, of course, must always be backed up
by the possibility of more punitive sanctions. This gives
regulators the option of responding to recurring noncompliances by corporates with punitive sanctions. It is
also imperative to make it known to the corporate world
that “softer” enforcement strategies will be followed by
harsher measures, in case of persistent non-compliance.
Simultaneously, voluntary and consistent compliance
needs to be complimented and incentivized. A company
that has a clean track record could be graded on
A, B, C categories. The grading could be displayed
on the master data or can be publicized through some
rating agency. This eventually nurtures the ability of
enterprises to accomplish compliance through a selfmotivation.
4.2. Responsive Enforcement (For compliances that have
revenue implications to the state)
Non compliances that result in adversely affecting revenue
to the state exchequer need to be treated with monetary
penalties including penal interests and fines. The system
should automatically capture the delay in remittance or
filing and impose penal provisions. Repetitive violations
may be dealt with more severely and defiant companies
may be blacklisted apart from subjecting them to
adjudication processes.
4.3. Punitive Enforcement (For compliances that address
systemic risks)

Tertiary Level:
Punitive Enforcement (Exemplary actions
like debarment, imprisonment for non
compliances having systemic risks)

Secondary Level:
Responsive Enforcement (Monetary
Penalties for non compliance
affecting state revenue)

Primary Level:
Restorative Justice (Reversal of
minor breaches arising from non
compliance)
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Violators of compliances that address systemic risks
should be dealt with an iron hand because such noncompliance result in affecting the society, the business
ecosystem and the country as a whole. In the pyramid
illustrated above, suspension / revocation of licenses/
registration, initiating criminal proceedings against erring
companies and the key management personnel are
contemplated. It is also required that the adjudication
process and criminal proceedings should be fast and rigid
in such instances.
Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU – IND) has prudently
understood this concept and consequently called upon
the financial intermediaries to nominate a Designated
Director, making him responsible for the compliance
with AML Laws. It would be worthy for other regulators
to conceive similar mechanisms at the Board of
Directors level, with preferably a Promoter Director
being responsible for establishment and maintenance
of compliance systems within the entity. Taking a cue
from the provisions of section 447 of the Companies Act
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Market Leader in Governance Risk &
Compliance

Regulatory compliance and supervision thereof rest
broadly on 3 pillars, namely:
Pillar 1: Inspections by authorities for verification of various
compliance, a traditional way of supervision.
Central Government has been discouraging such
inspections in the manufacturing sector due to
rampant corruption by the concerned officials.
Pillar 2:	Installation of internal processes and systems to
ensure compliance with regulatory requirements
coupled with internal supervisions and audit of
such compliances.
Pillar 3:	
Regulatory Reporting including (i) reporting to
the sectoral regulator by the relevant entities
and (ii) market surveillance, collection of data,
information and evidences by the regulator.
5.2. Attribution of Cost Centres
The 1st and the 3rd are cost centres for the regulators
whereas the 2nd one is a cost centre for the enterprise.
Market regulations are carved out of the business
ecosystem and stems out of the need to forbid abuse of
marketplace. Business practices that are abusive of the
market conditions, and jeopardizing the market in specific
and the economy in general, need to be stopped and
prevented from recurrence. Any compliance mechanism
that requires to be enforced initially and sustained
continuously, results in cost. The higher the benchmark,
the higher the levels of enforcement, the higher will be
cost of compliance. These costs are attributable to both
the regulator and the regulated with equal impact. Trading
off these costs against the standards of compliance by
the regulatee, or the level of enforcement thereof by the
regulator would result in catastrophic outcomes.
5.3. Cost Matrix for Compliance – Pathway to Market
Leadership
Broadly speaking, in the growth of a corporate entity, it
passes broadly through 6 evolution stages. First being
a closely held company doing basic compliances with
minimum costs, then getting listed upon crossing all
the entry barriers for listing. This stage brings in a host
of stakeholders and their servicing gains importance.
As a listed entity, the psychological confidence of

Business practices that are abusive of the
market conditions, and jeopardizing the
market in specific and the economy in
general, need to be stopped and prevented
from recurrence.
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Cost of Compliance

5.1. Pillars of execution

Addressing Systemic Concerns

Gaining Public Confidence

Servicing Stakeholder
Interest

Listing Compliance

Basic Corporate
Compliance

High ethical
Standards, Internal
Codes of Conduct
Internal Surveillance,
Whistle Blowing, and CSR

Fool-proof internal controls, Risk
Management & audit processes
Going the extra mile to service
Directors, Shareholders, Employees
& Customers

Doing all regulatory & Statutory
filings in a proper manner

Level of Transparency

5. COST OF COMPLIANCE

investing public apart from all the other stakeholders is
of significant importance. The company becomes duty
bound to protect systemic concerns and fulfill corporate
social responsibility. While climbing this ladder, the cost
of compliance steadily increases. The chart below is selfexplanatory.

Conduct of Meeting as per law
(Committees), Board & General Body)

While few governments have collected data that
demonstrates a link between costs of compliance
and failures of compliance, studies from many OECD
countries confirm that compliance costs are generally
higher for SMEs, suggesting that there is a higher risk of
compliance failure. Inaccessible and incomprehensible
regulations affect small business and result in escalation
of their compliance costs.

6. CONCLUSION
Every country has its own corporate culture and economic
priorities. Likewise, each company has its own history,
culture, goals and business cycle maturity. All of these
factors need to be taken into consideration in crafting
the optimal governance and compliance structure and
practices for any country. However, the influence of
international capital markets is likely to lead to a significant
convergence of governance, risk and compliance
practices across the globe. As regulatory barriers between
national economies fall and global competition for capital
increases, investment capital will follow the path to those
corporations that have adopted efficient governance
standards, which include acceptable accounting and
disclosure standards, satisfactory investor protections
and board practices designed to provide independent,
accountable oversight of managers. Corporate India has
to gear up for this cultural revolution.
Regulatory reformation is the call of the hour, and India
needs to expedite implementation of several impending
harmonisation exercises on laws and compliance practices
in the perspective of enticing foreign capital inflow to the
country, and also to encourage entrepreneurship from
within. The government of the day has a humongous task
on hand in undoing the legacies perpetrated during the
post-independence period, that adopted the evils of both
socialism and capitalism.
CS
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2013, the dereliction of individual responsibility by the
Designated Promoter Director could be made liable with
severe consequences. Such measures will also act as a
deterrent for business houses to commit violations of this
nature.
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Technology will accelerate “Ease of doing
Business”; how will the legal ecosystem
contribute?
Technology advances are already improving the ease of doing business. Emerging technologies like artificial
intelligence, deep learning, machine learning, 5G, IOT and UAVs will further enhance the ease of doing business.
So when we plan for greater ease of doing business we should consider the impact of advancing technologies as
well as the challenges and options that such technologies will present to the legal ecosystem.
convenient times using web based tools using video
conferencing to organize meetings, recording accurate
minutes and finalizing transactions without having to
travel long distances
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A. BACKGROUND
For India, progress on the ease of doing business is a vital
goal as we seek greater global investments to lift hundreds of
millions to improved standards of living. Much progress has
been made. More needs to be done. But is it only about industrial
policy? About more liberal laws relating to employment? More
flexibility for entrepreneurs in starting, growing, shaping,
merging or closing enterprises? Over the past two decades
many technologies that have been on the slow burner are
suddenly coming to the boil at nearly the same time. And such
advances in technologies will, perhaps, have a greater impact
on the ease of doing business than any number of changes
wean make to further liberalize our economy and our legal
framework. Consider just some examples of conveniences
[ease of doing business] we now take for granted. Each of
these is based upon technology advances:













Entire organizations working from home, as at present,
due to the COVID19 pandemic
No more visits to the bank; in fact fewer visits to ATMs
based on online transfer of funds
Booking tickets to films, theatre plays online
Making most, if not all, payments online for utilities,
groceries, clothes
Booking train, bus and air tickets online, and checking-in
online
Booking a cab ride. No worries about owning a car,
parking spots and traffic issues
Participating in video or audio conferences with multiple
parties to avoid travel or commuting and scheduling
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Online filing by authenticating documents using digital or
electronic signatures
Using digital signatures to identify parties and address
the need to determine the authenticity of the parties to a
transaction
Getting trusted intermediaries for buying insurance
policies, booking hotels, comparing various offers from
multiple vendors
Developing and leveraging new business models that
enable us to book a hotel room from a company that does
not own a single hotel, ask for a cab ride from a company
that does not own a single cab, order food/groceries
online from companies that do not own a single store or
warehouse.
Extended enterprises can provide us various products and
services without having their own research, manufacturing
and sales departments. The internet has facilitated the
development of complex and sophisticated networks of
companies allowing each to specialize in a distinct link in
the product/service value chain.

B. HOW TECHNOLOGY WILL DRIVE
GREATER ‘EASE OF DOING BUSINESS”
Technology has already greatly transformed business. And yet,
this is only the beginning. Great changes are afoot. Changes
that will transform the way we work, play, entertain ourselves
and interact socially. All of these will be based on advanced
technologies. Each of the following will enhance the ease of
doing business:
i.

Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Robotics and
Deep Learning

ii.

UAVs or drones

iii.

Cloud data storage and data processing

iv.

Social media related apps

v.

Internet of Things(IOT) and 5 G

i.

Artificial Intelligence (AI):
Let us look at some examples of the use of Artificial
Intelligence in industrial and commercial spheres.
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a.

Artificial Intelligence and the Company Secretary:
Company Secretaries are, in some jurisdictions,
using AI to automate and where possible, eliminate
‘low hanging’ tasks; this ultimately gives them more
time to focus and improve corporate governance,
due diligence and compliance procedures. This is
bound to spread globally over time.

b.

Artificial Intelligence in Customer Service:
Interfacing with customers is often the most important
aspect of any business. When one makes a call to
the customer service helpdesk of certain companies,
one cannot be sure that one is talking to a human
being. It is increasingly likely that one is chatting with
a ‘boot’ which is program software which is capable
of responding to most queries that a typical customer
will ask. Equipped with machine learning and deep
learning characteristics, such programs will progress
towards anticipating the next question that the
customer may ask or even handle more sophisticated
and nuanced questions.

c.

Artificial Intelligence in Autonomous Vehicles:
An autonomous vehicle is a vehicle which, to varying
degrees, can reduce human effort in starting, driving
and parking vehicles; and even in diagnosing and
addressing typical faults and failures. Already,
Tesla and other companies have reached a stage
where human intervention is completely eliminated
and the car becomes wholly autonomous, so to
speak. Autonomous cars will have tremendous
economic, environmental, social and urban-planning
implications. An expert recently explained that,
on an average, a car is parked for 83% of its time
of existence. This, he said, is a huge waste and
underutilization of expensive assets. He predicted
that, even without the intervention of government
and local regulations, for purely economic reasons,
people will stop buying cars and will actually use
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Computers and the internet may have
many business uses. But one of the most
extensive and popular uses of these is
for gaming. As humans become more
prosperous, sedentary and hard pressed
for time and space in urban spaces, the
thirst for games will grow.
fleet operators who will then become the largest
and perhaps the main buyers of cars produced in
the world. It is estimated that some American cities
will free up between 20 to 40 percent of the city
landscape which is presently used for parking of the
millions of cars that the Americans buy and use. This
will itself release enormous tracts of urban space
for other uses thereby altering the architecture of
modern urban centers beyond recognition.
d.

AI and entertainment and gaming: Computers and
the internet may have many business uses. But one
of the most extensive and popular uses of these is
for gaming. As humans become more prosperous,
sedentary and hard pressed for time and space in
urban spaces, the thirst for games will grow. Not
only have games become more interactive, allowing
one or more players to participate remotely they are
becoming more intelligent, thereby allowing humans
to play with, and pit their intelligence against, software
based opponents in chess and Sudoku.

e.

Artificial Intelligence in Banking and Finance:
Algorithm based automation of banking (front end
and back end) operations are becoming increasingly
common. Interactions with banking customers
will progressively become automated, leveraging
increasingly sophisticated algorithms and software
that can outdo human customer service specialists
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and managers. To begin with, these will augment
human endeavors and capabilities but surely, one
day, but not too far from now, replace human beings –
even those with extensive education and experience.
In fact, such is the promise of Artificial intelligence,
that social scientists have already started talking
about universal basic income for those who are likely
to be replaced by Artificial Intelligence endowed
programs and devices. This is only the beginning.
Algorithm based dealings in foreign exchange,
derivatives, futures and options are growing apace.
f.

g.

h.

ii.

Artificial Intelligence and Agriculture: Precision
agriculture will be the way in which countries will feed
their growing millions. The pressure on arable land,
the looming shortage of precious water resources,
the need to progressively reduce chemical fertilizers,
chemical nutrients and chemical insecticides, will
all spur the need for precision agriculture based
increasingly, on the benefits of artificial intelligence.
The myriad factors that impact climate, soil, crops,
insects and agriculture markets will necessitate the
collection, analysis and leveraging of humongous
data resources. Predictive analysis, based on
artificial intelligence, will help anticipate climate
conditions, climate changes, soil condition changes
and so on, thereby raising agriculture to a new
scientific zenith, less and less impacted by random
factors. Data, algorithms, software programs will not
only help in raising farm yield, but also marketing
and pricing. These will enable aggregation of farming
and marketing cooperatives on the same lines as is
happening in city commuting, through aggregation
of resources and fuller utilization of equipment and
storage spaces.
Artificial Intelligence and Healthcare: The human
anatomy is complex. Doctors and health specializes
have to grapple with multiple test results, observations
and patient history data. Already, automated robotic
devices are aiding diagnosis and surgery in various
specializations. The influence of Artificial Intelligence
in healthcare can be observed in relation to diagnosis,
testing, preventive care, primary care, surgery, postoperative care and prosthetics, apart from various
devices that will reduce the impact of injuries.
Artificial intelligence and marketing. As businesses
grapple with huge loads of data about customers
and prospects- as well as competitive intelligence
about rivals - the challenge would mainly be about
translating such data into actionable intelligence
that will help businesses increase sales, market
share and customer retention. Here again artificial
intelligence will play a major role, helping, not only in
decision-related intelligence gathering but also with
implementation of such decisions using automation/
bots and the like. In fact Artificial Intelligence will
transform marketing and marketing strategies as it
helps brand owners drill down into individual likes and
dislikes using data gathered over many transactions.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or drones
UAVs will be used for traffic control, surveillance, delivery,
internal security, war operations, and various other tasks
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The human anatomy is complex.
Doctors and health specializes have
to grapple with multiple test results,
observations and patient history data.
Already, automated robotic devices are
aiding diagnosis and surgery in various
specializations. The influence of Artificial
Intelligence in healthcare can be observed
in relation to diagnosis, testing, preventive
care, primary care, surgery, post-operative
care and prosthetics, apart from various
devices that will reduce the impact of
injuries.
thereby making it easier to do various business related
tasks that would otherwise entail greater expense, effort
and risks
In fact some people in the know predict that UAVs will take
over some or most of the work that is either
a.

Dull: like monitoring pipelines for leaks or monitoring
movement of people for traffic control;

b.

Dirty: like checking inside large tunnels or
subterranean locations or in mining operations or in
trash/sewage clearance or logistics;

c.

Dangerous: like delivery in cities which remain in
lockdown due to the global corona virus pandemic
ormonitoring infiltration into borders or high security
areas where continuous surveillance at site is
necessary using cameras and other detection
devices.

iii. Cloud computing, block chain and data processing
Cloud storage, computing, block chain and data
processing will make it easier for businesses to avoid
large and inflexible investments in information technology
infrastructure such as computers, routers, operating
systems and application programs. Especially for smaller
businesses this will be a boon as they can tap into cloud
based information technology solutions paying per usage
or paying per transactions or per data generated etc. This
alone will contribute significantly to ease of doing business
for small and medium size enterprises making them
competitive vis-à-vis larger rivals. In the light of increased
compliance requirements based on the introduction
of GST this would be a boon for MSMEs. In particular
Cloud based solutions will help businesses switch more
easily and with lower transition costs to more advanced
systems and technologies in a fast advancing information
technology domain.
Block chain technology allows for an online record of data
stored chronologically, which can be viewed publicly but
difficult to edit. This could facilitate accurate disclosure
and can be used by regulators, stock exchanges and the
like in regulatory disclosures.
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1.

What new laws will be required? What changes to
existing laws?
Technology advances will increase the velocity of business,
make technology more pervasive[ in our work, play,
entertainment and social interaction]mitigate old risks and
create new ones, challenge law enforcement agencies
and provide new options in drafting, implementing and
enforcing laws.
For instance significant adoption of IOT will raise issues
about:

Block chain technology allows
for an online record of data stored
chronologically, which can be viewed
publicly but difficult to edit. This could
facilitate accurate disclosure and can be
used by regulators, stock exchanges and
the like in regulatory disclosures.
iv. Social media related apps
Various businesses are tapping into the power of
social media to harness the reach and popularity of the
applications or apps that people use on social media. One
example is the introduction of payments systems that will
make it easier to send or receive money. Social media
also makes it easier [and cheaper] to engage in sales
and marketing promotions using short videos, memes,
cartoons, audio files and the like. Social media is therefore
a huge new channel for marketing that will make it easier
for businesses to reach customers and prospects.
v.

IOT and 5G

2.

There are three parts to this section:
1.
2.
3.

What are the amendments required in the existing laws?
How to bring in such amendments in the present complex
technological environment?

How will such changes or new laws be drafted/determined?
How can technology and law work together to enhance
ease of doing business?
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Internal security [of vital information technology
infrastructure]

c.

National security [e.g. vulnerability to external forces]

d.

Safety of human beings; some activists are warning
about risks to human health from the electromagnetic
fields related to wireless technology.

e.

Environmental sustainability: what will billions of IOT
devices do to the environment when discarded or
replaced?

f.

Impact on society: how will society cope with
such rapid changes? Perhaps with loss of jobs?
Obsolescence of skills?

How will such changes or new laws be drafted/
determined?
It is becoming increasingly clear that major technology
inputs and insights will be needed to address the issues
that new technologies will raise. And to understand the
new options that technology will present in law-making,
law enforcement and compliance.
Perhaps the time has come to explore the possibility of
having multi-disciplinary teams of law scholars, judicial
officers, technologists, information security experts,
company secretaries and social scientists study existing
laws and recommend changes or new laws to address the
aforesaid issues

The IOT opens up new possibility for communications,
intelligent devices, autonomous devices and a new
industrial revolution based on data.

Before we consider how the legal ecosystem can contribute
to ‘ease of doing business’ even as technology transforms
business, let us look at why a ‘technology-conducive” legal
ecosystem is desirable in the light of such transformation

Information security and privacy

b.

Therefore, changes to some existing laws may be needed
to address these issues. We may even need specialist
regulators to regulate the use of IOT in business.

With IOT and 5 G, “things” will get connected over the
Internet opening up scope for millions of applications
that will help devices reconfigure themselves, gather and
process data, network with other devices, monitor usage
and self- diagnose and self- rectify faults, among other
things.

C. HOW WILL THE LEGAL ECOSYSTEM
CONTRIBUTE?

a.

3.

How can the ICSI take the lead to get technology
and law to work together to enhance ease of doing
business?
As a leader in Corporate Governance the ICSI could
undertake research and studies on technology
governance from the Indian perspective. In doing so
ICSI can encourage technology institutions like IEEE,
Computer Society of India, Information Security and Audit
Association [ISACA] Technology Law Forum and others
to contribute to such research and studies. This will help
India formulate technology standards, regulations and
laws in keeping with Indian needs and imperatives. That
will be a stellar contribution from the Institute.
CS
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Let us look at each of these.

ARTICLE

Ease of doing Business: Is ADR an effective
contract enforcement mechanism in India?
Today, India is growing rapidly and gaining confidence of numerous international business houses when it comes
to setting up businesses in India or doing business with India. This can be seen from the Doing Business 2020
Report published by the Word Bank Group itself, wherein India stands strong at the 63rd position in ease of doing
business, and only aims to grow in the same. At the same time, international commercial disputes are linked straight
with the growth of international businesses in any country, and India is no exception to this. Thus, this article
examines the pro-active approach of legislature and the judiciary in promoting ADR as an effective dispute resolution
mechanism.
property, getting credit, protecting minority investors, paying
taxes, trading across borders, enforcing contracts, resolving
insolvency, regulation on employing workers2 and contracting
with the government3.

Arvind Kumar Ray*, ACS
Principal Associate
Khaitan & Co.
New Delhi
arvind.ray@khaitanco.com

On the contract enforcement parameter, India’s DB score was
41.2 against New Zealand’s 71.5. This parameter measures
the time and cost for resolving a commercial dispute through
a local first-instance court and the quality of judicial processes
index, evaluating whether each economy has adopted a series
of good practices that promote quality and efficiency in the
court system. Unquestionably, alternative dispute resolution
(ADR), which includes arbitration, mediation and conciliation is
globally accepted as cost-efficient, time-effective and preferred
dispute resolution system. ADR has a key role to play in
improving an economy’s ease of doing business ranking. On
this front, both the legislature and the judiciary in India have
performed remarkably well with positive changes in the law
and pro-ADR judgments particularly under arbitration laws.

AMENDMENTS IN THE ARBITRATION
AND CONCILIATION ACT, 1996
Before the present law on arbitration4 came into force, the
Supreme Court in a judgment rendered in the year 19815,
expressed its frustration on the working of the Arbitration Act,
1940 in the following words:

Vansha Sethi Suneja*
Associate
Khaitan & Co.
New Delhi
vansha.sethi@khaitanco.com

INTRODUCTION
The Doing Business 20201 Report published by the World
Bank Group (WBG) puts India at the 63rd position in ease of
doing business. In the list of 190 economies benchmarked
by WBG, India achieved a Doing Business (DB) score of 71
against New Zealand, Singapore, and Hong Kong, SAR, China
which were in the top three with DB scores of 86.8, 86.2 and
85.3, respectively. The countries have been benchmarked
on 12 areas of business regulation i.e., starting a business,
dealing with construction permits, getting electricity, registering
1

https://www.doingbusiness.org/

*The views expressed are personal views of the authors.
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“…the way in which the proceedings under the Act are
conducted and without an exception challenged in courts,
has made lawyers laugh and legal philosophers weep.
Experience shows and law reports bear ample testimony that
the proceedings under the Act have become highly technical
accompanied by unending prolixity, at every stage providing a
legal trap to the unwary….”
To address the lacunae in the earlier regime and with the
avowed objective of curtailing delays, the Arbitration and
Conciliation Act, 1996 (Act) was enacted, which came into
force w.e.f. 25 January 1996. Post the liberalisation in 1991,
foreign investment in India increased with India becoming the
top destination for foreign direct investment (FDI) in 20156; but,
the country still not only failed to establish itself as an arbitration
2
3
4
5
6

not included in the DB Score and ranking.
not included in the DB Score and ranking.
Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996
(1981) 4 SCC 634

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/India-pips-US-China-as-No-1-foreign-directinvestment-destination/articleshow/49160838.cms
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In the backdrop of the 246th Report of the Law Commission of
India10, in 2015, the union government introduced far reaching
amendments in the Act. The concern of the government
to implement laws and procedures to make it easier to do
business in India can be seen from the Statement of Objects
and Reasons of The Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment)
Ordinance, 2015, which states:
“As India has been ranked at 178 out of 189 nations in the
world in contract enforcement, it is high time that urgent steps
are taken to facilitate quick enforcement of contracts, easy
recovery of monetary claims and award of just compensation
for damages suffered and reduce the pendency of cases in
courts and hasten the process of dispute resolution through
arbitration, so as to encourage investment and economic
activity.”
Some notable changes introduced by the Arbitration and
Conciliation (Amendment) Act, 2015 (“2015 Amendments”)
which promised a new approach to contract enforcement by
arbitration and ease of doing business are:
(i)

Section 11 and Fourth Schedule - In case of domestic
arbitrations, the fees of the arbitral tribunal to be guided
by the rates specified in the Fourth Schedule.

(ii) Section 12 and Fifth Schedule – The Act now explicitly
states the grounds which shall guide in determining
whether circumstances exist which give rise to justifiable
doubts as to the independence or impartiality of an
arbitrator.
(iii) Section 17(2) - Interim orders passed by arbitral tribunal
shall be enforceable under the Code of Civil Procedure,
1908 (CPC) as if it were an order of a court.
(iv) Second proviso to Section 24 – The arbitral tribunal shall
not grant any adjournments unless sufficient cause is
made out and may impose costs including exemplary
costs on the party seeking adjournment without any
sufficient cause.
(iv) Section 29A - The arbitral award shall be made within a
period of twelve months from the date the arbitral tribunal
enters upon the reference. Additional six months can be
granted to the arbitral tribunal with the consent of the
parties. Any subsequent extension can be granted only by
Court if sufficient cause is shown.
(v) Section 29B - The parties can agree for a fast track
procedure, wherein the award is required to be made
within a period of six months from the date the arbitral
tribunal enters upon the reference. Oral hearings are
prohibited except in certain situations.
7
8
9

10

The London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA) [http://www.lcia.org/]
The Singapore International Arbitration Centre (SIAC) [https://www.siac.org.sg/]
Arbitral institution established in 1923 as part of the International Chamber of Commerce,
Arbitration and headquartered in Paris [https://iccwbo.org/dispute-resolution-services/
arbitration/]
Law Commission of India, Report No. 246 - Amendments to the Arbitration and
Conciliation Act 1996, 5 August 2014
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(vi) Section 31A - Elaborate provisions have been made
regarding payment of costs.
(vii) Section 34 - Limited the scope of public policy of India, a
ground for setting aside of arbitral award.
(viii) Section 36 – No automatic stay on execution of arbitral
award upon filing of challenge to the award.
While the 2015 reforms were welcomed by all the stakeholders,
it failed to give boost to the institutionalisation of arbitration in
India. This, inter alia, prompted the government to bring fresh
set of amendments11 in the Act in 2019, with a view to make
India a hub of institutional arbitration. The 2019 amendments
established the Arbitration Council of India, a watchdog for
institutional arbitration. In addition to this, new provisions
have been introduced for speedier appointment of arbitrators
by the Supreme Court and the High Courts, confidentiality
on all matters relating to arbitration, and reducing the scope
of interference during challenge to arbitral awards as well as
safeguarding the arbitrators and arbitral institutions from any
legal proceedings for acts committed in good faith. However,
the amendments introduced in 2019 diluted the rigours of
Section 29A, which was introduced by the 2015 Amendment
- a rather discouraging act. Post the amendments in 2019,
an arbitral award is required to be made within a period of
twelve months from the date of completion of the pleadings.
Previously, the time taken by the parties to complete the
pleadings was also included within the twelve months period
during which the award was required to be made. In so far as
international commercial arbitrations are concerned, now the
Act puts an obligation on the arbitral tribunal to use its best
endeavour to dispose of the matter within a period of twelve
months from the date of completion of pleadings under section
23(4).
While, ADR professionals and litigants are yet to see arbitration
institutions like Singapore International Arbitration Center or the
London Court of International Arbitration, there are institutions
such as the Mumbai Centre for International Arbitration (MCIA),
which with its internationally influenced rules has gained a lot
more momentum since its launch in October 2016. The rules
established by the MCIA have brought the much-needed
concepts of emergency arbitration, expeditious procedures
and sanity checks of the awards.

PRO-ARBITRATION APPROACH OF
INDIAN COURTS
The discussions would be incomplete without referring to the
pro-active role played by the Indian judiciary in promoting
arbitration. The Supreme Court and the High Courts have
seized each and every opportunity to clarify and lay down
authoritative pronouncements while at the same time, filled
up lacunae in the arbitration regime. The pro-arbitral approach
of the Indian courts can be seen from the Supreme Court
judgment in Vijay Karia & Ors.v Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi
Srl & Ors12, wherein the Supreme Court held that a foreign
arbitral award may be enforced even if it is inconsistent with
the provisions of Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999
(“FEMA”). Here, it has been held that a rectifiable breach
under FEMA cannot be a violation of the fundamental policy of
Indian law. In Perkins Eastman Architects DPC & Anr. v HSCC
11

Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment) Act, 2019
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hub but also faced the problems of high costs, delays and,
uncertainties due to conflicting judicial decisions. During
the same time, arbitral institutions in London7, Singapore8
and Paris9 built themselves as the most preferred arbitral
destinations particularly for international commercial disputes.
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(India) Ltd.13 (Perkins), the Supreme Court held that a person
interested in the outcome of decision of the dispute must not
have power to appoint a sole arbitrator. Perkins is undoubtedly
a landmark judgment on the appointment of arbitrators, and
it would surely go a long way in ensuring transparency and
impartiality in arbitrations. When it comes to resolving vexed
questions such as seat and venue, the Supreme Court has
always been guided by well settled international principles on
arbitrations. Recently, in the case of BGS SGS SOMA JV v
NHPC Ltd14, the Supreme Court held that the designation of
a ‘seat’ confers exclusive jurisdiction on the courts of the said
seat, and furthermore, a place of arbitration regardless of how
it is designated in the arbitration clause, for example, either
as a seat, venue or place, it would be taken as the juridical
seat of arbitration unless there is indication to the contrary.
In Enercon (India) Limited and others v Enercon GMBH
and another15, the Supreme Court held that the courts must
adopt a pragmatic approach and not a pedantic or technical
approach while interpreting or construing an arbitration
agreement or arbitration clause. The Supreme Court held that
it “is the duty of the court to make the same workable within
the permissible limits of the law, without stretching it beyond
the boundaries of recognition”. Recently, Delhi High Court
ruled that limitation period for filing of written statement as
prescribed in the CPC and the Commercial Courts Act, 2015
(Commercial Courts Act) would be applicable for filing of an
application for reference of disputes to arbitration in terms of
Section 8 of the Act16.
These pro-arbitration decisions from Indian courts would surely
create more confidence in the foreign investors, who develop
cold feet when it comes to dispute resolution in India. The
commitment of the Indian judiciary to ease of doing business
in India is also seen from the concerns expressed by sitting
and retired judges of the Supreme Court and the High Courts.
Very recently, a sitting Supreme Court judge aptly remarked, “If
conducive environment is created favouring arbitration, then it
will definitely improve climate for investment" 17.

MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION
While mediation and conciliation are considered synonymous,
there are fundamental differences between the two. While both
involves settlement of disputes by a third party, the mediator’s
role is more like a facilitator as against the role of conciliator,
who not only facilitates communication but also provides
solution to the problem as an expert.
Mediation and conciliation have been integrated into the civil
justice system of India. India is also a signatory to the United
Nations Convention on International Settlement Agreements
(Convention), which has been conceived as an essential
instrument for the promotion of mediation as an alternative
method of resolving disputes. This Convention applies to
international settlement agreements resulting from mediation
 Vijay Karia & Ors. Versus Prysmian Cavi e Sistemi Srl & Ors, Civil Appeal No. 1544 of
2020 (Arising out of SLP (Civil) No. 8394 of 2019)
 Perkins Eastman Architects DPC & Anr. vs. HSCC (India) Ltd (2019) SCC OnLine SC
1517
14
 BGS SGS SOMA JV v NHPC Ltd (2019) SCC Online SC 1585
15
 Enercon (India) Limited and others v Enercon GMBH and another (2014) 5 SCC 1
16
 SSIPL Lifestyle Pvt. Ltd. v. Vama Apparels (India) Private Limited & Anr. [Judgment dated
February 19, 2020 in CS (COMM) 735/2018]
17
 https://www.newindianexpress.com/nation/2019/nov/16/arbitration-ecosystem-vital-forease-of-doing-business-sc-justice-v-ramasubramanian-2062743.html

The commitment of the Indian judiciary
to ease of doing business in India is also
seen from the concerns expressed by
sitting and retired judges of the Supreme
Court and the High Courts.
and establishes a harmonized legal framework for the right to
invoke and enforce settlement agreements. ADR professionals
argue that mediation should be the first protocol for dispute
resolution, as it is the most flexible ADR method, and does not
only ensure confidentially but is also extremely time efficient
and preserves relationships.
In the Indian context, the government has taken variety of
measures to promote mediation and conciliation as an ADR
mechanism. It is trite to mention here that Part III of the
Act gives statutory recognition to conciliation as a dispute
resolution method. The Act makes elaborate provisions
regarding appointment of conciliator, proceedings before the
conciliator and role of conciliator. The settlement arrived in
the conciliation proceedings would be treated as an arbitral
award on agreed terms. In 1999, the CPC was amended to
introduce Section 89, which granted powers to Indian courts to
refer the parties to arbitration, conciliation, judicial settlement
through Lok Adalat or mediation, in pending cases, and in
case where exist elements of settlement. The legislature also
gave recognition to mediation / conciliation as effective dispute
resolution mechanisms for commercial disputes in various
other enactments such as the Companies Act, 201318, the
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) Development
Act, 200619, Real Estate (Regulation and Development)
Act, 201620, Consumer Protection Act, 201921 and Industrial
Disputes Act, 1947.
The contours of ADR in India for commercial disputes is further
changing with the amendments introduced to the Commercial
Courts Act in 2018. Section 12A(1) of the Commercial Courts
Act provides, “a suit, which does not contemplate any urgent
interim relief under this Act, shall not be instituted unless
the plaintiff exhausts the remedy of pre-institution mediation
in accordance with such manner and procedure as may be
prescribed by rules made by the Central Government.” Not
only time period of three months (extendable by two more
months with consent) for completion of mediation proceedings
is contemplated but also the settlement arrived between the
parties has been given the status of an arbitral award on
agreed terms under Section 30(4) of the Act. Further, the
period of mediation would not be computed for the purposes
of limitation under the Limitation Act, 1963. These changes in
the Commercial Courts Act would not only be a game changer
in India in so far as contract enforcement is concerned but it
would also go a long way in addressing the problems of judicial
delays and high litigation costs, which have marred the judicial
system in India for a long time.

12

13
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 Section 442 [mediation between the parties during the pendency of any proceedings
before the Central Government, NCLT and NCLAT]
19
 Section 18 contemplates conciliation by Micro and Small Enterprises Facilitation Council
in case of payment disputes.
20
 Section 32- Real Estate Regulatory Authority to make recommendation to the appropriate
government regarding measures to facilitate amicable conciliation of disputes between the
promoters and the allottees.
21
 Chapter V provides for mediation of consumer disputes by consumer mediation cell
attached to the District Commission, the State Commission or the National Commission.
18
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While there are ample statutory and judicial backings for
mediation and conciliation, lot needs to be done for greater
evolution of these ADR processes. The lawyers and in-house
counsels are also required to pro-actively advise their clients
and senior management to opt for mediation/ conciliation
wherever possible as a precursor to the more formal and
adjudicatory process of litigation and arbitration. In addition,
there is a need to develop an ADR bar and more particularly, a
mediation bar so that we have a pool of full time and dedicated
professionals having expertise in ADR processes. At the same
time, importance of creating better infrastructure for mediation
centers and code of ethics, good conduct and best practices
for the professionals cannot be underestimated.

PRE-ARBITRATION MEDIATION AND
CONCILIATION
The business community is familiar with mediation and
conciliation clauses in commercial contracts that require an
aggrieved party to endeavour amicable settlement of disputes
through negotiations, mediation or conciliation prior to invoking
the more formal process of arbitration. While draftsmen, these
days, would invariably put such clauses in contracts, yet,
litigants, advised by their counsels, would find ways and means
to directly invoke arbitration which negates the intent of the
parties, which are commercial men. While the Indian Courts
have emphasised that parties must resort to pre-arbitration
steps, exceptions have been made where arbitration can be
invoked directly without wasting time, resource and energy on
agreed amicable settlement measures. In VISA International
Limited v Continental Resources (USA) Limited23, in the
context of a clause in the contract which required parties
to make efforts for amicable settlement prior to arbitration,
the Supreme Court observed that where correspondences
between the parties undoubtedly discloses that attempts were
made for an amicable settlement but without any result, then
there is no option but to invoke arbitration. Where attempting to
resolve disputes by mutual discussions and mediation would
be an empty formality, arbitration would be the appropriate
contractual remedy24. In Ravindra Kumar Verma v BPTP
Limited25 (Ravindra Kumar), the Delhi High Court held that
a clause requiring conciliation prior to arbitration is directory
in nature; however, conciliation is the best course of action
 Afcons Infrastructure Ltd. and Ors.v Cherian Varkey Construction Co. (P) Ltd. and Ors
(2010) 8 SCC 24  
23
VISA International Limited v. Continental Resources (USA) Limited (2009) 2 SCC 55
24
 Demerara Distilleries Private Limited and anr v. Demerara Distillers Limited (2015) 13
SCC 610
22
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in certain circumstances. The Delhi High Court in Ravindra
Kumar, directed that before arbitration proceedings are
pursued by the parties, they must resort to mutual discussions
within a time bound reasonable period.
While judicial approval has been granted for certain situations
which warrant a go-by to the contractually agreed pre-arbitration
steps, it would be in the fitness of things if parties yet make a
good faith attempt to resolve their disputes with the intervention
of an expert mediator or conciliator. In addition, professionals
engaged in drafting of contracts should encourage parties to
agree for contractual clauses which go beyond “good faith
negotiations” or “mutual discussions” simpliciter for resolving
their disputes amicably.

CONCLUSION
While the response of the legislature and judiciary in promoting
ADR as an effective contract enforcement mechanism has
been encouraging, promising and positive, yet ADR cannot be a
panacea for all commercial disputes. While judicial intervention
before, during and after the arbitration is statutorily recognized,
not all contract enforcement issues can be resolved through
mediation or conciliation. ADR has its limitations and therefore,
ADR at times has to be supplemented by the reforms of the
traditional court system and improvement in their quality and
efficiency. While Commercial Courts Act has introduced some
of the best practices such as case management hearing,
limited appeals to interlocutory orders etc., the legislature and
the judiciary have a greater task ahead with regard to dealing
with the issues of pendency, delays, high costs, frivolous and
meritless litigations, filling of vacancies in courts, specialized
judges, time bound enforcement of awards and decrees etc.
At the same time, the litigants and legal fraternity also look
forward to legislative changes of exceptional magnitude in
procedural laws particularly, the CPC, which would have
a significant impact on time and costs. Adding to this, while
definite steps are being taken for integrating technology in the
court system by automation of various judicial processes, the
efforts must be made on war footing so that in the rankings to
be released by WBG in the coming years, the DB Score for
contract enforcement increases by leaps and bounds.
With the coming into force of the Indian Arbitration and
Conciliation (Amendment) Act, 2019, it is expected that
India will have robust arbitral institutions. Once domestic
arbitration becomes popular through institutional arbitration,
it eventually will lead to international commercial arbitrations
being conducted in India. To promote India as a business and
arbitral destination, all government contracts should provide
for arbitration under the aegis of a neutral arbitration institution.
The Government has made major strides in greater efficiency
and efficacy in resolving commercial disputes, including major
legislative measures on promoting ADR. The Government
has made major strides in greater efficiency and efficacy in
resolving commercial disputes, including major legislative
measures on promoting ADR. With top class arbitration as
an alternative, many of the concerns regarding enforcement
and delays in the courts will likely dissipate. This will surely
contribute to improvement in the DB score with respect to
contract enforcement.
CS

25

Ravindra Kumar Verma v. BPTP Limited 2015 (147) DRJ 175
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/coronavirus-india-mustdo-more-genomic-sequencing-to-enable-faster-decision
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The judiciary in India has always favored out of court settlements
and encouraged litigants to opt for ADR methods. In Afcons
Infrastructure Ltd. and Ors. v Cherian Varkey Construction
Co. (P) Ltd. and Ors22, the Supreme Court observed that ADR
processes are necessary to give speedy and effective relief
to the litigants and to reduce the pendency and burden upon
the courts. The Supreme Court also clarified several issues
with regard to implementation and interpretation of Section 89
of the CPC and further went into categorization of cases that
are suitable and unsuitable for ADR processes. The Supreme
Court held that all cases, (i) relating to trade, commerce and
contracts; (ii) arising from strained or soured relationships;
(iii) where there is a need for continuation of the pre-existing
relationship in spite of the disputes; (iv) relating to tortious
liability; and (v) consumer disputes, are suitable for ADR.
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MCA pushes for Ease of doing Business in
India- facilitates incorporation of companies
in hours!
We have critically evaluated the change in the process to incorporate companies in India post deployment of the web
forms involved in the company incorporation. The web form is a “one stop shop” for company incorporation and
statutory registrations. and will make it easier for professionals to obtain these registrations in one go. Practitioners
may find the below write-up informative and useful while incorporating a new company.
the facility of filling and the Memorandum and Articles of the
proposed company electronically. Two new e-Forms viz. INC33 and INC-34 were designed as e-MoA and e-AoA of company
being incorporated through the SPICe route. Accordingly,
this enabled separate filing of these charter documents. This
helped in mitigating/dealing with the file size issue which was
pertinent when these charter documents were filed with the
Incorporation form.

Ankan Maiti, ACS
Mumbai
ankanmaiti97@gmail.com

3. INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW WEB
BASED SPICE+
SPICe+ Web form is a post-login service. Hence, existing
registered users would need to login into their registered MCA
account using their credentials. New users are required to
create a MCA account first before using this service. It only
takes some minutes to make a new MCA account. The web
form SPICe+ has two parts viz.:
Part A- Name reservation for new companies; and
Part B- Incorporation and a bouquet of other services viz.


Incorporation

Prathamesh Nerulker



Mumbai
prathameshnerulkar17@gmail.com

DIN allotment



Mandatory issue of PAN



Mandatory issue of TAN

1. BACKGROUND



Mandatory issue of EPFO registration

The World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Survey 2020
ranked India 63rd, out of the 190 countries. This was a major
improvement as compared to the last year’s ranking of 77. This
survey had cited that India was lagging behind in parameters
such as facilitating initiation of new corporate entities. The
introduction of web based form SPICe+ is an effort towards
securing 50th position on the said survey.



Mandatory issue of ESIC registration



Mandatory issue
(Maharashtra)



Mandatory Opening of Bank Account for the Company;
and



Optional allotment of GSTIN (users may opt to apply for it
post incorporation of the company)

2. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The MCA vide Companies (Incorporation) Fourth Amendment
Rules, 2016 dated 1 October, 2016 revamped the company
incorporation process with the introduction of single window
filing procedure through e-form SPICe (Simplified Proforma for
Incorporating Company electronically), for which a new e-form
INC-32 was also released. The e-form SPICE was introduced
to facilitate an integrated incorporation process. SPICe was by
and large similar to the Integrated Incorporation Process with
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of

Profession

Tax

registration

4. MODE OF SUBMISSION
The users have an option of submitting Part A (Name
Reservation) first and thereafter submit Part B (Incorporation
and other services) or submitting both Part A and B together
at one go. The practitioners who are experts in company
incorporation can submit both Part A and Part B together to
further reduce the time lines for company incorporation.
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY
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5. USER FRIENDLY DASHBOARD
A user friendly dashboard ensures that Part B can be
submitted through a seamless process in continuation of Part
A without the need of entering the SRN of the approved Part
A. The dashboard also facilitates easy resubmission of the
forms sent back by the Central Registration Office (“CRC”).
The dashboard is the major step taken by the MCA towards
real time monitoring. SPICe+ facilitates on-screen filing
and real time validation of data ensuring that the process of
incorporation of companies is seamless.

6. PREFILING
The approved name and other incorporation details submitted
in Part A of SPICe+, would be automatically pre-filled in all
other linked forms viz., AGILE-PRO, e-MoA, e-AoA, URC-1,
INC-9. This has removed duplication of work.

7. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
TO BE PROVIDED DURING NAME
RESERVATIONS
New fields introduced in Part A are:
(a) Type of company,

(b) Class of company,

(c) Category of company,

(d) Sub-Category of company,

(e) Main division of industrial activity of the company; and
(f)

Description of the main division.

Earlier, only proposed names were to be provided.

8. SAVING / MODIFICATION OF
INFORMATION
A facility has been provided for saving / modification of the
information entered in the web forms. Modifications can be
made to SPICe+ upto 5 times even after generating pdf and
affixing DSCs (“Digital Signature Certificates”). This feature
has provided flexibility to the practitioners. This will reduce
duplication of efforts in the cases of session time out. Also,
it allows the practitioners to modify the data without filling the
entire form again, thereby saving substantial time and efforts.
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

9. CHECK FORM AND PRE-SCRUTINY
VALIDATIONS
Check form and Pre-scrutiny validations (except DSC
validation) will happen on web-form itself. In case of issue
popping up, the same can be resolved at the web-form level
itself.

10. DSC AFFIXATION AND UPLOADING
The duly filled SPICe+ is to be converted into pdf format and
digital signatures be affixed on it and then be uploaded along
with the linked forms as per the existing process. The DSC and
other validations happen at the time of uploading the forms.
The form size limit continues to be 6 MB.

11. MANDATORY STATUTORY
REGISTRATIONS
Under the SPICe+ regime, applying for Establishment Code
under EPFO and Employer Code under ESIC has been made
mandatory. Like the erstwhile SPICe eform, applying for PAN
and TAN continues to be mandatory for all new companies.
No compliance is required to be done in respect of EPFO and
ESIC provisions until the Company breaches the threshold
limits provided in the EPFO and ESIC provisions. Further,
registration for Profession Tax has been mandatory for all
new companies incorporated in the State of Maharashtra.
Addition of this feature has ensured that the company need
go to a plethora of regulatory authorities for getting various
registrations. SPICe+ has proved to be a one stop shop for all
statutory registrations.

12. MANDATORY OPENING OF BANK
ACCOUNT
Opening of bank account of the Company has been made
mandatory. Presently, Punjab National Bank and ICICI bank
has been integrated with SPICe+ for opening a Bank account.
Gradually, total 16 public and private sectors banks would be
integrated with SPICe+ After the bank account is opened, the

SPICe+ facilitates on-screen filing and
real time validation of data ensuring that
the process of incorporation of companies
is seamless.
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No compliance is required to be done in
respect of EPFO and ESIC provisions
until the Company breaches the threshold
limits provided in the EPFO and ESIC
provisions. Further, registration for
Profession Tax has been mandatory for all
new companies incorporated in the State
of Maharashtra.
Company needs to complete the bank’s KYC. The selected
bank shall itself allocate a branch nearest to the registered
office of the company where the bank account shall be opened.
This bank account can be closed later by the company as
per their discretion. No minimum balance requirement shall
apply at the time of incorporation. This feature has removed
the requirement of passing a separate resolution for opening
a bank account of the Company. Hence, the Company can
now receive the subscription money from the subscribers to
the MoA on the day of incorporation itself. This will enable

the Company to file e-form INC-20A much earlier than the
prescribed period of 180 days of incorporation (however the
finance Minister has announced further 6 months moratorium
due to Covid-19 effect). Early filing of INC-20A enables the
company to commence its business operations quickly and hit
the ground running.

13. MANDATORY PROCUREMENT OF DSC

As a significant push to its EODB agenda, DSC of all directors
and subscribers has been made mandatory to be affixed on
the web-form. However, if their number is more 20, all such
directors and subscribers are exempted from affixing their
DSC on the Articles of Association (AoA) and Memorandum of
Association (MoA) and may physically sign the AoA and MoA.

14. SUBMISSION OF INC-9

INC-9 is auto-generated in pdf format and is to be submitted
only in electronic form. This shall not apply when the total
number of subscribers and directors exceeds 20 or subscribers
and directors neither have DIN nor PAN. Here too a reasonable
level of flexibility has been given by the MCA.

15. LIST OF LINKED FORMS TO BE SUBMITTED
Type of company to be incorporated

e-MOA

e-AOA

INC-9

URC-1

AGILE-PRO

LLP to Company where the total number of
subscribers and directors is ≤ 20 and all such
subscribers and directors have DIN/PAN]

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Firm to company where the total number of
subscribers and directors is ≤ 20 and all such
subscribers and directors have DIN/PAN

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Section 8 company where the total number of
subscribers and directors is ≤ to 20 and all such
subscribers and directors have DIN/PAN

NA

NA

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Section 8 company where the total number of
subscribers and directors is > 20 OR any such
subscribers or directors do not have DIN/PAN

NA

NA

Mandatory

NA

Mandatory

Other than Section 8 company / Part I LLP to
Company / Firm to company / Section 8 company
where total number of subscribers and directors is ≤
20 and all such subscribers and directors have DIN/
PAN

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

NA

Mandatory

LLP to Company where the total number of
subscribers and directors is > 20 OR any such
subscribers or directors do not have DIN/PAN

Mandatory

Mandatory

NA

Mandatory

Mandatory

Firm to company where the total number of
subscribers and directors is > 20 OR any such
subscribers or directors do not have a DIN/PAN

Mandatory

Mandatory

NA

Mandatory

Mandatory

Section 8 company where the total number of
subscribers and directors is > 20 OR any such
subscribers or directors do not have DIN/PAN

NA

NA

NA

Mandatory

Mandatory

Section 8 company where the total number of
subscribers and directors is > 20 OR any such
subscribers or directors do not have DIN/PAN

NA

NA

NA

NA

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

NA

NA

Mandatory

Other than Part I Section 8 company/ Part I LLP
to Company/ Part I Firm to company/Section 8
company. [where total number of subscribers and/or
directors is greater than 20 OR any such subscribers
and/or directors does not have DIN/PAN]
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File SPICe+

File e-MOA

File e-AoA

File INC-9

File AGILE-PRO

File URC-1

Note - Filing of forms SPICe+ and AGILE_PRO is mandatory
whereas filing of forms e-MOA, e-AOA, URC-1, and INC9 depends on the applicability. The applicability has already
been discussed above.

17. MOA & AOA
INC-33 (e-MoA) and INC-34 (e-AoA) shall be mandatorily used
in the following circumstances:


If the total number of subscribers is upto 7;



If the individual subscribers are Indian nationals;



If the individual subscribers who are foreign nationals hold
a DIN, DSC and a business visa; or



If the non-individual subscribers are residents of India.

Other than the above mentioned cases, signed physical copies
of the notarized and apostillised MOA & AOA will have to be
submitted as an attachment to SPICe+

18. OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT OF GSTIN
The Companies have been given the option to apply for GSTIN
at the time of incorporation. If they choose to do so, they may
also opt for Composition Scheme under the GST provisions.
GSTIN can be applied only if address for correspondence is
same as address of registered office of the company entered
in SPICe+ form. Letter of Authorisation and Copy of Resolution
passed by Board of Directors/Managing Committee and
Acceptance letter is to be attached as proof of appointment of
authorised signatory for applying for GSTIN.

19. AUTHORISED SIGNATORY FOR
STATUTORY REGISTRATIONS IN AGILEPRO FORM
One of the first proposed directors of the company shall serve
as the authorized signatory for the purpose of applying for
GSTIN / EPFO/ ESIC/ Profession Tax and opening of the bank
account of the company. Such authorized signatory must have
valid PAN and must be a citizen and a resident of India. He
should also have an Indian mobile number and an email-id
for the purpose of OTP verification. Photo of the authorized
director cum authorized signatory in jpg format must also
be attached. Proof of Identity and proof of address of the
authorized signatory shall be required for opening of bank
account. Specimen signature card in prescribed format must
be attached for registration with EPFO.
Proposed directors, other than the abovementioned authorized
signatory also must be added. The number of proposed
directors shall be:


1 for OPC,



2 in case of private company,



3 for public limited company, and



5 for producer company.

The user must ensure that the details of such proposed
directors entered in the AGILE-PRO aligns with the details
entered in the SPICe+ for the same person. Both SPICe+ form
and AGILE-PRO form shall be signed by same director who is
also the authorised signatory.

20. APPLICABILITY OF RUN SERVICE
RUN service will now be used only for ‘change of name’ of an
existing company.
Key changes in DSC procurement process
As per the instructions received from the office of the
Controller of Certifying Authorities, Government of India, a new
process has been made applicable for all Licensed Certifying
Authorities. According to this new process, the paper based
option for Individual Class 2 and Class 3 DSC has been
discontinued with effect from 20 February 2020. Now, all
individual DSC will have to be applied in paperless DSC mode
only. Under PAN based paperless DSC, the DSC applicant will
now have to display his/her PAN Card and address proof in
the web camera and it should be clearly visible while recording
the video. Now, foreign national applying for DSC will need to
provided an Indian mobile number to receive OTP during KYC
account creation.

One of the first proposed directors of the
company shall serve as the authorized
signatory for the purpose of applying for
GSTIN / EPFO/ ESIC/ Profession Tax
and opening of the bank account of the
company. Such authorized signatory must
have valid PAN and must be a citizen and
a resident of India.
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Key steps and timeline for New Company formation
Application for Availability
of Name and obtaining name
approval under part A of the
web based SPICe+

Obtain Digital Signature
Certificates for directors and
first subscribers

Execution of incorporation
documents

Payment of registration fees &
stamp duty

Filling of web form AGILE
PRO, eMOA, eAOA,
generation of INC-9 and
affixing of DSC and uploading
all forms

Filling of part B of the web
based SPICe+, conversion of
it into pdf format

Follow-up, scrutiny by MCA
and providing response with
the same

Incorporation of company

Post-company formation
activities to begin

Note: If both Part A and Part B of SPICe+ are submitted together and both parts are proper in all respect then a new Company
can be incorporated within a few hours.

Under PAN based paperless DSC, the
DSC applicant will now have to display
his/her PAN Card and address proof in
the web camera and it should be clearly
visible while recording the video. Now,
foreign national applying for DSC will
need to provided an Indian mobile number
to receive OTP during KYC account
creation.

Incorporation cost
Registration fees and Stamp duty is dependent on the
authorised capital of the company. Registration fees is uniform
across India. Stamp duty depends upon the State where the
registered office of the Company is to be located. Given below
is the illustrative stamp duty and statutory fee assuming that
the registered office of the PLC would be situated in the State
of Maharashtra:
Authorized Capital Stamp Duty Registra(Nominal)
(INR)
tion (INR)
(INR)
500,000

1,300

Fees Stamp
Duty Share
Certificates

On issue of
(INR)

-

500

1,000,000

2,300

-

1,000

5,000,000

10,300

1,57,000

5,000

10,000,000

20,300

2,07,100

10,000

100,000,000

2,00,300

8,82,100

1,00,000
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On filing of application for reservation of name and incorporation
documents, there is fee payable – however, this fee is not
material.

CONCLUSION
The introduction of the web form SPICe+ and AGILE-PRO
shows the Government of India’s strong will to improve its
ranking in the ‘Ease of Doing Business’ Report and climb to
the 50th position in the rankings. SPICe+ has ensured that
a single window mechanism has been created by reducing
procedures, time and cost for starting a new business in India.
Today on incorporation of a company in India, it has a PAN
card, TAN card, GSTIN, establishment code, employer code
and a bank account. This will ensure that the management of
the Company is focused on the strategic aspect of business
rather than the compliance aspect. Measures like these will
truly give a major boast to “Make in India”. From the blue book
regime of the 90s, where the name reservations itself used to
take 20 days, to the current incorporation regime, where a new
company gets incorporated within a few hours, we have truly
come a long way.
CS
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The ease of doing business has gained importance in the last few years owing to the impact it has on the overall
industrial climate; investments and job creation in the economy. India has been continuously improving in the World
Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Rankings and has made remarkable progress of 65 spots in the Doing Business
Report of World Bank in the last five years. However, there is a need to give major impetus to ease of doing business
for SMEs as the SMEs have a very special and vital role in the growth and development of the Indian economy. The
World Bank has been focused on a slew of initiatives that can help to create an enabling environment to overhaul
the MSME sector. Offering technical assistance to financial institutions for them to scale up their outreach to
MSMEs, helping the sector adopt new technologies and creating an ecosystem which has innovation at its very core
has been central to their ethos. Besides ease of doing business, a range of external and internal drivers can pave an
unprecedented growth path for SMEs. With this view, India is well positioned for growth in years to come…
the only heavyweight among the 10 economies that exhibited
the most notable improvement in their DB rankings this year.
This sounds quite impressive considering that an economy of
its sheer size and scale has managed to implement gigantic
reforms to improve the Ease of Doing Business (EoDB).

Mahavir Lunawat*, FCS
Group Managing Director
Pantomath Advisory Services Group
Mumbai
mahavir.lunawat@pantomathgroup.com

Manisha Tejwani, ACS
Assistant Manager
Pantomath Advisory Services Group
Mumbai
manisha.tejwani@pantomathgroup.com

I. BACKGROUND
India had much reason to celebrate when the World Bank
Group released the Doing Business (DB) 2020 report in
October 2019. The country jumped to 63rd position among
190 nations, an improvement by 23 places compared to
its position a year before. The Report commends India for
implementing reforms in a number of areas. In fact, India is
*Former Council Member, The ICSI
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Empirical evidence endorses the notion that, globally Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) tend to suffer the most from
onerous regulatory compliance requirements imposed by
governments. The DB methodology of the World Bank focuses
on the regulatory experience of SMEs, and so the improvement
in ranking indicates that the compliance cost and time burdens
faced by SMEs, in India, have gone down over the past four
years due to a large number of reforms implemented by the
central and state governments. But like any global study,
the DB methodology cannot comprehensively cover the
entire regulatory landscape of an SME in India. Compliance
inspections and licensing under a number of laws are some
examples of the areas that are not covered. Therefore, the
effort of the government to drive much broader reforms at the
state level, through a process of competitive and cooperative
federalism, is particularly commendable. At the same time,
substantial further reform efforts are warranted to truly unleash
the potential entrepreneurial energy, to its optimum, by further
rationalizing the regulatory burden.

II. DOING BUSINESS INDICATORS –
12 AREAS OF BUSINESS REGULATION
The term ‘Ease of Doing Business (EoDB)’ was coined by
the World Bank’s Group and then an index of EoDB was
created. EoDB compares and ranks business regulations
across economies. A high ranking means that the regulatory
environment is conducive to business operation. The World
Bank report considers three things while ranking countriesprocess, cost and time involved in several important
dimensions of the regulatory environment affecting domestic
firms. A nation’s ranking on the index is based on average of
12 sub-indices which are as: (i) starting a business, (ii) dealing
with construction permits, (iii) getting electricity, (iv) registering
property, (v) getting credit, (vi) protecting minority investors,
(vii) paying taxes, (viii) trading across borders, (ix) enforcing
contracts, and (x) resolving insolvency.
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Source: Doing Business 2020 Report by World Bank Group

III. INDIA’S COMPREHENSIVE REFORM
JOURNEY – DOING BUSINESS 2020
Leaders of India adopted the DB indicators as a core
component of their reform strategies. The Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s “Make in India” campaign focused on
attracting foreign investment, boosting the private sector—
manufacturing in particular—and enhancing the country’s
overall competitiveness. The government turned to the DB
indicators to show investors India’s commitment to reform and
to demonstrate tangible progress. In 2015 the government’s
goal was to join the 50 top economies on the ease of doing
business ranking by 2020. The administration’s reform efforts
targeted all of the areas measured by Doing Business, with a
focus on paying taxes, trading across borders, and resolving
insolvency. The country has made a substantial leap upward,
raising its ease of doing business ranking from 130 in DB 2016
to 63 in DB 2020.

BUSINESS REFORMS BY INDIA IN
2018/19:
a.

Starting a business
India made starting a business easier by abolishing filing
fees for the SPICe company incorporation form, electronic
memorandum of association, and articles of association.

b.

Dealing with construction permits
India (Delhi) streamlined the process, reduced the time
and cost of obtaining construction permits, and improved
building quality control by strengthening professional
certification requirements. India (Mumbai) streamlined the
process of obtaining a building permit and made it faster
and less expensive to get a construction permit.

c.

Trading across borders
India made trading across borders easier by enabling
post clearance audits, integrating trade stakeholders in a
single electronic platform, upgrading port infrastructures,
and enhancing the electronic submission of documents.

d.

Resolving insolvency
India made resolving insolvency easier by promoting
reorganization proceedings in practice. India also
made resolving insolvency more difficult by not
allowing dissenting creditors to receive as much under
reorganization as they would receive in liquidation.

India’s impressive progression in the Doing Business rankings
over the past few years is a tremendous achievement,
especially for an economy that is as large and complex
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as India’s. Special focus given by the top leadership of the
country, and the persistent efforts made to drive the business
reforms agenda, not only at the central level but also at the
state level, helped India make significant improvements.

IV. IMPROVEMENT IN INDIA’S EODB
RANK- GROWTH BOOSTER FOR SMEs
When a country improves its EoDB rankings globally, its
economy performs better, particularly in terms of supporting
SMEs, overall growth and jobs. “India has over a million new
job seekers joining the labour market every year. So, SMEs are
a really powerful engine for job creation and this improvement
in DB rankings will make a big difference for them.” Whether
it is agriculture, manufacturing or service industry, SMEs are
mushrooming in a myriad of sectors across the country.
The rankings are important primarily to signal to investors
that India is now open for business. The full impact of reforms
implemented till now will still take a few years to be felt. But
what has to be seen from a SME businessman perspective
is whether the reforms have translated to the ground level
for the SME’s. It is now possible to incorporate companies
faster and at less cost than they were able to four years ago.
They can now obtain construction approvals and electricity
connections much faster than they were able to before. GST
has helped them reduce the compliance burden associated
with VAT, and has made it easier to operate across states and
transport goods between states. And finally, the enforcement
of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code means it will be easier for
entrepreneurs to exit unprofitable business and start afresh.
However, over the past four years, it is learnt that it takes time
for the private sector to become comfortable with and adopt
new reforms, especially those as ambitious as the ones India
has been able to enact.

V. CHALLENGES TO SMEs’ GROWTH
POTENTIAL
Indian SMEs vary substantially in terms of dimensions such as
size, sector, technological intensity, main market and growthorientation, so it is difficult to give specific constraints, as it
depends on the nature of the underlying market failure and the
type of SME.
However, in spite of its contribution to the socio-economic
growth of India, SMEs face a number of challenges that plague
the SMEs’ growth potential and hinder their development:



Lack of capital due to inadequate access to finance and
credit

Inability to attract talented and tech-savvy manpower
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Poor infrastructure and utilities resulting in low production
capacity
Lack of innovation
Technology and digital knowledge gap
Low Level of Business R&D
Lack of marketing know-how
Cumbersome regulatory practices

b.

The Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) introduced an
Integrated Incorporation Form – a Simplified Proforma
for Incorporating Company Electronically (SPICe) which
extends to over 8 different services from three Ministries
in a single form. Recently, the Ministry has notified a new
Web Form christened ‘SPICe+’ (pronounced ‘SPICe
Plus’) and AGILE – PRO replacing the existing SPICe
form. SPICe+ would offer 10 different services by three
Central Government Ministries & Departments (Ministry
of Corporate Affairs, Ministry of Labour & Department
of Revenue in the Ministry of Finance), One State
Government (Maharashtra) and Banks.

SMEs need support with respect to accessing domestic and
international markets, increasing firm capability in terms of
both, management and skilled labor, an enabling business
environment, and on-time payments from buyers and suppliers.

Indian SMEs vary substantially in terms
of dimensions such as size, sector,
technological intensity, main market and
growth-orientation, so it is difficult to give
specific constraints, as it depends on the
nature of the underlying market failure
and the type of SME.

VI. RECENT INITIATIVES BY
GOVERNMENT ON ‘EASE OF DOING
BUSINESS’ IN INDIA

The services provided under SPICe+ are: (i) Name
reservation, (ii) Incorporation, (iii) PAN, (iv) TAN, (v) DIN,
(vi) EPFO, (vii) ESIC, (viii) GST number, (ix) opening of
bank account (x) Profession Tax (Maharashtra), at the
time of incorporation itself.
This shall greatly reduce the number of procedures, time
and cost in Starting a Business and ultimately improve
work culture in the country. It would be applicable for all
new company incorporations.
c.

Green Signal to Companies (Second Amendment)
Bill, 2019
The Union Cabinet, chaired by the Prime Minister, Shri
Narendra Modi approved the Companies (Second
Amendment) Bill, 2019 to amend the Companies Act,
2013 on March 4, 2020.
The Bill proposes to bring following changes to the
Companies Act, 2013:
1.

Remove criminality under the Act in case of
defaults which can be determined objectively and
which, otherwise, lack the element of fraud or do not
involve larger public interest.

2.

De-clogging of the criminal justice system in the
country. The Bill would also further ease of living for
law abiding corporates.

3.

Enable the listing of Indian companies on stock
exchanges in foreign jurisdictions to increase
the competitiveness of Indian companies in terms of
access to capital, broader investor base and better
valuations.

4.

Ease of living for law abiding corporates. The
Bill proposes to fill critical gaps in the corporate
governance & compliance framework as enshrined
in the Companies Act 2013, while simultaneously
extending greater Ease of Doing Business to law
abiding corporates. This will incentivize compliance
of law while simultaneously meting out exemplary
punishment for serious violations.
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Focus on property registration
The government is working on improving the business
climate, particularly ease of registering property, in Kolkata
and Bengaluru as these two cities will be considered –
along with Delhi and Mumbai – when the World Bank
prepares its next Ease of Doing Business report 2021.
The country’s ranking in DB 2020 on ease of registration
of property parameter was a lowly 154, though better than
the previous year’s 166.

Aiming to make India a 5 trillion-dollar economy in the shortest
possible time, the Indian government has been making
commendable efforts towards every sector of economy to
design and implement a reform agenda:
a.

Starting a Business – Procedure Simplified (SPICE+)

The idea is to digitise and integrate
all records relating to titles or
encumbrances and make data
available on a single portal in Kolkata
and Bengaluru. To make it easier to
register property, Departments of
Promotion of Industry and Internal
Trade (DPIIT) and the land resources
department are in talks for complete
cadastral mapping of all plots, timely
disposal of property disputes, and
making statistics of land disputes
Source: https://economictimes.
public. An integrated portal for
indiatimes.com/
verification of title and encumbrances
February 26, 2020
and a simultaneous action plan to
enact Land Titling Bills for all the four cities of Mumbai, Delhi,
Kolkata and Bengaluru, are also being considered.
d.

Budget 2019 – Commitments to SMEs
The government has ensured to woo its small business
community for which it has “undertaken many effective
steps” in the Budget 2019:
a.

Reduced Tax rate: Lower Corporate Tax rate of 25%
extended to all companies with Annual Turnover up
to INR 400 crores (current limit of INR 250 crores)

b.

Lower interest burden: Interest Subvention Scheme
for SMEs, INR 350 crore has been allocated for FY20
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for 2% interest subvention for all GST registered
SMEs, on fresh or incremental loans.

e.

c.

Elimination of multiple Labour Law compliances:
Consolidation of multiple labour laws into a set
of limited 4 labour codes to reduce compliances
(currently there are 16 labour laws in India).

d.

GST filing made simpler: Taxpayer having annual
turnover of less than INR 5 crore shall be required
to file quarterly return (currently monthly returns are
required to be filed); Free accounting software for
return preparation will be made available to small
businesses.

e.

Ease of doing business: To create a payment
platform for SMEs to enable filing of bills and payment
thereof on the platform itself to avoid the delays in
Government payments to suppliers and contractors

Changing battlefield for SME insolvency disputes
To protect SMEs from the vicious cycle of delayed
payments, the MSME Ministry has now interlinked the
Delayed Payment Monitoring Portal – MSME Samadhaan
with National E-Governance Service Ltd (NeSL)’s
Information Utility (IU), registered with Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI).
With this new mechanism in place, the SMEs can now
directly obtain a Record of Default (RoD) from NeSL IU
against their defaulting buyer. Since NeSL IU generates a
RoD only when a defaulting buyer does not dispute with
his SME supplier’s debt claim after multiple reminders,
a RoD is legally treated as an admissible prima facie
piece of evidence of buyer’s admission of default. Using
the RoD obtained from NeSL IU, an aggrieved SME can
approach the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT)
to file an application to initiate insolvency proceedings
against the defaulting buyer.
This move shall help SMEs tide over their problem of
delayed payments by large businesses. Also, when NeSL
makes the name of organisations defaulting on MSME
payments public it might raise the eyebrows of their
lenders when they approach them for raising capital.

VII. KEY DRIVERS FOR SMEs IN
EMERGING MARKETS – ADOPTION OF
INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICES
There are both external and internal barriers of the growth
of SMEs. The external barriers relate to the business
environment both nationally and in international markets,
such as (domestic) government rules, regulations and
procedures related to exporting, importing, and procurement;
rules, procedures, and requirements of firms providing key
cross-border supporting services, e.g., banks, shippers,
insurance companies; limited effective (national) initiatives
supporting SME internationalization (e.g., export promotion
financing); gaps and inefficiencies in national and cross-border
infrastructure and logistics systems; inconsistencies among
different national customs rules, regulations, and procedures;
continuing protection, including non-tariff barriers in key
regional markets; and general (national) constraints on SME
operations and performance.
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The Internal barriers are generally seen as the most
important, and relate to firm-level capability and resource
constraints, such as business culture and skills not well suited
to internationalization; financial constraints; difficulties with
product standards and certification; constraints on accessing
and using information and/or knowledge related to export
markets and customers (final consumers or businesses as
buyers in Global Value Chains); lack of familiarity with crossborder marketing and distribution channels; limited capacity
related to undertaking and/or managing logistics requirements;
limited capability for effective promotion of the firm and its
products; and constraints on product and process innovation,
including related technology acquisition and adaptation.
Substantial further reform efforts are warranted in SMEs to
spread efficiency to economy where businesses still struggle
to trade. Following are the some of the key drivers inspired by
internationally adopted best practices among economies of the
world that should be adopted to boost the growth of SMEs in
emerging markets:
a.

Strengthening the underlying financial infrastructure
and existing credit schemes: Financial institutions that
are generally careful in lending to SMEs under the best of
conditions are particularly sensitive to the risks involved,
and reluctant to lend to small businesses in uncertain
overseas ventures, especially for start-up ventures. In this
regard, government measures aimed to share the risk,
e.g., of default, can provide needed assurance to reduce
the perceived risk of lending to SMEs for international
operations, especially for early-stage financing. A related
mechanism to facilitate such lending involves government
assistance to share part of the cost of loan insurance
premiums. This improves the efficiency of credit allocation
to SMEs and further broadens and deepens of the ease of
doing business reforms.
Examples include (1) Singapore’s Internationalization
Finance Scheme, administered by International Enterprise
(IE) Singapore, aimed at assisting Singapore-based
companies to enter international markets by providing
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b.

internships to support operational requirements and to
keep up-to-date on technological progress to make SMEs
‘partnership ready’, with a focus on the electronics/IT
sector.
d.

Access to markets: Many SMEs find it too costly to
access bigger markets (domestic or international), which
constrains their opportunities for growth and reduces their
incentives for investing in new products and processes. In
this regard, structured overseas training programmes for
employees can provide needed practical understanding
of foreign markets; and can have a great impact. Although
the benefits of such programmes are significant, so is the
cost to the company. Therefore, government assistance
in their development and cost (sharing) is seen as
particularly useful and important. Hands-on experience in
foreign markets where there is a premium on quality can
be especially impactful for SMEs.

Achieving the objective of integrating SMEs in GVCs
can be supported by policies and an industrial strategy
that seeks to strengthen firm linkages and the absorption
potential of local SMEs. The primary areas of focus
involve improving inter-industry collaboration, including
domestic firms and SMEs, modifying foreign investor
incentives and requirements, and developing affordable
training opportunities and opportunities for international
exposure to comply with international standards (product,
environmental, social and governance).

For example, Japan’s International Federation Training
Project, by the National Federation of Small Business
Association, arranges overseas study tours for young
owners and selected employees of SMEs.
c.

Improving the internal “capabilities” of SMEs: Firm
capabilities particularly innovation and managerial
competencies are those elements of the production
process that a firm cannot readily buy in the market and
must therefore learn. Research shows a strong positive
correlation between good management practices,
productivity and innovation in firms. Worryingly, the
average quality of management practices followed by
emerging economy firms, including Indian SMEs, appears
to be well below that in countries like the US and Germany.
Therefore, policies and related institutions aimed at
raising the technical and managerial skills of SMEs are
essential for their participation in GVCs. However, public
training institutions are often not sufficiently responsive to
skill upgrading requirements of SMEs.

e.
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Role of enterprise clusters and networks: Enterprise
clusters and networks can increase productivity and
efficiency by providing easier access to specialized
inputs and services, for example, support for meeting
international standards and certification; enable rapid
diffusion of learning and best practices, for example,
on entry strategies to foreign markets; and encourage
differentiation and specialization among firms to improve
productivity.
Clusters can help in the commercialization of ideas and
in new business formation, by making more apparent
opportunities for new companies and for new lines of
business, including for international markets; and by
providing a concentrated environment with available skills,
suppliers, and buyers—including for larger enterprises
and international buyers. Clusters and networks can
also stimulate and enable product market innovation by
helping to more easily identify unmet needs, encouraging
the presence of a wide range of suppliers and institutions
to assist in knowledge creation; and by providing linkages
and partnerships among innovative enterprises.

Example of effective programmes and institutions include
Malaysia’s Penang Skills Development Centre, an
industry-led tripartite skills training and education centre,
a partnership of industry, government, and academia,
that provides training and education programmes and

Many SMEs find it too costly to
access bigger markets (domestic or
international), which constrains their
opportunities for growth and reduces their
incentives for investing in new products
and processes. In this regard, structured
overseas training programmes for
employees can provide needed practical
understanding of foreign markets; and can
have a great impact. Although the benefits
of such programmes are significant, so is
the cost to the company.

Participation in Global Value Chains (GVCs): Most
SMEs in middle and high-income countries are plugged in
GVCs as suppliers of exporters. SMEs are vastly underrepresented in GVCs when looking at direct exports only.
Those that participate in GVCs largely do not participate
as direct exporters, but as suppliers to other domestic
exporting companies. They are most frequently active
in either in low value-added activities where entry costs
are lower and not capital intensive, or in high-skilled and
specialized activities.

f.

Establish comprehensive, SME user-friendly online
information portal: To respond to the information barrier
and allow greater sharing of market and business-related
information, a region-wide online SME oriented portal
could play an important role. It could include information
on market and industry trends and key issues; business
opportunities and related leads; business matching on a
region-wide basis; comprehensive listing of the region’s
enterprises in key value chains to facilitate identification
of potential partners/suppliers/buyers; comprehensive
information on rules, regulations, and procedures in
the region’s markets; list of internationalization-related
advisory services and associated organizations and
individuals in the region.
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financing for fixed assets, as well as for the working
capital expenses of overseas projects. (2) Singapore’s
SPRING Start-up Enterprise Development Scheme
involves government partnership with the private sector
to provide equity-based co-financing for Singapore-based
start-ups with innovative products or processes with
strong potential on international markets.

ARTICLE

Small and Medium Enterprises – a Yardstick for Ease of doing Business
A useful example is of the EU’s SME Internationalization
Portal. It is a database that lists (semi-) public providers of
specialized services (e.g., local chambers of commerce)
for companies planning to enter international markets; and
links to other EU-backed sources of support and advice,
such as the European Commission’s Market Access
Database that provides market access information for
individual non-EU growth markets.
Exposure of SMEs to international best practices can
strengthen the possibility of adding value through innovation
by improving products, production processes, and business
models; can improve productivity through the adoption of
new technology and know-how; and support increasing sales,
employment, and growth in revenues and market share. It can
enhance competitiveness, reinforce growth, and support the
long-term performance and sustainability of SMEs.

VIII. ROLE OF COMPANY SECRETARY IN
EASE OF DOING BUSINESS
Prime Minister Narendra Modi during the launch the Ease of
Doing Business grand challenge in November 2018 welcomed
innovative ideas from young Indians, start-ups and private
enterprises to reform government processes for ease of doing
business.
In this regard Company Secretaries need to perform a
dual role: firstly, a CS himself can accelerate as a young
and profound entrepreneur and secondly as a governance
professional, he can help realize ‘ease of doing business’
drive for entrepreneurs in running their ventures. smoothly.
In both ways, “Company Secretary will rationalize his contour
in the nation building process”. The crucial role of a CS in
improving the EoDB index can be gauged by the fact CS as
a professional is equipped with statutory authority and status
of ‘Key managerial personnel’ and is capable to comply with
the provisions related to corporate governance norms, infusing
corporate transparency, protecting the rights of minority
shareholders in a better and easier way.
A company secretary must position himself as an overall
business advisor rather than confining to a limited area such as
Company Law. If an entrepreneur wishes to start a business,
then CS is the first and key person who can help him get the
work done swiftly. Similarly dealing with construction permits,
documentation and process for registering property, liaison
with financial institution for getting credit, ensuring legal norms
for protecting minority investors, preparation of tax returns for
direct and indirect taxes and payment of taxes, paper work
for trading across borders, liaison with lawyers regarding
enforcement of contracts and resolving issues of insolvency
are some matters which the professional who are in practice
deals with ease on daily basis.
As professionals we have to let entrepreneurs and clients
feel the ease. If corporate professionals remain committed
to provide best possible services to their clients holistically
with appropriate strategy advice, that would be an invaluable
contribution to India’s easy doing business culture.

IX. WHAT NEXT?
The Ministry of Commerce and Industry has announced a
blueprint to improve India’s ranking in the World Bank’s Ease
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of Doing Business Index. The Department of Promotion
of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) plans to focus on
six parameters of Doing Business i.e. enforcing contracts,
resolving insolvency, starting a business, registering property,
paying taxes and trading across borders to take India to the top
50 by 2021. The next ranking list is expected to be released in
October 2020.
In the 2020 report, besides Delhi and Mumbai, the government
has selected Bengaluru and Kolkata to push the rank.
DPIIT plans to include new reform activities in these two
cities to provide a holistic business environment. The Indian
government will be sharing the reform activities undertaken for
ease of doing business (EoDB) in May-June, 2020.
At the launch event of EoDB Grand Challenge, the Prime
Minister made an announcement stating that India is just a few
steps away from breaking into the top 50 ranks in the World
Bank’s biannual EoDB Index. The long-awaited ambition
seems to be attainable under the leadership of a government
fully committed to reforms.

X. ENCAPSULATE
Doing Business is not just about changing the legal code and
policies, but also about the implementation and whether they
are beneficial to the user-entities. It is a welcome move on the
part of the Indian Government to have introduced significant
and far-reaching changes to some of the key corporate laws
in the country. The proposed changes, as well as the changes
already introduced in the business-related laws have opened
up newer work avenues for corporate professionals and
adequate preparedness is required to tap the opportunities
now being thrown open to corporate professionals.
The improvement in ease of doing business would facilitate
achieving the vision of ‘Make in India’ and to attract domestic
and foreign investments with the implementation of reforms at
the grassroot level. The countries that do well on the Doing
Business matrix, make continual efforts every year, and are
persistent. It is not like they get there at one go. Getting into
the top 50 is an ambitious target, but it will be important to
get the momentum going to make progress, and increased
coordination across all the government agencies and between
the Centre, the States and at the local level to get the
implementation right and fast. The other challenge is to ensure
that the momentum of reforms also drives the working of the
bureaucrats, who constitute a significant component in this
process. Besides, the role of professionals such as company
secretaries, who are now being geared up is pivotal in this
process.
“India Inc. sets sight on Top 50 in Ease of Doing
Business 2021…”
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This article suggests that with enhanced use of the technological advancement and the process already in place by
MCA, the mandatory requirement of certificate of commencement of business (COCB) can be done away with. Also,
Private companies may be granted certain exemptions like- from Section 42 and 62 of the Act relating to issue of
further share capital and Section 186 of the Act by making provisions in the Act such that the AOA of companies
and the terms of lending institutions to private companies may regulate the intercorporate investment and loans by
private companies.
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IMPROVED RANKING FOR INDIA
As per the website of Government of India, http://www.
makeinindia.com/eodb, “The Ease of Doing Business (EoDB)
index is a ranking system established by the World Bank Group.
In the EODB index, ‘higher rankings’ (a lower numerical value)
indicate better, usually simpler, regulations for businesses and
stronger protections of property rights.
The research presents data for 190 economies and aggregates
information from 10 areas of business regulation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Starting a Business ,
Dealing with Construction Permits
Getting Electricity
Registering Property
Getting Credit
Protecting Minority Investors
Paying Taxes
Trading across Borders
Enforcing Contracts
Resolving Insolvency

EODB – CONTRIBUTION OF MCA
With the effective steps taken by the Government of India
(GOI) in the recent years towards achieving improved place in
the EODB rating, India moved up to rank 77 in 2019 jumping
23 places over the previous year. GOI has over the years as
part of its efforts towards achieving ease of doing business,
simplified the process for incorporation of companies within
3 days of uploading the prescribed forms with Ministry of
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

Corporate Affairs (MCA), which earlier took more than 15 days
(and even 30 days during the period before 2014).
With the optimum use of technological advancements, MCA
has digitalised the filing of the documents prescribed under
the Act by various stakeholders in the MCA portal, which has
brought considerable benefit to such stakeholders not only in
filing the documents but also inspection of the filed documents.
The fact that the rating for India’s EODB has been consistently
improving year after year shows GoI’s dedication in making
the process of incorporation of companies and operating
their business much simpler. That said, in order to achieve
much higher level of ease of doing business, GOI may
now focus on making the provisions of the Companies Act
2013 (the Act) more simpler and it goes without saying that
some more amendments to certain provisions of the Act
are needed without causing any jeopardy to the interests of
any stakeholders. At the same time, the endeavour must be
to continue with the objective of ensuring and being able to
enforce good governance.
For, if one goes through the 10 areas of business regulations
enumerated in its Makeinindia Site, which GOI mentions as
the base for determination of the rank for EODB by the World
Bank group, those regulations deal with starting a business
and various functions in relation to carrying on its operations.
Unfortunately, the level of ease of the provisions of corporate
laws that regulate the management of companies (the relevant
corporate laws contain provisions on launch of companies
as well as the management of the companies) has not been
considered as one of the factors in determining the overall rank
of the countries in the EODB scale. Typically, the provisions
of law on management of companies deal with, inter alia, the
obligation of companies to comply with the requirements on
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composition of the board, the rights of shareholders, powers
and obligations of the board, format of / the presentation of
the audited financial statement and the various periodical
notifications to be made to the Regulator relating to various
events taking place in companies.
This is one area, which the GoI may look into and make
the required changes in the Act so as to provide ease of
functioning of operating companies by having a closer look at
the compliance requirements prescribed under the Act. This
will help the management of companies to focus more on ways
and means of improving productivity, top line and bottom line
of their companies and promote the benefits to its employees,
shareholders and other stakeholders.
In this regard, some of the provisions in the Act which could
be considered for revision-either as amendment to the existing
provisions or deleting them altogether are discussed below:

1. CERTIFICATE OF COMMENCEMENT OF
BUSINESS
In terms of Section 10A of the Act, a company having a share
capital shall not commence business or exercise borrowing
power unless it obtains the certificate of commencement of
business from the jurisdictional Registrar within 180 days of
incorporation by filing the prescribed declaration in e-form
20A to the effect that every subscriber to the Memorandum
of Association has, on the date of declaration, paid the value
for shares agreed to be taken by him. Another requirement is
that at the time of filing this Form, the company should have
already filed with the registrar a verification of its registered
office as provided in subsection (2) of section 12 of the Act.
If we go into the history of this requirement, in the previous
Companies Act 1956 (Previous Act) only newly incorporated
public companies were required to obtain this certificate and
private companies were exempted from complying with this
requirement. When the provisions of Section 11 of the Act with
similar provisions of S 10 A were notified w e f April 1 2014
it applied to both – private companies and public companies.
However, as a measure of improving ease of doing business,
effective May 29, 2015, this section was deleted from the Act
and therefore there was no need for companies incorporated
on May 30 2015 or thereafter to obtain the certificate.
Subsequently, MCA reintroduced the new Section 10A in the
Act with effect from November 2 2018, in order to ensure that
a) the subscribers to memorandum bring in money against the
shares they had subscribed and they do so within a specified
period of time. b) Further, they provide details of the registered
office which is necessary to ensure that the promoters do not
create “shell companies” and use them as devices to engage
in undesirable / fraudulent business activities.
While the GoI is justified in plugging such misuse by miscreants
of the liberalised provisions of the Act, it should aim at avoiding
inconvenience to innocent and genuine promoters. It is
to be noted that the proviso to Rule 23A of the Companies
(Incorporation) Rules 2014, requires that “in the case of a
company pursuing objects requiring registration or approval
from any sectoral regulators such as the Reserve Bank of India,
Securities and Exchange Board of India, etc., the registration
or approval, as the case may be from such regulator shall also
be obtained and attached with the declaration”. In cases like
these, the practical difficulty faced by new companies is– the
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The MCA could ensure that at the time of
the incorporation itself, the subscription
money is in the bank account of the
new company and there is no possibility
of the promoters failing to bring in the
subscription amount to the new company
after its incorporation.
registration with / approval from the relevant regulator takes
considerable time, and in most cases, more than six months
from the date the company made the application to it. This
results in such companies facing penal action by the Regulator
under the Act.
In this respect, the MCA may consider the following 2
suggestions to achieve improved facilities to the stakeholders
at the same time without allowing the misuse of the provisions
of the Act for unlawful / undesirable purposes.
Remittance of subscription money: The following information
is posted in MCA portal on the process for incorporation
of new companies - http://www.mca.gov.in/Ministry/pdf/
EaseofBuisness_24022020.pdf
“All new companies incorporated through SPICe+ w.e.f 23rd
February 2020 would also be mandatorily required to apply for
opening the company’s Bank account through the AGILE-PRO
linked web form.”
In the FAQ on AGILE- PRO FORM, the following further
information are available:
Though, it is optional to apply for GSTIN, applying for
Establishment code as issued by EPFO, Employer Code as
issued by ESIC, Profession Tax registration((in Maharashtra)
and opening of bank account are mandatory at the time of
incorporating company by filing of INC-35 form along with
SPICe+ form.
Once the company is incorporated at MCA portal and COI and
PAN has been successfully generated, required information will
be forwarded to respective bank for processing of form. Once the
data is successfully validated by bank, account number would be
generated and communicated by the respective bank to newly
incorporated company’s/Authorized signatory’s email id.
Therefore, making use of the process already in place, MCA
can consider introducing a system as part of the uploading
of documents and payment of fee for incorporation of new
companies, whereby






the subscription money as specified in the MoA may
be directed to be remitted separately to MCA by the
promoters
the SRN for this remittance will be separately generated
showing the details of the subscribers and the amount
being remitted by them.

Once the bank account is opened in the name of the new
company, this amount will be automatically moved to such
bank account of the company by MCA.

In this manner, the MCA could ensure that at the time of the
incorporation itself, the subscription money is in the bank
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account of the new company and there is no possibility of the
promoters failing to bring in the subscription amount to the new
company after its incorporation.
As this process involves transfer of funds from promoters of
companies which would include subsidiaries or joint ventures
too, the subscription amounts may be huge also. Therefore,
MCA may have to ensure safety and security of the funds so
transferred. Alternatively, there could be a mandatory ceiling
on the amount up to which subscription to shares could be
made at the time of incorporation.
Verification of registered office: Currently, the Form 22 is
required to be filed within 30 days of incorporation of a new
company as per S 12 (2) of the Act. MCA may consider
amending the Rules and process such that this Form may be
required to be filed along with the other forms prescribed for
incorporation of the new company, as there is no compulsion
that the said Form should be filed only after the incorporation
of the company. The technical matters as to how to sync this
EForm with the other ones forming part of the forms SPICe+
and AGILE- PRO which are the mandatory documents for
incorporation of new company may have to be considered by
MCA.
Suitable amendments may be made in Section12 of the Act
and the Rules made thereunder.
By following the aforesaid two suggestions, MCA could do
away with the separate process for obtaining certificate of
commencement of business for new companies. In fact,
Section 10 A of the Act and the relevant Rules thereunder may
be deleted from the Act.
This would result in a new company upon and from its
incorporation shall have a) its registered office in place and
notified to the Regulator, and b) the subscription amount is
credited to its bank account. At one stroke, all the mandatory
requirements for incorporation of a company and its legal
ability to commence business are complied with and thus the
revised process puts an end to the misuse of the provisions of
the Act by unscrupulous promoters.
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Under the Previous Act, private companies
were granted exemption from many
provisions under the said Act but under
the Act, most of those exemptions were
omitted with the result, private companies
were subjected to many of the provisions
that applied to public companies.
In post facto stipulations as it exists in Section 10A at present,
penal provisions for non-compliance are very stringent and
they are ineffective to prevent the objective of ensuring that
shell companies are not created by unscrupulous promoters
using their companies as devices and operate their schemes
for playing fraud or be engaged in other undesirable activities.
Even if the Registrar takes steps to strike off those companies
post facto, such action may only help such promoters

2. PRIVATE COMPANIES
The next item suggested for the consideration of the MCA
is the review of the applicability of certain provisions in the
Act to private companies. A private company is owned by a
small number of shareholders who come together to carry
on a business on terms agreed to between them. In terms of
Section 2(68) of the Act, a private company is permitted to
have a maximum no of two hundred shareholders.
Under the Previous Act, private companies were granted
exemption from many provisions under the said Act but under
the Act, most of those exemptions were omitted with the result,
private companies were subjected to many of the provisions
that applied to public companies. Based on representations
made to the MCA by Industry Associations, and professional
bodies, certain relaxations were extended to private companies
vide various notifications, mostly vide notification dated
June 5 2015. This Notification was followed up with another
Notifications dated July 13 2017.
The Act prohibits private companies from accepting deposits
from public, which is reasonable and justified.
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Issue of further capital: The Board of a private company
generally consists of either the promoters / shareholders
themselves or their nominees in a manner as agreed to
among them. The rights of the shareholders in relation to
the management of the company, transfer of shares, further
issue of shares are all agreed to among them and such terms
are incorporated in its Articles of Association. The sources
of raising funds for its business are 1) issue of share capital
and 2) borrowing from banks and institutions. In the case of
issue of further capital, Board decides on the manner in which
the required funds have to be brought in and accordingly the
existing shareholders infuse further capital by themselves, or
a few of them or the Board invites a third party to acquire a
stake in the company on terms agreed to with such party. The
previous Act did not prescribe any restrictions on the manner
in which a private company can raise further capital. Section
81 of the said Act which dealt with the provisions on issue of
additional capital whether as Rights Issue or otherwise was
totally inapplicable to private companies.
However, the provisions of Section 42 and 62 of the Act, which
regulate the issue of capital on a private placement basis as
preferential allotment are applicable to private companies
also. In fact, Section 62 (1) (a) of the Act, which makes it
mandatory for companies to offer further issue of shares to be
offered to existing shareholders in proportion to their present
holding applies to private companies too. The elaborate rules
on the issue of shares as preferential allotment which require
valuation of shares by a registered valuer under Section 247 of
the Act, the need to get the approval of the shareholders for the
proposed issue by way of special resolution, the details to be
furnished in the explanatory statement, the letter of offer to be
issued to be in the prescribed detailed manner, prohibition on
allotment of shares against the money due to the offeree and
restriction on utilisation of money till the Return of allotment
is filed with the Registrar which are relevant for a public
company have been made applicable to private companies
also, thus depriving such companies the requisite flexibility
in raising share capital in the manner desired by them. It is
to be noted that even if there are only 3 shareholders in a
private company and the preferential issue is made only to
one of them or to a new party, which proposal is acceptable
to all the 3 shareholders, still the elaborate procedures have
to be gone through without exception. When these provisions
need a relook even for unlisted public companies, there is
certainly a need for a close look to do away with the elaborate
requirements relating to further issue of shares.
For the purpose of accommodating a new shareholder in
a private company which is a Joint Venture among a few
shareholders, it is a common practice to make preferential

The provisions of Section 42 and 62 of the
Act, which regulate the issue of capital on
a private placement basis as preferential
allotment are applicable to private
companies also. In fact, Section 62 (1) (a)
of the Act, which makes it mandatory for
companies to offer further issue of shares
to be offered to existing shareholders in
proportion to their present holding applies
to private companies too.
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issue to a new party in order to avail the technical knowhow of such party / to enter into marketing arrangement or
allotment to a strategic investor who would not take part in the
management of the investee company. Extending applicability
of the provisions of Section 42 and 62 to private companies
with just a small handful of shareholders add too much burden
on them.
So far as fair price for issuing shares, already provisions of
Section 56 of the Income Tax Act, 1961 take care of underpricing as well as over pricing and in the case of issuing shares
to non-residents, the provisions of the Foreign Exchange
Management Act, 1999 take care. In view of complicated
compliance requirements and disproportionate penal clauses
contained in Section 42(10) and mixing up of applicable Rule
13 of Companies (Share Capital and Debentures) Rules,
2014 and Rule 14 of Companies (Prospectus and Allotment
of Securities) Rules 2014 between preferential allotment and
private placement, we see people structuring rights issues and
offering unsubscribed portion of shares utilising clause subclause (iii) of clause (a) of sub-section (1) of Section 62 of the
Act.
While it is a time consuming process with added cost to the
private company, such companies will be subjected to penal
provisions (even when all the shareholders confirm their
consent in writing for such issue – but without going through
rigorous process under the above referred sections) for non
-compliance which are specified as – penalty for the company,
promoters and directors of an amount equivalent of the amount
raised through private placement or Rs 2 crores whichever is
lower, besides refund of the money with interest as may be
determined.
Power to make investments etc: There are other provisions
too like Section 186 of the Act which deal with restrictions on
the power of the Board to make investments in other bodies
corporate, give loans or provide guarantee in connection with
a loan to other body corporate or person which under the Act
are applicable to private companies too. The Section 372A in
the Previous Act on this subject had given complete exemption
to private companies.
GoI may consider making changes in the Act by removing the
applicability of such provisions to private companies so as to
enable such companies to have their own internal regulations
on matters of further issue of capital, inter corporate
investments and loans etc. It would be worthwhile to prescribe
a provision in the Act to the effect that where the AoA of a
private company regulates these matters, the provisions of
the Act shall not apply. This will encourage private companies
to formulate their own policies, keeping in mind the growth of
companies envisaged and the terms of issue of capital and
investments etc.

SUGGESTION FOR ALTERNATIVE
MONITORING SYSTEM
Additionally, lenders to private companies may be encouraged
to stipulate conditions requiring their consent for borrowing
companies on issue of fresh capital, utilisation of funds of
companies for investment /loans, right for lenders to nominate
their representative to the board of borrowing companies.
Such amendments would go a long way in providing improved
ease of doing business for this class of companies.
CS
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‘Ease of doing business’ is essentially related to the freedom which a business can have – at the time of taking the
first step, during all the time it survives, and also at the time it wants to take an exit. While much stress has been
put on how to make things easy for a business to enter1, it must be noted that ease of exit is also equally crucial.
The Chakravyuh episode in the Mahabharata is the perfect example of how the ability to enter, but not knowing how
and when to exit can have severely adverse consequences2. While enabling voluntary exit is inevitable, facilitating
withdrawal of unviable firms is seen as a part and parcel of industrial restructuring3. As such, in the laws and
policies introduced by the Government in the recent times, attempt to make exit of companies an easier process has
been a common characteristic.
political costs4, and leads to non-viable businesses consuming
resources with no results at all. Hence, it is pertinent to note
that exit and entry are closely co-related, because where there
exists a framework promoting easy entry but difficult exit, it
will only demotivate ventures with a high-risk element from
entering into the market.
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Exit norms for companies are generally contained in the law(s)
governing the companies, as winding up provisions or even
as a part of revival and rehabilitation provisions (as explained
later). The authors analyse how certain factors can scale up
or scale down the ease of exit for corporate businesses, and
whether the different ways of exit under the Indian framework
imbibe such factors.

BARRIERS TO EXIT
Ease of exit is adversely affected by barriers to exit. In
several studies conducted globally, barriers to exit have been
defined to imply such managerial and strategic factors that
keep firms in business even when they earn low or negative
returns5. Studies around the world also show that factors like
burdensome regulations, specialised assets having low resale
value, resettlement costs towards employees, etc. may be
identified as barriers to exit. Such barriers, like barriers to
entry, also weaken the market discipline mechanisms of the
competitive market process6.
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S

peaking specifically about corporate forms, though
corporate entities are born to be perpetual, yet exit might
be a quintessential requirement many a times – in some
cases, it would be entirely voluntary, marking the end of the
purpose for which the entity was born; in other cases, it might
be forced, say in cases where the entity does not remain a
viable one. There might be several other reasons as well. In
any case, an impeded exit has substantial fiscal, economic and
1 By simplifying incorporation of companies- removal of minimum capital requirements;
integrated process for incorporation; harmonious steps are being taken by different
regulatory bodies to make incorporation a cohesive process; obtaining licenses and
registrations easier etc.
2

 he Chakravyuha Challenge: Ease to enter, barriers to exit- https://pib.gov.in/newsite/
T
printrelease.aspx?relid=136862
Observations of Goswami Committee on Industrial Sickness and Corporate Restructuring.

3	
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In India, several committees formed by the Government, for
instance, the Goswami Committee, the Eradi Committee,
and the Irani Committee, pointed out loopholes in processes
concerning exit of companies, and hence suggested that focus
be laid upon factors like time taken due to pendency of court
approvals, availability of funds to the liquidator to carry out the
liquidation process and infrastructural lags.
The Goswami Committee, in its report of 19937, noted
several practical issues in winding up of companies (delays
in inventorising assets and records, delays in sale process,
long procedures for debtor realisation, inflation of claims by
certain claimants, contentious and adversarial process of
settlement and distribution of proceeds, etc.), and concluded
that ‘the greatest barrier to industrial restructuring is that it
is virtually impossible to liquidate and wind up an unviable
	
Bloom, N. & John van Reenen, 2010, “Why do Management Practices Differ across Firms
and Countries?” Journal of Economic Perspectives., site last visited 16.03.2020
Porter, 1976; Harrigan, 1981. See https://one.oecd.org/document/DAF/COMP(2019)15/
en/pdf, Pg. 8  
6
Barriers to Exit – Background Note- https://one.oecd.org/document/DAF/COMP(2019)15/
en/pdf
7
Report of The Committee on Industrial Sickness and Corporate Restructuring (July, 1993)
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firm’. Interestingly, the most glaring aspect of sale process,
as observed by the Goswami Committee, is the insistence
on going concern sale. When a firm is operationally unviable
and cannot get a consensus to reorganize its debts and labour
force, the act of selling it as a “going concern” can hardly
make the firm turn-around. The Eradi Committee in 20008,
recognised that winding up is a ‘long-drawn affair’. Similarly,
the Irani Committee, in 20059, noted “the liquidation process
in India is costly, inordinately lengthy and results almost
complete erosion of value.” Even the Bankruptcy Law Review
Committee10 observed that liquidation is a weak link in the
bankruptcy process and must be strengthened as a part of
ensuring robust legal framework.

A solvent company can opt for voluntary
liquidation under section 59 of the Code.
In case of voluntary liquidation, the
appointment of liquidator is decided
upon by the shareholders at the same
general meeting of shareholders wherein
the resolution approving voluntary
liquidation is passed, and as such NCLT
does not have a role in the process until
the final stage i.e. filing of application for
dissolution. Creditors’ approval by 2/3rd
majority is required if there is a debt.

Post such unequivocal opinions, there has been significant
overhaul in the winding up regime in India including that in
the form of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (‘Code’)
and amendments to the Companies Act, 2013 (‘Companies
Act’). While the Code has significantly changed the winding
up landscape, we study all possible routes and see if there is
something more which can be done.

and therefore, the process does not remain a voluntary
process anymore.

ROUTES OF EXIT
In India, there are several ways of exit under the Companies
Act as well as the Code – some are voluntary while some may
be involuntary. A brief introduction to each of the ways is as
follows –
1.

Voluntary liquidation
A solvent company can opt for voluntary liquidation under
section 59 of the Code. In case of voluntary liquidation,
the appointment of liquidator is decided upon by the
shareholders at the same general meeting of shareholders
wherein the resolution approving voluntary liquidation
is passed, and as such NCLT does not have a role in
the process until the final stage i.e. filing of application
for dissolution. Creditors’ approval by 2/3rd majority is
required if there is a debt.

2.

Liquidation via Insolvency process
The Code enables creditor driven process as well as selffiling. Insolvency process may be initiated by the creditors,
either financial creditor under section 7 or operational
creditor under section 9, upon default in payment by the
company (referred to as corporate debtor under the Code).
With NCLT being the adjudicating authority, all activities,
decisions and progress have to reported to NCLT.
Liquidation process follows, if resolution fails. Even, at
any time during the resolution process, the creditors’ body
may decide by majority that the company be liquidated. All
processes are managed by an insolvency professional, in
the capacity of either resolution professional or liquidator,
as the case may be.
If the company has committed a default, recourse to
section 59 is not possible. The company can opt for selffiling under section 10 of the Code. In that case, except
for initiation, all provisions will apply to the process,

8

9
10

 eport of the High Level Committee on Law relating to Insolvency and Winding up of
R
Companies, 2000
Report of the Expert Committee on Company Law 2005
The Report of the Bankruptcy Law Review Committee, 2015  
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3.

Winding up by NCLT
Section 271 of the Companies Act provides for winding
up in cases like, by way of member’s special resolution;
on application of Registrar for non-filing of financials
for 5 consecutive years, and other reasons set out
under the said provision. Governed by the provisions of
the Companies Act and newly introduced Companies
(Winding Up) Rules, 2020, the winding up process, too,
has significant involvement of NCLT as well dependence
on the company liquidator and the creditors.
Note that ‘inability to pay’ is no more a criterion and a
creditor is no more an eligible petitioner for the purpose
of section 271 of the Companies Act. Hence, if a company
defaults, the only option before the creditor is to take the
company to insolvency through the route under the Code.

4.

Summary liquidation
Besides, section 361 of the Companies Act provides
for a summary liquidation procedure for certain classes
of companies11, wherein the role of NCLT is replaced
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY
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5.

Striking-off under Companies Act, 2013
Also known as the fast-track exit route, striking off under
section 248 of the Companies Act allows companies
having no operations/ nil assets and liabilities to dissolve
the company in a quick and easy manner, substantially
reducing dependence on a professional and on
representation before the NCLT, unless an appeal for
revival is filed.
Additionally, the Registrar of Companies may suo-moto
initiate striking off process against a company on grounds
such as non-commencement of business/ non-operation
for minimum 2 years etc.

6.

Mergers/amalgamations under Companies Act, 2013
In case of merger/ acquisition, the transferor company
may dissolve pursuant to the scheme itself - without any
explicit application as such. Considering that the assets
and liabilities of the transferor company are completely
transferred to the transferee company, the company may
be dissolved irrespective of its existing liabilities, provided
that due assent is received from the shareholders and
creditors, as well as approval of the scheme by the NCLT.
A carve-out from this considerably lengthy process has
been provided for in case of fast-track merger by specified
categories of companies12. As a result of section 233 of the
Act, for the purposes of fast-track merger, the concerned
authority is the Central Government, i.e. regional director.

CHOOSING THE BEST WAY
As seen, there are various options available to a company to
choose from. In the following paragraphs, the authors have
attempted to enlist a few factors that companies (may) keep in
mind while deciding the appropriate route for exit.

Judicial Ivolvement

However, notably, the lengthy winding up rules apply to
both the modes – section 270 as well as section 361 of
the Companies Act.

Compulsory Liquidation

Average Time Involved

Further, time and cost are other significant factors. Processes
such as insolvency or merger/ acquisitions are comparatively
lengthy as well as costly. It is rather pertinent to note that
the high average time taken to resolve insolvency process
in India is one of the primary reasons for introduction of the
Code. In the “Time to Resolve Insolvency” Report, 2015 the
World Bank reported that as on 2015, the average time taken
to resolve insolvency in India was 4.3 years, as compared to
UK’s 1 year and USA’s 1.5 years. As per latest data, in India,
the average time taken to resolve insolvency is 1.6 years14,
time to complete liquidation process (voluntary or otherwise)
is between 1-2 years15, and that for a merger/amalgamation
scheme may range from 6 months to 1 year.
Another factor is flexibility to conduct the process. Where the
process involves high involvement of judiciary, the same might
not be a preferred mode, for time and cost considerations.
While there is an extensive involvement of NCLT in case of
mergers/ insolvency processes/ winding-up under Companies
Act, processes such as striking off, fast track merger and
voluntary liquidation are relatively much more independent
of such involvement. While it goes without arguing that
involvement of NCLT instils greater confidence amongst the

In case of merger/ acquisition, the
transferor company may dissolve pursuant
to the scheme itself - without any explicit
application as such. Considering that
the assets and liabilities of the transferor
company are completely transferred to
the transferee company, the company
may be dissolved irrespective of its
existing liabilities, provided that due
assent is received from the shareholders
and creditors, as well as approval of the
scheme by the NCLT.

For instance, a company which has not defaulted in payment
obligations, can choose voluntary winding up or striking off.
However, where it has negligible assets/liabilities, striking
off will be a better option, other things remaining the same.
In a different scenario, where the company is cash/asset
surplus, distribution of the same in liquidation might have tax
implications on the shareholders13.

12

13

Ref. section 361 (1) read with rule 190 of the Winding Up Rules - (a) companies having
deposits not exceeding ` 25 lakhs; or outstanding loans not exceeding ` 50 lakhs; or
turnover not exceeding ` 50 crores; or PSC not exceeding ` 1 crores.
Section 233 (1) provides that provisions of Fast-track merger shall be applicable in cases of
merger between two or more small companies or between a holding company and its wholly
owned subsidiary.
Section 46 of the Income Tax Act.
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Mergers & Amalgamations

Striking-off

The recourse to each of the mode will broadly vary depending
upon eligibility, solvency, asset-liability position of the company
and the extent of judicial intervention, etc. Besides procedural
regulatory framework, there might be pure commercial
considerations, e.g. saving taxes, while choosing a way to
depart.

11

IBC Liquidation

14
15

World Bank Data: https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IC.ISV.DURS?locations=IN
IBBI data shows that maximum number of cases fall in the category. See Quarterly
Newsletter [October-December, 2019], Volume 13.  
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by Central Government (Regional Director), and the
liquidator is required to sell the assets within 60 days of
order.
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stakeholders, it also means addition in timelines, and increase in professional costs, etc. Having said so, given the present
situation where NCLTs are over-burdened with matters, the timelines are further elongated.
The various options available for exit, with their features, are summarised as below:
Particulars

Modes of exit
Processes under IBC

Processes under Companies Act

Voluntary
Liquidation
Process

Voluntary
Insolvency
Process

Governing
Statute

Sec. 59, IBC

Sec. 10, IBC Sec. 7/9,
IBC

Sec. 33, IBC

Sec. 271, CA,
2013

Sec. 361,
CA, 2013

Sec. 248,
CA 2013

Sec. 230232, CA,
2013

Who can be
an applicant

Company

Corporate
Creditors
applicant,
including the
company
itself

Resolution
Professional
(through
creditors or
otherwise by
law)

Company;
Contributory;
RoC; CG,
suo-moto by
NCLT

Company

Company;
RoC

Company;
member;
creditor;
liquidator
[Possible
under IBC
too]

Eligibility
criteria

Solvency

Min default
of `
1,00,000/-;
SR from
shareholders

Failure/
non-receipt/
non-approval
of resolution
plan; decision
taken by CoC
before expiry
of moratorium.

On criteria as
mentioned
in section
271 – SR by
company,
default in
filing returns,
fraudulent
conduct of
business, etc.

Low level
Nil assets &
of deposits, Liabilities.
outstanding
loans, etc.

Approval of
scheme by
members
and
creditors

Application
to be made
before NCLT

Not neededSR to be
passed

Yes

Yes

Yes

To Regional To RoC
Director
(RD)

Yes

Appointment
of
professional,
if needed

By
shareholders
via SR

By NCLT

By NCLT

By NCLT

By RD

N.A.

Only for
appearance
before NCLT

Involvement
of creditors

For approval
only.

High, decisions are taken
by CoC

Medium –
High
Consultation
committee is
for advising the
liquidator only.

Low

Low

Approval of
scheme.

Involvement
of NCLT

Only at
the time of
dissolution

Sanction of resolution
plan/liquidation order.

Periodical
reporting,
and then
dissolution.

Not
applicable.
However,
NCLT can
wind up a
struck-off
company.

Approval of
scheme
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Involuntary Liquidation
Winding Up
insolvency process under
process
IBC

Minimum
undisputed
default of
` 1,00,000

Summary Striking-off Mergers
Liquidation

Comparatively Low
higher
involvement
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Brought into picture in light of the present needs and reform
requirements, it was expected that the Code will improve the
business climate by allowing easier exit16, and India’s improved
standing in the Ease of Doing Business index17 suggests that
the Code indeed has made its contributions.
While the primary objective of the Code, as enshrined in
its preamble, has been revival of the failing companies, the
numbers suggest a deviation- since its inception, around 58%
of the cases under CIRP have ended up in liquidation vis-à-vis
a meagre 14% where resolution plans have been approved.
Cumulative figures as on 31.12.2019 suggest that of the
1961 present cases of CIRP, 780 have moved to liquidation
and resolution plans have been approved in 190 cases only.
As regards voluntary liquidation, out of the 579 cases as
on 31.12.2019, 101 have been dissolved while in another
171 cases final report has been submitted. The data further
suggests that it was only during the nascent stage on the Code
that voluntary liquidation process did not happen to deliver. On
the contrary, it must be appreciated that in the previous four
quarters, that is, Oct-Dec’18 to Oct-Dec’19 the final reports
have been filed for majority of the cases initiated during the
respective quarters.
As regards timelines, majority of CIRP cases have crossed
the 270-day mark, and majority of liquidation cases (including
voluntary liquidation cases) are between the time period of
one year to two years. Further, 22 liquidation cases and 43
voluntary liquidation cases have crossed 2 years.
16

Quoted by Hon’ble Finance Minister- Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman- https://economictimes.
indiatimes.com/news/economy/finance/ibc-improves-business-climate-by-allowing-easierexit-nirmala-sitharaman/articleshow/71398632.cms

17

As per the Doing Business Report by World Bank, India jumped 14 steps to 63 in the overall
EoDB ranking, and a striking 56 places to stand at the 52nd rank in the Ease of Resolving
Insolvency individually. The World Bank recognised that with the reorganisation procedure
available, through the Code, companies have effective tools to restore financial viability,
while creditors have better tools to successfully negotiate and have greater chances to
realise the money.
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However, the above is only a reflection of the matters under
the Code – one must not forget that the overburdened NCLT
is the also the judicial body for matters under the Companies
Act. Data reveals that as on 30.09.2019, of the total number
of cases before NCLT, 55% were of the Code alone, and the
remaining 45% comprised of all matters under the Companies
Act like mergers, oppression and mismanagement, revival of
companies etc. Hence, processes like merger, which could
otherwise have been concluded within an average time-period
of 6 months, now take a year or even more thus leading to
unwarranted delay.
While there are various options for exit, yet there is a need to
revamp the infrastructural set-up so as to speed up the success
rate. The same will also ensure optimal utilisation of the laws
to balance the interests of all. For this, some steps may be
suggested. The first of such steps must be to reduce the burden
of NCLT – by setting up more benches, mandatory imposition
of costs for frivolous litigation and by equipping the NCLT with
ample staff and support. Secondly, attempt may be made to
provide greater flexibility to professionals in the conduct of the
processes. Thirdly, necessary mechanisms be introduced to
deal with non-marketable/unsaleable assets. Fourth, the law is
not sufficiently equipped with penal provisions for discouraging
unhealthy conduct of those stakeholders who might act with
self-serving interests to the detriment of collective process.
Fifth, the stakeholders at large, including government
authorities, should be educated about the processes involved,
and their respective rights and actionables in the processes.
Lastly, a regime for pre-packaged rescue can be developed. It
is a practice evolved in the UK and the US by which the debtor
company and its creditors conclude an agreement for the
sale of the company’s business prior to the initiation of formal
insolvency proceedings. The actual sale is then executed
on the date of commencement of the proceedings/date of
appointment of insolvency practitioner, or shortly thereafter
(and the proceeds distributed among the stakeholders in the
order of priority)18.
CS

18

See Interim Report of BLRC, Pg. 78
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Competition Regime and the Ease of doing
Business
Prior approval of the large mergers and acquisitions is an essential pre-requisite under the Competition Act, 2002.
Recognising that any delay in the approval may have adverse impact on the growth strategies of the large
undertakings, the Competition Commission has always been prompt in passing necessary orders. In line with the
overarching objective of promoting the ease of doing business, the Government has taken certain initiatives under
the competition regime in India. This paper deals with the key measures taken to ensure the ease of doing business
with regard to the regulation of combinations under the Competition Act.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surendra U Kanstiya, FCS
Practising Company Secretary
Mumbai
kanstiyask@rediffmail.com

“T

he survey posits that India’s aspiration to become a $5
trillion economy depends critically on strengthening
the invisible hand of markets and supporting it with
the hand of trust. The invisible hand needs to be strengthened
by promoting pro-business policies to (i) provide equal
opportunities for new entrants, enable fair competition and
ease doing business, (ii) eliminate policies that unnecessarily
undermine markets through government intervention, (iii)
enable trade for job creation, and (iv) efficiently scale up the
banking sector to be proportionate to the size of the Indian
economy.”
- Economic Survey 2019-20
Chapter 1 - Wealth Creation: The Invisible Hand Supported by
the Hand of Trust
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In a written reply to a question1 in Rajya Sabha, the Hon’ble
Union Minister of State for Finance & Corporate Affairs stated
on 03.03.2020 that the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) has
taken several initiatives to achieve the vision of being a facilitator
of world class governance of corporates and mission of easing
compliance, balancing interest of stakeholders and achieving
excellence in service delivery. Regarding the initiatives for the
ease of doing business, the MCA has significantly contributed
towards achieving the goal of doing business and is focused on
improving corporate governance practices, as the objectives
of raising corporate governance standards and ease of
doing business go hand in hand. In order to facilitate ease
of doing business in India and to improve India’s ranking, he
said that the MCA has strengthened effective enforcement of
Companies Act 2013, Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 2016,
Competition Act 2002, Limited Liability Partnerships Act 2008
and other allied Acts. This paper deals with the key initiatives
taken by the Government under the Competition Act, 2002 to
enhance the ease of doing business for promoting mergers
and acquisitions.

II. MERGERS AND THE COMPETITION
ACT, 2002
Under the Competition Act, 2002 (the Act), acquisitions,
mergers, amalgamations etc. are termed as combinations.
The Act regulates certain transactions involving acquisition
1

Rajya Sabha - Unstarred Question No. 1295
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III. EXEMPTION FROM NOTIFYING
WITHIN 30 DAYS
Sub-sections (2) and (2A) of section 6 of the Act requires the
parties to a combination to file the notification to the Commission
within 30 days from the date of the trigger document. The said
sub-sections read as under :
(2) Subject to the provisions contained in sub-section (1),
any person or enterprise, who or which proposes to enter
into a combination, shall give notice to the Commission,
in the form as may be specified, and the fee which may
be determined, by regulations, disclosing the details of the
proposed combination, within thirty days of -

A combination that causes or is likely
to cause appreciable adverse effect on
combination within relevant market in
India is prohibited under the Act and
hence void.
(a) approval of the proposal relating to merger or
amalgamation, referred to in clause (c) of section 5,
by the board of directors of the enterprises concerned
with such merger or amalgamation, as the case may
be;
(b) execution of any agreement or other document for
acquisition referred to in clause (a) of section 5 or
acquiring of control referred to in clause (b) of that
section.
(2A) No combination shall come into effect until two hundred
and ten days have passed from the day on which the
notice has been given to the Commission under subsection(2) or the Commission has passed orders under
section 31, whichever is earlier. (emphasis added)
Failure to file the notification results in to imposition of penalty
under section 43A. However, with an objective of providing
ease of doing business in India, the 30-day deadline, prescribed
under sub-sections (2) of section 6 has been removed. The
MCA issued a notification2 stating that the parties are permitted
2

MCA Notification S.O. 2039(E) dated 29th June, 2017 - [2017] 139 CLA (St.) 24
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to file the notification of the proposed combinations at any time
convenient to them but prior to giving effect to the combination.

IV. COMPETITION LAW REVIEW
COMMITTEE
In October 2018, a Competition Law Review Committee
(CLRC) was constituted by the MCA to review the Competition
Law in view of the changing business environment and make
necessary recommendations. Released in July 2019, the
CLRC Report covered all aspects of the Competition Act, Rules
and Regulations with special reference to the international
best practices. The Committee focused on furthering ease
of doing business, encouraging start-ups and meeting the
challenges of the new economy. The recommendations of
the CLRC have been considered by the MCA and the draft
Competition (Amendment) Bill, 2020 has been released for
public comments in February 2020. The said Bill proposes
numerous amendments to the Competition Act 2002, which
are aimed at improving the ease of doing business in India.

V. GREEN CHANNEL APPROVAL
Regarding combinations, the CLRC Report recognised that
majority of the notified combinations have been approved by
the Commission without any modification and that the process
increases transaction costs as well as delays the transaction.
The Report therefore suggested an option to provide a ‘Green
Channel’ for the combinations that are unlikely to result in
any appreciable adverse effect on the competition. The said
recommendation by the CLRC was accepted and notified
by the Commission in August 2019 itself by introducing an
automatic system of approval for combinations. Known as
Green Channel approval, a combination is deemed to have
been approved upon filing of the notification in the prescribed
format. This system has significantly reduced the time and
cost of transactions. A new Regulation, namely Regulation
5A, has been added to the Combination Regulations, through
the Competition Commission of India (Procedure in regard
to the transaction of business relating to combinations)
Amendment Regulations, 20193. Combinations falling under
Schedule III of the Combination Regulations are eligible
for approval under Green Channel. On filing of the Form I,
complete in all respects, with necessary declaration specified
in Schedule IV, the notified combination would be deemed to
have been approved by the Commission. This is an excellent
move which will contribute to the ease of doing business in
India.

VI. SMALL TARGET COMBINATION
Some times, in case of a combination, the size of the target,
in terms of assets or turnover, is so small that it may not raise
any competition concern. However in view of the fact that the
acquirer has a large assets or turnover, the said combination
is required to be notified to the Commission. Recognising the
fact that such exercise would be waste of time and money,
the authorities have a practice of granting exemption to such
cases. Therefore if the target’s value of the Indian assets or
turnover is below the notified thresholds, the same need not
be notified to the Commission. Such exemption is also known
as de minimis exemption and has always been an important
feature of the competition regime in India.
3

F.No. CCI/CD/Amend/Comb. Regl./2019 dated 13th August 2019 - [2019] 151 CLA (St.) 124
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of control, shares, voting rights or assets, mergers or
amalgamations. A combination that causes or is likely to cause
appreciable adverse effect on combination within relevant
market in India is prohibited under the Act and hence void.
Every combination meeting the assets or turnover thresholds
prescribed under Section 5 of the Act needs prior approval of
the Competition Commission of India (the Commission/ CCI).
The parties to the combination are required to give notice to
Commission in accordance with the provisions stated under
section 6 of the Act. For seeking the Commission’s approval,
the parties are required to give a notification to the Commission
by filing Form I or Form II. A combination comes into effect
only when the order approving the same has been passed
by the Commission. The CCI (Procedure in regard to the
transaction of business relating to combinations) Regulations,
2011 (the Combination Regulations) have been framed by the
Commission containing the detailed procedures to be followed
for seeking the approval.
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Known as Green Channel approval, a
combination is deemed to have been
approved upon filing of the notification
in the prescribed format. This system has
significantly reduced the time and cost of
transactions.
De minimis exemption
In 2011, MCA introduced the de minimis or target-based
exemption4. According to it, an exemption was granted from
prior-approval norms if the enterprise whose control, shares,
voting rights or assets were being acquired, had assets of the
value of not more than `250 crores in India or turnover of not
more than `750 crores, in India. Valid for a period of five years,
the said exemption was in force till 4th March, 2016.
De minimis exemption enhanced, extended and rescinded
In 2016, these thresholds were enhanced and the de minimis
exemption was extended for another 5 years. According to a
new notification5, the exemption was available if the value of
the target enterprise’s assets were not more than `350 crores
in India or turnover of not more than `1000 crores in India.
The said exemption was to remain in force till 4th March, 2021,
however the same was rescinded in March 20176.
De minimis exemption expanded
Till March 2017, the de minimis exemption notification was
being applied to combinations which resulted only from
acquisition but was not extended to merger or amalgamation
and acquiring of control cases. Therefore, in March 2017,
the scope of the target exemption was expanded by
making it applicable to all forms of combinations vide a new
notification7. Moreover the notification also clarified the method
 MCA Notification NO. S.O. 482(E) dated 4th March 2011 read with corrigendum  Notification
F.No.5/4/2003-IGC/CS  dated 27th May 2011
5
MCA Notification  No. S.O. 674(E) dated 4th March, 2016 - [2016] 131 CLA (St.) 49
6
MCA Notification  No. S.O. 989(E) dated 27th March, 2017- [2017] 137 CLA (St.) 122
7
MCA Notification  No. SO 988(E) dated 27th March 2017 - [2017] 137 CLA (St.) 121
4
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of calculating the relevant assets and turnover of the target
when only a portion or segment or business of one enterprise
is being combined with another. This reform was reported to
be in pursuance of the Government’s objective of promoting
ease of doing business in the country8. The new notification
exempts, all combinations where the value of assets being
acquired, taken control of, merged or amalgamated is not
more than ` 350 crores in India or turnover of not more than
` 1000 crores in India. The said exemption will remain in force
till 27th March, 2022.
Acquisition of a portion of the business
Earlier, where only a segment or portion or business of an
enterprise was being combined with another enterprise,
the relevant assets and turnovers attributable to the target
segment or portion or business were not being considered and
instead the transferor’s total assets and turnover were being
considered for determining the applicability of the exemption.
This resulted in immense hardship and the whole purpose
of the target exemption was getting defeated. Therefore it
was decided to clarify the methodology to be adopted to
calculate the relevant assets and turnover of the target when
only a portion or segment or business of one enterprise is
being combined with another. According to the March 2017
notification, where a portion of an enterprise or division or
business is being acquired, taken control of, merged or
amalgamated with another enterprise, the value of assets of
the said portion or division or business and or attributable to
it, shall be the relevant assets and turnover to be taken into
account for the purpose of calculating the thresholds under
section 5 of the Act. The notification also stated that the value
of the said portion or division or business shall be determined
by taking the book value of the assets as shown, in the
audited books of accounts of the enterprise or as per statutory
auditor’s report where the financial statement have not yet
become due to be filed, in the financial year immediately
preceding the financial year in which the date of the proposed
combination falls, as reduced by any depreciation, and
8

 Press Information Bureau,  Ministry of Corporate Affairs – Press release dated  30th March
2017
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VII. DE MINIMIS EXEMPTION : NCLAT
JUDGMENT
The de minimis exemption is an important measure to
boost the ease of doing business. In a recent judgment9,
the National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT)
examined the application of the de minimis exemption.
While recognizing that the said exemption enhances the
ease of doing business, the NCLAT reversed an order
passed by the Commission imposing a penalty of ` 1 crore.
In this case, Eli Lilly and Company, an innovation-driven
pharmaceutical company based in the United States, agreed
to acquire the global animal health business of Novartis
AG, a pharmaceutical company based in Switzerland. The
Stock and Asset Purchase Agreement (SAPA) covering the
global portion of the transaction was dated 22.04.2014. In
India the combination was related to the acquisition of global
veterinary pharmaceutical business of Novartis AG (Novartis)
i.e. Novartis Animal Health (NAH) by Eli Lilly (Novartis and Eli
Lilly, together are referred to as the Parties). The acquisition
of NAH India was handled separately, with a separate
binding agreement called the Slump Sale Agreement dated
03.12.2014 between the Parties’ Indian subsidiaries. The
Parties notified this transaction on 10.11.2014 to the Indian
Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIBP). The Parties did
not notify the Indian transaction to the Commission because
it was covered by the then-applicable de minimis exemption.
The acquisition of NAH India met both standards for the de
minimis exemption. Its sales and assets were only a small
fraction of the exemption’s low thresholds.
The Commission, however, issued a letter on 08.04.2015, a
year and a half after the global transaction was announced,
asking why it was not notified in India. Eli Lilly responded by
letter dated 07.05.2015 providing the facts showing that the
transaction was covered by the de minimis exemption. Eli
Lilly, thereafter, decided to notify the transaction voluntarily,
while reserving its position that the transaction was exempt.
On 03.12.2015, the Commission cleared the transaction as
raising no possible competition law concerns in India. The
Commission then issued Show Cause Notice on 14.12.2015
requesting Eli Lilly to show cause why it should not be
penalized for (a) notifying the transaction in India late, and
(b) closing outside India before receiving approval for the
acquisition of NAH India. Eli Lilly responded by reaffirming
that the transaction was covered by the de minimis exemption.
On 14.07.2016, the Commission issued the Order asserting
that the thresholds of the de minimis exemption did not apply
to the business being acquired, NAH India, but rather to the
target’s parent, Novartis India Limited. The sole basis for the
conclusion was that the parent was ‘incorporated’ and NAH
9

 TA (AT) (Competition) No. 03 of 2017 (Old Appeal No. 44/2016) decided on 12th March,
2020
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the value of assets shall include the brand value, value
of goodwill, or value of copyright, patent, permitted use,
collective mark, registered proprietor, registered trade mark,
registered user, homonymous geographical indication,
geographical indications, design or layout design or similar
other commercial rights, if any, referred to in section 3(5).
The turnover of the said portion or division or business shall
be as certified by the statutory auditor on the basis of the
last available audited accounts of the company, clarified the
notification.

Numerous measures like giving freedom
to the enterprises to file notification
at a time convenient to them; relaxing
the de minimus exemption norms; and
introducing green channel approval
mechanism, are timely steps by the
authorities towards ease of doing
business.
India was not. The Commission therefore imposed a penalty
of ` 1 crore.
Eli Lilly (appellant) filed an appeal before the NCLAT against
the Order of the Commission penalising the appellant for
not notifying its acquisition of NAH India, a business with
sales of only ` 93.0 crores and assets of only ` 36.2 crores.
The NCLAT, set aside the Commission’s Order imposing a
penalty of Rs.one crore vide its judgment dated 12th March
2020, concluding that the Notification dated 04.03.2011 was
applicable to the present transaction. The NCLAT observed as
under:
The intention behind the Notification dated 04.03.2011
issued by the Central Government under Section 54 of the
Act was to exempt certain transactions due to their small
size. The intention of the Government is made clear by the
Press Release dated 30.03.2017 where it is stated that
“combinations falling within the threshold limits would not
require to be filed before the Competition Commission
of India. The reform is in pursuance of the Government’s
objective of promoting Ease of Doing Business in the country
and is expected to make India a more attractive destination
for Foreign Direct Investment. The notification is expected
to enable greater freedom to industry in taking legitimate
business decisions towards further accelerating India’s
economic growth.” (emphasis added)
This makes it clear that the Central Government did not wish
that the CCI interfere in acquisition of an enterprise that was de
minimis or acquisition of assets that were de minimis.
For the purpose of the calculation of assets and turnover what
is being acquired is relevant, as the assets/turnover of what is
left over with the sellers after the acquisition will have no role to
play in the context of the business conducted by the purchaser
post-acquisition.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Easy entry and easy exit are the hallmark of a sound economic
market. Numerous measures like giving freedom to the
enterprises to file notification at a time convenient to them;
relaxing the de minimus exemption norms; and introducing
green channel approval mechanism, are timely steps by the
authorities towards ease of doing business. All these measures
promote the easy entry in the market. The recent amendment
to the IBC, whereby it has been clarified that the approval for
the combinations from the Commission has to be obtained prior
to the approval of resolution plan by the Adjudicating Authority
would go a long way in facilitating an easy exit. In addition,
the timely passage of the proposed Competition (Amendment)
Bill, 2020 would further facilitate the ease of doing business
in India.
CS
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The Equivalence - Ease of doing Business and
headway of Indian Economy
The Calibration of Indian economic growth is directly proportional to the conception of new ideas of doing business.
Watering such ideas will surely yield much desired fruits and help us scale-up. Building a web of administrators,
industries and professionals in order to work towards a common objective is very crucial.
privatization and globalization, popularly called as LPG,
through his budget presentation. He quoted at the end of his
speech “But as Victor Hugo once said, ‘no power on earth
can stop an idea whose time has come.’ I suggest… that the
emergence of India as a major economic power in the world
happens to be one such idea. Let the whole world hear it loud
and clear. India is now wide awake. We shall prevail. We shall
overcome.”

Prakash Bharadwaj S*, ACS
Senior Associate - Corporate Secretarial
Infosys Limited
Bengaluru
prakash.bharadwaj@infosys.com

EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT

D

uring the initial years of independence, myriad controls
were implemented through central planning by the
government, the socialism was in the hearts and minds
of most of the political leaders. Former Prime Minister Mr.
Jawaharlal Nehru outlined the central role of government when
he said, “The public sector must grow not only absolutely but
also relatively to the private sector.”
At that point in time, the phase of License raj or Quota raj
was so strong that the government started snooping on what
is being produced, who is the producer, what is the quantum
of production and even fixation of price of products. License
raj was nothing but an exhaustive set of licenses/ Quotas /
Permits / Regulations one had to pass through to initiate any
economic activity in the country. It was the brainchild of the
ideology - “planned economy”, where all aspects would be
overseen by the government authority focussing on macroeconomic growth of the country.
The nationalization of Banks in the year 1969 was considered
to be the major breakthrough for license raj. During the regime,
the dogma of “Swadeshi” was promoted and led to absurd high
import tariffs and requirements of various licenses directed
towards promotion of domestic production. However, this
strategy failed to deliver intended results. At that stage, the
competition meant obtaining license before your competitors.
Owing to the contributions of License raj, the country had to
face acute Balance of Payment crisis. India needed aid from
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the price of such bailout
was Permit raj.
This continued until the then finance minister Mr. Manmohan
Singh in the year 1991 coined the idea of liberalization,
*The views expressed are personal views of the author.
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From then on, India is on its high road of economic reforms to
achieve liberalization in all sectors and zones.

WHERE DO WE STAND CURRENTLY?
The Indian economy rapidly cruising its way on becoming
the best destination for doing business. The government
focusses on hundreds of major initiatives directed towards
the vision of digital India, breaking the manacle of traditional
mind-sets. Consequently, India has jumped 14 places and
has successfully made it to the top 63 among 190 nations,
becoming one among the top 10 improvers in rank, this year
yet again.
Despite the challenges in the form of continuing red tape on
the ground, the Central and the State Governments have taken
major steps abolishing all unwarranted snags for the conduct
of business in India.

THE ARITHMETIC MISSION OF THE
ECONOMY
The government targets to achieve $5 trillion economy by 202425. All the reforms that have unfolded in the contemporary
regime are directed towards and revolves around the ambition.
Driving towards this, of late, the government has cut corporate
income tax to a great extent to boost economic growth rate.
As the finance minister, Nirmala Sitharaman mentioned “The
reforms were and will be guided by close scrutiny of growth
evidence in the economy. Our mission to become a $5
trillion economy in 2024-25 remains unchanged and further
strengthened by our resolve to deliver on the resounding
mandate given to us by the largest electorate in the world,”
The emerging economy, poised for higher growth necessitates
actions beyond mere slogans. The government has to navigate
the nation faster and complete erase the abysmal performance
of the past, which has to be kept behind.

BEST PLACES TO DO BUSINESS - WORLD
OVER
As per the world bank’s ease of doing business survey report
the top ten best places for business are New Zealand (with a
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score of 86.8 out of 100), Singapore (86.2), Hong Kong SAR,
China (85.3), Denmark (85.3), the Republic of Korea (84), the
United States (84), Georgia (83.7), the United Kingdom (83.5),
Norway (82.6), and Sweden (82).
The places which have shown remarkable progress include
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Togo, Bahrain, Tajikistan, Pakistan,
Kuwait, China, India, and Nigeria. Below the analysis provided
by world bank in its report “Doing business 2020”.

KEY LIFE CYCLES OF BUSINESS
The various junctures of business can be segregated into;
Start a business
Run the business
Grow the business
What India needs to do to move faster on the reform front
and better the score of ease of doing business in each of its
cycles? Here is a quick list;

START A BUSINESS
Ample infrastructure: Many Global entities deny the
attractiveness of the expanded consumer market owing to the
bureaucratic policies and logistic nightmares. Relatively weak
substructure, extreme climatic conditions and a huge risk of
corruption, is costing an arm and a leg in terms of its economic
progress. It is desirable to concentrate more on building
sophisticated infrastructure, simplification and digitization
of regulatory frameworks, unified policies to build packaged
frameworks for starting new businesses.
Procedural integration: The necessity for India at this point in
time is to develop a system of synergising various registration
processes into a single form. The recent colossal development
has been bringing in SPICe - company incorporation form,
which has eliminated filing fees and provided single platform
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

for various approvals for registration of Companies. Many such
registration for example - EPFO and ESIC can be integrated
with shops and establishment registration processes.

RUN THE BUSINESS
Technology upgradation: All in all, digital advancement is
vital for the growth of promising Indian economy. Any nation
which aspires to accomplish rightful place as an influential
global leader – has to be on top of digital adoption. The
investment in future technological solution is essential as the
government is encouraging its far-sighted pet project “Make
in India” giving boosts for Indian Start-ups, aimed towards
reformation of domestic production and attracting more inflow
of FDIs into the country.
GST – One nation, one tax: The landmark reform in taxation
has come in the form of Goods and services Tax Act. The
GST implementation has made it easier for people to start
a business. The concept of Input tax credit guarantees an
uninterrupted flow of cash for businesses and reduced price
of goods/services for the end consumers. However, building
a robust mechanism for simplification of return processes,
addressing concerns of MSME sectors etc., are the need of the
hour, which would enable reap the kind of benefits envisioned
for GST. This process is continuing.
Breaking the barrier of working in silos - regulator
synergy: Presently, the Companies are to a great extent
forced to expend their resources simply trying to apprehend
and manage the complex web of relationships that exists
between them and the regulators. The biggest elephant in the
room is each of the regulators in India work in isolation under
their own aura of system without any interfaces with each other
in the framework. This multifarious relationship is contributing
a great deal to the organization’s trauma and strains on ease
of doing business. There is an urgent need for synergising the
regulatory system in order to encourage enterprise state of
mind.
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The 10 economics improving the most across three or more areas measured by
Doing Business in 2018/19
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The landmark reform in taxation has
come in the form of Goods and services
Tax Act. The GST implementation
has made it easier for people to start a
business. The concept of Input tax credit
guarantees an uninterrupted flow of
cash for businesses and reduced price of
goods/services for the end consumers.
However, building a robust mechanism
for simplification of return processes,
addressing concerns of MSME sectors
etc., are the need of the hour, which
would enable reap the kind of benefits
envisioned for GST.

GROW THE BUSINESS
Strengthening of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC):
No doubt, the innovative move of enacting IBC has borne fruits
as the world bank signifies that before the implementation
of the reform, it was very burdensome for secured creditors
to seize companies in default of their loans - foreclosure
proceedings lasted almost five years on an average, making
efficient recovery was almost impossible. There is a need
for strengthening the working of IBC for effective resolution
of corporate distress. The government should provide more
human, technological ecosystem and financial support to the
National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) in order to help IBC
deliver better outcomes.
Addressing time sensitive resolution is drawing more flak, as
there is absence of time-bound period for resolution in the IBC
process.

INDUSTRY RESPONSIVENESS
Indian regulatory system is undulating more prescriptive
enactments/ regulations owing to the evasive nature of
Indian Industries. This brings an authoritarian and repressive
system of compliance regime. Satisfying the requirement
of any enactments takes more than good intentions in the
international corporate landscape. Understanding laws and
its intentions not only helps businesses set a path towards
success but also elevate them to the next level.
All in all, an affirmative compliance and ethical orientation
from industry’s side is essential to stimulate confidence of the
policy-makers. This would enable them to graduate towards
conception of principle based regulatory environment from
traditional mind-sets. This is the essential shot in the arm for
ease of doing business. Such feats lead the India’s long-term
vision of becoming a matured economy.

POLICY MAKERS AND PRE-EMPTIVE
MEASURES
Former RBI governor Mr. Raghuram Rajan describes policymaking in India as “You’re going 60 miles per hour with the rain
pattering on your windshield, and the windshield is fogging up.
And you’re on a highway, so you can’t stop, because you could
cause a pile-up, but you have no idea what’s in front of you.”
Indian economy, at this moment demands a think tank,
which develops quality individuals and domain experts
who have industry perspective, ground-level knowledge on
implementation to conceive enact laws/ policies.
Major capacity building needs to take place in order to
understand the international practises and adapt them to
Indian environment. A nuanced analysis shall be carried out
to assess the implementation challenges calibrated towards
country’s broad based issues which are hitting the nail on the
economy’s head.

Cross-border dispute resolution: The last straw is the
concern in the area of International dispute resolution /
arbitration, which remains to be addressed fully. Though
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) has made noteworthy
progress in India, there is need for considerable progress.
The most recent development in this area has been Arbitration
and Conciliation Act, 2019. This is a thoughtful step towards
settlement of disputes.

Further, it is strongly recommended that the Regulators should
develop a platform, where industries/ corporates can approach
to raise their concerns with respect to all issues relating to
coordination and compliance, not just by way of representation
or public comments. The needs platform should enable the
regulator to hear more from the industry which in turn will help
the policy maker in terms of valuable inputs, while drafting new
regulations/amendments in some way.

Contemporaneous advancement is warranted in the area of
dispute resolution in the form of enclosure of digitization and
developing an effective online dispute resolution mechanism
to make it more dynamic. The speedy growth of the internet
commerce necessitates expeditious disposal of disputes
to the satisfaction of the parties. UNCITRAL is proposing
numerous reforms such as ‘Procedural Rules for Online
Dispute Resolution for Cross-border Electronic Commerce
Transactions’, India may make use of such guidelines/rules to
customize to Indian conditions.

COMPLIANCE - A BURDEN OR A
BUSINESS ENABLER!

Firming up of Competition Act: The basic idea behind
Competition act is to play a responsible role in curbing abuses
of monopolies and restrictive trade practises and protect the
interest of MSMEs. While doing this, the Competition Act
should strike the balance between promoting competition and
regulating combinations.
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Compliance isn’t just an administrative pest. When implemented
effectively, it can contribute greatly to the strategic governance
of the overall organization. It also provides protection from
white-collar crime prosecutions, unflattering captions and
substantial punitive actions. And above all, it gives a sense of
confidence in your company to all stakeholders.
The recent happenings at some large corporate houses
signified that the individual brands had completely outstripped
the corporate marques and held overpowering influence
on their respective organisations. Few occasions such
dominant individuals casually ignore the foundation principle
of maintaining arm’s length distance with all the transactions
having a smell of conflict of interest.
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Each of the disruptions caused by Corporate/ Banking scams
teaches a new lesson and compels the regulators to bring in
new stringent norms for the entire industry to tap the seepages.
Candidly speaking, this is not the right model to operate.
Amidst of many such inopportune Corporate crisis of India
INCs, it is appreciable that there has been noteworthy progress
shown by our governments to ease the process of conducting
business in India.

PROGRAMING A CULTURE OF INTEGRITY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Integration of business objectives with the philosophy of
compliance and ethics considered to be a silver bullet for
building a set of guiding values for any organization. Being
invincible towards ethos is certainly a matter of “tone at the
top”. As Professor Andreas Kinneging rightly pointed out “The
principles must also be given a lot of attention on the work
floor - they must become the conscience of the company.
This is who we are and what we expect from our employees.
Naturally, it is essential for top management to take these
principles seriously and to lead by example. Otherwise, this
will never work… After all, humans are humans, not angels.”
The values of “ethics of obedience” should be imbibed in every
business decisions and should cultivate an intolerant attitude
towards any sort of deviations.
This is where the Corporate professionals such as Company
Secretaries, as ‘custodians of governance’, play a vital role
in moulding and modelling the corporate operations, making
compliance an integral part of corporate conduct. Indian legal
system bestows reliance on professional certification for
numerous compliance of statutory provisions. Hence, there is
a need for the professionals to live up to the expectations of the
administrators and instil the envisioned confidence. Hence it is
imperative for the professionals to point their attention towards
acting as lubricating force between the wheels of corporates
and regulators.
Further, the regulators should strive to have ‘fish and the water’
relationship with the industry, rather emphasizing on ‘fish and
fisherman’ relationship.

WHAT ABOUT THE ECONOMY – THE WAY
FORWARD
Whatever said and done, India’s GDP growth has hit the
new low to 5% in the first quarter of FY 20. The world bank
has recently trimmed the country’s progression forecasts by
lowering its outlook for the GDP growth from 7.5% to 6% for
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FY 20. Growth of numerous sectors - automobiles, information
technology and consumer goods, etc., have hampered to a
great extent. Further, the unprecedented disruption caused by
the novel coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic is further expected
to slow down the growth stimulus.
To assuage this decline, the government has rolled out various
measures such as, merger of some public sector banks,
recapitalisation, termination on repayment of micro, small and
medium enterprise (MSME) loans, et al.
To achieve the envisioned GDP growth of $5 trillion by FY 24,
the above steps may not be impactful. The following are few
of the imminent issues posing a great disablement, owing to
which the economy is feeling under the weather;


Crisis caused by titanic Corporate/ Banking scams



An unprecedented disruption on commerce caused by the
pandemic - novel coronavirus (COVID–19)



Cynicism towards free trade policies in relation to the
emerging economies, owing to the populist nationalism
in the advanced economies, which is giving the entire
economy the cold shoulder



Increasing appeal for protection by domestic industries



Fragile balance sheets of Public Sector Banks (PSBs)
due to growing non-performing assets



Demonetization and its contributions for broadening gross
inequalities



Lack of sensitivity towards climate change



Synchronized recession of developed nations



Insufficiency of skilled population due to flaws in
educational system. … et al

Candidly, the Indian economy, at this point in time should
move away from paternalistic approach and cling the path of
commercial liberation. The only course is to smoothening the
process of setting up business in India for both domestic as
well as foreign entrepreneurs. A lot needs to be done in the
following areas;


Building Technocratic governments/ administrations –
through structural transformations and effective use of
artificial intelligence & machine learning



Easy to access labour markets – through upgradation of
labour laws



Developing skilled labour force– through imparting right
skills and edification



Evolving sustainable business models - through creating
more awareness and providing enabling technologies

To conclude, the nation is very hopeful that the government
would reassess capacities and take appropriate measures
through structural changes to its functioning. Industry and
Professional community should partake in all the initiatives
of the government with utmost attentiveness. We must
acknowledge that the government through many of its
programs is taking baby steps towards visualizing a matured
economy. Yet there is a lot of room for speeding up the engines
of economic growth.
CS
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As the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) report
denotes “Good Governance starts with Tone at the Top. The
financial crisis has stressed that good governance counts.
Corporate governance failure is at the core of all of the issues
experienced during the global financial crisis. The strongest
form of defence against governance failures comes from an
organisation’s culture and its behaviours. Effective governance
in organisations depends on employee’s integrity, which starts
with management’s tone at the top. Interviewees recommended
that boards should formulate the values to which they adhere
in a code of conduct and, subsequently instil those values
throughout the organisation.”

ARTICLE

Ease of doing Business – Indian Securities
Market
SEBI has been shouldering the responsibility of the Indian securities market and has proven its mettle as the most
disciplined regulator in India, with fairly robust governance processes which have ensured the ease of doing
business and the regulation and development of the securities market. This article aims to highlight and discuss
SEBI’s initiatives as regards ease of doing business in the Indian securities market and how the market watchdog
has proved to be a successful regulator.

1. MOBILE APPLICATION FOR LODGING
INVESTOR GRIEVANCES
In its efforts to improve the ease of doing business, SEBI
has launched a mobile application for investors to lodge their
grievances on the SEBI Complaints Redress System (SCORES)
platform, from the convenience of their smartphones.
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F

ixing the accountability of intermediaries, improving
regulatory oversight and enforcement is a hallmark of
a successful regulator in any country. High quality of
reporting and disclosure, enhances the investment climate
and acts as an important tool in protecting the public interest.
In recent months, a number of important measures have been
undertaken by the Securities and Exchange Board of India
(SEBI), the Indian securities market regulator, to achieve its
fundamental objective of protecting the interests of investors in
securities and to promote the development of, and to regulate,
the securities market.
Ease of doing business in the Indian securities market is an
important area of focus for SEBI and is in line with the overall
national agenda. In this regard, the following are the highlights
of some of the recent policy development initiatives that have
been undertaken by SEBI:
*The views expressed are personal views of the authors.
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The SCORES platform was designed to help investors
lodge their complaints online with SEBI, pertaining to
securities market, against listed companies, SEBI registered
intermediaries and SEBI recognized market infrastructure
institutions, and was launched in June 2011.
The SCORES mobile application is part of SEBI’s approach
towards encouraging technological innovation in securities
markets and aims to encourage investors to lodge their
complaints on the SCORES platform as opposed to sending
letters to SEBI in physical mode1. This will not only make it
easier for investors to lodge their grievances with SEBI, but
will also prove to be a catalyst towards SEBI’s goal of ease of
doing business.

2. FAST TRACK RIGHTS ISSUE BY A
LISTED INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT
TRUST (INVIT) AND LISTED REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENT TRUST (REIT)
SEBI relaxed the guidelines for rights issue of units by listed
REIT and listed InvIT, thereby permitting them to undertake
a fast track issuance, subject to their fulfilling the prescribed
conditions which include inter alia, being listed for at least
three years, holding of shares in demat mode, no showcause notices or prosecution proceedings initiated or pending
against the REIT or InvIT and its promoters or directors, and no
regulatory action or suspension from trading as a disciplinary
measure against the REIT or InvIT in the three years preceding
the year in which rights issue has been proposed2.
SEBI has been constantly working on revising eligibility norms
for fast track issues. The relaxed guidelines provide for the
listed REIT and listed InvIT to save a substantial amount of time
and resources that are required to file a draft offer document
with extensive disclosures, restated financials and obtaining
1

	
SEBI Bulletin (November 2019) - Speech by Shri Ajay Tyagi, Chairman, SEBI on
“Technology a key game changer in Financial Services” at Institute of South Asian
Studies, National University of Singapore, Singapore on 16 November 2019.JJ.

2

	
SEBI, Circular No. SEBI/HO/DDHS/CIR/P/2020/35 and Circular No. SEBI/HO/DDHS/
CIR/P/2020/36 (Issued on 13 March 2020).
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SEBI clearance. This realignment of fund-raising norms is
part of SEBI’s efforts to make the Indian stock market more
attractive for investments in units of listed REITs and InvITs,
and also to enable REITs and InvITs to access funds as quickly
as possible.

3. ISSUANCE OF ELECTRONIC
CONTRACT NOTES BY CLIENTS
INVESTING IN COMMODITIES MARKET
SEBI has revised the norms pertaining to receipt of electronic
contract notes by investors. Hitherto, clients in the commodity
derivatives segment were required to submit a physical form
for providing their e-mail address to the trading member, if they
wished to receive contracts notes in electronic form whereas
clients in segments other than the commodity derivatives
segment were required to provide an appropriate e-mail
address to the stockbroker.
In a move aimed at bringing uniformity across segments
with regard to receipt of electronic contract notes, SEBI now
requires all investors to submit an appropriate e-mail address
to stockbrokers in a physical form. These revised norms ensure
ease of investors with regard to receiving contract notes in
electronic form and promote the regulation of the securities
markets.

SEBI has been constantly working on
revising eligibility norms for fast track
issues. The relaxed guidelines provide for
the listed REIT and listed InvIT to save a
substantial amount of time and resources
that are required to file a draft offer
document with extensive disclosures,
restated financials and obtaining SEBI
clearance. This realignment of fundraising norms is part of SEBI’s efforts
to make the Indian stock market more
attractive for investments in units of listed
REITs and InvITs, and also to enable
REITs and InvITs to access funds as
quickly as possible.

4. FACILITATING TRANSACTION IN
MUTUAL FUND SCHEMES THROUGH THE
STOCK EXCHANGE INFRASTRUCTURE
In order to increase the reach of the stock exchange
platform, SEBI recently allowed investors to directly access
infrastructure of the recognised stock exchanges, to purchase
and redeem mutual fund units directly from Mutual Fund /
Asset Management Companies
While mutual fund distributors could use the infrastructure of
recognised stock exchanges, to purchase and redeem mutual
fund units directly from Mutual Fund / Asset Management
Companies from October 2013, SEBI Registered Investment
Advisors were granted permission for the same from October
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2016. Therefore, previously, investors had to go through an
intermediary platform to invest in such plans.
SEBI’s recent move allows investors to save on costs by easing
flows into direct plans of mutual funds, thus avoiding the cost
of commission paid to the distributors. The constant endeavour
on the part of SEBI and other stakeholders, to enhance the
reach of mutual fund schemes to retail investors, can therefore
be achieved through the wide presence of secondary market
infrastructure of stock exchanges, making it a big investorfriendly move. It is thus, not only a great step towards the ease
of doing business, but might also help broaden participation of
retail investors in equity markets.

5. MARGIN OBLIGATIONS TO BE GIVEN
BY CLIENTS TO THE TRADING MEMBERS
(TM) AND CLEARING MEMBERS (CM)
- REVISION IN THE FRAMEWORK FOR
COLLATERAL IN FORM OF SECURITIES
AS MARGIN
With effect from 1 June 2020, TM / CM will have to accept
collateral from clients in the form of securities only by way
of ‘margin pledge’, created in the depository system. Any
procedure followed, other than as specified, for creating
pledge of the dematerialised securities, including off-market
transfer, is prohibited. Furthermore, transfer of securities to
the demat account of the TM / CM for margin purposes (i.e.
title transfer collateral arrangements) has also been prohibited.
SEBI has further clarified that if power of attorney is given by
a client in favour of a TM / CM, then, such holding of power of
attorney will not be considered as equivalent to the collection
of margin by the TM / CM in respect of securities held in the
demat account of the client.
For the purpose of providing collateral in form of securities as
margin, a client will have to pledge securities with TM, and TM
will have to re-pledge the securities with CM, after which the
CM will re-pledge these securities to the Clearing Corporation.
The complete trail of such re-pledge will have to be reflected
in the demat account of the pledgor. The TM / CM have been
directed to open a separate demat account for accepting such
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margin pledge, which shall be tagged as ‘Client Securities
Margin Pledge Account’.

compliance, to be carried out by either an internal or external
auditor or legal professional.

This revision in the framework, for provision of collateral in the
form of securities as margin, has been devised against the
backdrop of a situation wherein it was discovered that certain
TM(s) was misusing clients’ securities by pledging these
securities in favour of certain banks for the purpose of borrowing
towards its own proprietary obligations. The revised framework
is thus an attempt to mitigate the risk of misappropriation
or misuse of client’s securities available with the TM / CM /
depository participant and to avoid misappropriation or use
of one client’s securities to meet the exposure, margin or
settlement obligations of another client or of the TM / CM.

The introduction of performance benchmarking will enhance
transparency among AIF investors who will allow comparing
the performance across similar strategy schemes having the
same vintage and thereby assess the relative performance of
the management team while considering making investments.

6. PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKING OF
ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS
(AIFS)
As a part of SEBI’s initiative in making AIFs more transparent,
SEBI has developed an industry benchmark, based on
consultation with the industry, to compare the performance
of the AIF industry against other investment avenues, as
also to explore global investment opportunities, with a view
to streamlining disclosure standards and helping investors in
assessing scheme performance.
The performance benchmarking of AIFs is on the lines of
benchmarking the schemes of mutual fund, albeit the difference
being that the AIFs are typically meant for unit holders who are
high net-worth individuals (HNIs), as opposed to unit holders of
a mutual fund scheme who are typically non-HNIs.
As the AIF industry has concerns about mis-selling and risks
associated with investments, SEBI has proposed that an
association of AIFs with representation from at least 51 per
cent of the industry should select one or more benchmarking
agencies. The agreement between the benchmarking
agencies and the AIFs should cover the mode and manner
of data reporting, specific data that needs to be reported, and
terms of confidentiality.
SEBI has also introduced a template for private placement
memorandum (PPM) in which all necessary information
about the AIF is disclosed to prospective investors, in order to
ensure disclosure in a simple and comparable format. Further,
in order to ensure compliance with the terms of PPM, it will
be mandatory for AIFs to carry out an annual audit of such

As a part of SEBI’s initiative in making
AIFs more transparent, SEBI has
developed an industry benchmark,
based on consultation with the industry,
to compare the performance of the
AIF industry against other investment
avenues, as also to explore global
investment opportunities, with a view to
streamlining disclosure standards and
helping investors in assessing scheme
performance.
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7. REVIEW OF MARGIN FRAMEWORK
FOR COMMODITY DERIVATIVES
SEGMENT
In the light of the wide variation of liquidity and volatility among
different commodity derivatives, SEBI has rationalised margin
framework for the commodity derivatives segment, wherein
clearing corporations will have to categorise commodities
according to their realised volatility and prescribe floor values
of initial margin and margin period of risk (MPOR), depending
upon their categories.
Under the framework, Clearing Corporations (CC) have been
directed to categorise their commodities into three categories
of volatility i.e. low, medium and high; based upon the realized
volatility for the last three years. Thus, the margin shall be
levied by the CC depending upon the volatility category of the
commodity, minimum initial margin and minimum MPOR.
SEBI has reviewed the margin framework to ensure that the
risk management practice of CC is positively correlated with
the market, business and credit cycle fluctuations which may
exacerbate financial instability. Insofar as risk management
of a CC is concerned, being a financial market infrastructure
company, risk management is primarily a responsibility of
the CC and the framework prescribed by SEBI is merely a
minimum framework. CCs are therefore allowed to be more
conservative as per their own perception of risk. Accordingly,
this revised framework of collecting margin, in a period of rising
price volatility or credit risk of participants, enables the CC to
demand additional initial margin for a given commodity beyond
the amount required by the current margin thresholds.

8. STRENGTHENING OF THE RATING
PROCESS IN RESPECT OF ‘INC’ RATINGS
In a move to strengthen the credit rating process, SEBI
has directed credit rating agencies (CRAs) to downgrade
an instrument to ‘non-investment grade with issuer not
cooperating (INC) status’, if all outstanding ratings of the issuer
remain non-cooperative for more than six months. The SEBI
circular is to come into effect from 1 July 2020.
SEBI has also modified norms with respect to multiple ratings
on an instrument wherein if there is no regulatory mandate
for multiple ratings, a CRA should withdraw a rating earlier,
provided the CRA has rated the instrument continuously for
three years or 50% of the tenure of the instrument, whichever
is higher and received a no-objection certificate from 75% of
bondholders of the outstanding debt, for withdrawal of rating.
At the time of withdrawal, the CRA should assign a rating to
such instrument and issue a press release mentioning the
reason for withdrawal of rating.
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9. STEWARDSHIP CODE FOR ALL
MUTUAL FUNDS AND ALL CATEGORIES
OF AIFS, IN RELATION TO THEIR
INVESTMENT IN LISTED EQUITIES
With effect from 1 April 2020, SEBI has put in place a mandatory
‘Stewardship Code’ for all mutual funds and all categories of
AIFs in order to enhance monitoring and engagement with
their investee companies.
The Stewardship Code is principle based and provides
guidance for each of the principles to be adhered to, inter alia,
dealing with how institutional investors manage conflicts of
interest while fulfilling their stewardship responsibilities. Mutual
Funds and AIFs have to disclose their Stewardship Code
publicly and are required to have a clear policy on voting and
disclosure of voting activity. This move is aimed at ensuring
that investors take their own voting decisions in the investee
company after an in-depth analysis as opposed to blindly
supporting the management decisions.
Such increased engagement through the Stewardship Code
is an important step towards improved corporate governance
in the investee companies and gives a greater fillip to the
protection of the interest of investors in such companies,
including protection of the wealth of the unit holders who have
invested in the investee companies through the mutual funds
and AIFs.

10. SCHEMES OF ARRANGEMENT BY
LISTED ENTITIES – UNPAID DUES
REPORT
SEBI has directed all listed entities to ensure that all dues to,
and/or fines/penalties imposed by SEBI, stock exchanges
and the depositories have been paid/settled before filing the
draft scheme with the designated stock exchange, in order to
streamline the processing of draft schemes of arrangements.
In case of unpaid dues or fines, a ‘Report on the Unpaid Dues’
having details of such unpaid dues in a prescribed format,
including the reasons for non-payment of dues/fines/penalties,
is required to be submitted to the designated stock exchange
along with the draft scheme. Furthermore, any misstatement of
facts will make the listed entity liable for punitive action as per
applicable laws and regulations.
It may be noted that, under the SEBI Act, 1992, SEBI has
got powers to recover money from various entities by way of
passing appropriate orders.
The recent directive of SEBI to listed entities will help clear
the dues outstanding to the stock exchanges, SEBI and
depositories. This move is likely to enhance SEBI’s effort to
streamline the processing of draft schemes of arrangements.
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In case of unpaid dues or fines, a ‘Report
on the Unpaid Dues’ having details of
such unpaid dues in a prescribed format,
including the reasons for non-payment
of dues/fines/penalties, is required to
be submitted to the designated stock
exchange along with the draft scheme.
Furthermore, any misstatement of facts
will make the listed entity liable for
punitive action as per applicable laws and
regulations.

11. FRAMEWORK FOR INNOVATION
SANDBOX
SEBI framework for Innovation Sandbox aims at providing
financial technology firms (FinTech) and unregulated market
participants, an environment for offline testing of their new
solutions with markets data, in isolation from the live market,
subject to fulfilment of the eligibility criteria.
The framework is applicable to any entity, which intends to
innovate on the products, services, and/or solutions for the
securities and commodities market in India. The circular issued
by SEBI lays down the broad framework with respect to the
design, legality, administration and eligibility of the participants
of the sandbox such as necessary resources to support testing,
post testing plans, direct benefit to the consumers and capital
market and validated cyber security system.
The framework creates a network to promotes innovation in the
securities market, in which the FinTech firms will be provided
with access to market related data, particularly, trading and
holding data, which is otherwise not readily available to them, in
order to enable them to test their innovations effectively before
the introduction of such innovations in a live environment
under the supervision of a governance body comprising of
representatives from the Stock Exchanges, Depositories and
Qualified Registrar and Share Transfer Agents.
The framework will help FinTech companies reduce costs and
eliminate entry barriers, while also facilitating and encouraging
the adoption and usage of financial technology (FinTech),
which has a profound impact on the development of securities
market. The framework will further allow SEBI to understand
the functioning of a FinTech service/product while enabling it
to modify the existing laws to ensure a level-playing field for all
financial companies.

12. DISCLOSURE OF REASONS FOR
ENCUMBRANCE BY PROMOTER OF
LISTED COMPANIES
SEBI issued a circular on 07 August 2019, requiring promoters
to make additional disclosures on encumbered shares, in
addition to the already mandated disclosures on encumbrance
of shares, invocation of encumbrance and release of the same.
The term ‘encumbrance’ is defined broadly to include within
its purview, arrangements such as promoters giving any non-
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SEBI’s move to issue INC ratings comes with an aim to tighten
the noose around non-cooperative issuers. In the recent past,
due to the lack of information provided by the issuer, CRAs
were assigning INC to many instruments. SEBI has now
clarified that if the company stops cooperating with the CRA
and does not provide information, the CRA must continue to
publish a rating accompanied with the statement, ‘issuer did
not cooperate, based on best available information’.
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disposal undertakings with or without a power of attorney or
such other covenant. The requirement to disclose pledge and
other encumbrances on shares was first introduced by SEBI
in 2011
The promoter of every listed company is specifically required
to disclose detailed reasons for encumbrance in a prescribed
format within two working days from the creation of such
encumbrance, if the combined encumbrance by the promoter
along with persons acting in concert (PACs) with him, equals
or exceeds certain prescribed thresholds, namely 50%
shareholding in a company or 20% of the total share capital in a
company. The stock exchanges are further required to maintain
and separately disseminate the list of such companies along
with details of encumbrance and reasons for encumbrance, on
their websites promptly.
Under this circular, SEBI has aimed to bring greater
transparency regarding reasons for encumbrance, particularly
when significant shareholding by promoter along with PACs
with him is encumbered.
On the surveillance front, SEBI has planned a Data Lake
project to augment analytical capability with advance analytical
tools viz., Artificial Intelligence / Machine Learning, deep
learning, big data analytics, pattern recognition, processing
of structured and unstructured data, text mining and natural
language processing, etc. This will enable SEBI to collect,
filter and analyse unstructured data available on social
media platforms which will greatly augment the surveillance
capabilities of SEBI and help curb market manipulation3.
On the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code front, SEBI has
facilitated smooth implementation of resolution plans approved
under the IBC for listed entities. Relaxations from various
regulatory requirements such as procedure for delisting
of shares, open offer to public shareholders, shareholder
approval for material related party transactions, etc. were
given by amending SEBI Takeover Regulations 2011, SEBI
LODR Regulations 2015, SEBI ICDR Regulations 2018 and
SEBI (Buyback of equity shares) Regulations, 20184.
In light of the rapidly evolving situation because of COVID-19
pandemic, it is reassuring for various SEBI registered
intermediaries to see that, SEBI is pro-actively taking steps
as early as starting from 13 March 2020 wherein SEBI issued
a press release reiterating that SEBI & stock exchanges
have a robust risk management system framework in place
to constantly monitor the clearance and settlement of trades.
Thereafter, SEBI has taken series of measures such as: (a)
granting relaxations to listed entities from the provisions of
the listing regulations by extending the filing dates of several
disclosures for March 2020; (b) granting relaxations to REITs,
InvITs, mutual funds and trading members by extending
the due dates for various regulatory filings; (c) revision in
market wide position limits to curb the market volatility. Stock
exchanges (BSE & NSE) have also issued circulars granting
relaxations to the trading members to temporarily operate
trading members from locations other than those reported to
the stock exchanges subject to certain conditions.
3

 SEBI Bulletin (February 2020) - Speech by Shri Ajay Tyagi, Chairman, SEBI on “Changing
Landscape of Securities Market” at National Institute of   Securities Markets (NISM)
Campus, Patalganga, Maharashtra on 23 January 2020.

4

 SEBI Bulletin (January 2020) – Speech by Shri Ajay Tyagi, Chairman, SEBI at Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Board of India, New Delhi on 16 December 2019.
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It is highly a challenging task for any
regulator to build a high quality of
reporting and disclosure standards,
especially in a country where the level of
financial education and literacy, and the
understanding of the features of various
securities market products offered by
several intermediaries, is poor. Financial
literacy in India is way behind other
countries and a large section of Indian
population is still financially excluded.
SEBI is constantly taking several initiatives as regards ease of
doing business in the securities markets, thereby enhancing
compliance administration and strengthening transparency.
SEBI’s constant efforts have led to India ranking fairly
better insofar as “Protection of Minority Investor Interest” is
concerned.
Faith and trust are of utmost importance for the growth of
capital markets. All stakeholders need to have the required
comfort with regard to fair play and justice. While the ease of
doing business for entrepreneurs in raising capital is important,
investor protection is equally or even more important. In fact,
both aspects are inter-related and need to be dealt with in a
combined manner to have a functional capital market5.
It is highly a challenging task for any regulator to build a high
quality of reporting and disclosure standards, especially in a
country where the level of financial education and literacy, and
the understanding of the features of various securities market
products offered by several intermediaries, is poor. Financial
literacy in India is way behind other countries and a large
section of Indian population is still financially excluded. SEBI
has been fairly successful so far, in protecting the innocent
retail investors, including by way of cracking down on several
of the unregistered collective investment schemes in past. It
has been a constant endeavour of SEBI to remove the wrong
perception that greater regulatory compliance makes it difficult
to do business in a country.
SEBI has initiated a multipronged approach and has been
making constant efforts to spread financial literacy and
information relating to the securities markets, including by
conducting financial literacy programmes across the country.
Furthermore, SEBI also organizes investor awareness
programs / workshops for educating investors and to spread
awareness along with regional seminars that are conducted
in association with various stock exchanges, depositories and
trade bodies.
SEBI has always been pro-active and on the forefront in learning
from global best practices. It will not be an exaggeration to say
that, the steps which have been taken by SEBI so far along
with those steps which are being undertaken and are proposed
to be undertaken, will cause India’s ranking in the area of
‘minority investors protection” to improve further.
CS

5

SEBI Bulletin (December 2019) – Speech by Shri Ajay Tyagi, Chairman, SEBI on “25

years of democratizing Indian Capital Markets” at National Stock Exchange, Mumbai on
05 November 2019.
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With the advent of data revolution, globalization has reached new heights. Thanks to efficient supply chains, more
and more companies are being able to do businesses in new geographies without having any physical presence in
those locations. This growing trend has fostered serious competition among nations to attract and retain businesses.
India’s leapfrog progress in Ease of Doing Business rankings at such a time has raised many eyebrows. As
businesses shift their focus to India, key regulatory reforms need to take off before it is too late. However, such
reforms have to be carefully thought through, as one bad impression can lead to a multitude of negative sentiment.
After all, markets and businesses seldom work on a rational basis. Now at #63, India aspires to reach new heights.
Navigating forward while keeping up with the momentum is a challenging affair. Does easing mean further
relaxations? What are the bottlenecks ahead? How to stay competitive as a nation?

Hari Kumar P
Senior Associate - Transactions & Consulting
SAS Partners Corporate Advisors
Chennai
hari@saspartners.com

D

oing Business is a World Bank initiative that ranks
countries based on 10 parameters. The rankings thus
form a benchmark for comparing countries in terms of
their respective government’s role in creating a healthy and
conducive environment for businesses. India has made an
unprecedented leap in the Ease of Doing Business (EODB)
rankings in a short span of 4 years. This is a much commendable
achievement, given that for years we struggled to cut down
corruption and red tape. Our government is constantly striving
to attract and retain businesses, domestic and MNCs, to help
foster growth in our economy. However, India has a long way
to cover in becoming attractive enough for businesses at
large. On the regulatory front, there are critical avenues that
need attention, creative problem solving and transformational
reforms in the short to medium term.
Before getting there, it is important to interpret the EODB
code, understand its limitations, and be prepared to discover
alternative frameworks that may have more relevance, given
rapidly changing business requirements. It is also important
to draw the contours of what governments can actually do in
creating an attractive business environment, and how much
is left with other players who, for most of the times, have a
larger role to play in creating business attractiveness or the
opposite. Above all, do businesses really make investment
choices based on EODB rankings?

BUSINESS CHALLENGES
Businesses face challenges from many fronts and in many
ways. While capitalism favours survival of the fittest, it is not
so often practical. On the ground, markets are neither free nor
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open, and multiple forces act upon businesses. It is learned
that companies, mainly foreign, face considerable pushback in
the following ways in India.


Intrinsic Problems – These are issues faced within the
business. Foreign companies often partner with local
companies or hire local management to spearhead their
India operations. Here, businesses face unfortunate
circumstances such as, incompetent Indian Partner, trust
deficit with local management, poor talent quality, and
compromise of ethics and core values. These events
force companies to make tough decisions on their plans
for India.



Market Problems – Again here, foreign companies
operating in India are faced with not only global economic
problems but issues specific to India such as the impact of
unorganized sector, poor quality of supporting industries
etc. These problems however do not lead to a divestment,
but overcast a negative outlook and sentiment of India in
the global context.



Regulatory challenges – These are perhaps just the
tip of the iceberg, but often carry much of media space
and attention, given that it is easy to find a scapegoat
to carry the brunt. Many businesses planning to invest
in India are often aware of the complexities involved in
regulatory affairs, but often miss to get hold of the more
greyish cultural matters that have a much larger impact
in their journey. Nevertheless, there is ample room for
development here, and this article will emphasize on this
aspect in the following sections.
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parameters viz. paying taxes, getting credit, trading
across borders and enforcing contracts assess the routine
aspects of doing business.

EODB CODE
India’s Performance
2YHUDOO5DQN



The overall rank, for e.g. #63 for India, is derived using
appropriate aggregation of the scores/ranks of the 10
parameters. This leads to a skewed outcome, and hence
investors are cautious to take the ranking at face value.



The research methodology of the EODB is survey
based. Thus, the respondents’ knowledge of the matter,
manipulation of factual matters influences the scores/
ranks. Also, for a country as diverse as India, conducting
surveys only in two cities – Mumbai and Delhi2 – may not
yield appropriate results, given some of the parameters
fall under the purview of state and/or local body subject.














The rankings are also relative, meaning a country’s improved
ranks may also be on account of poor performance of other
countries. The same applies the other way round as well.

Figure 1
Fig 1 shows India’s overall rank improvement across the last
four years. Given the size and diversity of our economy, this
is a much commendable achievement according to the World
Bank’s Doing Business.

However, each year Doing Business attempts to capture key
improvement areas and links them to certain policy decisions
taken by the government. India has been noted as one of the
economies with the most notable improvement for the year
2020, particularly highlighting reforms enacted during the year
across some of the assessment parameters.3

5DQN3DUDPHWHUZLVH
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Figure 2
In Fig 21, the blue line represents India’s overall rank at #63,
and the ranks obtained for respective assessment parameters.
As illustrated in Fig 2, key aspects critical to business such as
starting up, paying taxes and enforcing contracts still remain
as a cause for concern. Interestingly, these 3 aspects have not
showed much signs of progress in the last 4 years. Given their
critical nature, the government has to draw immediate attention
to the subjects. Also, only trading across borders and resolving
insolvency are near the overall rank mark, which signifies that
the achievement made in other aspects are undervalued in the
overall ranking.

WHY ISN’T IT ENOUGH
The EODB framework has its merits and shortcomings. While
it provides a comprehensive standard for benchmarking, the
following factors make the EODB inconclusive to decision
makers.


1

4 out of 10 parameters focus on the starting phase; 1
focuses on ease of winding up and another focuses on
protection of minority investors. Thus, only 4 out of 10
 ttp://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/688761571934946384/pdf/Doing-Businessh
2020-Comparing-Business-Regulation-in-190-Economies.pdf
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As stated earlier, the regulatory framework, environment and
code of conduct needs a crucial rejig at this juncture. We need
reforms that are far from conventional focus, such as the recent
labour reforms brought through the new Labour Code, 2019,
that amalgamates over 44 labour laws into 4 codes on wages,
industrial relations, social security and safety, health and
working conditions. The following sections examine avenues
that need attention, critical and open assessment, and radical
solutions.

FEDERAL GOVERNANCE
The federal structure of governance is perhaps one of the
key bottlenecks that a company, a first-time India entrant in
particular, would be exposed to. There are a number of items
on the central list, the state list and the concurrent list to
make matters confusing. Above all, companies actually face
issues when they come across instances of non-standard
requirements across different states. For example, the Pollution
Control norms for Karnataka are different from Tamil Nadu as
per the respective states’ Pollution Control Boards. Pollution
Control, a critical aspect, is a state subject, and perhaps one
that is not standard across all states. The same applies for
other critical aspects such as land, labour, environment, health
& safety (EHS) etc. Lack of standardization does not stop at
the policy level, but trickles down to the way matters are done
on the ground.
A federal system, however, has its merits as well. It helps in
better administration of local matters, gives more authority to
the public and also creates a sense of healthy competition on
2

3

 ttp://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/688761571934946384/pdf/Doing-Businessh
2020-Comparing-Business-Regulation-in-190-Economies.pdf
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/688761571934946384/pdf/Doing-Business2020-Comparing-Business-Regulation-in-190-Economies.pdf
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various economic yardsticks. Thus, it would be inappropriate,
both politically and economically, to rip off the powers bestowed
upon states. However, drawing inspiration from the GST Act,
2017, all central, state and local government requirements
for businesses can be brought under one standard platform
that defines the requirement for a business to operate in India.
States may offer additional incentives and packages, fiscal
and non-fiscal, to attract and retain enterprises, over and
above the standard protocol laid down. If it was possible to
integrate and standardize a much complex indirect tax system
under one roof, the other aspects are much easier to adopt
and implement. An integrated and standard system shall not
only help ease the life of businesses, but create a robust
tracking mechanism, cut red-tape and corruption, and increase
efficiency across all departments.

INDEPENDENT STATUTES
Regulatory independence of statutory bodies is of paramount
importance. However, given the fact that the bodies are
constituted to protect the interest of business, it is important
to understand and assess the action of one particular statute
on the other. Every company operating in India is exposed to
a multitude of governing bodies – Ministry of Corporate Affairs,
IT Department, SEBI, RBI etc. – to name a few. However, by
default, much of these organizations operate in silos. Thanks
to digital transformation, data sharing has become a common
norm now. However, even with the advent of a common data
sharing protocol, policy level aspects, such as new initiatives,
amendments etc. are released by one body without much
consultation from all the other bodies. It so happens that
different bodies are notified of a change only when it becomes
implemented. By this time, another stakeholder may have a
conflict with the newly introduced amendment calling for a
rectification or new amendment.
Constructive consultation across different departments is the
need of the hour. This is however not a new requirement, but
has been doing the rounds for some years now. Experts argue
that a legislative council has to be appointed which shall include
members from all governing bodies and departments. Every new
amendment, introduced by anybody, shall be first introduced to
the council, examined by the members, cleared for notification
by the council. Such an initiative will not only provide relief to
all stakeholders but cut down on hastily executed notifications
that sometimes often fail to have foresight. However, this reengineering should not (1) compromise the independence of
bodies, and (2) more importantly, create unnecessary delays
in rolling out new reforms.
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SYSTEMIC COMPLEXITY
Unfortunately, most regulatory reforms have a natural tendency
to be complex. As new challenges come, short-sight, coupled
with haste, makes up for ill-conceived reforms to roll out in
the public domain. One main reason for this is that much of
the steps taken are created on top of legacy matters and not
written bottoms up.
Businesses in India face two types of problems with respect
to complexity of regulatory requirements. Firstly, there are a
number of laws that a typical business has to comply with in a
routine course. For instance, a listed IT services company in
India has to comply with 50+ statutes on an on-going basis.
This includes requirements from state, central and local selfgovernment. Secondly, the condition within every law calls for
multiple reporting. Taking the same example of an IT Services
company, every statute may require the company to report/file
on average 30+ items, thus making up for 1500+ items to be
verified in a given year, only to be in compliance4. The same
applies for other industries and companies as well. These
many requirements are a deterrent to smooth functioning of
businesses. Often, companies are finding it extremely difficult
to appoint quality independent directors on their boards as
many of them are unwilling to take up assignments where the
exposure to risk of non-compliance is much higher. Here, to
be specific, companies are not always willful defaulters, but
most of time miss out on important compliances due to overburdening of the system. And in fact, not all directors are
aware of the consequences of non-compliance arising out of
negligence.
The burden of maintaining routine compliance has to come down
significantly. Also, the compliance system needs an integrated
interface such that the system is fool-proof, responsive, and
also agile to adapt to a particular company’s context. While
fixing the onus on directors, auditors and company secretaries
is a welcome step, the government has to empower them with
the right systems to make their lives easy. Regulators should
not be fault-finders, but problem solvers.
Another grey area for businesses is around incentive programs
and other government schemes. Right from startup registration,
MSME registration and tax incentives, the programs are not
only complex but cumbersome to enroll as well. It is also often
difficult to interpret the benefits out of such programs. In the
process, companies, especially startups end up paying hefty
fees to consultants to help them through. This is an easy-to-fix
issue, wherein the government can step in and cut eligibility
steps, make benefits easier and straight and directly establish
connections with other departments and incentive schemes
and programs based on data submitted by the applicant.
There has been commendable progress with respect to
bringing clarity around FDI matters. The FDI Policy is now
even more straight and simple, giving less room for false
interpretation. However, RBI acts in isolation, thus inviting
additional reporting from companies on their transactions.
As mentioned, there are enormous avenues to integrate the
compliance requirements for businesses thus helping them
stay focused while at the same time providing much relief to
staff of various departments.
4

Inference drawn from a recent client interaction
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UNCERTAINTY IN POLICY, TAXES AND
REGULATIONS
By definition, businesses are meant for the long-term.
Business decisions are hence made on the grounds of stability
and sustainability. While companies are forced to constantly
change in dynamic markets, surprises in the form of changing
regulatory requirements are least desired. Every business
expects stability in policy, tax rules and other regulations that
apply upon them. Perhaps, this is a basic and fair expectation,
and not a mere wish list.
A fair assessment of India’s record on stability may not indicate
a pleasing outcome. For instance, the approximate number of
circulars, notices, and changes made across only 3 statutes
viz. Companies Act, FEMA, and SEBI are tabled below for
reference.
Amendments/Circulars/
Notices/Orders5

2017

2018

2019

Companies Act / Rules

65+

90+

80+

SEBI

30+

35+

60+

FEMA

15+

20+

25+

Table 1
While it is more often required to make changes to existing
laws, it is also important to understand the implication of such
changes in routine business affairs of companies. Company
secretaries are often viewed with suspicion by their clients when
new requirements are passed on and additional information
and filing are sought after. As indicated in Table 1, it is not
just difficult for businesses to keep track of the changes, but
professionals themselves are grappling to stay updated with
latest revisions.

The burden of maintaining routine
compliance has to come down
significantly. Also, the compliance system
needs an integrated interface such that
the system is fool-proof, responsive,
and also agile to adapt to a particular
company’s context. While fixing the
onus on directors, auditors and company
secretaries is a welcome step, the
government has to empower them with
the right systems to make their lives easy.
Regulators should not be fault-finders, but
problem solvers.
Tax, both direct and indirect, is an existing complex problem
made only worse by unexpected changes. Indirect tax is viewed
by companies as a regulatory intervention to markets. Hence,
as businesses battle tough market conditions, unwarranted
changes to indirect tax rates create mayhem. For instance,
the recent nod to increase GST rate of mobile phones from
5
6

SAS Partners Corporate Advisors Internal Analysis
 ttps://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/hardware/mobile-phones-to-cost-more-as-gsth
hiked-to-18-from-12-earlier/articleshow/74628309.cms
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12% to 18% is seen adversely by industry leaders6. Certain
aspects such as tax rates, duties and incentives, if any, need to
be seldom revised, giving time for businesses to ramp up and
evolve to certain levels of maturity.
Uncertainty is not restricted to unforeseen changes, but also
includes issues arising out of lack of clarity in various aspects.
Lack of clarity is slightly different from complexity; it stalls any
decision from moving forward or invites a by-pass solution.
India has suffered in the past from such issues, particularly
with respect to policy matters such as FDI, Telecom, Natural
Resources etc. In many cases, different stakeholders held
different positions over policies, and carried out businesses in
ways that have, in fact, cost the exchequer, in billions. While
questions still remain whether such decisions were willful or
out of genuine misinterpretation, the economic ramifications
continue to plague us in different ways. Lack of clarity in
regulatory matters is also fodder for legal experts, who find
easier ways to bypass the system. India’s once complicated
FDI rules have resulted in big ecommerce companies such as
Amazon and Flipkart to have multiple entity structures out of
different geographies only to operate in India.

COSTS, QUALITY OF COMPLIANCE
As regulatory requirements on businesses become more
complex and uncertain, the costs of keeping up with
compliance have soared to new heights. While it is easy for
large businesses to keep up with the costs, startups and small
businesses are finding it extremely difficult. Adding to this, the
quality of compliance is neither standard nor commensurate
with costs.
While quality of compliance is subjective, systems need to be
adaptive enough to provide a chance for businesses to rectify
erroneous submissions. For instance, assume a case of an
entrepreneur from abroad who plans to invest about INR 100K
as primary capital into a newly created company. However,
due to poor quality work, a basic form filing error resulted
in the company’s primary paid-up capital to be INR 1Mn,
instead of INR 100K. Under such a circumstance presently, it
is practically not-viable for the project to resume in the same
company; it is mandatory for the Company to receive INR
1Mn as initial capital and issue share certificates respectively.
Even as the gravity of such an error could be high, the fallout
is such that a new business venture – a priceless gem – is
at stake. Even as checks and balances are required and are
often carried out as well, humans tend to make mistakes. On
the contrary, systems should not be rigid and punitive, but
instead flexible and adaptive to circumstances thus allowing
businesses to operate without much interruption. There is a
great need to distinguish between technical mistakes / errors
from substantive violations. Regulatory systems which have
the capacity to properly distinguish between the two properly
will contribute a long way to EODB.

IMPLEMENTATION ON-THE-GROUND
Although India has come a long way from License Raj, its
clutches just do not seem to fade away from the ground.
Certainly, existing provisions give room for such undesirable
elements to take stage and create nightmares for businesses.
For instance, an inspector of a PCB has the right to walk-in
to a facility, pause operations, and conduct an unwarranted
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inspection even today. Well, one could argue in favour of such
a system, given the fact that businesses may otherwise take
the law into their hands. However, such an argument may fail
to stand the test of time today. Most businesses are taking up
voluntary steps to help reduce their environmental footprint. A
few days’ closure on account of an ill-intended official is not
acceptable at any cost as businesses function on tight supply
chain channels and have commitments to keep up with. On
the contrary, field staffs need to be guided with new KRAs
that eradicate inspection mindset but nurture a problemsolving approach. Audits are required, be it financial, quality
or environmental. But they can be scheduled well in advance,
thus giving companies a chance to actually work towards
rectifying matters rather than forcing them to the verge of
closure.
India needs a radical behavioral change across all regulatory
boards. This is a hard-to-come-by change, but with able
leadership and guidance, it is possible. Regulations are for
businesses, and shall exist only until the time businesses exist.
A business entity is a regulator’s customer, and never should
be conceived the other way around. In fact, Government of
India’s flagship programs - Make in India, Start-up India
- are steps taken to drive such transformation from the top.
However, a bottoms-up approach on the same lines is much
needed to rejig years of uncalled for attitude of on-the-ground
torch-bearers.

competitive yet global powerhouse for businesses to thrive
and grow.


Think long-term, think strategic – on policy and
regulations: Policy makers and regulators need to
think and act for the long-term. Policies and Regulatory
amendments need to stand the test of time. For instance,
an FDI policy needs to hold good for 5+ years without
much revisions. Short-term loses, if any, arising out of
such decisions, need to be absorbed by the system.
Businesses not only expect a stable government, but
stable policies and regulations.



Make systems flexible, standard and adaptive: Nextgen systems are required for next-gen businesses. India
has the potential to be the pioneer in developing regulatory
systems and infrastructure for the business of the next
decade. Regulatory systems need to be accommodative
and receptive to businesses at first. Also, for a country
as diverse as India, many of the systems need to be
standardized to common minimum requirement levels.



Integrate the many different rules and statutes,
reduce reporting requirements: Just like One Nation,
One Tax, India needs to integrate/amalgamate the many
different statutes that have an interest over a business
entity. Every regulatory authority also needs to constantly
reduce reporting requirements, but at the same time,
ensure threshold transparency levels.



Encourage voluntary action, stop punitive course:
The role of regulators should not be perceived to be of
nitpicking. While regulators ensure necessary checks and
balances, they however, need to change their outlook to
what is required in the new decade. A lot of businesses
are voluntarily taking steps to ensure compliance, and
hence, regulators need not exercise much restraint over
businesses.



Lastly, be pro-business, not just “for-business”

TOWARDS BETTER REFORMS, BETTER
FUTURE
India needs fresh thoughts, laser sharp focus and radical
initiatives to not only overcome the impact of a weakening
economy, but also to stay competitive as an investment hot
spot for years to come. Like a blessing in disguise, it is perhaps
at pressing times that countries take transformative steps to
create a significant transition. India certainly has the potential
to become a shining star; the big question remains, to what
extent are we prepared.
Our Hon’ble Prime Minister’s vision of minimum government,
maximum governance has to take-off in new dimensions. India
needs to work on the following principles to transform into a

Although India has come a long way from
License Raj, its clutches just do not seem
to fade away from the ground. Certainly,
existing provisions give room for such
undesirable elements to take stage and
create nightmares for businesses. For
instance, an inspector of a PCB has
the right to walk-in to a facility, pause
operations, and conduct an unwarranted
inspection even today. Well, one could
argue in favour of such a system, given
the fact that businesses may otherwise
take the law into their hands. However,
such an argument may fail to stand the
test of time today.
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Listed Company perspectives on Ease of
doing Business
The Indian achievement in improving ease of doing business between 2016 and 2020 (from rank 130 to rank 63)
is by no means a small one but for the levels of literacy, education, entrepreneurship spirits, general levels of
intellect, technological advancement, adaptability to technology etc India can achieve more and can easily enter
the top few. Several processes which require coordinated efforts amongst listed companies, registrars, depositories,
stock exchanges and SEBI can be integrated into time tested web portal-based workflow which will have direct
contribution to ease of doing business for listed entities. These are low hanging fruits requiring only regulatory
resolve and institutional consensus. Let us look forward to these implementations that will promote our ranking
in ease of doing business.

Dr. V. R. Narasimhan*, ACS
Former Chief of Regulations
National Stock Exchange of India Limited
Mumbai
vrnindia57@gmail.com

INTRODUCTION

W

orld Bank Group recently released a report by the
title “Doing Business 2020”, a report based on
comparing Business Regulation in 190 economies.
The report noted that “Worldwide, 115 economies made it
easier to do business. The economies with the most notable
improvement in Doing Business 2020 are Saudi Arabia,
Jordan, Togo, Bahrain, Tajikistan, Pakistan, Kuwait, China,
India, and Nigeria.” While recording developments of India,
the report observed that “As in other economies on the list
of 10 top improvers, leaders of India and China adopted
the Doing Business indicators as a core component of their
reform strategies. Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s “Make in
India” campaign focused on attracting foreign investment,
boosting the private sector—manufacturing in particular—
and enhancing the country’s overall competitiveness. The
government turned to the Doing Business indicators to show
investors India’s commitment to reform and to demonstrate
tangible progress. In 2015, the government’s goal was to join
the 50 top economies on the ease of doing business ranking
by 2020. The administration’s reform efforts targeted all of the
areas measured by Doing Business, with a focus on paying
taxes, trading across borders, and resolving insolvency. The
country has made a substantial leap upward, raising its ease
of doing business ranking from 130 in Doing Business 2016
to 63 in Doing Business 2020.”
The World Bank Report collected and measured data relating
to “the processes
*The views expressed are personal views of the author.
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for business incorporation, getting a building permit,
obtaining an electricity connection,   transferring property,
getting access to credit, protecting minority investors, paying
taxes, engaging in international trade, enforcing contracts,
and resolving insolvency” and ranked the economies on the
basis of scores achieved. Lower the score, better the ranking.
Thus India stood at rank 63 from its position of 130 in 2016.
The World bank Report noted that “Economies that score
highest on the ease of doing business share several common
features, including the widespread use of electronic systems.
All of the 20 top-ranking economies have online business
incorporation processes, have electronic tax filing platforms,
and allow online procedures related to property transfers.
Moreover, 11 economies have electronic procedures for
construction permitting. In general, the 20 top performers
have sound business regulation with a high degree of
transparency. The average scores of these economies are
12.2 (out of 15) on the building quality control index, 7.2 (out
of 8) on the reliability of supply and transparency of tariffs
index, 24.8 (out of 30) on the quality of land administration
index, and 13.2 (out of 18) on the quality of judicial processes
index. Fourteen of the 20 top performers have a unified
collateral registry, and 14 allow a viable business to continue
operating as a going concern during insolvency proceedings.”
The Indian achievement is by no means a small one but for
the levels of literacy, education, entrepreneurship spirits,
general levels of intellect, etc India can achieve more and
can easily enter the top few. Thankfully, India is also moving
swiftly towards digitisation and more and more government
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departments are deploying electronic platforms for publicgovernment interactions, filing, etc.    As is observed in the
World Bank Report, economies that have adopted electronic
means of compliance with regulatory requirements— such
as obtaining licenses and paying taxes—experience a lower
incidence of bribery, regulatory inefficiency and red tape.  We
can expect that India will move higher in the scale of Ease of
Doing Business in the years to come.

REQUIRED FEATURES OF REGULATION
FOR EASE OF DOING BUSINESS
Regulation is different from control. Control tends to restrict
freedom to do business by making prescriptions that drive
business to resort to regulator/government/administration/
bureaucracy for seeking approvals in the course of doing
business. Regulation is allowing freedom to do business by
defining the frontiers within which business is expected to
operate.
Regulation is inevitable for any economy to protect itself
from the world of competition, greed and exploitative
tendencies of owners/entrepreneurs, to ensure that business
conducts responsibly towards community welfare and social
sustainability and often in response to certain developments
that are not congruent with economic goals of the nation.
But in the process of setting up regulations, regulation may
replace one inefficiency with another, overreach in business
activity or unintendedly burden the business. When such
inefficiencies are introduced in the regulation, business may
resort to informal activity to fly below the regulatory radar or
seek opportunities in other economies which may be more
comfortable to deal with.
Regulations, when framed to prevent a specific market
inefficiency or to ensure a specific welfare measure, should
be introduced after due consultation with all stakeholders
concerned. Regulations are issued by regulators and most of
the time regulators do not carry the burden of implementing
the regulation except for taking monitoring and enforcement
responsibility. Regulated entities and other stakeholders get
impacted by the regulations.
The first challenge in bringing about a regulation is to be able
to list out all stake holders related to the proposed regulation.
While some stake holders get benefitted directly by the
proposed regulation, some other stakeholders may have to
take the cost of regulation viz., cost to get prepared, cost for
continuous compliance, etc. The stakeholders that take cost
only but not benefit should be consulted and convinced about

Regulation is different from control.
Control tends to restrict freedom to do
business by making prescriptions that
drive business to resort to regulator/
government/administration/bureaucracy
for seeking approvals in the course of
doing business. Regulation is allowing
freedom to do business by defining the
frontiers within which business is expected
to operate.
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the need for the reformative regulation. Regulators should
not hesitate in passing on any concession within its means, if
necessary, if the benefit to the society is much more than the
cost of implementing the regulation. The concessions can be
monetary in nature like reduction of fees/duties, etc if payable
by the cost taking stakeholder or could be non-monetary
like allowing more time or giving priorities to such stake
holders requests for approvals, etc. There could be some
stakeholders who will play the role of catalyst or facilitators
without incurring a cost or taking a benefit. Often regulators
ignore the role played by these facilitating stakeholders.
The services of the facilitating stakeholders have to be duly
recognised and taken along while introducing the regulation.
When the regulation is likely to have a far-reaching impact –
may not be in financial terms – but change the way in which
business is being done or a cultural change, such regulations
should be introduced only after allowing adequate time for the
stake holders to get prepared.

REGULATORY APPROACH IN
INTRODUCING NEW REGULATION
Regulators have to be firm, sensitive and balanced in their
approach towards implementation of new regulations.
Being sensitive means that regulator consults all stakeholders
by sharing the proposed regulation fully and transparently
(without introducing shocks and surprises in the draft), takes
into account practical issues for implementing the regulation
put forth by the stakeholders who have been consulted. The
affected stakeholders are of different categories and calibres.
Some stakeholders are resourceful enough to understand
the proposed regulation thoroughly and have high calibre
professionals at their command to help them implement the
proposed regulation. But there are many other stakeholders
(including the benefitting, cost taking and facilitating
category) who may require training. Therefore regulators
should adapt a three pronged approach while introducing
any regulatory reform – Capacity Building; Handholding and
Strict Enforcement. Regulator has to take the responsibility of
training all stakeholders to be able to participate meaningfully
and constructively in the implementation of the new regulation.
Next, until the new regulation is well implemented, regulator
should not hesitate in handholding the stakeholders to be
able to comply with regulatory requirement. Once capacity
building and hand holding is done sincerely and honestly,
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regulator would earn the right to enforce the regulation by
suitable penal action in case of non-compliance.
Any regulatory change will be successful and stakeholders
will consider it as honest approach towards reform only when
a firm and balanced approach of regulator is perceived.
Balanced approach would mean accommodating midcourse correction, if found necessary in terms of changing
threshold limits, changing dates of implementation, etc
based on feedback and not perceivably coming under
pressure from any specific lobby or pressure group. Being
firm with one set of stakeholders while being perceived as
accommodative to another set of stakeholders will bring
more questions about the integrity regulator and purpose
of regulation.

Being sensitive means that regulator
consults all stakeholders by sharing the
proposed regulation fully and transparently
(without introducing shocks and surprises
in the draft), takes into account practical
issues for implementing the regulation put
forth by the stakeholders who have been
consulted. The affected stakeholders are of
different categories and calibres.

EASE OF DOING BUSINESS FOR LISTED
ENTITIES
What is already in place
Listed Companies are in the category of cost taking
stakeholders in the regulatory reform process.  The benefit
that is shown to them is their ability to raise funds from the
public and to be able to sustain their ability to raise funds
from public, they need to comply with the spate of regulation
being introduced by regulators. Stock Exchange is the fairly
empowered monitoring agency with enforcement action
capability, in addition to the independent directors, board
committees, KMPs, for most of the regulatory reforms
affecting listed entities. Since the time Listing Regulations
(LODR) have been made effective, all compliance
interactions with stock exchanges are being done through
electronic platform. In the recent past, all stock exchanges
have moved towards XBRL as the standard file uploading
method due to which, though need to upload multiple times,
has not been removed, efforts in preparation for upload
is reduced.
Stock exchanges have also introduced facilities like
sharing compliance calendars, sending alerts well ahead of
compliance events, etc which are in a way fall in the category
of handholding the regulated entity.
Stock exchanges also conduct capacity building programs
frequently for the benefit of compliance officers and directors
of listed entities.
Stock Exchange in coordination with depositories inform
shareholders on penal actions taken against the listed
companies.
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What more can be done
1.

Common filing platform: Stock Exchanges, Listed
Entities are under common regulatory jurisdiction.
Therefore, it should be feasible to set up a common
filing platform for all listed companies from which the
compliance reports filed thereupon can be transmitted to
all concerned stock exchange real time. Such common
platform will be final and single source of information for
all investors, researchers, regulators, analysts and all
others who may follow corporate filings.  To achieve this
institutional consensus needs to be achieved about the
governance structure of such common filing platform.  The
successful implementation of interoperability of clearing
corporations gives abundant confidence that common
filing platform will be implemented sooner than later.

2.

Integrated corporate action platform for corporate
actions involving issue of securities:
Listed entities are often involved in corporate actions
that result in issue of securities. At present, listed entities
need to coordinate with their Registrars, Depositories
and Stock Exchanges and are required to submit
letters issued by Depositories and stock exchanges to
one another. However, considering that Depositories
and Stock Exchanges are highly technology-oriented
entities, it should be feasible to set up a common portal
that integrates that whole workflow involved in issue of
securities including approval from Stock Exchanges,
Depositories.
The portal may have necessary communication capability
between listed entity, depository, stock exchange
and SEBI which will have a record of queries raised,
clarifications offered and conditions subject to which
approvals are granted. Necessary restrictions on access
to the communication on need to know basis can be
implemented.
SEBI may also join the portal for corporate actions that
may require issue of NOC or approval by SEBI. This can
reduce the time involved in completing the corporate
action process.
This portal may have workflow enablers for seeking
approvals for Bonus issues, ESOP allotments, preferential
allotments, etc. If approval from multiple exchanges are
required, the portal itself can convey the views of one
exchange to another.
This portal can work very well even for public issue of
securities since all securities in public issue have to be
issued only in Demat mode.
This portal, if RBI permits Banks to access this portal,
can work very well even for disbursement of dividends
immediately after approval of accounts in the general
body meeting.
It can be appreciated that all the above are highly
operations oriented processes and can very well be
managed through computer managed workflow. To
achieve this, it requires regulatory resolve and institutional
initiative.
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Monitoring insider trading:
The recent Prohibition of Insider Trading Regulations
require that listed entities have to keep a record of every
‘insider’/’connected person’/’designated person’ which
includes PAN or such other unique identifiers. At present,
every company has to set up systems to be able to monitor
insider trading and often are dependent on declarations
filed by the person concerned. As stock exchanges and
depositories already have unique identifiers of all persons
trading, if listed entities are able to share the identity
details of their ‘insider’/’connected person’/’designated
person’, stock exchanges must be able to return a file
containing trading details of such ‘insider’/’connected
person’/’designated person’ after filtering out transactions
not attracting the applicable PIT rules. It could be a paid
service as well. This facility will obviate a lot of monitoring
burden from compliance officers and insider trading
decease will cease from Indian Securities Markets once
and for all. However, compliance officer may still have to
exercise due diligence while approving request for trading
from insiders if and when necessary.
4.
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3.

6.

Depositories have all the data required on debt securities
issued including the dates of redemption, interest
payments, conversion, etc. Stock Exchanges and
Depositories may have an integrated technology solution
that will keep stock exchanges informed on the dates
on which interest payment is due and dates on which
redemption is due. If and when interest payment is due,
stock exchange can seek confirmation from debt issuer
on whether interest is paid; the response of the issuer can
be transmitted to the market at large which will be a good
input for investors to take a view on the issuer. Similarly,
when debt is redeemed, depositories de-activate the
relevant ISIN (moved from active to deactivated mode)
to prevent transactions in that ISIN. As and when the
ISIN is deactivated, stock exchange will get alerted by
the system and relevant information is transmitted to the
market; similarly, if redemption is not done on the due
date and ISIN continues to be active, information may
reach stock exchanges for onward transmission to the
market so that investors can take appropriate view of
the issuer. All this can be achieved by making servers
of depositories communicating with servers of exchange
with least human intervention.

System based disclosures relating to Takeover code:
Registrars, Depositories, clearing corporations and Stock
Exchanges are very technologically capable entities. By
tagging the records properly at depository and registrars’
end, changes in shareholding by promoters and persons
acting in concert can be reported by registrar/depository
system to stock exchanges and stock exchanges can
set up processes whereby such disclosure goes on to
their website seamlessly. This technology will report the
reportable event (when thresholds are crossed) to stock
exchange without loss of time i.e., as soon as delivery is
received in or given out of the tagged account (promoter
or PAC account). This will also obviate monitoring burden
on compliance officer of listed entity; compliance officer in
this case can only respond to reports filed.

5.

Simplified voting platform for shareholders:
At present due to implementation differences between
E-voting agencies, there is a need for every shareholder
to register with every E-Voting agency through whom
the company is offering e-voting facility.   However, if a
common portal is created from where the shareholder will
be directed seamlessly to the concerned e-voting agency,
it will be a good facility for all shareholders.

The recent Prohibition of Insider
Trading Regulations require that listed
entities have to keep a record of every
‘insider’/’connected person’/’designated
person’ which includes PAN or such
other unique identifiers. At present, every
company has to set up systems to be able
to monitor insider trading and often are
dependent on declarations filed by the
person concerned.
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Monitoring debt redemptions and interest payments:

7.

Integration of MCA platform with Stock Exchange
platforms:
While overlap between filings with MCA and Stock
exchange are not too burdensome at present, it will serve
regulatory purpose better if MCA platform and stock
exchange common platform (as given at point 1 above)
are integrated suitably. Such integration will lead to a
concerted or coordinated regulatory action and approvals
where necessary.

CONCLUSION
The Indian achievement in improving ease of doing business
between 2016 and 2020 (from rank 130 to rank 63) is
by no means is a small one but for the levels of literacy,
education, entrepreneurship spirits, general levels of intellect,
technological advancement, adaptability to technology etc
India can achieve more and can easily enter the top few. Let
us look forward improvements that will promote our ranking in
ease of doing business. 				
CS
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Ease of doing Business in India – A journey to
the center of the Companies Act, 2013
A nation with political free business friendly atmosphere can attract investments from the corporates. There are
certain factors that every corporate evaluates before making investment like timeliness in starting a business; single
window clearance for building permit, getting electricity & water connections, registering property etc.; availability
of skilled labour; resolving commercial disputes in a time bound manner; sources of fund like bank loan in cost
effective interest rate; tax holiday to corporates; logistics of importing and exporting of goods etc. to name a few.
Neighbouring countries are competing with each other to bring in more investments. It not only makes employment
generation but also help to make a nation, an ideal business hub.
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E

ase of doing business index is a ranking system which
ranks a nation by monitoring few cities on basis of various
parameters that provide environment for doing the
business. Such ranking is on the basis of how nation regulates
a business. “Doing business” is a report published by World
Bank on ease of doing business of corporates in a country.
Economies selected for purpose of ranking contains 190
nations that compares economies with one another and shows
how the rules and regulations have been changing related to
the parameters with other economies. Economy with highest
ranking shows the regulatory environment is most beneficial
for starting and operation of business. The ten parameters
for ranking economies for having ease of doing business are
given in figure 1.
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Parameter for ranking ease of doing business
Figure 1
As per the report on “Doing Business” published by World
Bank in the year 2019, India moved to the 63rd position
among 190 economies due to sustained business redesign
over the period of time. Ranking of economies for ease of

The implementation of Insolvency
and Bankruptcy code in the year 2016
was one of the reforms that had led to
structural re-engineering of corporate
laws, regardless of various challenges.
The overall recovery rate for creditors in
this regard, has jumped drastically. “India
now is by far the best performer in south
Asia on this component and does better
than the average for OECD high-income
economies,” World Bank said.
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Parameters

Ranking of economies for ease of doing business 2019
New
Zealand

Singapore

Hong
Kong
SAR,
China

Denmark

Korea,
Rep.

United
States

Georgia

United
Kingdom

Norway Sweden

India

Ranking

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

63

Starting a
Business

1

4

5

45

33

55

2

18

25

39

136

Dealing with
Construction
Permits

7

5

1

4

12

24

21

23

22

31

27

Getting
Electricity

48

19

3

21

2

64

42

8

44

10

22

Registering
Property

2

21

51

11

40

39

5

41

15

9

154

Getting Credit

1

37

37

48

67

4

15

37

94

80

25

Protecting
Minority
Investors

3

3

7

28

25

36

7

7

21

28

13

Paying Taxes

9

7

2

8

21

25

14

27

34

31

115

Trading
across
Borders

63

47

29

1

36

39

45

33

22

18

68

Enforcing
Contracts

23

1

31

14

2

17

12

34

3

39

163

Resolving
Insolvency

36

27

45

6

11

2

64

14

5

17

52

Ranking of economies for ease of doing business 2019
Table 1
It is clear from the above table that India is a favourable nation
for doing business. But on detail analysis of ease of doing report
and comparison with top other countries, it is pre-requisite for
our country to achieve significant improvements under various
regulatory frameworks. The implementation of Insolvency and
Bankruptcy code in the year 2016 was one of the reforms
that had led to structural re-engineering of corporate laws,
regardless of various challenges. The overall recovery rate
for creditors in this regard, has jumped drastically. “India now
is by far the best performer in south Asia on this component
and does better than the average for OECD high-income
economies,” World Bank said.
“I tell the world, ‘Make in India’. Sell anywhere but manufacture
here. We have the skill and talent for it,”- quoted by Mr.
Narendra Modi in his august Independence day speech
as Prime Minister of India in the year 2014. The “Make in
India” programme is like swadeshi movement which was
introduced by government at centre mainly to transform Indian
economy into manufacturing hub and to motivate corporates
to manufacture their products in India. The fundamental
principle of Doing Business is that statutes should be designed
to regulate corporates that must be efficient and simple in its
implementation. The Companies Act, 2013 (“the Act”) is the
most important statute enacted on August 29, 2013 facilitating
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possibility of doing corporate form of business which provides
opportunity for self-regulating, while at same time compels
greater transparency, accountability and enables enhanced
governance requirements that protects the interest of various
stakeholders. The Indian Government has been taking various
challenges to enhance of ease of doing business to get top
most ranking in the globe. The article throws light on various
amendments in Companies Act, 2013 since its inception on the
ground of ease of doing business.

HISTORY OF VARIOUS AMENDMENTS
UNDER THE ACT
Companies (Amendment) Act, 2015 (“the CAA 2015”)
Consequent to the Act became effective, various
representations received from the stakeholders intimating
practical difficulties in complying with the provisions of the
Act. In the light of such intricacies and to facilitate ease of
doing business, the Companies (Amendment) Act, 2015 was
notified on May 26, 2015, the key amendments of which are
summarized below:
i.

Requirement of minimum paid up share capital for public
and private companies omitted [Sec. 2(68) & 2(71)]
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ii.

Provisions requiring common seal are made optional and
consequential amendments like execution of documents
like Bills of exchange, hundis or promissory notes,
authentication in share certificates, inspection reports etc.
made at different sections thereon. (Sec 9, 12, 22, 46,
223)

iii.

Filing of declaration at the time of commencement of
business and consequential changes in various sections
has done away with. (Sec 11, 248)

iv.

Introduced new section to protect depositors interest by
penalizing the companies or officers in default where
a company accepts any deposits in contravention of
provision of the Act or fail to repay deposit or interest
within specified time. (Sec 76A)

v.

Prohibiting inspection and obtaining copies of board
resolutions (viz., containing crucial business matters) filed
with Registrar. (Sec 117 (3))

vi.

Inserted the provision for setting off of carried over
previous losses/ depreciation not provided in previous
years before declaring dividend for the year. (Sec 123 (1)
4th proviso)

vii. Auditors (“Independent/ Internal/ Secretarial Auditors”)
have reason to believe that there exits offence involving
fraud above threshold limit (viz., Rs. 1 Crore), shall
promptly report such matter to the central government in
time bound manner [Sec. 143(12)]
viii. Audit Committee may give omnibus approval for related
party transaction subject to the conditions as prescribed
under respective rules. (Sec 177 (4)(iv))
ix.

The provisions of Sec 185 shall not apply to any loan
given by holding company to its Wholly owned Subsidiary
(provided that such loan shall be utilised by subsidiary
company in its business activities) or guarantee/ security
given by holding company against loan made by bank/
financial institution to its subsidiary company. [Sec. 185(1)]

x.

Special Resolution requiring approval of related party
transaction above threshold limit has been replaced by
ordinary resolution. Approval of such resolution shall not be
required in case of transactions entered between holding
company and wholly owned subsidiary whose accounts
are consolidated and placed before shareholders at the
general meeting for approval. [Sec. 188]

xi.

Provision amending establishment of special courts to try
only those offence carrying imprisonment of 2 years or
more (Sec 435)

Companies (Amendment) Act, 2017 (“the CAA 2017”)
The Companies (Amendment) Act, 2017 came into effect from
January 3, 2018 which contains total of 93 sections. The CAA
2017 was enacted inter-alia to harmonize with accounting
standards, SEBI Act, 1992, RBI Act, 1934 and its regulations
made thereunder. CAA 2017 remove the difficulties,
inconsistencies and improves ease of doing business.
Following are the key changes:
i.

Definition of Key Managerial Personnel (KMP) amended
to include “such other officer, not more than one level
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below the directors, who is in whole time employment,
designated as key managerial personnel by Board”. (Sec
2 (51))
ii.

Threshold limit in the definition “Small Companies”
enhanced and as a result maximum limit of paid up capital
increased from Rs. 5 crore to Rs. 10 crore & maximum
limit for turnover is increased from 20 crores to Rs. 100
crores. This would enable small companies to avail
various exemption like exemption from preparation of
cash flow statement, exemption w.r.t. conducting of board
meeting & auditor’s rotation etc. (Sec 2(85))

iii.

If at any time the number of members reduced to below
7 in case of public company and to below 2 in case of
private company for a period of 6 months or more during
which company carries on business for more than such
period, members shall be severally liable for whole debt
of company contracted during such period and may be
severally sued. [Sec. 3 & 3A]

iv.

On making application for name of proposed company/
change of name of existing company, Registrar of
Companies (“RoC”) can reserve the name for 20 days and
60 days from date of approval of name. Such amendment
is made to avoid misuse of name reservation. [Sec 4(1)
(c)]

v.

The CAA, 2017 introduced self-declaration (to be filed
with RoC) from subscribers and first directors that they
are not convicted of any offence instead of affidavit. If
such declaration given is wrong, then punishment for misstatement will be high. [Sec. 7(1)]

vi.

The Company shall intimate about its registered office
including change within 30 days of incorporation date/
change instead of 15 days. [Sec. 12 (1) & (4)]

vii. Provision related to private placement procedure has
simplified and substituted with following:
a.

Board shall identify person to whom the preferential
issue shall be made (known as “identified persons”)

b.

Person identified shall not exceed 200 persons in the
aggregate in a financial year excluding the qualified
institutional buyers (“QIB”) and employees being
offered Employees Stock Option Scheme. The count
of 200 in aggregate shall be made separately for
each class of security.

c.

The above limit of 200 shall not apply if the entity
making private placement offer is either a RBI
registered NBFC or National Housing Bank registered
housing finance company.

d.

A company shall issue Private Placement Offer and
Application in the prescribed form to the identified
persons.

e.

A company making such offer shall maintain complete
record of identified person.

f.

Every identified person willing to subscribe to such
issue shall apply and make payment either by cheque
or demand draft or other banking channel and not by
cash.
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The Company making such issue shall receive such
monies into a separate account opened for this
purpose and shall not utilize the monies received
unless the allotment is completed and the return of
allotment is filed.

h.

Company making offer shall allot its securities within
60 days from date of receipt of application money for
such securities and in case the company does not
allot the securities within 60 days, it shall refund the
money within 15 days of the expiry of the 60 days.

i

j.

A company issuing shares under this mode shall not
issue any advertisement or use any media, marketing
or distribution channels or agents to inform the public
at large of the issue.
A company shall file with the RoC a return of allotment
within 15 days from the date of allotment instead of
30 days. [Sec. 42]

viii. A company may issue shares at a discount to its creditors
when its debt is converted into shares in pursuance of any
statutory resolution plan or debt restructuring scheme as
directed by RBI (Sec 53 (2A))
ix.

Percentage of deposit amount to be transferred to Deposit
Repayment Reserve account is limited to at least 20%
of the deposit amount maturing during the following
financial year (earlier percentage of deposit amount to
be transferred was 15% of the deposit amount maturing
in a financial year and the financial year next following).
For calculating deposit amount to be transferred to such
reserve account excludes the deposits of current financial
year. [Sec 73 (2) (c)]

x.

Minimum fine payable by the Company is connected to the
amount of deposit accepted by it in case of contravention
of Sec 73 or 76 or rules made thereunder. (i.e., the
company shall be punishable with fine which shall not be
less than one crore rupees or twice the amount of deposit
accepted by the company, whichever is lower but which
may extend to ten crore rupees). [Sec 76A]

xi.

Time limit to file e-form for satisfaction of charge has been
extended to 300 days of satisfaction date (earlier it was 30
days) along with additional fees. (Sec 82)

xii. Provisions of the concept “Significant Beneficial Owners”
have been substituted with new one and its disclosure &
registers have newly introduced. (Sec 90)
xiii. Every company shall disclose web link of annual return
of the Company in the Board’s report instead of extract of
annual return. (Sec 92)
xiv. CAA Act, 2017 provides for unlisted companies to
convene Annual General Meeting (AGM) at any place in
India, subject to approval of 100% shareholder received in
advance. (Sec 96)
xv. An Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM) of the company,
other than of the wholly owned subsidiary of a company
incorporated outside India, shall be held at a place within
India. (Sec 100)
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xvi. Condition of minimum net worth, turnover or net profit
for compliance of CSR provision should be considered
based on ‘immediately preceding financial year’, instead
of ‘any financial year’ under the Act. Where a company
is not required to appoint an independent director under
the Act, CSR Committee shall be inducted with two or
more directors. These amendments bring more clarity.
(Sec 135)
xvii. If copies of financial statements which are required to be
placed before AGM, may be sent less than 21 days before
the meeting, the company shall deemed to have sent if it
is agreed by the members:
a.

In case of company having share capital, holding
majority in number entitled to vote and who represent
not less than 95% of paid up share capital of the
Company as gives a right to vote at the meeting.

b.

In case of company does not have share capital,
not less than 95 per cent. of the total voting power
exercisable at the meeting. [Sec. 136(1)]

xviii. A provision w.r.t. appointment of auditor is required to be
ratified at every annual general meeting has done away
with. (Sec 139)
xix. Director’s residential status (in case of Resident Director)
shall be calculated based on a total stay of at least 182
days during the financial year instead of previous calendar
year. (Sec 149 (3))
xx. Provisions relating to pecuniary relationship of
independent director eased. It excludes remuneration of
independent directors, transaction not exceeding 10%
of the total income of independent director, etc. from
the purview of pecuniary relationship. The Amendment
also states about relative of such independent director
shall not hold any security or interest in company of face
value exceeding Rs. 50 lakhs or 2% of paid up capital, is
indebted to the company or has given guarantee during
2 immediately preceding financial year or during current
year. The employment of relative of Independent director
who is an employee during the preceding three financial
years has been permitted. Such relaxation is made
considering non availability of Independent director. [Sec
149 (6) (d)]
xxi. requirements of deposit of amount of Rs. 1 lakh shall not
apply in case of
a.

appointment of an independent director or

b.

a director recommended by the Nomination and
Remuneration Committee under Sec 178 or

c.

a director recommended by the Board of Directors
of the Company, in the case of a company not
required to constitute Nomination and Remuneration
Committee. (Sec 160)

xxii. Directorship of dormant companies shall not be reckoned
for calculating maximum number of directorship. (Sec
165)
xxiii. If there is a quorum in a Board meeting through physical
presence of directors, any other director may participate
through video conferencing or other audio visual means in
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such meeting on any restricted matter as mentioned first
proviso to sub sec 2 and Rule 4 of Companies (Meeting of
Board and its powers) rules, 2014 as amended (Sec 173)

iii.

xxv. Related party can vote on the resolution to approve such
transactions if 90% or more members, in number, are
relatives of promoters or are related parties. (Sec 188)

Every company shall have its registered office within 30
days of incorporation for receiving and acknowledging all
the communications. If Registrar has reasonable cause to
believe that the Company is not carrying on any business
or operations, he may verify physically such office and if
any default is found, he any initiate action for removal of
company name from the register of companies (Sec 12)

iv.

xxvi. The amendment Act replaced the approval of the Central
Government in case of managerial remuneration exceeds
the prescribed limit with the shareholder approval by a
special resolution in the general meeting. (Sec 197)

Power of NCLT to convert public company to private
company has been shifted to the central government
(Sec 14)

v.

The requirement of registering prospectus with registrar
has omitted and replaced with filing of prospectus. (Sec
26)

vi.

Time limit for filing charge registration form including
modification of charge with RoC has been changed and
given in table 2. (Sec 77)

xxiv. Provision of Loan to director is substituted with new
provision and revamped. (Sec 185)

xxvii. Provision of punishment of fraud amended to include the
amount involved in fraud shall be at least Rs. 10 lakhs or
1% of the turnover of the Company, whichever is lower. If
it is not quantifiable, then there is a chance of misuse of
statute. (Sec 447)
Companies (Amendment) Act, 2019 – (CAA-2019)
Companies (Amendment) Act, 2019 which came into effect
on July 31, 2019 mainly to re-categorization of 16 minor
offence as civil defaults; transfer of certain routine functions
from National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) to Central
government (like dealing of application for change of financial
year and conversion of public to private company); to make
non maintenance of registered office and non-reporting of
commencement of business, the grounds for striking off name of
companies from register of companies; provisions for creation
of charges including its modification made stringent; breach of
ceiling of directorships made ground for disqualification; etc.
The key amendments are detailed below:
i.

A Company which is a holding/ subsidiary/ associate
company of company incorporated outside India, requires
to follow a different financial year for consolidation of
accounts outside India, may apply to Central Government
(delegated to Regional Director) instead of NCLT for such
change. Shifting of such power to Central Government to
avoid workload of NCLT (Sec 2 (41))

ii.

Declaration of Commencement
reinstated. (Sec 10A)

of

business

was

Before commencement of CAA, 2019
Particulars

Registration
of charge
including
modification

vii. Provision related to rectification of register of charges
shall be condoned by central government only in case of
omission to intimate satisfaction of charge and omission/
misstatement of particulars in any filings of charge /
modifications thereof previously made to RoC. Power to
condone in case of omission to file creation of charge has
been taken away. (Sec 87)
viii. If a Company to which sec 135 applies and there is an
unspent CSR amount (not related to any ongoing project),
such amount need to be transferred to a fund (as specified
under Sch VII) within 6 months of expiry of the financial
year. In case unspent amount relates to ongoing project
(subject to condition), such amount has to be transferred
to special account with scheduled bank (viz., Unspent
Corporate Social Responsibility Account) opened by the
Company within 30 days of end of FY. Such amount shall
be used in accordance with CSR policy within 3 financial
years from the transfer. If there is failure to spend such
amount within the above-mentioned period, it shall transfer
the same to a fund (as specified under Sch VII) within a
period of 30 days from the date of expiry of 3rd financial year.
(Sec 135 read with Sch VII along with respective rules).
ix.

A person shall be disqualified from being appointed
as director if he fails to comply with maximum no of
directorship. (Sec 164).

After commencement of CAA 2019

Timeline

Fee

Within 30 days of charge
creation

Normal fees

Above 30 days and up to
300 days of charge creation
if it fails to file within above
time limit

Normal fees +
Additional fees

6 months from date of
commencement of CAA,
2019 if it fails to file within
above time limit

Normal fees +
Additional fees

Particulars

Registration
of charge
including
modification
of charge

Timeline

Fee

Within 30 days of charge
creation

Normal fees

Above 30 days and up to
60 days of charge creation
if it fails to file within above
time limit

Normal fees +
Additional fees

Above 60 days and up to
120 days of charge creation
if it fails to file within above
time limit

Normal fees +
Additional fees
+Advalorem
fees

Time line for filing charge form and its fees
Table 2
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Punishment for following sets of offences are recategorized from fine to penalty:

Particulars
Prohibition of issue of shares at a discount
Notice to be given to Registrar for alteration of
share capital
Annual Return
Explanatory Statement to Notice
Registration if proxies
Resolutions and Agreements to be filed
Report on Annual General Meeting
Copy of Financial statement to be filed with
Registrar
Removal, resignation of auditor and giving of
special notice
Company to inform DIN to Registrar
Punishment for contravention in case of DIN
Number of directorship
Payment of Directors for loss of office
Overall max. managerial remuneration &
managerial remuneration in case of absence or
inadequacy of profits
Appointment of KMP
Registration of the offer of scheme involving
transfer of shares

Sec 64
Sec 92
Sec 102
Sec 105
Sec 117
Sec 121
Sec 137
Sec 140

d.

Sec 157
Sec 159
Sec 165
Sec 191

e.

Sec 203

f.

Sec 238

Table 3

DIGITAL INDIA VS DEMAT OF
SECURITIES
In order to promote “Digital India” campaign and to bring
transparency in dealing with securities of the Company, the
Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) has amended the Act which
provides for the unlisted public Companies to issue securities
only in demat form and facilitate demat of all its existing
securities in accordance with provisions of Depositories Act,
1992 read with respective regulations. Subsequent to the receipt
of representation from various stakeholders promulgating
genuine difficulties, MCA has brought in a notification dated
22.01.2019 giving exemption to Nidhi companies, government
companies and wholly owned subsidiaries from complying with
the rules. (Sec 29 read with 9A of Companies (Prospectus and
Allotment of Securities) rules, 2014 as amended)
Companies (Amendment) Bill, 2020 – (CAB-2020)
The Central government in a continuous effort to facilitate
ease of doing business, has proposed amendment in the Act
through Companies (Amendment) Bill, 2020 and placed before
the Lok Sabha for the discussion. Key provisions proposed are
follows:
a.

decriminalize certain offences under the Act;

b.

time limit for applying for rights issues has been reduced
(Sec 62)

c.

To give relaxation to banking companies, class of NBFCs
and housing finance company from filing resolution
passed to grant loans or give guarantee or provide
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

In order to promote “Digital India”
campaign and to bring transparency in
dealing with securities of the Company,
the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA)
has amended the Act which provides
for the unlisted public Companies to
issue securities only in demat form
and facilitate demat of all its existing
securities in accordance with provisions
of Depositories Act, 1992 read with
respective regulations.

Section
Sec 53

Sec 197
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x.

g.
h.

security in respect of loan extended in the ordinary course
of business (Sec 117)

Class of companies to prepare periodical financial results
(Audited/ limited review), obtain approval of board of
Directors and file the copy with Registrar within 30 days
from expiry of period. (Sec 129A)
The provision provides for the company to set off excess
CSR amount spent against the requirement to spend for
succeeding financial years if the company spends an
amount in excess of the requirements provided under the
Act (Sec 135)
The Independent directors may receive remuneration
exclusive of sitting fees in accordance with Sch V in case
the company has no profits or inadequate profits. (Sec
149 & 197)
Incorporated provisions relating to producer companies in
the Act through new chapter XXIA (Sec 378A to 378ZU).
To establish benches of National Company Law Appellate
Tribunal (“NCLAT”) at such other places as it consider
necessary (Sec 418A)

CLOSING REMARKS
India is usually considered as a country not providing an
easy atmosphere for doing business. But Make in India
campaign has attracted various foreign players to India due to
exceptional policies and procedures along with ease of doing
business. A nation with low cost for doing business can shine
like a star in world market with lot of export business. Without
ease of doing the business and lowering cost of doing the
business, long term sustainability of corporates in the market
raises question. If all these things happen positively, foreign
investment will automatically come in. In order to achieve
improved rankings in ease of business vis-a-vis all the other
countries, it is necessary that government at centre and state
along with co-ordination of various departments to proactively
work together for success.

REFERENCES:
1.

Website of world bank’s Doing Business measuring
Business regulations: www.doingbusiness.org

2.

Ministry of Corporate Affairs website: www.mca.gov.in

3.

Companies Act, 2013 including Companies (Amendment)
Act, 2015, Companies (Amendment) Act, 2017,
Companies (Amendment) Act, 2019 & Companies
(Amendment) Bill, 2020 along with respective rules,
circulars and notifications.                                                
CS
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India’s forethought on contemporary economic
policy reforms and its repercussions on Ease
of doing Business rating
and also offers a comparative analysis between India and
New Zealand & USA, the leading countries in the different
parameters, so as to understand the efforts needed for India
for getting into top 50.

2. EASE OF DOING BUSINESS INDICATORS
The term ‘Ease of Doing Business (EoDB)’, a hot subject of
debate now-a-days, was thought of and launched by the World
Bank’s Group leading subsequently to the creation of an index
of Ease of Doing Business. Several of the world’s economies
were ranked indicating better, usually simpler, regulations
for businesses and stronger protections of property rights.
The ranking on the index is based on the following Ten (10)
indicators:

Bharatsinh Chandrasinh Parmar*, ACS
Advocate
Vadodara
bharatpcs@gmail.com

1. INTRODUCTION
The Doing Business Report published by the World Bank
provides quantitative indicators on regulation for starting a
business in different countries. It encourages competition
towards more efficient regulations and also provides a
reckonable yardstick for reform. Countries are ranked on the
basis of Distance to Frontier, a score which measures the gap
between countries and the global best practices on the basis
of Ten (10) indicators viz. Starting a business, Dealing with
construction permits, Getting electricity, Registering property,
Getting credit, Protecting minority investors, Paying taxes,
Trading across border, Enforcing contracts and Resolving
insolvency. The first study of 2003 covered 5 indicators
and 133 economies, which now in the year 2020 covers 10
indicators and 190 economies. India was at 130th rank in 2017.
Improving therefrom, now India ranks 63rd in Doing Business
Report (DBR) 2020 as against 77th in DBR-2019 i.e. going up
by 14 ranks. India is aspiring and has an endeavour to be in
the top 50 ranks. The present paper seeks to understand and
analyse the ease of doing business parameters, reasons for
India’s poor ranking, steps taken for its improvement, role of
company secretaries in facilitating the related compliances,

(1)

Starting a business

(3)

Getting electricity

(2)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Dealing with construction permits
Registering property
Getting credit

Protecting minority investors
Paying taxes

Trading across borders

Enforcing contracts and

(10) Resolving insolvency.

Further the index also provides data on distance to frontier
i.e. the distance of each economy to the “frontiers”, which
represents the highest performance observed on each of the
indicators across all economies included in EoDB.

3. INDIAN SCENARIO
In the light of the World Bank’s above referred EoDB indicators,
the current picture of India emerges as under:

Table 1: India’s doing Business Rank.
Ease of Doing Business-2020

Doing Business (DB)
Rank 2020

Doing Business (DB)
2019

Change in Rank

63

77

+14 (↑) i.e. marching
ahead towards top 50.

DB Score 2020

DB Score 2019

Change in Score

Region

South Asia

Income Category

Lower Middle Income

Population

1,352,617,328.

71

67.32

3.68 (↑)

City covered

Mumbai, Delhi.

*****

*****

*****

Source: Doing Business 2020, World Bank Group. https//www.doinngbusiness.org.
*The views expressed are personal views of the author.
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Sr. No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

DBR-Year

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Rank

134

132

132

134

142

130

130

100

77

63















5DQN











among 190 countries assessed on the basis of the said DB
Indicators, thereby improved for the third consecutive year.
The indicator wise ranks of India in World Bank’s DBR 2019
and DBR 2020 are as follows:
Table 3: India’s Indicator Wise Rank in World Bank’s DBRs.






Sr. Indicator
No.

























Figure 1: India’s Overall DBR Ranking. Author’s compilation,
Source: www.doingbusiness.org.

The data referred in the above Table 1 and Figure 1 show
India’s journey in the world business ranking since 2011. India’s
rank before the year 2016 was beyond 130 and as low as 142
in 2015. With an aim to improve its position, the Government of
India introduced drastic economic policy reforms which, inter
alia, triggered with the launch of “Make in India” campaign in
2014, for facilitating investment, fostering innovation, building
modern and efficient manufacturing infrastructure, making
it easy to do business and enhancing skill development,
creating a conducive environment for investment, opening up
new sectors for foreign investment and forging a partnership
between government and industry through positive mindset
thereby encouraging national and multi-national companies
to manufacture their products in India and resultantly India
achieved the rank of 63 in the DBR 2020. As seen from the
data, India’s rank has improved from 142 in DBR-2015 to 63
in DBR-2020, registering an upward movement of 79 positions
since launching the reform initiatives. Marching at this pace
the target of getting into top 50 positions does not seem
impossible, though the efforts now required need to be much
more focused and result-oriented.
Since, the DBR provides quantitative indicators on the above
referred ten parameters/indicators; it becomes imperative to
look into India’s position in that respect. In the World Bank’s
Doing Business Report, 2020 India achieved overall 63rd rank
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India’s DBR
Rank
2019

2020

Change
between
2019 & 2020

1

Starting a Business

137

136

1 (↑)

2

Dealing with
Construction Permits

52

27

25(↑)

3

Getting Electricity

24

22

2(↑)

4

Registering
Property

166

154

12(↑)

5

Getting Credit

22

25

-3 (↓)

6

Protecting Minority
Investors

7

13

-6 (↓)

7

Paying Taxes

121

115

6(↑)

8

Trading Across
Borders

80

68

12(↑)

9

Enforcing Contracts

163

163

NIL

10

Resolving
Insolvency

108

52

56(↑)

Overall

77

63

14(↑)

The comparison between data for the year 2019 & 2020
reveals that there is a convincing improvement on most of the
DB indicators except in terms of Getting Credit and Protecting
Minority Investors which have shown negative signs. The
criteria for each indicator and reforms launched thereon, so
far, are discussed below:
i.

Starting a Business
This indicator considers and measures the number of
procedures, time, cost and paid-in minimum capital
requirement for a small to medium-sized limited liability
company to start up and formally operate in each
economy’s selected largest business city. The reforms
launched by India for easing the business include:
Removing the requirements of company seal, minimum
capital and obtaining certificate of commencement,
Launch of Reserve Unique Name (RUN) for reserving
a name, Introduction of a single form SPICe (Simplified
Proforma for Incorporating Company electronically), online
registration for Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation
(EPFO) & Employees’ State Insurance Corporation
(ESIC), PAN/TAN. India’s performance for this indicator
has gone up by ONE (1) position in DBR-2020.
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ii.

investors, National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT)
has been set up as adjudicating authority for resolving
disputes, inter alia, pertaining to issues related to minority
investors. Stringent norms for disclosure of conflicts
of interest by board members, increasing the remedies
available in case of prejudicial related-party transactions
and introducing additional safeguards for shareholders
of privately held companies. India’s performance for this
indicator has gone down by SIX (-6) positions in DBR2020.

Dealing with Construction Permits
This indicator measures the procedures, time and cost
to build a warehouse with specific reference to getting
the required licenses and permits, submitting all required
notifications, requesting and receiving necessary
inspections, obtaining utility connections and also
measuring the building quality control index, evaluating
the quality of building regulations, the strength of quality
control and safety mechanisms, liability and insurance
regimes, and professional certification requirements
connected therewith. The reforms launched by India
for easing the business include: online system for
obtaining building permits at Mumbai and New Delhi,
Joint inspections by various agencies involved. India’s
performance for this indicator has gone up by TWENTYFIVE (25) positions in DBR-2020.

vii. Paying Taxes
It analyses and verifies the taxes and mandatory
contributions companies must pay or withhold in a given
year, over and above the administrative burden of paying
taxes and contributions and complying with post-filing
procedures like refund, tax audit etc. The reforms launched
by India for easing the business include: Unification of
Indirect Taxes into Goods and Service Tax (GST), online
payment of contribution to ESIC & EPFO, Reduction in
Corporate Tax. India’s performance for this indicator has
gone up by SIX (6) positions in DBR-2020.

iii. Getting Electricity
It measures the procedures, time and cost required for
a business to obtain a permanent electricity connection
for a newly constructed warehouse and also the reliability
of supply and transparency of tariffs and the price of
electricity. The reforms launched by India for easing the
business include: Time for releasing new connection
has been reduced, Load based estimate is introduced,
Documentation limited to proof of identity and address
proof. India’s performance for this indicator has gone up
by TWO (2) positions in DBR-2020.

viii. Trading Across Borders
This indicator verifies the time and cost related with the
logistical process of exporting and importing goods,
gauges the time and cost (excluding tariffs) associated with
three sets of procedures viz. (i) documentary compliance,
(ii) border compliance and (iii) domestic transport, within
the general process of export / import of shipment of
goods. The reforms launched by India for easing the
business include: Up-gradation of port infrastructure,
submission of documents with digital signature, electronic
sealing of containers, risk-based inspection of import/
export containers, new container terminals opened,
implementation of e-Sanchit that allows traders to submit
all supporting documents electronically with digital
signatures. All these measures reduce the related time
and costs. India’s performance for this indicator has gone
up by TWELVE (12) positions in DBR-2020.

iv. Registering Property
It scrutinizes the steps, time and cost involved in registering
property being free of title dispute along with the quality
of the land administration system on five dimensions viz.
reliability of infrastructure, transparency of information,
geographic coverage, land dispute resolution, and equal
access to property rights. The reforms launched by India
for easing the business include: digitization/digitalization
of land records, online data availability related to property.
India’s performance for this indicator has gone up by
TWELVE (12) positions in DBR-2020.
v.

Getting Credit

ix. Enforcing Contracts
This indicator evaluates the time and cost taken for
resolving a commercial dispute through a local firstinstance court, and the quality of judicial processes
index, evaluating whether requisite good practices have
been adopted which are capable of promoting quality
and efficiency in the court system. The reforms launched
by India for easing the business include: the passage of
Commercial Courts Act, 2015 for speedy adjudication of
specified “commercial disputes” in time bound manner,
launching of “e-Court” system which ensures great
transparency in court proceedings. India’s performance
for this indicator remained same at 163rd positions in DBR2019 & 2020.

Here, the strength of credit reporting systems and the
efficiency of collateral security and bankruptcy laws in
facilitating lending are appraised. The reforms launched
by India for easing the business include: Secured creditors
are given priority in liquidation, Insolvency & Bankruptcy
Code introduced with arrangement to adjudicate the cases
through the National Company Law Tribunals, provisions
of Securitisation and Reconstruction of Financial Assets
and Enforcement of Securities Interest Act, (SARFAESI)
strengthened, credit ratings are monitored. India’s
performance for this indicator has gone down by THREE
(-3) positions in DBR-2020.
vi. Protecting Minority Investors
It measures the vigour of protection of minority shareholder
against misuse of corporate assets by directors for their
personal gain as well as shareholder rights, governance
safeguards and corporate transparency requirements
that reduce the risk of abuse. The reforms launched by
India for easing the business include: The Companies Act,
2013 strengthens the provisions for protection of minority
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x.

Resolving Insolvency
Here the time, cost and outcome of insolvency proceedings
are evaluated so as to determine the recovery rate by
secured creditors through reorganization, liquidation or
debt enforcement proceedings.1 The reforms launched

1

 World Bank’s Report, Doing Business 2020–Economy Profile India, pp.2-106, available at
httpswww.doingbusiness.orgcontentdamdoingBusinesscountryiindia (last visited on March
18, 2020).
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The above analysis shows that India’s position on most of
the indicators is improving gradually. However, much needs
to be done in an organised way to align the Indian economy
with the developed economies which found place in the top
50 positions. With a view to understand the gap between
Indian economy and developed economies, the researcher
herein attempted to analyse the data pertaining to all the ten
indicators of EoDB ratings of India as compared with New
Zealand -which stood at 1st position in DBR-2020, and USA
–which stood at 6th position in DBR-2020 respectively. The
same is discussed hereinbelow:

Here, the “Procedure, time and cost” factors need urgent
attention and regulation so as to move forward towards top 50.
II. Dealing with Construction Permits
Table 5: Comparative data on dealing with construction permits
ProceRank Score dure

Time

Cost

Quality
control
Index

New
Zealand

7

86.5

11

93

2.2

15

USA

55

91.6

6

4

1

0

India

136

81.6

10

18

7.2

0

4. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DB
INDICATORS/TOPICS OF INDIA3, NEW
ZEALAND4 AND USA5.
The relevant data analysis is presented as under:
I. Starting a business
Table 4: Comparative data on starting a business.
Rank Score
New
Zealand

Procedure

Time

Cost

Paid-up
Cap.

1

0.5

0.2

0

Here the ‘cost’ factor needs urgent attention for regulation and
improvement.

Figure 3: Comparative data on dealing with construction permits.

1

100

USA

55

91.6

6

4

1

0

III. Getting Electricity

India

136

81.6

10

18

7.2

0

Table 6: Comparative data on getting electricity
Reliability of
supply and
transparenProcecy of tariff
Rank Score dure Time Cost
index
New
Zealand

48

84

5

58

67.9

7

USA

64

82.2

5

90

21.7

7

India

22

89.4

4

53

28.6

6

Figure 2: Comparative data on starting a business.
Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, Ministry of Commerce & Industry,
Government of India, Annual Report 2019-2020, pp. 28-31, available at httpsdipp.gov.
insitesdefaultfilesannualReport_English2019-20.pdf (last visited on March 18, 2020).
Supra 1  
World Bank’s Report, Doing Business 2020–Economy Profile New Zealand, available
at httpswww.doingbusiness.orgcontentdamdoingBusinesscountryiindia (last visited on
March 24, 2020).
World Bank’s Report, Doing Business 2020–Economy Profile USA, available at httpswww.
doingbusiness.orgcontentdamdoingBusinesscountryiindia (last visited on March 24,
2020).

2  

3
4

5
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Figure 4: Comparative data on getting electricity
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by India for easing the business include: Insolvency
& Bankruptcy Code, 2016 has been implemented for
corporate insolvency resolution, revival or disposal of
corporate debtor as going concern, time bound corporate
insolvency resolution process to avoid delay.2 India’s
performance for this indicator has gone up by FIFTY SIX
(56) positions in DBR-2020.
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Here though India’s performance is better and satisfactory,
further improvement will certainly put India ahead in the list,
which may be helpful to get in to top 50.
IV – Registering Property

Here marginal improvement should be directed to align with
the developed countries.
VI. Protecting Minority Investors
Table 9: Comparative data on Protecting Minority Investors.

Table 7: Comparative data on registering property
Quality of
the land
ProceadministraRank Score dure Time Cost tion index

New
Zealand
USA
India

2

94.6

2

3.5

0.1

26.5

39
154

76.9
47.6

4
9

15
58

2.4
7.8

17.6
10.8

Figure 5: Comparative data on registering property.

New
Zealand
USA
India

Disclosure
index
Rank Score (0-10)

Director
liability
index
(0-10)

Shareholder
suits
index
(0-10)

Shareholder
rights
index
(0-6)

Ownership
and
control
index
(0-7)

Corporate
transparency
index
(0-7)

3

86

10

9

9

5

5

5

36
13

71.6
80

7
8

9
7

9
7

2
6

3
6

5
6

Figure 7: Comparative data on Protecting Minority Investors.

Here much improvement is needed on “time, cost and
procedure’ wise so as to move forward towards top 50.

Here, marginal improvement is needed to move forward.

V. Getting Credit

VII. Paying Taxes

Table 8: Comparative data on getting credit.

Table 10: Comparative data on paying taxes.

New
Zealand
USA
India

Legal
Credit
Credit
rights Cred- registry bureau
Rank Score index it Infn coverage coverage
1

100

12

8

0

100

4
25

95
80

11
9

8
7

0
0

100
63.1

Rank Score Legal rights Credit
index
Infn

Credit registry
coverage

Rank Score
9

91

7

140

34.6

96.9

25
115

86.8
67.6

11
11

175
252

36.6
49.7

94
49.3

Credit bureau
coverage

Figure 6: Comparative data on getting credit.

100

New
Zealand
USA
India

PayTotal tax
ments
and Con- Post
Per Time tribution filing
Year hour
rate
index

Figure 8: Comparative data on paying taxes.
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Here, the ‘time’ factor is very high, which needs to be controlled.

VIII. Trading Across Borders

X. Resolving Insolvency

Table 11: Comparative data on trading across borders.

Table 13: Comparative data on resolving insolvency.

Doc. BorCom. der
hours. com.
Ex- hrs.
Rank Score port Export

Doc.
Cost
Export

Border
cost
Export

BorDoc. der
Com. com. Doc. Border
hours. hrs. Cost cost
Import Import Import Import

New
63 84.6
Zealand

3

37

67 337

1

25

80

USA

39

2

2

60 175

8

2

100 175

India

68 82.5 12

52

58 212 20

92

367

RecovInsolery Time
Out- vency
Rank Score rate Yrs. Cost come index
New
Zealand

36

69.5

79.7

1.3

3.5

1

8.5

USA

2

90.5

81

1

10

1

15

India

52

62

71.6

1.6

9

1

7.5

65 100 266

Figure 11: Comparative data on resolving insolvency.

Figure 9: Comparative data on trading across borders

Here, Documentary and Border compliances need pointed
attention for India.
IX. Enforcing Contracts
Table 12: Comparative data on enforcing contracts.

Cost

Judicial
process
Index

Rank

Score

Time
days

New
Zealand

23

71.5

216

27.2

9.5

USA

17

73.4

444

30.5

14.6

India

163

41.2

1445

31

10.5

Figure 10: Comparative data on enforcing contracts.
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On cost factor India heeds to regulate. For others, it is much
near to New Zealand and USA.

5. LIMITATIONS OF DBR AND REASONS
FOR INDIA’S LOW RANKING
For DBR purpose, in the case of India, only two cities i.e.
Mumbai and New Delhi were selected as sample. In addition to
these, the other cities of India might also have given fair more
positive response/feedback on data considered for analysis
and consequent ranking. So, this ranking may not display
an absolute situation. Within the prescribed indicators also
some errors are doubted, like in getting electricity-indicator,
the fact about “constant availability of electricity” in the state
of Gujarat is not considered, which is certainly a key factor
of interest attracting business entrepreneurs. In fact, none
of the cities of Gujarat has been selected. This is equally
applicable to other states of India too, which are capable of
influencing the ranking. Such discrepancies might be there in
respect of other indicators too. Further, most of the top-ranking
economies on the EoDB ratings, have been characterized
by quite a few common features like the widespread use of
electronic systems, online business incorporation processes,
electronic tax filing platforms, online procedures related to
property transfers etc. to name a few. In India the Ministry
of Corporate Affairs is doing exceptionally well in the area of
e-filings/e-governance of corporate filings, similarly tax regime
has also been managed through e-filing mode, which has high
potential to rate India on higher rank in EoDB ratings than
what is actually given in the DBRs. Further the fundamental
thinking of DBR indicators is to ensure that the data collected
should to be comparable across economies, and for which
standardized case scenarios with specific assumptions have
been developed. One such assumption being the location
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Here, the ‘time ‘factor needs improvement.
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Having stood at 63rd position in the DBR2020, India is vehemently knocking the
door to get into top 50 list in the years
to come. Nevertheless, minute attention
on areas like starting business, getting
electricity & credit, protection of minority
investor, is urgently needed.
of a standardized business—the chosen subject matter of
the Doing Business case study—in the selected largest
business city/ies of the economy. On the contrary, the reality
is that business regulations and their enforcement may differ
even within a country, particularly in federal states and large
economies like India. Similarly, it is also possible that many
policies of vital significance might not have covered by DBR,
within its sectoral measures, thus making its scope quite a
narrow & shallow one. This is particularly so, because the
DBR does not measure the full range of factors, policies, and
institutions that affect the quality of an economy’s business
environment or its national competitiveness. Say for eg. it does
not consider some important aspects like the macroeconomic
stability, development of financial system, market size, the
prevalence of bribery and corruption, the quality of the labour
force etc. All these factors certainly influence the ranking,
and since ignored in the current DBR, India’s ranking position
standing at low level, might have been affected. Nevertheless,
India is continuously marching in upward direction towards top
50 positions, certainly a good sign.

6. ROLE OF COMPANY SECRETARY IN
FACILITATING EODB
The EoDB-Index may or may not be presenting a real-time
image, but still certainly it reflects an awareness by which the
economies across world seek to frame their policies. Company
Secretaries, by virtue of their education and expertise, possess
the level playing knowledge and hence they can play a very
important role in managing the affairs of the companies by
ensuring compliance and governance in such a fashion which
would lead to improving this index. Since, they are regarded as
key managerial personnel having statutory authority, they can
enforce the stricter compliance with the corporate governance
standards, inculcate transparency in policy and practice,
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protect the rights of all the stakeholders, shareholders in the
best possible manner. For eg. So far as the DBR indicator
regarding Starting a business is concerned, for the concerned
entrepreneur desirous of starting a business, a company
secretary is first and key person to help him to get the entire
work done summarily. Similarly company secretary can play
a lead role in dealing with work related to other indicators like
construction permits, compilation/documentation and process
for registering property, liaison with financial institution for
getting credit, complying with statutory provisions pertaining
to protecting minority investors, preparation of tax returns
and payment of taxes, completing effectively and timely the
paper work related to trading across borders (since company
secretaries do manage import/export, customs work,
DGFT work etc,) liaison work with concerned Advocates for
enforcement of contracts and resolving issues of insolvency.
Such efforts on the part of company secretaries will result in
the concerned company being managed on sound corporate
governance norms, fulfilling timely compliances efficiently &
economically, fulfilling the companies’ societal, statutory and
economic obligations which can ultimately lead to make India
a preferred destination for business and investment. This will
facilitate India to move forward quickly towards getting seat in
the top 50 list of Ease of doing Business ranking.

7. CONCLUSION
This study shows that as a result of advance planning and
thoughtful economic reforms introduced and executed since
last half a decade, India has considerably improved its position
in Ease of Doing Business rank. Having stood at 63rd position
in the DBR-2020, India is vehemently knocking the door to
get into top 50 list in the years to come. Nevertheless, minute
attention on areas like starting business, getting electricity &
credit, protection of minority investor, is urgently needed. Still
it must not be ignored that the DBR ranking seems relative
rather than absolute because, it is characterized by sample
error as discussed in para 5 supra, so it must be taken as
a mere indicative and not absolutely depicting the real time
picture of Indian economy. So far, much has been done by
the Government of India to facilitate ease of doing business
in various areas, still the situation demands that much needs
to be done and continued with vigour and enthusiasm with
a view not only to book the berth in the top 50 statistical
benchmark position, but also to reap the benefits of micro and
macro-economic developments in real sense and existence,
so that the idea enshrined in the Constitution of India of being
a “Welfare State” can be brought in tangible reality.
CS
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Reason:

Corporate
Laws
Landmark Judgement

LMJ 04:04:2020
BALKRISHAN GUPTA & ORS v. SWADESHI POLYTEX LTD.
& ANR [SC]
Civil Appeal No. 4803 of 1984
E.S. Venkataramiah & Sabyasachi Mukharji, JJ. [Decided
on 12/02/1985]
Equivalent citations: 1985 AIR SC 520; 1985 SCR (2) 854;
1985 SCALE 1)236; 1985 SCC (2) 167.
Companies Act,1956- section 169- requisitioned meetingattachment of shareholder’s share by collector- whether
shareholder loses his right to requisition a meeting-Held,
No.

Brief facts:

Swadeshi Cotton Mills Company Ltd. ('the Cotton Mills
Company') is one of the shareholders of Swadeshi Polytex Ltd.
('the Polytex Company'). The shares of Swedeshi Polytex Ltd
held by the cotton Mills Company was attached by the collector
and later pledged with the Government of Uttar Pradesh, as
Cotton Mills Company failed to make payment of certain
government dues. A litigation ensued and was pending before
the Allahabad High Court.
During the pendency of the litigation, certain number of
shareholders of the Polytex Company, including the Cotton
Mills Company, requisitioned the company to hold a general
meeting.
In the meanwhile the appellant No. I Balkrishan Gupta had
filed an application before the High Court of Allahabad in
Special Appeal No. 2 of 1982 questioning the right of the
requisitionists issue notice under section 169 of the Act to
call the extraordinary general meeting. His contention was
that since a Receiver had been appointed by the Collector in
respect of the shares held by the Cotton Mills Company and
they had also been attached, the shares held by the Cotton Mills
Company could not be taken into consideration for determining
the required qualification to issue the notice under section 169
of the Act requisitioning the extraordinary general meeting and
that if those shares were omitted from consideration then the
shares held by the other requisitionists would not be sufficient
to issue the said notice. That application was dismissed by the
High Court by its order dated August 7, 1984. This appeal by
special leave was filed against the said order of the High Court.

Decision: Appeal dismissed.
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It is clear from the relevant provisions of the Act which are
referred to hereafter that a member can participate and exercise
his vote at the meetings of a company in accordance with the
Act and the articles of association of the company. Section 41
of the Act defines the expression "member" of a company. The
subscribers of the memorandum of association of a company
shall be deemed to have agreed to become members of the
company and on its registration shall be entered as members
in its register of members. A subscriber of the memorandum
is liable as the holder of shares which he has undertaken
to subscribe for. Any other person who agrees to become
a member of a company and whose name is entered in its
register of members shall be a member of the company. In his
case the two conditions namely that there is an agreement to
become a member and that his name is entered in the register
of members of the company are cumulative. Both the conditions
have to be satisfied to enable him to exercise the rights of a
member. Subject to section 42 of the Act, a company or a body
corporate may also become a member. When once a person
becomes a member, he is entitled to exercise all the rights
of a member until he ceases to be a member in accordance
with the provisions of the Act. The voting rights of a member
of a company are governed by section 87 of the Act. Section
87 of the Act says that subject to the provisions of section 89
and sub-section (2) of section 92 of the Act every member of
a company limited by shares and holding any equity share
capital therein shall have a right to vote, in respect of such
capital, on every resolution placed before the company and his
voting right on a poll shall be in proportion to his share of the
paid-up equity capital of the company.
In the Act, the expressions 'a member', 'a shareholder' or
'holder of a share' are used as synonyms to indicate the person
who is recognised by a company as its owner for its purposes.
What does ownership of a share connote? 'Ownership in it
most comprehensive signification; says Salmond, 'denotes the
relation between a person and any right that is vested in him.
That which a man owns in this sense is a right. The right of
ownership comprises benefits like claims, liberties, powers,
immunities and privileges and burdens like duties, liabilities,
and disabilities. Whatever advantages a man may have as
a result of the ownership of a right may be curtailed by the
disadvantages, in the form of burdens attached to it.
As observed by Dias, an owner may be divested of his claims
etc. arising from the right owned to such an extent that he
may be left with no immediate practical benefit. He remains
the owner nonetheless because his interest will outlast that of
other persons in the thing owned. The owner possesses that
right which ultimately enables him to enjoy all rights in the thing
owned by attracting towards himself those rights in the thing
owned which for the time being belong to others, by getting
rid of the corresponding burdens. An owner of a land may
get rid of the interest of a mortgagee in it by redeeming the
mortgage, may get physical possession of land by terminating
a lease and may get rid of an attachment by discharging the
debt for which it is attached. A Receiver appointed by a court
or authority in respect of a property holds it for the benefit of
the true owner subject to the orders that may be made by such
court or authority.
The different kinds of rights of ownership flowing from the
ownership of a right depend upon the nature of the right owned.
A person who is a shareholder of a company has many rights
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY

An order of attachment cannot, therefore, have the effect of
depriving the holder of the shares of his title to the shares. We
are of the view that the attachment of the shares in the Polytex
Company held by the Cotton Mills Company had not deprived
the Cotton Mills Company of its right to vote at the meeting or
to issue the notice under section 169 of the Act The fact that 3,
50,000 shares have been pledged in favour of the Government
of Uttar Pradesh also would not make any difference Sections
172 to 178-A of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 deal with the
contract of pledge.
A pawn is not exactly a mortgage. As observed by this Court
in Lallan Prasad v. Rahamat Ali & Anr [1967] 2 S.C.R. 233,
the two ingredients of a pawn are: "(1) that it is essential to the
contract of pawn that the property pledged should be actually
or constructively delivered to the Pawnee and (2) a Pawnee
has only a special pore party in the pledge but the general
property therein remains in the pawner and woolly reverts to
him on discharge of the debt. A pawn therefore is a security,
where, by contract a deposit of goods is made as security for a
debt. The right to property vests in the pledgee only so far as is
necessary to secure the debt. The pawner however has a right
to redeem the property pledged until the sale."
In Bank of Bihar v. State of Bihar and Ors, (1971] Supp, S.C.R.
299 also this Court has reiterated the above legal position and
held that the pawnee had a special property which was not
of ordinary nature on the goods pledged and so long as his
claim was not satisfied no other creditor of the pawner had any
right to take away the goods or its price. Beyond this no other
right was recognised in a pawnee in the above decision. Under
section 176 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 if the pawner
makes default in payment of the debt, or performance, at the
stipulated time, of the promise, in respect of which the goods
were pledged, the pawnee may bring a suit against the pawnor
upon the debt or promise, and retain the goods pledged as a
collateral security, or he may sell the thing pledged, on giving
the pawnor reasonable notice of the sale.
In the case of a pledge, however, the legal title to the goods
pledged would not vest in the pawnee. The pawnee has only a
special property. A pawnee has no right of foreclosure since he
never had the absolute ownership at law and his equitable title
cannot exceed what is specifically granted by law. In this sense
a pledge differs from a mortgage. In view of the foregoing
the pawnee in the instant case i. e. the Government of Uttar
Pradesh could not be treated as the holder of the shares
pledged in its favour. The Cotton Mills Company continued to
be the member of the Polytex Company in respect of the said
shares and could exercise its rights under section 169 of the
Act.
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It is also significant that the Directors of the Polytex Company
who what that a Receiver had been appointed in respect
of the shares in question, that they had been attached by
the Collector, that a part of them had also been pledged in
favour of the Government of Uttar Pradesh and that orders
had been passed under section 18AA (1) (a) of the Industries
(Development and regulation) Act, 1951 taking over six
industrial units of the Cotton Mills Company did not question
the validity of the notice. The Polytex Company had in this
case rightly treated the registered holder i.e. the Cotton Mills
Company as the owner of the shares in question and to call
the meeting in accordance with the notice issued under section
169 of the Act. The appellant cannot, therefore, be allowed to
raise any dispute about the validity of the meeting on any of the
grounds referred to above. In the result the appeal fails and it
is dismissed with costs.

LW 24:04:2020
ELAINE INFO SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD v. J&A AVENUES
INDIA PVT. LTD & ORS [NCLAT]
Company Appeal (AT) No. 210 of 2019 with connected
appeals
J.K.Jain, Balvinder Singh & A.K.Mishra. [Decided on
18/03/2020]
Companies Act, 2013 –sections 241& 421 - sale of landallegations of oppression and mismanagement- NCLT
declares the sale to be null and void- whether correctHeld, Yes.

Brief facts:

The Present set of Appeals are preferred under section 421
of the Companies Act, 2013 against a common impugned
order dated 02.08.2019 of the National Company Law Tribunal
Hyderabad Bench, Dated 2nd August 2019 passed in CP No.
574/241/HBD/2018 and are accordingly disposed of through
this common judgment.
National Company Law Tribunal in C.P. No. 574/241/HDB/2018
has passed the order covering alleged impugned Board
Resolution of Board Meeting dated 01st August, 2015 as well as
registration of document for land measuring 9 Acres 18 Guntas
with the Sub-Registrar as specified in the petition as null and
void. Direction has also been given to Sub-Registrar to cancel
the impugned registered document dated 04th September,
2015 directing them to restore the name of impugned property
in the name of M/s J&A Avenues India Private Limited and
has also directed the said Company to return the money of
Rs.4, 36, 50,000/- (Rupees Four Crores Thirty Six Lacs Fifty
Thousand only) with interest @ 8% per annum from the date of
receipt of the amount till repayment of the same.

Decision: Appeal dismissed.

Reason:

Respondent No.2 became aware about the said sale of land a
month prior to the date of petition when some people started to
come and see the land. Only after verification, the Respondent
No.2 became aware of the fact that the said land has been
transferred to Appellant by false Board Resolution passed in
the meeting that never took place. The Appellant has failed to
adduce any evidence relating to the presence of Respondent
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under the Act. Some of them, with which we are concerned in
this appeal principally, are (i) the right to vote at all meetings
(Section 87), (i;) the right to requisition an extraordinary general
meeting of the company or to be a joint requisitionist (Section
169), (iii) the right to receive notice of a general meeting
(Section 172), (iv) the right to appoint proxy and inspect proxy
registers (Section 176), (V) in the case of a body corporate
which is a member, the right to appoint a representative to
attend a general meeting on its behalf (Section 187) and (vi)
the right to require the company to circulate his resolution
(Section 188). The question for consideration is when does
a shareholder cease to be entitled to exercise any of these
rights?
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no.2 at the Board Meeting held on 01.08.2015. Therefore,
in terms of the provisions of section 17 of the Limitation Act,
1963, the petition was filed by Respondent No.2 within time
and is not barred by limitation.
We observe herein that Audit Report and relevant financial
statement is not reflecting sale of the said land. No board
meeting dated 01.08.2015 was held as per the annual return
(2015-2016) of the company. Moreover, due diligence was
not done by the appellant to verify that the board resolution
was passed on 01.08.2015. The original board resolution
was not shown to the Appellant and he purchased the land
on the basis of certified copy of the board resolution. The
impugned property is in mother’s control. Annual return filed
on 02.09.2016 clarifies that no board meeting was held on
01.08.2015. Nothing is in this regard was also mentioned in
AGM notice dated 02.09.2016. Under Schedule 5 of Balance
Sheet no details for sale of land is reflected. Balance Sheet
has been filed in Case no.258 of 2019 at page 215. The
object of the company has been as given in Memorandum
of Association of the company mentioned on page 69 of the
said Petition. According to the Memorandum of Association
the object of the company is to carry on the business as
contractors, sub-contractors, quasi-contractors, builders and
developers relating to construction, removal, redecoration,
modification, repairing etc. of civil work, building and to carry
on business activities of development of land, colonies, sheds,
buildings etc. No profit or loss is reflected in the profit and loss
account for the financial year 2015- 2016 in respect of sale of
land. Whereas in Balance Sheet, value of fixed asset has gone
up from Rs. 67.29 million to Rs.76.83 million approximately.
Only agricultural land is shown as fixed assets. A perusal of
financial statement shows that balance sheet is at historical
cost basis and not on replacement cost basis apparently,
hence there may be purchase of land & not sale of land as
reflected under “Fixed Assets” in Balance Sheet. Sale of the
property of a company requires board resolution to that effect.
The sale alleged to have been executed is only on the basis of
board resolution dated 01.08.2015 which itself cannot be relied
upon. Therefore, the sale of the said land seems to have been
executed without proper authorization of the board. We uphold
the order of NCLT, Hyderabad and accordingly dispose of the
present Appeals.

LW 25:04:2020
LATE MONA AGGARWAL THROUGH HER LEGAL HEIR &
ANR v. GHAZIABAD ENGG COMPANY LTD & ORS [NCLAT]
Company Appeal (AT) No.320 of 2019
J.K.Jain, Balvinder Singh & A.K.Mishra. [Decided on
18/03/2020]
Section 433 of the Companies Act, 1956 read with
section 248 & 271 of Companies Act, 2013- winding up
of a company- during the pendency of the petition the
name of the company was struck off by the ROC- NCLT
rejected the petition- whether correct- Held, No.

Brief facts:

The appellants have filed petition for winding up of Respondent
No.1 Company on 22.11.2016. Subsequently this petition was
transferred to NCLT New Delhi. During the pendency of this
petition the name of the company has been struck off w.e.f.
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07.06.2017 by ROC exercising power under sub-section (5)
of Section 248 of the Companies Act, 2013. The NCLT by
the impugned order has rejected the winding up petition with
liberty to file a fresh one when the name of the company is
revived. Being aggrieved with this order the appellants have
filed this appeal.

Decision: Appeal allowed.

Reason:

The question for consideration before us that during the
pendency of winding up petition the name of the company has
been struck off under Section 248 of the Companies Act 2013.
In such circumstances whether the NCLT can proceed with
winding up petition or not.
From sub-section (8) of Section 248, it is clear that Section
248 in no manner will affect the powers of the Tribunal to wind
up the company, the name of which has been struck off from
the register of companies. Therefore, even after removal of the
name of the company from the register of companies the NCLT
can proceed with the petition for winding up under Section 271
of the Companies Act, 2013.
We have taken the same view in the case of Mr Hemang
Phophallia (supra).With the aforesaid, we are of the considered
view that the impugned order is not sustainable in law. Hence
the order is hereby set aside and the matter is remitted to
NCLT, New Delhi for deciding the winding up petition on merit
as per law. However, no order as to cost.

Competition &
Consumer Laws
LW 26:04:2020
CONFEDERATION OF ALL INDIA TRADERS v.
COMPETITION COMMISSION OF INDIA& ANR [NCLAT]
Competition Appeal (AT) No.62 of 2018
S.J. Mukhopadhaya & Bansi Lal Bhat. [Decided on
12/03/2020]
Competition Act, 2002- section 6- combinationacquisition of shares by Walmart in Flipkart- CCI
approved the combination- whether correct-Held, Yes.

Brief facts:

The Competition Commission of India (Commission), pursuant
to the receipt of a notice under sub-section (2) of Section 6
of the Competition Act, 2002 given by Wal-Mart International
Holdings, Inc. (Walmart), a subsidiary of Walmart Inc. for
acquisition between 51% and 77% of the outstanding shares
of Flipkart Private Ltd (Flipkart) and matters incidental thereto
(Proposed Combination). The notice was given pursuant to the
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The Commission after enquiry taking into consideration all
relevant facts including the objections raised by the appellant,
issued order dated 8th August, 2018 under sub-section (1)
of Section 31 of Act 2002 approving the combination. The
appellant has challenged this order.

Decision: Appeal dismissed.

Reason:

From the impugned order we find that it is clear that the
Commission considered the business activity of Flipkart India
as well as 2nd Respondent (Walmart). On consideration of the
same the assessment of the proposed combination was made
to consider it pertinent to elaborate its legal mandate while
assessing a combination as opposed to a conduct related to
anticompetitive agreements and abuse of dominance. The
Commission observed unlike anti-competitive agreements and
abuse of dominance conduct, that are prohibited, combinations
are only regulated under the Act for the purpose of provision
of Section 6(1) i.e. combination which causes or is likely to
cause an adverse effect on competition within the relevant
market in India. It considered the horizontal overlap and what
is overlap. The Commission observed that both the parties are
engaged in B2B sales and thus, there exists horizontal overlap
between their businesses in the said segment. 2nd Respondent
(Walmart) has proposed the relevant market as ‘pan-India
market for B2B sales’, which is being characterized by intense
competition among a very large number of competitors-both
online and offline. The Commission observed that both the
parties to the Proposed Combination are entities with foreign
investments and are thus governed by the Foreign Director
Investment Policy which explains B2b Sales as “Cash and
Carry Wholesale trading/Wholesale trading, would mean sale
of goods/merchandise to retailers, industrial, commercial,
institutional or other professional business users or to other
wholesalers and related subordinated service providers.
Wholesale trading would, accordingly, imply sales for the
purpose of trade, business and profession, as opposed to
sales for the purpose of personal consumption. The yardstick
to determine whether the sale is wholesale or not would be the
type of customers to whom the sale is made and not the size
and volume of sales. Wholesale trading would include resale,
processing and thereafter sale, bulk imports with export/exbonded warehouse business sales and B2B e-commerce. This
lays the boundaries of B2B sales within which the parties to the
combination have to operate.
What is vertical overlap was also considered by Commission
with respect to B2C sales. It noticed that 2nd Respondent
(Walmart) has taken the plea that the FCI policy restricts the
parties from engaging in business to consumer sales and thus,
they are not engaged in the said segment. However, there is no
restraint on the parties to offer an online marketplace platform
to facilitate sales between retailers and consumers. Flipkart
operates such platforms in the name of Flipkart.com, Myntra.
com, Jabong.com, etc. Presently 2nd Respondent (Walmart)
is not engaged in any online market place business for B2C
sales. Based on these, it has been further submitted that there
is no vertical overlap between the businesses of the parties.
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The Commission specifically and rightly came to a finding
in absence of any evidence on record that the proposed
combination is not resulting in elimination of any major player
in the relevant market. The appellant has failed to show that
any major player in the relevant market will be eliminated due
to combination in question. On the other hand, the Flipkart
marketplace platform will remain under the operation of 2nd
Respondent (Walmart), thus not only preserving a successful
ecommerce platform but also enhancing the financial strength
of the platform. The aforesaid fact has been discussed in detail
while dealing with the third party representation including the
objection raised by the appellant.
This Appellate Tribunal in Piyush Joshi Vs Competition
Commission of India reported in Maupatra MANU/NL/087/2019,
as noticed above, held that in absence of any prime facie
opinion framed, that the combination is likely to cause or has
caused appreciable adverse effect on the competition within
the relevant market in India, the Commission is not required
to following the procedure under Section 29 and Section 30 of
the Act and is required to pass order of approval under Section
31. In the present case we find no prime facie case has been
made out on the facts of the case or by appellant. We hold that
there is no requirement on the part of the Commission to follow
the procedure under Section 29 and 30 of the Act and it rightly
passed order of approval under Section 31 of the Act.
At this stage it is to be noted that though the allegation has been
made against Flipkart but the Flipkart has not been impleaded
as a party to the appeal, in such circumstances no specific
finding can be given against Flipkart in the present appeal. We
find no merit in this appeal. It is accordingly dismissed.

LW 27:04:2020
RUBTUB SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD v. MAKEMYTRIP INDIA
PVT. LTD. (MMT) & ORS [CCI]
Case No. 01 of 2020
A.K.Gupta, SangeetaVerma & B. S. Bishnoi. [Decided on
24/02/2020]
Competition Act, 2002- sections 3 & 4 – restrictive
clauses in the agreements- CCI directs investigation into
the practices adopted by MMT and OYO.

Brief facts:

The Informant is primarily aggrieved on account of three issues:
firstly, that Treebo and its partner hotels are being excluded
from listing on MMT's platform through abrupt terminationpursuant to the commercial arrangement between MMT and
OYO; secondly, that MMT, as a dominant player, imposed
'price parity restriction' on Treebo partner hotels through
the Chain Agreement, which restricted it from providing its
properties to Booking.com and Paytm (MMT's competitors) at
a better rate/price; and thirdly, MMT imposed an 'exclusivity
condition' on Treebo through 'Exclusivity Agreement' which
restricted it from listing its properties on Booking.com and
Paytm (MMT's competitors) for a period of 72 hours and 30
days prior to check-in for hotels situated in Category A and
Category B cities, respectively.

Decision: Investigation ordered.
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execution of a Share Purchase Agreement on 9th May, 2018 by
and among Walmart and certain shareholders of Flipkart (SPA)
and a Share Issuance and Acquisition Agreement on the same
day by and among Walmart and Flipkart (SIAA).
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Reason:

A plain reading of Clause 2.1 of the 'Exclusivity Agreement'
shows that Treebo was not permitted to list its hotels situated
in cities classified under Category A on MMT's two competitors,
i.e. Booking.com and Paytm, 72 hours (i.e. 3 days) prior
to the check-in day. Similar restriction was imposed for a
much longer period, i.e. 30 days, in case of hotels situated
in Category B cities. Category A included hotels in 29 Indian
cities while Category B included hotels situated in 25 Indian
cities as mentioned earlier.
The aforesaid restriction prima facie appears unfair, and hence
exploitative, under Section 4(2)(a)(i) of the Act, for the Treebo
partner hotels as it denies them an opportunity to list on
other platforms/OTAs and to gain access to those platforms,
especially Booking.com which appears to be the closest
competitor of MMT, during the busiest booking periods. Such
restriction also seems to be exclusionary as two OTAs were
excluded from listing the Treebo chain of hotels, thus potentially
leading to denial of market access for those OTAs with regard
to those hotels branded by Treebo. Thus, apart from prima
facie appearing to be in contravention of Section 4(2) (a) (i),
the restriction also seems to be prima facie in contravention of
Section 4(2) (c) of the Act. Though this restriction is presently
stated not to apply on Treebo partner hotels pursuant to the
termination of the Exclusivity Agreement (i.e. March 2018), this
fact may not be relevant to relieve MMT of its liability, if this
clause is otherwise found to have contravened the provisions
of this Act.
Based on the foregoing, the Commission is of the view that
prima facie a case of contravention against MMT for abuse
of dominant position under Section 4(2) (a) (i) and 4(2) (c)
is made out on account of all the three allegations analysed
supra. Further, a case against MMT and OYO for entering into
a vertical arrangement having an AAEC in the market is also
prima facie made out under Section 3(4) read with Section 3(1)
of the Act.
Considering the similarity of facts and allegations, the
Commission is of the view that the present case may be
clubbed with Case No. 14 of 2019 forthwith, in terms of the
proviso to Section 26(1) of the Act read with Regulation 27(1)
of the Competition Commission of India (General) Regulations
2009.
Accordingly, the DG is directed to investigate the present matter
along with Case No. 14 of 2019 and submit a consolidated
Investigation Report covering all the aforesaid issues prima
facie found to be in contravention, as per the timelines
applicable to that matter. During the course of investigation,
if the involvement of any other party is found, the DG shall
investigate the conduct of such other party as well who may
have indulged in the said contravention.

LW 28:04:2020
AJINDER SINGH v. VODAFONE IDEA LIMITED & ORS [CCI]
Case No. 32 of 2019
A.K.Gupta, SangeetaVerma & B. S. Bishnoi. [Decided on
10/02/2020]
Competition Act, 2002-sections 3 &4- allegation of
excess rate of charge for inbound calls- charging of rate
as recommended by TRAI- CCI dismisses the complaint.
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Brief facts:

The present information has been filed the Informant, on behalf
of Teleclub Alberta Ltd, against the “OPs", alleging that they
charge higher rates for inbound calls in excess of the rates
prescribed by TRAI and thus contravened the provisions of
Section3 and 4 of the Act.

Decision: Dismissed.

Reason:

The Commission was of the view that the primary issue in
hand as per the information filed by the Informant was whether
the OPs were charging higher rates for inbound calls in excess
of the ceiling fixed by TRAI, which issue fell within TRAI's
domain. Accordingly, the Commission made a reference to
TRAI, seeking TRAI's opinion on the issues raised/ allegations
made against the OPs. TRAI rendered an opinion that OPs in
the present case had not contravened the IUC Regulations,
2018 and no complaint was filed with TRAI in this regard till
that date.
The Commission considered TRAI's response and noted that
the allegations made by the Informant with regard to charging
of a rate higher than that prescribed by TRAI in terms of IUC
Regulations, 2018 does not hold any substance in view of
the categorical opinion received from the sectoral regulator.
Further, no complaint has been filed by the Informant with
TRAI in this regard.
The Commission further noted that the parties are well within
their legal rights and have the commercial freedom to negotiate
the terms and conditions for doing business inter-se, bearing in
mind the principles of competition law. In the present case, the
Commission has prima facie not found any evidence to indicate
that OP's have fixed the rates through any concerted action
amongst themselves, so as to warrant an investigation. Other
than bald allegations there is nothing more in the information
which could be examined from a competition perspective. In
the light of the above analysis, the matter is closed.

LW 29:04:2020
THE JOINT LABOUR COMMISSIONER & REGISTERING
OFICER & ANR v. KESAR LAL [SC]
Civil Appeal No 2014 of 2020 (@ SLP(C) No 2150 of 2020)
Dr. D.Y. Chandrachud & Hemant Gupta, JJ. [Decided on
17/03/2020]
Consumer Protection Act, 1986 read with Building and
Other Construction Workers’ (Regulation of Employment
and Conditions of Service) Act, 1996- construction
labour- benefit under the welfare scheme- application
rejected- National Commission upheld the compensation
to the construction worker- whether construction worker
is a consumer-held, yes.

Brief facts:

The neat issue which has to be adjudicated upon in this appeal
was whether a construction worker who is registered under
the Building and Other Construction Workers’ (Regulation
of Employment and Conditions of Service) Act, 1996 and is
a beneficiary of the Scheme made under the Rules framed
pursuant to the enactment, is a ‘consumer’ within the meaning
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The respondent applied to the appellant seeking financial
aid for the marriage of his daughter, under the scheme.
Nine months after the application was submitted, the Joint
Commissioner of Labour, Jaipur issued an order of rejection
covering 327 such applications, finding technical defects as a
ground for the decision.
The respondent instituted a consumer complaint before,
overruling the objection that the respondent is not a ‘consumer’
within the meaning of the Consumer Protection Act 1986. The
National Commission, however, reduced the rate of interest
from 18 percent per annum to 9 percent per annum. The
present appeal has arisen from the order of the National
Commission.

Decision: Appeal dismissed.

Reason:

The appellants have been entrusted with the solemn duty
of enforcing and implementing the provisions of the welfare
legislation which has been enacted by Parliament specifically
to ameliorate the plight of construction workers. Construction
workers belong to the unorganized sector of the economy.
Many among them are women. Child labour is rampant. Their
vulnerabilities have been attempted to be safeguarded by
a law which unfortunately has not been implemented either
in letter, or in spirit. Yet, we have in the present case, the
spectacle of a statutory welfare board seeking to exempt itself
from being held accountable to the remedies provided under
the Consumer Protection Act 1986. The submission which has
been urged before the Court, simply put, boils down to this:
the beneficiaries of the service pay such a meagre amount
as contributions that they cannot be regarded as ‘consumers’
within the meaning of Section 2(d) of the Consumer Protection
Act 1986. That is the submission which now falls for
consideration.
The Board has been entrusted with specific functions which
have been defined in Section 22. These functions squarely
fall within the definition of the expression ‘service’ within the
meaning of Section 2(1) (o) of the Consumer Protection Act
1986. The expression ‘service’ has been defined in the widest
possible terms to mean ‘service of any description which is
made available to potential users’. The exception in Section 2(1)
(o) is a service which is rendered free of charge. The workers
who are registered under the provisions of the Act of 1996
are beneficiaries of the schemes made by the Board. Upon
registration, every worker is required to make a contribution
to the fund at such rate per month as may be prescribed by
the State government. The fund into which the contributions
by persons who are registered under the Act are remitted,
comprises among other sources, the contributions made by
the beneficiaries. The fund is applied inter alia for meeting the
expenses incurred to fulfil the objects and purposes authorized
by the legislation. In view of the statutory scheme, the services
which are rendered by the Board to the beneficiaries are not
services which are provided free of charge so as to constitute
an exclusion from the statutory definition contained in Section
2(1) (o) and Section 2(d) (ii) of the Consumer Protection Act
1986.
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The true test is not whether the amount which has been
contributed by the beneficiary is adequate to defray the entire
cost of the expenditure envisaged under the scheme. So long
as the service which has been rendered is not rendered free
of charge, any deficiency of service is amenable to the fora
for redressal constituted under the Consumer Protection Act
1986. The Act does not require an enquiry into whether the
cost of providing the service is entirely defrayed from the price
which is paid for availing of the service. As we have seen
from the definition contained in Section 2(1) (d), a ‘consumer’
includes not only a person who has hired or availed of service
but even a beneficiary of a service. The registered workers are
clearly beneficiaries of the service provided by the Board in a
statutory capacity.
As a matter of interpretation, the provisions contained in
the Consumer Protection Act 1986 must be construed in a
purposive manner. Parliament has provided a salutary remedy
to consumers of both goods and services. Public authorities
such as the appellants who have been constituted under an
enactment of Parliament are entrusted with a solemn duty of
providing welfare services to registered workers. The workers
who are registered with the Board make contributions on
the basis of which they are entitled to avail of the services
provided in terms of the schemes notified by the Board. Public
accountability is a significant consideration which underlies
the provisions of the Consumer Protection Act 1986. The
evolution of jurisprudence in relation to the enactment reflects
the need to ensure a sense of public accountability by allowing
consumers a redressal in the context of the discharge of nonsovereign functions which are not rendered free of charge.
This test is duly met in the present case.
Consequently, and for the reasons that we have indicated,
there is no reason to interfere with the ultimate decision
of the State Commission to award the claim, subject to the
modification of the rate of interest by the order of the National
Commission. The appeal shall accordingly stand dismissed.
There shall be no order as to costs.

General
Laws
LW 30:04:2020
FOOD CORPORATION OF INDIA v. BRIHANMUMBAI
MAHANAGAR PALIKA [SC]
Civil Appeal Nos.9350-9351 of 2019 [@ SLP (C)
Nos.29261-29262 of 2019]
R. Banumathi,Ashok Bhushan & A.S. Bopanna, JJ. [Decided
on 19/03/2020]
Constitution of India –article 285- exemption of central
government properties from the levy of taxes- central
government owned the godowns- FCI occupied the
godowns- whether the levy of property tax is tenable as
FCI was not the owner of the godowns- Held, No.
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of Section 2(d) of the Consumer Protection Act 1986. The
issue assumes significance because the answer will determine
whether a beneficiary of a statutory welfare scheme is entitled
to exact accountability by invoking the remedies under the
Consumer Protection Act 1986.
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Brief facts:

Respondent Corporation levied property tax on the godowns
owned / occupied by the Appellant. The appellant challenged
this levy on the ground that the godowns are owned by central
government and property tax was not imposable. The High
court dismissed the petition and hence the present appeal
before the Supreme Court.

Industrial &
Labour Laws

Decision: Appeals allowed.

Reason:

From the above discussion we arrive at the conclusion that
for the applicability of clause (2) of Article 285, the property on
which tax is sought to be proposed ought to have been subject
to property tax before the commencement of the Constitution.
Since, object of the Article 285(2) of the Constitution was to
continue the levy of the such tax which local authority was
enjoying prior to the commencement of the Constitution so as
to maintain the status quo regarding the financial resources of
Municipal Corporation to avoid the complete exemption from
property of Central Government as provided under Article
285(1). In the present case the constructions on which the
property tax is sought to be imposed by Municipal Corporation
came into existence only after 1964 and were not subject to
property tax prior to the commencement of the Constitution,
hence condition for applicability of Article 285(2) is not satisfied.
Resultantly the Municipal Corporation is not competent to
impose property tax denying the exemption under Article
285(1) of the Constitution.
The submission which has been made to support the levy
of property tax on the appellant is that the appellant being
occupier is liable to pay property tax in view of Section 146
of the 1888 Act. The heading of Section 146 is “Primary
responsibility for property taxes from whom to rest”. When
there is a claim of exemption from payment of property tax
with regard to property owned by the Government of India, the
question of primary responsibility or secondary responsibility
loses its importance. When payment of property tax is exempt
under Article 285(1) to tax the occupier runs counter to the very
claim of exemption as delineated by Article 285. Section 146 of
1888 Act as it exists now has to be construed in a manner so
as to give effect to the meaning and purpose of Constitutional
protection granted under Article 285. The statutory provision,
may it be Section 146 of 1888 Act, cannot be read in a manner
so as to run contrary to a Constitutional provision.
In the event the claim of Municipality/Corporation to levy
property tax is not covered by sub-clause (2) of Article 285, it
cannot be allowed to take recourse to any statutory provision
or device to make exemption under Article 285(1) nugatory.
We, thus, clarify that even though appellant is exempted
from payment of property tax by virtue of Article 285 of the
Constitution then liability to pay services charges for services
rendered by the Corporation cannot be denied and learned
counsel appearing for the appellant has very fairly stated so.
In the result, we allow these appeals set aside the judgment of
the High Court and held that the appellant is exempted and not
liable to pay property tax under 1888 Act. However, the appellant
is liable to pay services charges for the services rendered by
the Corporation and it shall be open for the respondents to
conduct an enquiry in accordance with provision of Section
144 of 1888 Act to decide the rateable value of the property.
Ordered accordingly. Parties shall bear their own costs.
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LW 31:04:2020

BHARAT PETROLEUM
PADEGAONKAR [SC]

CORP.LTD

&

ORS

v. ANIL

Civil Appeal No(s). 9778 of 2010 with Civil Appeal No(s).
9779 of 2010
Asok Bushan & Navin Sinha, JJ. [Decided on 17/03/2020]
Dereliction from duty- charge sheet issued- employee
discharged from services- whether tenable-Held, Yes.

Brief facts:

The two appeals have been preferred by the appellant
Corporation and the respondent employee respectively, to the
extent that they are aggrieved by the common order in a writ
appeal preferred by the Corporation. They have thus been
heard together and are being disposed by a common order.
The Corporation is aggrieved to the extent the impugned order
sets aside the order of punishment on the ground that the
charge sheet had not been issued by the disciplinary authority.
The employee is aggrieved by the grant of liberty to the
Corporation for issuance of fresh charge sheet, and denial of
back wages while granting reinstatement. In the interregnum,
the employee has attained the age of superannuation in
February 2018.

Decision: Employers appeal allowed; Employees appeal dismissed.

Reason:

We have considered the submissions on behalf of the parties.
The fact that the words ‘Disciplinary Authority or Competent
Authority’ have been used interchangeably in Part III F leaves
no doubt in our mind that the delegation of authority manual
had never been recalled or superseded. It is the specific case
of the Corporation that the manual for delegation of authority
issued on 15.12.1987 had never been withdrawn and the
Corporation had all along in all other cases also acted on basis
of the same and that no charge sheet for a punishment lesser
than dismissal had ever been issued by the Functional Director.
The DGM was therefore fully competent under the manual also
to both suspend and issue charge sheet. The High Court itself
reasoned that had the penalty been other than dismissal, the
Functional Manager would have been competent to issue the
charge sheet. The High Court having posed unto itself the
wrong question of dismissal from service, naturally arrived at
an erroneous conclusion.
In view of our conclusion that the first charge sheet had
been issued by an authority competent to do so, the order of
discharge calls for no interference. The direction for issuance
of fresh charge sheet is therefore held to be unsustainable
and is set aside. The direction for reinstatement and grant
of back wages including any proportionality of punishment
under the second charge therefore becomes academic and
needs no consideration. The appeal preferred by the appellant
-Corporation is allowed and that preferred by the respondent
employee is dismissed. There shall be no order as to costs.
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FROM THE

GOVERNMENT

n

CARO 2020 DATED 24.03.2020

n

SPECIAL MEASURES UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 2013 (CA-2013) AND LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT, 2008 IN
VIEW OF COVID-19 OUTBREAK

n

CLARIFICATION ON SPENDING OF CSR FUNDS FOR COVID-19

n

COMPANIES (MEETINGS OF BOARD AND ITS POWERS) AMENDMENT RULES, 2020

n

COMPANIES (REGISTRATION OFFICES AND FEES) SECOND AMENDMENT RULES, 2020

n

COMPANIES (INCORPORATION) SECOND AMENDMENT RULES, 2020 DATED 12.03.2020

n

RELAXATION OF ADDITIONAL FEES AND EXTENSION OF LAST DATE IN FILING OF FORMS MGT-7 (ANNUAL RETURN)
AND AOC-4 (FINANCIAL STATEMENT) UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013- UT OF J&K AND UT OF LADAKH

n

THE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2020

n

INTEREST FOR A PERIOD OF FIVE YEARS FROM THE DATE OF PUBLICATION

n

FILING OF FORMS IN THE REGISTRY (MCA-21) BY THE INSOLVENCY PROFESSIONAL (INTERIM RESOLUTION
PROFESSIONAL (IRP) OR RESOLUTION PROFESSIONAL (RP) OR LIQUIDATOR) APPOINTED UNDER INSOLVENCY
BANKRUPTCY CODE, 2016 (IBC, 2016)

n

EXTENSION OF THE LAST DATE OF FILING OF FORM NFRA-2
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FROM THE GOVERNMENT

3

FROM THE GOVERNMENT

n

CORRIGENDUM NOTIFICATION

n

CLARIFICATION ON PROSECUTIONS FILED OR INTERNAL ADJUDICATION PROCEEDINGS INITIATED AGAINST
INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS, NON-PROMOTERS AND NON-KMP NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

n

EXEMPTIONS TO GOVERNMENT COMPANIES UNDER SECTION 462 OF THE CA 2013

n

COMPANIES (APPOINTMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS) AMENDMENT RULES, 2020

n

RELAXATION IN COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO AIFS AND VCFS

n

RELAXATION IN COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO PORTFOLIO MANAGERS

n

TEMPORARY RELAXATION IN PROCESSING OF DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO FPIS DUE TO COVID-19

n

CONTINUATION OF PHASE II OF UNIFIED PAYMENTS INTERFACE WITH APPLICATION SUPPORTED BY BLOCK
AMOUNT DUE TO COVID-19 VIRUS PANDEMIC

n

EXTENSION OF DEADLINE FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CIRCULAR ON STEWARDSHIP CODE FOR ALL MUTUAL
FUNDS AND ALL CATEGORIES OF AIFS DUE TO THE COVID– 19 PANDEMIC

n

RELAXATION FROM COMPLIANCE WITH CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE CIRCULARS ISSUED UNDER SEBI (CREDIT
RATING AGENCIES) REGULATIONS, 1999 DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND MORATORIUM PERMITTED BY
RBI

n

RELAXATION FROM COMPLIANCE WITH CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE SEBI (SUBSTANTIAL ACQUISITION OF
SHARES AND TAKEOVERS) REGULATIONS, 2011 DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

n

FURTHER RELAXATIONS FROM COMPLIANCE WITH CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE SEBI (LISTING OBLIGATIONS
AND DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS) REGULATIONS, 2015 (LODR) AND THE SEBI CIRCULAR DATED JANUARY 22,
2020 RELATING TO STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE DUE TO THE COVID -19 VIRUS PANDEMIC

n

COVID-19 NOTIFICATION

n

RELAXATION IN COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO MUTUAL FUNDS

n

INTEROPERABILITY AMONG CLEARING CORPORATIONS: REVISION OF CRITERIA FOR ENTERING THE RISKREDUCTION MODE

n

RELAXATION FROM COMPLIANCE TO REITS AND INVITS DUE TO THE COVID -19 VIRUS PANDEMIC

n

ENCUMBRANCE ON UNITS OF REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUSTS (REITS)

n

RELAXATION FROM COMPLIANCE WITH CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE SEBI (LISTING OBLIGATIONS AND
DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS) REGULATIONS, 2015 AND CERTAIN SEBI CIRCULARS DUE TO THE COVID -19
VIRUS PANDEMIC – CONTINUATION

n

RELAXATION FROM COMPLIANCE WITH CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE SEBI (LISTING OBLIGATIONS AND
DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS) REGULATIONS, 2015 DUE TO THE COVID -19 VIRUS PANDEMIC

n

GENERAL INFORMATION DOCUMENT

n

AMENDMENTS TO GUIDELINES FOR RIGHTS ISSUE, PREFERENTIAL ISSUE AND INSTITUTIONAL PLACEMENT OF
UNITS BY A LISTED INVIT

n

AMENDMENTS TO GUIDELINES FOR RIGHTS ISSUE, PREFERENTIAL ISSUE AND INSTITUTIONAL PLACEMENT OF
UNITS BY A LISTED REIT

n

AMENDMENT IN ‘RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBERS, AUTHORIZED PERSONS AND CLIENTS’ OF FMC
CIRCULAR NO. FMC/COMPL/IV/KRA-05/11/14 DATED FEBRUARY 26, 2015

n

MUTUAL FUNDS (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS, 2020

n

REVIEW OF NORMS REGARDING REGAINING MATCHED BOOK FOR COMMODITY DERIVATIVES SEGMENT

n

PROHIBITION OF FRAUDULENT AND UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES RELATING TO SECURITIES MARKET (AMENDMENT)
REGULATIONS, 2020

n

INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT TRUSTS (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS, 2020

n

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUSTS (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS, 2020

n

OPERATING GUIDELINES FOR INVESTMENT ADVISERS IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES CENTRE (IFSC)
– CLARIFICATIONS
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01

CARO 2020 dated 24.03.2020

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 17/45/2015-CL-V
Part I dated 24.03.2020. Published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part
II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In the order of the Government of India in the Ministry of
Corporate Affairs number S.O. 849(E), dated the 25th February,
2020, published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II,
Section 3, Sub-section (ii), dated the 25th February, 2020, in
paragraph “2. Auditor’s report to contain matters specified in
paragraphs 3 and 4”, for the words and figures “1st April, 2019”,
the words and figures “1st April, 2020” shall be substituted.
K.V.R. MURTY

02

Joint Secretary

Special Measures under Companies Act, 2013
(CA-2013) and Limited Liability Partnership
Act, 2008 in view of COVID-19 outbreak

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 2/1/2020-CL-V dated
24.03.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II,
Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In order to support and enable Companies and Limited Liability
Partnerships (LLPs) in India to focus on taking necessary
measures to address the COVID-19 threat, including the
economic disruptions caused by it, the following measures
have been implemented by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs to
reduce their compliance burden and other risks: I.

II.

No additional fees shall be charged for late filing during
a moratorium period from 01st April to 30th September
2020, in respect of any document, return, statement etc.,
required to be filed in the MCA-21 Registry, irrespective
of its due date, which will not only reduce the compliance
burden, including financial burden of companies/ LLPs
at large, but also enable long-standing non-compliant
companies/ LLPs to make a ‘fresh start’. The Circulars
specifying detailed requirements in this regard are being
issued separately.
The mandatory requirement of holding meetings of the
Board of the companies within the intervals provided in
section 173 of the Companies Act, 2013 (CA-13) (120
days) stands extended by a period of 60 days till next two
quarters i.e., till 30th September. Accordingly, as a onetime relaxation the gap between two consecutive meetings
of the Board may extend to 180 days till the next two
quarters, instead of 120 days as required in the CA-13.

III. The Companies (Auditor’s Report) Order, 2020 shall be
made applicable from the financial year 2020-2021 instead
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

IV. As per Para VII (I) of Schedule IV to the CA-13,
Independent Directors (IDs) are required to hold at least
one meeting without the attendance of Non-independent
directors and members of management. For the financial
year 2019-20, if the IDs of a company have not been able
to hold such a meeting, the same shall not be viewed
as a violation. The IDs, however, may share their views
amongst themselves through telephone or e-mail or
any other mode of communication, if they deem it to be
necessary.
V.

Requirement under section 73(2)(c) of CA-13 to create the
deposit repayment reserve of 20% of deposits maturing
during the financial year 2020-21 before 30th April 2020
shall be allowed to be complied with till 30th June 2020.

VI. Requirement under rule 18 of the Companies (Share
Capital & Debentures) Rules, 2014 to invest or deposit at
least 15% of amount of debentures maturing in specified
methods of investments or deposits before 30th April 2020,
may be complied with till 30th June 2020.
VII. Newly incorporated companies are required to file a
declaration for Commencement of Business within 180
days of incorporation under section 10A of the CA-13.
An additional period of 180 more days is allowed for this
compliance.
VIII. Non-compliance of minimum residency in India for a
period of at least 182 days by at least one director of every
company, under Section 149 of the CA-13 shall not be
treated as a non-compliance for the financial year 2019-20.
2.

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.
K.M.S. NARAYANAN

03

Assistant Director

Clarification on spending of CSR funds for
COVID-19

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 05/01/2019-CSR dated
23.03.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II,
Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
Keeping in view of the spread of novel Corona Virus
(COVID-19) in India, its declaration as pandemic by the World
Health Organisation (WHO), and, decision of Government of
India to treat this as a notified disaster, it is hereby clarified that
spending of CSR funds for COVID-19 is eligible CSR activity.
2.

Funds may be spent for various activities related to
COVID-19 under item nos. (I) and (xii) of Schedule VII
relating to promotion of health care, including preventive
health care and sanitation, and, disaster management.
Further, as per General Circular No. 21/2014 dated
18.06.2014, items in Schedule VII are broad based and
may be interpreted liberally for this purpose.

3.

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.
GYANESHWAR KUMAR SINGH

Joint Secretary
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of being applicable from the financial year 2019-2020
notified earlier. This will significantly ease the burden on
companies & their auditors for the financial year 2019-20.
A separate notification has been issued for this purpose.
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04

Companies (Meetings of Board and its
Powers) Amendment Rules, 2020

		

Name

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 1/32/2013-CL-V-Part
dated 19.03.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part
II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In exercise of the powers conferred by sections 173, 177, 178
and section 186 read with section 469 of the Companies Act,
2013 (18 of 2013), the Central Government hereby makes the
following rules further to amend the Companies (Meetings of
Board and its Powers) Rules, 2014, namely:—
1.

(1) These rules may be called the Companies (Meetings
of Board and its Powers) Amendment Rules, 2020.
(2) They shall come into force on the date of their
publication in the Official Gazette.

2.

In the Companies (Meetings of Board and its Powers)
Rules, 2014, rule 4 shall be renumbered as sub-rule
(1) thereof and after sub-rule (1) as so renumbered, the
following sub-rule shall be inserted, namely:“(2) For the period beginning from the commencement
of the Companies (Meetings of Board and its Powers)
Amendment Rules, 2020 and ending on the 30th June,
2020, the meetings on matters referred to in sub-rule (1)
may be held through video conferencing or other audio
visual means in accordance with rule 3.”.

Capacity
K.V.R. MURTY

06

1.

1.

(1) These rules may be called the Companies
(Registration Offices and Fees) Second Amendment
Rules, 2020.
(2) They shall come into force on the date of their
publication in the Official Gazette.

2.

In the Companies (Registration Offices and Fees) Rules,
2014, in the Annexure, in Form No. GNL-2,
(i)

in serial number 3, after item number “Form 159 of
the Companies (Court) Rules,1959”, the following
item shall be inserted, namely.-

		

“Filing under Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,
2016”.

(ii) after the first verification column, the following shall
be inserted, namely.-
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(1) These rules may be called the Companies
(Incorporation) Second Amendment Rules, 2020.
(2) They shall come into force on the date of their
publication in the official Gazette.

2.

In the Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014, in the
Annexure, in Form No.INC-28, in serial number 5, in
clause (a) after sub-clause (ii), the following shall be
inserted, namely:“(iii) Section of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016
under which order passed”.”
K.V.R. MURTY

Companies (Registration Offices and Fees)
Second Amendment Rules, 2020

In exercise of the powers conferred by sections 396, 398,
399, 403 and 404 read with sub-sections (1) and (2) of section
469 of the Companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013), the Central
Government hereby makes the following rules further to
amend the Companies (Registration Offices and Fees) Rules,
2014, namely:-

Companies (Incorporation) Second
Amendment Rules, 2020 dated 12.03.2020

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 3, sub-section
(1) of section 7 and sub-sections (1) and (2) of section 469 of
the Companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013), the Central Government
hereby makes the following rules further to amend the
Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014, namely: -

Joint Secretary

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 01/16/2013 CL-V Part-I
dated 12.03.2020. Published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II,
Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]

Joint Secretary

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 1/13/2013- CL-V,
Vol. IV dated 12.03.2020. Published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary,
Part II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]

K.V.R. MURTY

05

“Particulars of the person signing and submitting the
form

07

Joint Secretary

Relaxation of additional fees and extension
of last date in filing of forms MGT-7 (Annual
Return) and AOC-4 (Financial Statement)
under the Companies Act, 2013- UT of J&K
and UT of Ladakh

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 01/34/2013 CL-V dated
12.03.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II,
Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In continuation to General Circular No.03/2020 dated
31.01.2020 and keeping in view of the requests received
from various stakeholders stating that due to disturbances
in internet services and the normal work was affected in the
UT of J&K and UT of Ladakh and sought extension of time
for filing of financial statements for the financial year ended
31.03.2019. Therefore, it has been decided to further extend
the due date for filing of e-forTns AOC-4, AOC-4 (CFS) AOC4 XBRL and e-form MGT-7 upto 30.06.2020, for companies
having jurisdiction in the UT of J&K and UT of Ladakh without
levy of additional fee.
2.

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.
K.M.S. NARAYANAN

Assistant Director
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	"(3) If a company is in default
in complying with any direction
given under sub-section (1), the
Central Government shall allot
a new name to the company
in such manner as may be
prescribed and the Registrar
shall enter the new name in the
register of companies in place
of the old name and issue a
fresh certificate of incorporation
with the new name, which the
company shall use thereafter:

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. MGIPMRND–
5863LS(S3)– dated 12.03.2020]
BILL
further to amend the Companies Act, 2013.
Be it enacted by Parliament in the Seventy-first Year of the
Republic of India as follows:5

1. (1) This Act may be called the
Short title
Companies (Amendment) Act, and com2020.
mencement.
(2) It shall come into force on
such date as the Central
Government may, by
notification in the Official
Gazette, appoint:

Amendment
of section
23.

	Provided that different dates
may be appointed for different
provisions of this Act and any
reference in any such provision
to the commencement of this Act
shall be construed as a reference
to the coming into force of that
provision.
Amendment
of section 2.

Amendment
of section 8.

2.	In the Companies Act, 2013
(hereinafter referred to as the
principal Act), in section 2, in
clause (52), the following proviso
shall be inserted, namely:—

18 of
2013.

	"Provided that such class of
companies, which have listed
or intend to list such class of
securities, as may be prescribed
in consultation with the Securities
and Exchange Board, shall
not be considered as listed
companies.".

5

3. In section 8 of the principal Act, in
sub-section (11),—

10

Amendment
of section
26.

(a) the words "with imprisonment
for a term which may extend
to three years or" shall be
omitted;
(b) for the words "twenty-five
lakh rupees, or with both",
the words "twentyfive lakh
rupees"shall be substituted.
Amendment
of section
16.

4. In section 16 of the principal
Act,—
(i) in sub-section (1), in clause
(b), for the words "period of
six months", the words "period
of three months" shall be
substituted;
(ii) for sub-section (3), the
following sub-section shall be
substituted, namely:—
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Amendment
of section
40.
15

	Provided that nothing in this subsection shall prevent a company
from subsequently changing its
name in accordance with the
provisions of section 13.".
5.	In section 23 of the principal Act,
after sub-section (2) and before
the Explanation, the following
sub-sections shall be inserted,
namely:—
"(3) S
 uch class of public
companies may issue
such class of securities for
the purposes of listing on
permitted stock exchanges
in permissible foreign
jurisdictions or such other
jurisdictions, as may be
prescribed.
(4) The Central Government
may, by notification, exempt
any class or classes of
public companies referred
to in sub-section (3) from
any of the provisions of this
Chapter, Chapter IV, section
89, section 90 or section 127
and a copy of every such
notification shall, as soon

6. In section 26 of the principal Act,
in sub-section (9),—
(a) the words "with imprisonment
for a term which may extend
to three years or" shall be
omitted;
(b) for the words "three
lakh
rupees, or with both",
the words "three lakh rupees''
shall be substituted.

7.	In section 40 of the principal Act,
in sub-section (5),—
(a) the words "with imprisonment
for a term which may extend to
one year or" shall be omitted;
(b)	for the words "three lakh
rupees, or with both", the
words "three lakh rupees"
shall be substituted.

20

25

30

35

40

SMT. NIRMALA SITHARAMAN
Minister of Finance

Details are not published here for want of space. For complete details readers
may log on to http://www.mca.gov.in
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09

Interest for a period of five years from the
date of publication

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. Comp-5/6/2020-CompMCA dated 11.03.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary,
Part II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (a) of section
54 of the Competition Act, 2002(12 of 2003). the Central
Government hereby exempts a Banking Company in respect
of which the Central Government has issued a notification
under Section 45 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949(10 of
49), from the application of the provisions of Sections 5 and
6 of the Competition Act 2002, in public interest for a period
of five years from the date of publication of this notification in
the Official Gazette.
K.V.R. MURTY

(iv) Against date of event and Board Resolution in INC-28
and GNL-2, date of order of NCLT/NCLAT/Court may be
mentioned.
2.

It is further clarified that in respect of companies which are
marked under CIRP in the Registry, Annual Return (e-form
No.MGT-7) and Financial Statement (e-form AOC-4) and
other documents under the provisions of the Companies
Act, 2013, in accordance with directions issued by the
NCLT/NCLAT/Courts, shall be filed as attachments with
e-form GNL-2 against the payment of one time normal
fee only, till such time the company remains under
CIRP. Separate GNL-2 forms shall be filed for each such
document, by the IRP/RP.

3.

It is also clarified that the concerned IRP/RP of every
company which was under CIRP prior to the issue of this
circular, shall also file e-form INC-28 for such companies
and thereafter proceed to file other documents/fact/
information as required under the Act and Rules
thereunder through c-form GNL-2.

4.

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

Joint Secretary

10

Filing of forms in the Registry (MCA-21)
by the Insolvency Professional (Interim
Resolution Professional (IRP) or Resolution
Professional (RP) or Liquidator) appointed
under Insolvency Bankruptcy Code, 2016
(IBC, 2016)

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 01/02/2019- CL-V dated
06.03.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II,
Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In supersession of earlier Circular No.04/2020 dated 1702-2020, the following clarification is issued for statutory
compliances in respect of companies under Corporate
Insolvency Resolution Process (CIRP).
(I)

The IRP/RP/Liquidator would have to first file the NCLT
order approving him as the IRP/RP/Liquidator in Form
INC-28 by selecting the drop down box in field 5(a)(iii) by
selecting the appropriate section of IBC 2016. After filling
in the form, the IRP/RP/Liquidator while affixing his DSC,
shall choose his designation as “CEO” in the declaration
box for the purpose of filing only and choose “Others” from
the Drop down Menu.

(ii) The Master Data for change in the status of the company
from “Active”/”Inactive” to CIRP/Liquidation or CIRP/
Liquidation to “Active” shall be effected on the basis of
Formal Change Request Form submitted by IBBI to
e-governance Cell, MCA(HQ). Since this function has
been centralized, Registrars of Companies shall not raise
and forward CRF either to the e-gov cell or to service
provider for the above mentioned purpose.
(iii) The IRP/RP/Liquidator shall be responsible for filing all the
eforms in the MCA portal and sign the form in the capacity
of CEO in order to meet filing protocol in the existing forms
architecture. However, this shall in no way affect his legal
status as IRP/RP/Liquidator. All filings of eforms including
AOC-4 and MGT-7 shall be filed through e-form GNL-2 by
way of attachments till the company is under CIRP. In the
existing field no.3 of form no.GNL-2, IRP/RP/Liquidator
will choose radio button “Filings under IBC”.
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K.M.S. NARAYANAN

Assistant Director

11

Extension of the last date of filing of Form
NFRA-2

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 7/39/2019-CL-I dated
05.03.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II,
Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In continuation of the Ministry’s General Circular No, 14/2019
dated 27th November, 2019 and after due examination, it has
been decided that the time limit for filing of Form NFRA-2, for
the reporting period Financial Year 2018-19, will be 150 days
from the date of deployment of this form on the website of
National Financial Reporting Authority (NFRA).
2.

This issues with the approval of Competent Authority.
K.M.S. NARAYANAN

Assistant Director

12

Corrigendum Notification

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 1/24/2013 -CL.V
Part-1 dated 02.03.2020. Published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary,
Part II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In the notification of the Government of India, in the Ministry
of Corporate Affairs, number G.S.R. 114(E), dated the
14th February, 2020, published in the Gazette of India,
Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i), dated the 14th
February, 2020, at page 2, in line 9, for “rule 23A” read “rule
23A and first proviso to rule 23B”.
K.V.R. MURTY
Joint Secretary
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[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 16/1/2020- Legal dated
02.03.2020. To be published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II,
Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]

5.

At the time of serving notices to the company, during
inquiry, inspection, investigation, or adjudication
proceedings, necessary documents may be sought so
as to ascertain the involvement of the concerned officers
of the company. In case, lapses are attributable to the
decisions taken by the Board or its Committees, all care
must be taken to ensure that civil or criminal proceedings
are not unnecessarily initiated against the IDs or the
NEDs, unless sufficient evidence exists to the contrary.

6.

The records available in the office of the Registrar,
including e-forms DIR-11 or DIR-12, along with copies of
the annual returns or financial statements should also be
examined so as to ascertain whether a particular director
or the KMP was serving in the company as on the date of
default.

7.

In case of any doubts, with regard to the liability of any
person, for any proceedings required to be initiated by the
Registrar guidance may be sought from the Ministry of
Corporate Affairs through the office of Director General
of Corporate Affairs. Consequently any such proceedings
must be initiated after receiving due sanction from the
Ministry.

8.

All Registrars are directed to immediately and scrupulously
follow the above mentioned Standard Operating
Procedure with respect to all ongoing cases. Further,
with respect to cases where prosecution may have been
already filed but the above mentioned cases criteria is not
satisfied, the same may be submitted to this Ministry for
necessary examination and further direction thereon.

9.

This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

Under several provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 [Act],
proceedings are required to be initiated against an officer in
default for violations committed under the Act. The term “officer
who is in default” is defined under section 2(60) of the Act,
wherein various officers of the company have been identified.
2.

3.

Ordinarily, a whole-time director [WTD] and a key
managerial personnel [KMP] are associated with the dayto-day functioning of the company and accordingly such
WTDs and KMPs would be liable for defaults committed
by a company. In absence of a KMP, such director or
directors who have expressly given their consent for
incurring liability in terms of the e-form GNL-3 filed with the
Registrar would be liable. Where the consent for incurring
liability for any of the provisions dealing with maintenance,
filing or distribution of accounts or records is submitted in
e-form GNL-3 by a person under the immediate authority
of the Board or any KMP, the liability of such person will
arise. However, in certain cases, the penal provisions in
the Act hold a specific director, or officer, or any other
person accountable for the default, in such cases, action
should be initiated only against such director, or officer, or
person, as the case may be, such as disclosure of interest
by directors under section 184 of the Act.
Section 149 (12) is a non obstante clause which provides
that the liability of an independent director (ID) or a nonexecutive director (NED) not being promoter or key
managerial personnel would be only in respect of such
acts of omission or commission by a company which had
occurred with his knowledge, attributable through Board
processes, and with his consent or connivance or where he
had not acted diligently. In view of the express provisions
of section 149(12), lDs and NEDs (non-promoter and
non-KMP), should not be arrayed in any criminal or civil
proceedings under the Act, unless the above mentioned
criteria is met. Typically, apart from UM, non-promoter and
non-KMP, NEDs, would exist in the following cases:

a)

Directors nominated by the Government on the public
sector undertakings;

b)

Directors nominated by Public Sector Financial Institutions,
Financial Institutions or Banks having participation in
equity of a company, or otherwise;

c)

Directors appointed in pursuance to any statutory or
regulatory requirement such as directors appointed by the
NCLT.

4.

The nature of default is also crucial for arraigning officers
of the company for defaults committed under the Act, All
instances of filing of information/records with the registry,
maintenance of statutory registers or minutes of the
meetings, or compliance with the orders issued by the
statutory authorities, including the NCLT under the Act
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

PARVEZ NAIKWADI

14

Assistant Director

Exemptions to Government Companies under
Section 462 of the CA 2013

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 1/2/2014-CL-V dated
02.03.2020. Published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section
3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In exercise of the powers conferred by clauses (a) and (b) of
sub-section (1) and in pursuance of sub-section (2) of section
462 of the Companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013), the Central
Government, in the public interest, hereby makes the following
further amendments in the notification of the Government
of India, in the Ministry of Corporate Affairs, number G.S.R.
463(E), dated the 5th June, 2015, published in the Gazette of
India, Extraordinary, Part-II, Section 3, Subsection (i), dated
the 5th June 2015, namely:In the said notification, in the Table:(i)

for serial number 1 and the entries relating thereto, the
following serial numbers and entries shall be substituted,
namely:-
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are not the responsibility of the IDs or the NEDs, unless
any specific requirement is provided in the Act or in such
orders, as the case may be, The responsibility of the
NEDs, ordinarily arise in such cases, where there are no
WTDs and KMPs.

Clarification on prosecutions filed or internal
adjudication proceedings initiated against
Independent Directors, non-promoters and
non-KMP non-executive directors

FROM THE GOVERNMENT

(1)

(2)

2.

(3)

“1. Chapter
I, clause
(45) of
section 2.

In clause (45), the following
Explanation shall be inserted, namely:Explanation - For the purposes of this
clause, the “paid-up share capital”
shall be construed as “total voting
power”, where shares with differential
voting rights have been issued.
1A. Chapter II, In section 4, in sub-section (1), in
section 4. clause (a), the words 'in the case of
a public limited company, or the last
words “Private Limited” in the case of
a private limited company‟ shall be
omitted.”;
(ii) for serial number 26 and the entries relating thereto, the
following serial number and entries shall be substituted,
namely:(1)

(2)

(3)

“26. Chapter
Shall not apply to XII, first
(a)	a Government company in respect
and
of contracts or arrangements
second
entered into by it with any other
proviso to
Government company, or with
subsection
Central Government or any State
(1) of
Government or any combination
section
thereof;
188.
(b)	
a Government company, other
than a listed company, in respect
of contracts or arrangements
other than those referred to
in clause (a), in case such
company obtains approval of
the Ministry or Department of
the Central Government which is
administratively in charge of the
company, or, as the case may
be, the State Government before
entering into such contract or
arrangement.”.

(a) in sub-rule (1), in clause (a), for the words “three
months” the words “five months” shall be substituted;
(b) in sub-rule (4),(i)
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Companies (Appointment and Qualification
of Directors) Amendment Rules, 2020

[Issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs Vide F. No. 8/4/2018-CL-IPart I dated 28.02.2020. Published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part
II, Section 3, Sub-Section (ii)]
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 149 read with
section 469 of the Companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013), the
Central Government hereby makes the following rules further
to amend the Companies (Appointment and Qualification of
Directors) Rules, 2014, namely:1.

(1) These rules may be called the Companies
(Appointment and Qualification of Directors)
Amendment Rules, 2020.

(2) They shall come into force on the date of their
publication in the Official Gazette.
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for the first proviso, the following proviso shall be
substituted, namely:-

		

“Provided that an individual shall not be required to
pass the online proficiency self-assessment test,
when he has served as a director or key managerial
personnel, for a total period of not less than ten
years, as on the date of inclusion of his name in the
databank, in one or more of the following, namely:-

		

(a) listed public company; or

		

(b) unlisted public company having a paid-up share
capital of rupees ten crore or more; or

		

(c) body corporate listed on a recognized stock
exchange:”.

		

(ii) in the second proviso, for the word “companies”,
the words “companies or bodies corporate” shall
be substituted.
K.V.R. MURTY
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Joint Secretary

Relaxation in compliance with requirements
pertaining to AIFs and VCFs

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/IMD/DF1/CIR/P/2020/58 dated 30.03.2020]
1.

In light of recent market events due to CoVID-19 pandemic,
a need has been felt to extend the due date for regulatory
filings for AIFs and VCFs.

2.

Accordingly, it has been decided to extend the due date
for regulatory filings for AIFs and VCFs for the periods
ending March 31, 2020 and April 30, 2020 by two months,
over and above the timelines prescribed under SEBI
(Alternative Investment Funds) Regulations, 2012 and
circulars issued thereunder.

3.

This Circular is issued in exercise of powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange
Board of India Act, 1992 and shall come into force with
immediate effect.

4.

This Circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in under the category “Legal - Circulars” and "Info for
- Alternative Investment Funds”.
NAVEEN SHARMA

K.V.R. MURTY
Joint Secretary

In the Companies (Appointment and Qualification of
Directors) Rules, 2014, in rule 6, -

17

General Manager

Relaxation in compliance with requirements
pertaining to Portfolio Managers

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/IMD/DF1/CIR/P/2020/57 dated 30.03.2020]
1.

In light of the recent market events due to CoVID-19
pandemic, a need has been felt to relax the timeline
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY

3.

4.

security (TLS) or similar encryption or the
documents are password protected.

Accordingly, it has been decided to extend the timelines
for the following, by two months:

(b) These documents may be uploaded on KRAs. The
other intermediaries may rely on said documents.

a.

Monthly reporting to SEBI by Portfolio Managers
for the periods ending March 31, 2020 and April 30,
2020.

b.

Applicability of SEBI Circular SEBI/HO/IMD/
DF1/CIR/P/2020/26 dated February 13, 2020 on
‘Guidelines for Portfolio Managers’.

This Circular is issued in exercise of powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange
Board of India Act, 1992 and shall come into force with
immediate effect.
The Circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in under the category "Legal- Circulars" and “Info for
– Portfolio Managers”.
NAVEEN SHARMA
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General Manager

2.

The above temporary relaxations shall be applicable till
June 30, 2020. DDPs & Custodians shall ensure to obtain
the original and/or certified documents (as applicable
normally) within 30 days from the aforesaid deadline. In
case required documents for registration/ KYC are not
received by said deadline, the accounts of such FPIs shall
be blocked for any fresh purchase. In case documents
are still not received within 3 months of said deadline,
DDPs & Custodians shall report these cases to SEBI for
appropriate action.

4.

Intermediaries should undertake necessary due diligence
including that required for regulatory and risk based
approach towards compliance with AML requirements
while processing these documents based on scan copy.

5.

This circular is issued in exercise of powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange
Board of India Act, 1992 and Sub-rule 14(i) of Rule 9
of the Prevention of Money-laundering (Maintenance of
Records) Rules, 2005 to protect the interests of investors
in securities and to promote the development of, and to
regulate the securities market.

6.

A copy of this circular is available at the web page
“Circulars” on our website www.sebi.gov.in. Custodians
are requested to bring the contents of this circular to the
notice of their FPI clients.

Temporary relaxation in processing of
documents pertaining to FPIs due to
COVID-19

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/FPI&C/CIR/P/2020/056 dated 30.03.2020]
1.

3.

In terms of Operational guidelines for Foreign Portfolio
Investors (FPIs) & Designated Depository Participants
(DDPs) issued under Securities and Exchange Board of
India (FPI) Regulations, 2019, FPI applicant shall submit
duly signed application form (including KYC details) and
supporting documents and applicable fees. Further, copies
of all the KYC documents submitted by the applicant
should be accompanied by originals for verification. In
case the original of any KYC document is not produced for
verification, then the copies should be properly attested
by entities authorized for attesting the documents.
In light of the recent events pursuant to COVID 19, a need
has been felt for temporary relaxations with respect to
compliance requirements for FPIs. Accordingly, SEBI has
decided to grant the following relaxations in a situation
where FPIs are not in a position to send original and/or
certified documents as specified in Operational guidelines
for Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPIs) & Designated
Depository Participants (DDPs) issued under Securities
and Exchange Board of India (FPI) Regulations, 2019:

ACHAL SINGH
General Manager
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[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/CFD/DIL2/CIR/P/2020/50 dated 30.03.2020]
1.

Vide SEBI Circular SEBI/HO/CFD/DCR2/CIR/P/2019/133
dated November 08, 2019, the timeline for implementation
of Phase II of Unified Payments Interface with Application
Supported by Blocked Amount was extended till March
31, 2020.

2.

It has been represented to SEBI by various stakeholders
that given the prevailing uncertainty due to the Covid- 19
pandemic, the timelines of Phase II of Unified Payments
Interface with Application Supported by Blocked Amount
may be continued at present. It has been stated that the
systems and processes for achieving Phase III timelines
of T+3 need to be further deliberated and finalized in light
of the experience gained during one of the major IPOs
that opened and closed in the first week of March 2020.

3.

In view of the aforesaid representations and also taking
into account that introducing any new changes under the
prevailing circumstances where staff at the stakeholders
are sparsely populated may not be workable, it has been
decided to continue with the current Phase II of the UPI
ASBA till further notice.

(a) DDPs & Custodians may consider and process the
request(s) for registration/ continuance/ KYC / KYC
review & any other material change on the basis of
scanned version of signed documents (instead of
originals) and copies of documents which are not
certified, received from
		

(i)

e-mail IDs of their Global Custodians/existing
clients where these details are already captured
in records or

		

(ii) e-mail IDs of new clients received from domains
which are duly encrypted with Transport –layer
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Continuation of Phase II of Unified Payments
Interface with Application Supported by Block
Amount due to Covid-19 virus pandemic
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2.

for compliance with certain requirements for Portfolio
Managers.

FROM THE GOVERNMENT

4.

The modalities for the implementation of the Phase III of
the UPI ASBA shall be notified later after deliberations
with stakeholders.

5.

This circular is being issued in exercise of the powers
under section 11 read with section 11A of the Securities
and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992.

6.

This circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in under the categories "Legal Framework" and
"Issues and Listing".
AMY DURGA MENON

by Reserve Bank of India (RBI) (vide notification no.
RBI/2019-20/186, dated March 27, 2020) on loan
servicing, working capital facilities etc. for three months,
a need for temporary relaxations in compliance by
CRAs is felt. Accordingly, it has been decided to grant
relaxations from the requirements stipulated vide
circulars as under:
2.

Recognition of Default
A.

Currently, CRAs recognize default based on the
guidance issued vide SEBI circular dated May 3,
2010 and November 1, 2016.

B.

In view of the nationwide lockdown and the three
month moratorium/ deferment on payment permitted
by RBI, a differentiation in treatment of default, on a
case to case basis, needs to be made as to whether
such default occurred solely due to the lockdown or
loan moratorium.

C.

Accordingly, based on its assessment, if the CRA
is of the view that the delay in payment of interest/
principle has arisen solely due to the lockdown
conditions creating temporary operational challenges
in servicing debt, including due to procedural delays
in approval of moratorium on loans by the lending
institutions, CRAs may not consider the same as a
default event and/or recognize default. Appropriate
disclosures in this regard shall be made in the Press
Release.

D.

The above shall also be applicable on any
rescheduling in payment of debt obligation done by
the issuer, prior to the due date, with the approval of
the investors/lenders.

E.

The above relaxation is extended till the period of
moratorium by the RBI.

Deputy General Manager
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Extension of deadline for implementation
of the circular on Stewardship Code for all
Mutual Funds and all categories of AIFs due
to the COVID– 19 pandemic

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/CFD/CMD1/CIR/P/2020/55 dated 30.03.2020]
1.

SEBI, vide circular no. CIR/CFD/CMD1/168/2019 dated
December 24, 2019 introduced a Stewardship Code for
all Mutual Funds and all categories of AIFs, in relation to
their investment in listed equities. The Code was to come
into effect from April 1, 2020.

2.

SEBI has received requests from the Association of
Mutual Funds of India (AMFI) and the Indian Association
of Alternative Investment Funds (IAAIF) requesting an
extension of the deadline for implementation of the Code
as the prevailing situation resulting from the CoVID-19
pandemic makes it challenging, inter-alia, to i) effectively
monitor and intervene at appropriate situations with the
management of the investee companies; ii) engage with
the boards of the investee companies.

3.

After taking into consideration the representations, it has
now been decided to extend the implementation of the
aforesaid circular on Stewardship Code to July 1, 2020.

4.

The Circular is issued in exercise of the powers conferred
under Section 11 of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act, 1992 read with provisions of Regulation 77
of SEBI (Mutual Funds) Regulations 1996 and Regulation
36 of SEBI (Alternative Investment Funds) Regulations,
2012.

5.

This Circular is available at www.sebi.gov.in under the link
“Legal→Circulars”.
PRADEEP RAMAKRISHNAN

3.

General Manager
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Relaxation from compliance with certain
provisions of the circulars issued under
SEBI (Credit Rating Agencies) Regulations,
1999 due to the COVID-19 pandemic and
moratorium permitted by RBI

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/MIRSD/CRADT/CIR/P/2020/53 dated 30.03.2020]
1.

In view of the developments arising due to COVID-19
pandemic and in light of the moratorium permitted
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4.

Extension in timelines for press release and
disclosures on website
A.

Considering that the CRAs are dependent on the
issuers and third parties for information collection
which is impaired due to current lockdown, relaxation
from timelines for rating action/ issue of press release
by CRAs stipulated vide SEBI circular dated June
30, 2017 is being granted. However, CRAs should
endeavour to finish the exercise on a best effort
basis. Such cases shall be put up for ratification by
the Rating Sub-Committee of the Board of CRA.

B.

Further, an extension of 30 days is being granted for
making annual and semi-annual disclosures by CRAs
on its website for the period ended March 2020.

This circular is issued in exercise of the powers conferred
by Section 11 (1) of Securities and Exchange Board of
India Act, 1992 read with the provisions of Regulation
20 of SEBI (Credit Rating Agencies) Regulations, 1999,
to protect the interest of investors in securities and
to promote the development of, and to regulate, the
securities market.
SURABHI GUPTA
General Manager
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[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/CFD/DCR1/CIR/P/2020/49 dated 27.03.2020]
1.

2.

3.

The disclosure filings under Regulations 30(1), 30(2) and
31(4) of the SEBI (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and
Takeovers) Regulations, 2011 (SAST Regulations), require
the shareholders to compile, collate, and disseminate
information of their consolidated shareholding as on
March 31, 2020, to the company and the stock exchanges
within seven working days from the end of the financial
year. These report as per the 2020 calendar are required
to be filed by April 15, 2020.
In view of the developments arising due to the spread of
the COVID-19 pandemic, a need for temporary relaxations
in compliance with certain deadlines in SAST Regulations
is warranted due to the prevailing travel restrictions and
various other logistical challenges.
It has therefore been decided to extend the due date of
filing disclosures, in terms of Regulations 30(1), 30(2)
and 31(4) of the SAST Regulations for the financial year
ending March 31, 2020 to June 01, 2020.

4.

This circular shall come into force with immediate effect.
The stock exchanges are advised to bring the provisions
of this circular to the notice of all the stakeholders including
the listed entities and also disseminate on their websites.

5.

The circular is issued in exercise of the powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act, 1992 read with regulation 33 of the SAST
Regulations.

6.

Filings:

Sl Regulation and
no. associated
filing

General Manager
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Further relaxations from compliance with
certain provisions of the SEBI (Listing
Obligations and Disclosure Requirements)
Regulations, 2015 (LODR) and the SEBI
circular dated January 22, 2020 relating to
Standard Operating Procedure due to the
COVID -19 virus pandemic

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/CFD/CMD1/CIR/P/2020/48 dated 26.03.2020]
SEBI,
vide
circular
no
SEBI/HO/CFD/CMD1/
CIR/P/2020/38 dated March 19, 2020 had provided
relaxation from compliance with certain provisions of the
LODR. It has been decided to grant the following further
relaxations from the LODR:
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

Filing
Frequency

a.

b.

B.

Regulation
40(9) relating
to Certificate
from Practicing
Company
Secretary on
timely issue
of share
certificates
Regulation
44(5) relating
to holding
of AGM by
top 100
listed entities
by market
capitalization
for FY 19-20

Sl Regulano. tion
a.

Regulation
19(3A)

b.

Regulation
20(3A)

c.

Regulation
21(3A)

C.

Half
Yearly

Relaxation w.r.t. the
quarter / half year / year
ending March 31, 2020

Due
within

Due
date

Extend- Period
ed date of relaxation

1 month April 30, May 31,
of the
2020
2020
end of
each half
of the
financial
year

1 month

Annual Within a August Septem- 1 month
period of
31,
ber
5 months 2020 30, 2020
from the
date of
closing
of the
financial
year

Conduct of Committee meetings – Nomination and
Remuneration Committee, Stakeholders Relationship
Committee and Risk Management Committee

The circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in under the category - 'Legal - Circulars'.
RAJESH GUJJAR

1.

A.

Requirement

Frequency

The
nomination
and
remuneration
committee
shall meet at
least once in
a year

Yearly

Due
date

Extend- Period
ed
of
date
relaxation

March June 30,
3
31, 2020 2020 months

The
Stakeholders
Relationship
committee
shall meet at
least once in
a year.
The Risk
Management
Committee
shall meet at
least once in
a year.

Relaxation of the operation of the SEBI circular on
Standard Operating Procedure dated January 22,
2020
SEBI vide circular no. SEBI/HO/CFD/CMD/CIR/P/2020/12
dated January 22, 2020 issued the Standard Operating
Procedure (SoP) on imposition of fines and other
enforcement actions for non-compliances with provisions
of the LODR, the effective date of operation of which is for
compliance periods ending on or after March 31, 2020.
The said circular dated January 22, 2020 shall now come
into force with effect from compliance periods ending
on or after June 30, 2020. It may be noted that the SoP
circular dated May 03, 2018 would be applicable till such
date.
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Relaxation from compliance with certain
provisions of the SEBI (Substantial
Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers)
Regulations, 2011 due to the COVID-19
pandemic

FROM THE GOVERNMENT

D.

2.

3.

4.

Publication of advertisements in the newspapers:
Regulation 47 of the LODR requires publishing, in the
newspapers, information such as notice of the board
meeting, financial results etc. It has been brought to the
notice of SEBI that some newspapers are not bringing
their print versions for a limited period; some newspapers
that are still printing are not accepting a ‘e-copy’ of the
information to be published which acts as a challenge in
ensuring compliance with this regulation. Hence it has
been decided to exempt publication of advertisements in
newspapers as required under regulation 47 for all events
scheduled till May 15, 2020.

This Circular shall come into force with immediate effect.
The Stock Exchanges are advised to bring the provisions
of this circular to the notice of all listed entities that have
issued specified securities and their material subsidiaries
and also disseminate on their websites.

The Circular is issued in exercise of the powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act, 1992 read with regulations 101 and 102 of the
LODR and the relaxations contained herein are subject
to the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 and rules
made thereunder.

The circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in under the category - ‘Legal - Circulars’.
PRADEEP RAMAKRISHNAN
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General Manager

COVID-19 Notification

Recognised Stock
Exchanges,
Recognised Clearing
Corporations,
Depositories,
Custodians,
Mutual Funds,
Asset Management
Companies,
Stock Brokers,
Trading Members,
Clearing Members,

Depositories Participants,
Registrar and Share Transfer
Agents,
Credit Rating Agencies,
Debenture Trustees,
Foreign Portfolio Investors,
Portfolio Managers,
Alternative Investment Funds,
Investment Advisers,
Any other entities and regulated
activities as notified by SEBI.

The Head Office/ Regional Offices/ Local Offices of SEBI shall
also function with minimum number of employees.
The undersigned in his capacity as the Chief General Manager,
SEBI, hereby issues the above Notification with directions for
strict implementation, which shall remain in force in all parts
of the country for a period of 21 days, with effect from March
25, 2020.
DEEPAK TRIVEDI

25

Chief General Manager

Relaxation in compliance with requirements
pertaining to Mutual Funds

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/IMD/DF3/CIR/P/2020/47 dated 23.03.2020]
1.

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India dated 24.03.2020]
The Ministry of Home Affairs had issued an Order No. 403/2020-D dated March 24, 2020 in which various guidelines
have been issued laying down the measures to be taken by the
ministries and the departments of the Government of India, the
State/ Union Territory Governments and State/ Union Territory
Authorities for containment of COVID-19 Epidemic in the country.

In light of the recent market events pursuant to COVID
19, a need has been felt for temporary relaxations with
respect to compliance requirements for Mutual Funds.
Accordingly, SEBI has decided to grant the following
relaxations specified in SEBI (Mutual Funds) Regulations,
1996 and circulars issued thereunder:

The Order inter alia provides that commercial and private
establishment shall be closed down but that the capital and
debt market service as notified by the Securities and Exchange
Board of India shall be exempted from such closures.

1.1. All schemes (NFO) where observation letter was
issued by SEBI and yet to be launched shall have a
validity period of one year from the date of SEBI letter.
All new schemes (NFO) where final observation letter
will be issued shall have validity period of one year
from the date of SEBI letter.

Accordingly, the following entities providing the capital and
debt market services are hereby notified –

1.2. The timelines for certain disclosures are extended,
as follows:

Sr.
No.

Regulation / Circular and associated
disclosure

Filing

Timelines

Frequency

Due within

Due Date

Extended Date

1

Half yearly disclosures of unaudited financial
results as required under Regulation 59 of
SEBI (Mutual Funds) Regulations, 1996

Half yearly

One month from the
close of half year, i.e
March 31, 2020.

April 30,
2020

May 31, 2020

2

Disclosure of commission paid to
distributors as required under Point 2 (a)
of SEBI  circular No. SEBI/HO/IMD/DF2/
CIR/P/2016/42 dated March 18, 2016

Half yearly

Within ten days from
the half year end i.e
March 31, 2020.

April 10,
2020

May 10, 2020

3

Yearly disclosure of investor complaints with
respect to Mutual Funds as required under
Point 4 (b) of SEBI circular No. Cir / IMD /
DF / 2 / 2010 dated May 13, 2010

Within 2 months of the
close  of the financial
year i.e March 31,
2020.

May 31,
2020

June 30, 2020
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The effective date of implementation of certain policy initiatives have been extended as under:

Sr.No. Circular Name

Particulars

Due Date

Extended Date

1.

Risk management framework for liquid
and overnight funds and norms governing
investment in short term deposits dated
Sept. 20, 2019

Liquid funds shall hold at least 20%
of its net assets in liquid assets.

April 1, 2020

May 1, 2020

2.

Review of investment norms for mutual
funds for investment in Debt and Money
Market Instruments dated October 1, 2019

Existing open ended mutual fund
schemes shall comply with the
revised limits for sector exposure.

April 1, 2020

May 1, 2020

3.

Review of investment norms for mutual
funds for investment in Debt and Money
Market Instruments dated October 1, 2019

Maximum investment in unlisted
NCDs as % of the debt portfolio of
the scheme.

15% - March
31, 2020

15% - April
30, 2020

4.

Valuation of money market and debt
securities dated September 24, 2019

Amortization based valuation shall
be dispensed with and irrespective of
residual maturity, all money market
and debt securities shall be valued
in terms of paragraph 1.1.2.2 of the
Circular

April 1, 2020

May 1, 2020

3.   Further, in light of difficulties expressed by AMCs, the
access control presently exercised in the AMC’s dealing
room including call recording of deals is temporarily
relaxed subject to checks and balances including
electronic confirmation by way of email or other system
having audit trail are in place.

4.

Further, it is clarified that provisions of Para 7 on “Risk
Reduction Mode” of the SEBI circular CIR/MRD/
DP/34/2012, dated December 13, 2012 would be the
criteria for the Stock Exchanges to determine the stock
brokers which would be admitted to the risk-reduction
Mode.

4.

5.

Accordingly, stock brokers shall be mandatorily put in riskreduction mode when 90% of the stock broker’s collateral
available for adjustment against margins gets utilized on
account of trades that fall under the margining system.

6.

The Stock Exchange and Clearing Corporations are
directed to:

This circular is issued in exercise of the powers conferred
under Section 11 (1) of the Securities and Exchange
Board of India Act, 1992, read with Regulation 77 of the
Securities and Exchange Board of India (Mutual Funds)
Regulations, 1996 to protect the interests of investors
in securities and to promote the development of, and to
regulate the securities market.
DEENA VENU SARANGADHARAN

a.

Interoperability among Clearing
Corporations: Revision of criteria for entering
the risk-reduction Mode

Take necessary steps to put in place requisite
infrastructure and systems for implementation of
the circular, including necessary amendments to the
relevant bye-laws, rules and regulations;

b.

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/MRD2/DCAP/CIR/P/2020/45 dated 23.03.2020]

Bring the provisions of this circular to the notice of
their members and also disseminate the same on its
website; and

c.

Communicate to SEBI, the status of implementation
of the provisions of this circular.

26

Deputy General Manager

SEBI vide its circular CIR/MRD/DRMNP/CIR/P/2018/145,
dated November 27, 2018 issued broad guidelines for
operationalizing the interoperable framework among Clearing
Corporations.
2.

Para 5.5(2) of the said circular read as under:
“In order to mitigate any risk arising out of latency, in
partial modification of para-7 of the SEBI Circular CIR/
MRD/DP/34/2012, dated December 13, 2012 on “Pretrade Risk Controls”, Stock Exchanges shall ensure that
stock brokers are mandatorily subjected to risk reduction
mode on utilization of 85% of the stock broker’s collateral
available for adjustment against margins.”

3.

7.

Based on consultations with various stakeholders, it has
been decided that the afore mentioned para 5.5(2) of the
SEBI circular CIR/MRD/DRMNP/CIR/P/2018/145 shall
stand withdrawn from the date of issuance of this circular.
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

This circular is being issued in exercise of powers
conferred under Section 11 (1) of the Securities and
Exchange Board of India Act, 1992 to protect the interests
of investors in securities and to promote the development
of, and to regulate, the securities market.
PRADIP BHOWMICK
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Deputy General Manager

Relaxation from compliance to REITs and
InvITs due to the COVID -19 virus pandemic

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/DDHS/CIR/P/2020/42 dated 23.03.2020]
1.

Due to the developments arising due to the spread of
the COVID 19 virus, a need for temporary relaxations
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2.
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11(3) of the REIT Regulations unless the following
conditions are satisfied:

in compliance requirements for REITs and InvITs is
warranted. Accordingly, it has been decided to extend the
due date for regulatory filings and compliances for REIT
and InvIT for the period ending March 31, 2020 by one
month over and above the timelines, prescribed under
SEBI (Infrastructure Investment Trusts) Regulations, 2014
(InvIT Regulations) and SEBI (Real estate Investment
Trusts) Regulations, 2014 (REIT Regulations) and
circulars issued thereunder.
2.

3.

4.

This Circular shall come into force with immediate effect.
The Stock Exchanges are advised to bring the provisions
of this circular to the notice of all REITs and InvITs and
also disseminate on their websites.
The Circular is issued in exercise of the powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange
Board of India Act, 1992 read with Regulation 33 of InvIT
Regulations and Regulation 33 of REIT Regulations.

a)

		

b)

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/DDHS/DDHS/CIR/P/2020/44 dated 23.03.2020]
1.

Regulation 11(3) of SEBI (Real Estate Investment Trusts)
Regulations, 2014 (“REIT Regulations”) inter alia provides
for mandatory holding of units of REIT by sponsor(s) and
sponsor group(s) of REIT.

2.

Regulation 23 of the REIT Regulations, 2014 inter
alia provides that the manager shall disclose to the
designated stock exchanges, unit holders and the Board
such information and in the manner as may be specified
by the Board.

A.

Encumbrance on units

3.

Entities required to hold units in terms of Regulation 11(3)
of the REIT Regulations may create encumbrance on
such units during the mandatory holding period wherein
encumbrance shall include pledge, lien, negative lien,
non-disposal undertaking etc. or any other covenant,
transaction, condition or arrangement in the nature of
encumbrance.
Provided that the conditions for creation and invocation of
encumbrance, provided in this circular, are also included
in the agreement executed for the purpose of creation of
such encumbrance.

B.
4.

Conditions for invocation during the mandatory
holding period
Such encumbrance shall not be permitted to be invoked
during the holding period prescribed in terms of Regulation

124

The re-designated sponsor shall fulfil the obligations
specified for sponsor under REIT Regulations.

Obligation of entity creating encumbrance

5.

Sponsor(s) and sponsor group creating encumbrance on
units held by them, shall provide details of the encumbrance
to the manager of the REIT within two working days from
the date of creation of such encumbrance in the format
specified at Annexure -I.
Any change in the above information pursuant to release
or invocation of encumbrance, or in any other manner,
shall also be informed to the manager of the REIT within
two working days from the date of such event.

Deputy General Manager
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Provided that this condition shall not be applicable
in case the person invoking such encumbrance is
already a member of sponsor group.

C.

This Circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in under the categories “Legal Framework” and under
the drop down “Circulars”.
RICHA G. AGARWAL

Encumbrance on units of Real Estate
Investment Trusts (REITs)

the person(s) invoking the encumbrance (whether
directly or through any trustee or agent acting on
its behalf) shall get itself or its nominee to become
re-designated sponsor upon compliance with the
terms and conditions for re-designation of sponsor as
specified under REIT Regulations:

D.

Other Obligations

6.

The REIT shall within two working days from the receipt of
details in terms of clause 5 shall disclose such information
to every stock exchange where units of the REIT are
listed.

7.

The format for disclosure of unit holding pattern as
provided under Annexure B of SEBI circular No. IMD/
DF/146/2016 dated December 29, 2016 stands modified
to include the following details pertaining to sponsor(s)
and sponsor group:

Category

Cate- No. As a %
gory
of
of Total
of
Unit
OutUnit Held standing
Holder
Units

No. of units
mandatorily
held

Number of
units pledged
or otherwise
encumbered

No. As a % of No. As a % of
of total units of total units
units
held
units
held

8.

This circular is issued in exercise of powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act, 1992 read with Regulation 33 of the REIT
Regulations.

9.

This circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in under the categories “Legal Framework” and under
the drop down “Circulars”.
RICHA G. AGARWAL
Deputy General Manager

Annexure not published here for want of space. For complete notification
readers may log on to www.sebi.gov.in
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A.

3.

SEBI vide its circular no. CIR/IMD/DF/18/2013 dated
October 29, 2013 provides that companies proposing to
make public issue of debt securities are required to give
the audited financials in the offer document, which are not
older than 6 months from the date of prospectus. However
compliant listed entities are allowed to disclose unaudited
financials with limited review report, instead of audited
financials, for the stub period.

4.

Similarly, for issuers, which intend to list their CPs, SEBI
has vide circular SEBI/HO/DDHS/CIR/P/2019/115 dated
October 22, 2019 and SEBI/HO/DDHS/CIR/P/2019/167
dated December 24, 2019 provided that issuer has to
submit its latest audited financials which should not
be older than six month, however are allowed to file
unaudited financial with limited review for the stub period
in the current financial year.

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/DDHS/ON/P/2020/41 dated 23.03.2020]
1.

2.

5.

SEBI vide circular no. SEBI/HO/CD/CMD1/CIR/P/2020/38
dated March 19, 2020 has provided certain relaxations to
listed entities which have listed their specified securities
with regard to extension of timelines prescribed under
Regulations 7(3), 13(3), 33 etc. of SEBI (LODR)
Regulations, 2015.
In continuation to the aforesaid circular, it has been decided
to clarify with regards to certain timelines for listed entities
and grant relaxations to listed entities which have listed their
Non-Convertible Debentures (NCDs), Non-Convertible
Redeemable Preference Shares (NCRPS), Municipal Debt
Securities (MDS) and Commercial Papers (CPs).

In order to enable issuers who intend/propose to list their NCD/NCRPS/CPs, it has been decided to grant the following
relaxations in timelines:
Particulars
Cutoff date for
issuance of
NCDs/NCRPS/CPs

6.

Extension of timeline for issuance and filings
for issuers who have listed /propose to list
their Non-Convertible Debentures (NCDs) / NonConvertible Redeemable Preference Shares
(NCRPS)/ Commercial Paper(s)

Availablel Audited
financials
As on September 30,
2019

Date for issuance
On or before March
31, 2020

Extended date for
issuance
On or before May 31,
2020

Period of relaxation
60 Days

B. Extension of timeline for filings under SEBI (LODR) Regulation 2015
The timelines for certain filings as required under the provisions of the LODR and aforesaid circulars are extended, as follows:
Sl Regulation and
no. associated filing
1.

2.

3.

4.

Large Corporate-Initial
Disclosure and Annual
Disclosure (SEBI Circular
HO/DDHS/CIR/P/2018/144
dated November 26, 2018)

Filing
Frequency Due within

Initial Disclosure - within 30
days from the beginning of
Financial year.
Annual Disclosure - within
45 days from the end of
Financial year.
Non-Convertible Debentures (NCDs) / Non-Convertible Redeemable Preference Shares (NCRPS)
Regulation 52 (1) and
Half yearly/ 45 days from the end of the May 15, 2020 June 30, 2020
45 Days
(2) relating to Financial
Yearly
Half Year
May 30, 2020 June 30, 2020
30 Days
Results
60 days from the end of
Financial Year for Annual
Financial Results
Common obligations
Timelines as prescribed in SEBI Circular no. SEBI/HO/CD/CMD1/ CIR/P/2020/38
prescribed under Chapter- dated March 19, 2020
III of SEBI (LODR)
Regulations, 2015
Commercial Papers (CPs)
Financial Results
Half
45 days from the end of the May 15, 2020 June 30, 2020
45 Days
yearly/
Half Year.
May 30, 2020 June30, 2020
30 Days
Yearly
60 days from the end of
Financial Year for Annual
Financial Results.

CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

Yearly

Relaxation w.r.t. the Half Year/Financial
Year ending March 31, 2020
Due Date
Extended
Period of
date
relaxation
April 30, 2020 June 30, 2020
60 Days
May 15, 2020 June 30, 2020
45 Days
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Relaxation from compliance with certain
provisions of the SEBI (Listing Obligations
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations,
2015 and certain SEBI Circulars due to the
COVID -19 virus pandemic – continuation

FROM THE GOVERNMENT

C.
7.

of India Act, 1992 read with regulations 101 and 102 of
the LODR and Regulation 29 of ILDM Regulations the
relaxations contained herein are subject to the provisions
of the Companies Act, 2013 and rules made thereunder.

Extension of timeline for filings prescribed for
Issuers of Municipal Debt Securities

The timelines for certain filings as required under the
provisions of the ILDM Regulations and SEBI circular nos.
CIR/IMD/DF1/ 60 /2017 dated June 19, 2017 and SEBI/
HO/DDHS/CIR/P/134/2019 dated November 13, 2019 are
extended, as follows:

Sl
no.

Regulation and
associated
filing

Filing

Frequency

Due
within

Due
Date

Half
Yearly

within 30 working
days from end of
Half Year

2.

Financial
Results

Half
Yearly

60 days
from the
end of
Financial
Year for
Annual
Financial
Results

May 30, June 30, 30 Days
2020
2020

45 days
from end
of quarter

May 15, June 30, 45 Days
2020
2020

Quarterly

June 30, 45 Days
2020

8.

This circular shall come into force with immediate effect.
The Stock Exchanges are advised to bring the provisions
of this circular to the notice of all listed entities that
have issued NCDs, NCRPS, MDS and CPs and also
disseminate on their websites.

9.

The circular is issued in exercise of the powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board

Sl
no.

30

Extend- Period
ed date of relaxation

Investor
Grievance
Report as per
Municipal Bond-

Accounts
maintained
by Issuers
under ILDM
Regulations

RICHA G. AGARWAL

Relaxation w.r.t. the Half
Year / Financial Year
ending March 31, 2020

1.

3.

10. The circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in under the category - 'Legal - Circulars'.

Regulation and associated
filing

Deputy General Manager

Relaxation from compliance with certain
provisions of the SEBI (Listing Obligations
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations,
2015 due to the COVID -19 virus pandemic

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/CFD/CMD1/CIR/P/2020/38 dated 19.03.2020]
Rights Issue
1.

The CoVID 19 virus has hit populations around the world
and has resulted in many restrictions, including free
movement of people, thereby hampering businesses and
day to day functioning of companies. It has been declared
a ‘pandemic’ by the World Health Organization (WHO).

2.

Developments arising due to the spread of the virus
warrant the need for temporary relaxations in compliance
requirements for listed entities. Accordingly, SEBI has
decided to grant the following relaxations from compliance
stipulations specified under the SEBI (Listing Obligations
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015
(‘LODR’) to listed entities.
A.

Extension of timeline for filings:
The timelines for certain filings as required under the
provisions of the LODR are extended, as follows:

Filing

Relaxation w.r.t. the quarter / financial
year ending March 31, 2020

Frequency

Due within

Due Date

Extended
date

Period of
relaxation

1.

Regulation 7(3) relating to
compliance certificate on share
transfer facility

Half yearly

One month of the end of
each half of the financial
year

April 30,
2020

May 31,
2020

1 month

2.

Regulation 13(3) relating to
Statement of Investor complaints

Quarterly

21 days from the end of
each quarter

April 21,
2020

May 15,
2020

3 weeks
(appx.)

3.

Regulation 24A read with circular
No. CIR/CFD/CMD1/27/201 9
dated February 8, 2019 relating
to Secretarial Compliance report

Yearly

60 days from the end of
the financial year

May 30,
2020

June 30,
2020

1 month

4.

Regulation 27(2) relating to
Corporate Governance report

Quarterly

15 days from the end of
the quarter

April 15,
2020

May 15,
2020

1 month

5.

Regulation 31 relating to
Shareholding Pattern

Quarterly

21 days from the end of
the quarter

April 21,
2020

May 15,
2020

3 weeks
(appx.)

6.

Regulation 33 relating to
Financial Results

Quarterly /
Annual

45 days from the end of
the quarter for quarterly
results.
60 days from the end of
Financial Year for Annual
Financial Results.

May 15,
2020
May 30,
2020

June 30,
2020
June 30,
2020

45 days
1 month
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Relaxation of time gap between two board / Audit Committee meetings:
Regulatory provision

Relaxation

Regulation 17(2): The board of directors shall meet
at least four times a year, with a maximum time gap
of one hundred and twenty days between any two
meetings.

The board of directors and Audit Committee of the listed
entity are exempted from observing the maximum stipulated
time gap between two meetings for the meetings held or
proposed to be held between the period December 1, 2019
and June 30, 2020.

Regulation 18(2)(a): The audit committee shall meet
at least four times in a year and not more than one However   the board   of directors / Audit Committee    shall   
hundred and twenty days shall elapse between two ensure that they meet atleast four times a year, as stipulated
meetings.
under regulations 17(2) and 18(2)(a) of the LODR.
3.

4.

5.

This Circular shall come into force with immediate effect.
The Stock Exchanges are advised to bring the provisions
of this circular to the notice of all listed entities that have
issued specified securities and their material subsidiaries
and also disseminate on their websites.

The Circular is issued in exercise of the powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act, 1992 read with regulations 101 and 102 of the
LODR and the relaxations contained herein are subject
to the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 and rules
made thereunder.

The circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in under the category - 'Legal - Circulars'.

		

5.3.1 Stock Exchange(s) where the shares pursuant
to an issue are proposed to be listed; and

		

5.3.2 respective Lead Manager(s) to the issue,
where DRHP / RHP / Draft Prospectus /
Prospectus is made available.

6.

This circular shall become applicable to all RHP /
Prospectus which shall be filed with the Registrar of
Companies on or after March 17, 2020.

7.

The present Circular is issued in supersession of the
Circular dated October 23, 2013.

8.

This circular is issued in exercise of powers conferred by
Section 11(1) read with Section 11A of the Securities and
Exchange Board of India Act, 1992 and Securities and
Exchange Board of India (Issue of Capital and Disclosure
Requirements) Regulations, 2018, to protect the interests
of investors in securities and to promote the development
of, and to regulate the securities market.

9.

A copy of this circular is available on SEBI website at
www.sebi.gov.in under the categories “Legal Framework/
Circulars”.
YOGITA JADHAV

PRADEEP RAMAKRISHNAN
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General Manager

General Information Document

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/CFD/DIL1/CIR/P/2020/37 dated 17.03.2020]
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Regulation 34(1) read with Schedule VI, Part E of
SEBI (Issue of Capital and Disclosure Requirements)
Regulations, 2018, inter alia specify that information
which is of generic nature and not specific to the issuer be
brought out in the form of a General Information Document
(GID) as specified by the Board.
SEBI Circular CIR/CFD/DIL/12/2013 dated October
23, 2013, specified the GID. However, the subsequent
changes in laws, regulation and processes, necessitated
changes in the GID.
In pursuance of the above, the generic disclosures to
be brought out in the General Information Document are
enumerated in the Annexure.
All Merchant Bankers are advised to take note of the
contents of GID in the Annexure. Accordingly, generic
information need not be provided in the Abridged
Prospectus.
Lead Manager(s) shall ensure that:
5.1 the GID should explicitly incorporate the date of last
updation;
5.2. the updated copy of GID is provided to an investor
as and when requested, in form and manner so
requested by the investor;
5.3. the updated GID is made available on the websites of
the: CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

Deputy General Manager

Annexure not published here for want of space. For complete notification
readers may log on to www.sebi.gov.in
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Amendments to guidelines for rights
issue, preferential issue and institutional
placement of units by a listed InvIT

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/DDHS/DDHS/CIR/P/2020/36 dated 13.03.2020]
Rights Issue
1.

SEBI
issued
circular
SEBI/HO/DDHS/DDHS/
CIR/P/2020/10 dated January 17, 2020 (hereinafter
“rights issue circular”) providing guidelines for rights issue
of units by a listed InvIT. The circular stands modified as
under:
1.1. The existing clause 11 and 12 shall be re-numbered
as 13 and 14 respectively and the following shall be
inserted as clause 11 and 12 before the re-numbered
clauses:

		“11. An InvIT satisfying the conditions mentioned
below and desirous of issuing units under fast
track rights issue shall, for such an issue, follow
guidelines specified in this circular except
those under sub-clauses 3.1, 3.2, 3.7 and 3.8:
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		11.1 the units of the InvIT have been listed on any
stock exchange for a period of at least three
years immediately precfeding the record date;
11.2 all the units of the InvIT are held in demat form
on the record date;
11.3 the average market capitalisation of public
unitholding of the InvIT is at least two hundred
and fifty crore rupees;
11.4 the InvIT is in compliance with the listing
and disclosure requirements of the InvIT
Regulations;
11.5 the InvIT has redressed at least ninety-five
per cent. of the complaints received from the
investors till the end of the quarter immediately
preceding the month of the record date;
11.6 no show-cause notices have been issued or
prosecution proceedings have been initiated
by the Board and pending against the InvIT,
parties to the InvIT or their respective promoters
or partners or directors as on the record date;
11.7 the InvIT, parties to the InvIT or their respective
promoters or partners or directors has not
settled any alleged violation of securities laws
through the consent or settlement mechanism
with the Board during three years immediately
preceding the record date;
11.8 units of the InvIT have not been suspended
from trading as a disciplinary measure during
last three years immediately preceding the
record date;
11.9 no regulatory action has been imposed on the
InvIT in the three years preceding the year in
which rights issue is proposed;
Provided that imposition of only monetary
fines by stock exchanges on the InvIT shall
not be a ground for ineligibility for undertaking
issuances under this clause.
11.10 there shall be no conflict of interest between
the lead merchant banker(s) and the InvIT or its
associates in accordance with the applicable
regulations;
11.11 The sponsor(s) shall mandatorily subscribe to
their rights entitlement and shall not renounce
their rights, except for the purpose of complying
with minimum public shareholding norms
prescribed under the InvIT Regulations, 2014;
11.12 there are no audit qualifications on the audited
accounts of the InvIT in respect of those
financial years for which such accounts are
disclosed in the letter of offer;
			Explanation: For the purpose of this circular,
“audit qualifications” shall be those disclosed
under applicable accounting standard relating
to modification to the opinion in the independent
auditor’s report and requires a qualified opinion,
adverse opinion or disclaimer of opinion for
material misstatements.
12. The InvIT shall file the letter of offer with the
Board in accordance with sub-clause 3.9 and
shall pay fees to the Board as specified in
Schedule II of InvIT Regulations.”
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1.2. Clause 7 (a) of Annexure I is modified as under:

		

“Provided if the InvIT has undertaken any acquisition
or disposal of any material asset(s)after the latest
period for which financial information is disclosed
in the letter of offer but before the date of filing of
the letter of offer, the financial information should be
prepared on a pro forma basis certified by statutory
auditors of the InvIT for the last completed financial
year and the stub period (if any).”
RICHA G. AGARWAL
Deputy General Manager

Annexure not published here for want of space. For complete notification
readers may log on to www.sebi.gov.in
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Amendments to guidelines for rights
issue, preferential issue and institutional
placement of units by a listed REIT

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/DDHS/DDHS/CIR/P/2020/35 dated 13.03.2020]
Rights Issue
1.

SEBI
issued
circular
SEBI/HO/DDHS/DDHS/
CIR/P/2020/09 dated January 17, 2020 (hereinafter
“rights issue circular”) providing guidelines for rights issue
of units by a listed REIT. The circular stands modified as
under:
1.1. The existing clause 11 and 12 shall be re-numbered
as 13 and 14 respectively and the following shall be
inserted as clause 11 and 12 before the re-numbered
clauses:
“11. A REIT satisfying the conditions mentioned
below and desirous of issuing units under fast
track rights issue shall, for such an issue, follow
guidelines specified in this circular except
those under sub-clauses 3.1, 3.2, 3.7 and 3.8:
11.1 the units of the REIT have been listed on a
stock exchange for a period of at least three
years immediately preceding the record date;
11.2 all the units of the REIT are held in demat form
on the record date;
11.3 the average market capitalisation of public
unitholding of the REIT is at least two hundred
and fifty crore rupees;
11.4 the REIT is in compliance with the listing
and disclosure requirements of the REIT
Regulations;
11.5 the REIT has redressed at least ninety-five
per cent. of the complaints received from the
investors till the end of the quarter immediately
preceding the month of the record date;
11.6 no show-cause notices have been issued or
prosecution proceedings have been initiated
by the Board and pending against the REIT,
parties to the REIT or their respective promoters
or partners or directors as on the record date;
11.7 the REIT, parties to the REIT or their respective
promoters or partners or directors has not
settled any alleged violation of securities laws
through the consent or settlement mechanism
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY

through the secured access by way of client specific user
id and password.

11.8 units of the REIT have not been suspended
from trading as a disciplinary measure during
last three years immediately preceding the
record date;
11.9 no regulatory action has been imposed on the
REIT in the three years preceding the year in
which rights issue is proposed;
Provided that imposition of only monetary
fines by stock exchanges on the REIT shall
not be a ground for ineligibility for undertaking
issuances under this clause.
11.10 there shall be no conflict of interest between
the lead merchant banker(s) and the REIT
or parties to the REIT in accordance with the
applicable regulations;
11.11 The sponsor and sponsor group shall
mandatorily subscribe to their rights entitlement
and shall not renounce their rights, except to
the extent of renunciation within the respective
sponsor group or for the purpose of complying
with minimum public shareholding norms
prescribed under the REIT Regulations, 2014;

The Appendix A specified in the above clause is the ECN
(Electronic Contract Note) Declaration Form in which
e-mail id is required to be written in own handwriting of
the client.

11.12 there are no audit qualifications on the audited
accounts of the REIT in respect of those
financial years for which such accounts are
disclosed in the letter of offer;.

3.

The Electronic Contract Note (ECN) declaration form
will be obtained from the client who opts to receive the
contract note in electronic form. This declaration will
remain valid till it is revoked by the client.
4.

5.

As per the aforementioned clauses, clients in commodity
derivatives segment are required to submit a physical form
for providing e-mail id, if they wish to receive contracts
notes in electronic form. Whereas, clients in segments
other than commodity derivatives segment are required to
provide an appropriate email id to the stock broker.

6.

For ease of investors with regard to receiving electronic
contract notes, it has been decided to replace the Clause
42 of Annexure-3: ‘Rights and Obligations of Members,
Authorized Persons and Clients’ of FMC circular No.
FMC/COMPL/IV/KRA-05/11/14 dated February 26, 2015,
with Clause 37 of Annexure-4: ‘Rights and Obligations
of Stock Brokers and Clients’ of SEBI circular no. CIR/
MIRSD/16/2011 dated August 22, 2011. Further, Clause
48 of Annexure-3: ‘Rights and Obligations of Members,
Authorized Persons and Clients’ of FMC circular No.
FMC/COMPL/IV/KRA-05/11/14 dated February 26, 2015,
shall stand rescinded.

Deputy General Manager
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Amendment in ‘Rights and Obligations of
Members, Authorized Persons and Clients’
of FMC circular No. FMC/COMPL/IV/KRA05/11/14 dated February 26, 2015

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/MIRSD/DOP/CIR/P/2020/33 dated 11.03.2020]
1.

2.

SEBI, vide circular no. SEBI/HO/MIRSD/MIRSD2/
CIR/P/2016/92 dated September 23, 2016, inter-alia,
specified that provisions of FMC circular No. FMC/
COMPL/IV/KRA-05/11/14 dated February 26, 2015 shall
be applicable to all commodity derivatives exchanges
including regional commodity derivatives exchanges for
compliance by their members.

7.

Clause 42 of Annexure-3: ‘Rights and Obligations of
Members, Authorized Persons and Clients’ of FMC circular
No. FMC/COMPL/IV/KRA-05/11/14 dated February 26,
2015, specifies the following:
In case, client opts to receive the contract note in electronic
form, he shall provide an appropriate email id (created
by the client) to the member (Kindly refer Appendix A of
Annexure 3). Member shall ensure that all the Rules /
Business Rules / Bye-Laws / Circulars issued from time
to time in this regard are complied with. The client shall
communicate to the member any change in e-mail id
through a physical letter. If the client has opted for internet
trading, the request for change of email id may be made
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

Clause 37 of Annexure-4: ‘Rights and Obligations of
Stock Brokers and Clients’ of SEBI circular no. CIR/
MIRSD/16/2011 dated August 22, 2011 specifies the
following:
In case, client opts to receive the contract note in electronic
form, he shall provide an appropriate e-mail id to the stock
broker. The client shall communicate to the stock broker
any change in the email-id through a physical letter. If
the client has opted for internet trading, the request for
change of email id may be made through the secured
access by way of client specific user id and password.

RICHA G. AGARWAL
Annexure not published here for want of space. For complete notification
readers may log on to www.sebi.gov.in

Clause 48 of Annexure-3: ‘Rights and Obligations of
Members, Authorized persons and Clients’ of FMC circular
dated February 26, 2015, specifies the following:

8.

Stock Exchanges are directed to
7.1. make necessary amendments to the relevant Byelaws, Rules and Regulations for the implementation
of the above decision;
7.2. bring the provisions of this circular to the notice of
their members and also disseminate the same on
their websites; and
7.3. communicate to SEBI, the status of implementation
of the provisions of this circular in their monthly
report.
This circular is issued in exercise of powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act, 1992 to protect the interests of investors in
securities and to promote the development of, and to
regulate the securities markets.
D. RAJESH KUMAR
General Manager

Annexure not published here for want of space. For complete notification
readers may log on to www.sebi.gov.in
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with the Board during three years immediately
preceding the record date;
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35

Clearing Corporations (CCs) and other stakeholders, it
has been decided to revise the Alternatives ‘3’ and ‘4’ in
terms of compensation and penalty applicable on tear-up
of positions as under:

Mutual funds (Amendment) Regulations,
2020

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
LAD-NRO/GN/2020/07 dated 06.03.2020]
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 30, read with
clause (c) of sub-section (2) of section 11 of the Securities and
Exchange Board of India Act, 1992 (15 of 1992), the Board
hereby makes the following regulations to further amend
the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Mutual Funds)
Regulations, 1996, namely:—
1.

These Regulations may be called the Securities and
Exchange Board of India (Mutual Funds) (Amendment)
Regulations, 2020.

2.

They shall come into force on the date of their publication
in the Official Gazette.

3.

In the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Mutual
Funds) Regulations, 1996, I.

first proviso to sub-regulation (1) shall be
substituted by the following clause, namely,-

			

“Provided that in case of a gold exchange traded
fund scheme, the assets of the scheme being gold
or gold related instruments may be kept in the
custody of a custodian registered with the Board”.

II.

		

			

			

sub-regulation (4) shall be substituted by the
following clause, namely,-

“28(4). The sponsor or asset management
company shall invest not less than one percent
of the amount which would be raised in the new
fund offer or fifty lakh rupees, whichever is less,
and such investment shall not be redeemed
unless the scheme is wound up:
Provided that the investment by the sponsor or
asset management company shall be made in
such option of the scheme, as may be specified
by the Board.”
AJAY TYAGI
Chairman

Details are not published here for want of space. For complete details readers
may log on to http://www.sebi.gov.in
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Review of Norms regarding Regaining
Matched Book for Commodity Derivatives
Segment

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/CDMRD/DRMP/CIR/P/2020/32 dated 03.03.2020]
1.

2.

SEBI
vide
Circular
SEBI/HO/CDMRD/DRMP/
CIR/P/2016/77 dated September 01, 2016, inter alia,
prescribed norms to regain matched book vide Clause
‘5’ of the Annexure – I to the said circular. The norms
prescribed four alternative tools to regain a matched book
based on market conditions.
Based on the experience gained with regard to the
implementation of these norms and the feedback from
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Alternative 4: Partial tear-up (pro-rata against
members/clients having opposite positions) at last
mark-to-market price along with compensation equal
to 8% of last mark-to-market price and penalty equal
to 1% of last mark-to-market price (to be credited to
SGF).

The other provisions with regard to regaining of the
matched book prescribed by the earlier circular dated
September 01, 2016, shall continue to prevail.

4.

Further to enable timely and error free execution, CCs
shall have an automated system to implement all such
tools. CCs shall put in place such system, and also
conduct testing of the same, within six months from the
date of issuance of this circular. The other provisions of
this circular shall be effective immediately.

5.

This circular is issued in exercise of the powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act 1992, read with Section 10 of the Securities
Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956 to protect the interests of
investors in securities and to promote the development of,
and to regulate the securities market.

6.

This circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.
gov.in.
VISHAL V. NAIR

in regulation 28, i.

Alternative 3: Voluntary tear-up at last mark-tomarket price along with compensation equal to 10%
of last mark-to-market price and penalty equal to 1%
of last mark-to-market price (to be credited to SGF);

3.

in regulation 26,i.



Deputy General Manager

Annexure not published here for want of space. For complete notification
readers may log on to www.sebi.gov.in
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Prohibition of fraudulent and unfair trade
practices relating to securities market
(Amendment) Regulations, 2020

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
LAD-NRO/GN/2020/08 dated 13.03.2020]
In exercise of the powers conferred under Section 30 of the
Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992 (15 of 1992),
the Board hereby makes the following regulations to amend
the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Prohibition of
Fraudulent and Unfair Trade Practices relating to Securities
Market) Regulations, 2003, namely: –
1.

These regulations may be called the Securities and
Exchange Board of India (Prohibition of Fraudulent and
Unfair Trade Practices relating to Securities Market)
(Amendment) Regulations, 2020.

2.

They shall come into force on the date of their publication
in the Official Gazette.

3.

In the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Prohibition
of Fraudulent and Unfair Trade Practices relating to
Securities Market) Regulations, 2003, –
I.

In regulation 2, in sub-regulation (1), in clause (d),
the words “officer of the Board not below the rank
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY

II.

In regulation 5, the words “officer not below the rank
of Division Chief” shall be substituted by the word
“person”.
AJAY TYAGI
Chairman

Details are not published here for want of space. For complete details readers
may log on to https://www.sebi.gov.in
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Infrastructure investment trusts (Amendment)
Regulations, 2020

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
LAD-NRO/GN/2020/05 dated 02.03.2020]
In exercise of the powers conferred under section 30 read
with sections 11 and 12 of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act, 1992 (15 of 1992), the Board hereby makes the
following regulations to amend the Securities and Exchange
Board of India (Infrastructure Investment Trusts) Regulations,
2014, namely:1.
2.
3.

These regulations may be called the Securities and
Exchange Board of India (Infrastructure Investment
Trusts) (Amendment) Regulations, 2020.

They shall come into force on the date of their publication
in the Official Gazette.

39

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
LAD-NRO/GN/2020/06 dated 02.03.2020]
In exercise of the powers conferred under section 30 read
with sections 11 and 12 of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act, 1992 (15 of 1992), the Board hereby makes the
following regulations to amend the Securities and Exchange
Board of India (Real Estate Investment Trusts) Regulations,
2014, namely:1.
2.
3.

These regulations may be called the Securities and
Exchange Board of India (Real Estate Investment Trusts)
(Amendment) Regulations, 2020.

They shall come into force on the date of their publication
in the Official Gazette.
In the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Real
Estate Investment Trusts) Regulations, 2014,I.

		

In regulation 14,a.

			

In the Securities and Exchange Board of India
(Infrastructure Investment Trusts) Regulations, 2014,I.

		

In regulation 4,a.

			

			

II.
		

in sub-regulation (2), in clause (e), the existing
sub-clause (ii) shall be substituted with the
following sub-clause, namely,-

“(ii) the investment manager has not less than
five years of experience in fund management
or advisory services or development in the
infrastructure sector or the combined experience
of the directors/partners/employees of the
investment manager in fund management
or advisory services or development in the
infrastructure sector is not less than 30 years:
Provided that for computing the combined
experience, only the experience of the directors/
partners/employees with more than 5 years of
experience in fund management or advisory
services or development in the infrastructure
sector shall be considered.”

In regulation 14,a.

			

in sub-regulation (4), in clause (l), the following
new proviso shall be inserted after the first
proviso, namely,“Provided further that the InvIT shall not be
required to file draft offer document with the
Board in case of a fast track rights issue, subject
to the fulfillment of the conditions as specified by
the Board from time to time.”
AJAY TYAGI
Chairman

Details are not published here for want of space. For complete details readers
may log on to http://www.sebi.gov.in
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Real estate investment trusts (Amendment)
Regulations, 2020

in sub-regulation (11), the following new proviso
shall be inserted after the first proviso, namely,-

“Provided further that the REIT shall not be
required to file draft offer document with the
Board in case of a fast track rights issue, subject
to the fulfillment of the conditions as specified by
the Board from time to time.”
AJAY TYAGI
Chairman

Details are not published here for want of space. For complete details readers
may log on to http://www.sebi.gov.in
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Operating Guidelines for Investment Advisers
in International Financial Services Centre
(IFSC) – Clarifications

[Issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India vide Circular No. SEBI/
HO/IMD/DF1/CIR/P/2020/31 dated 28.02.2020]
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

SEBI, vide circular SEBI/HO/IMD/DF1/CIR/P/2020/04
dated January 9, 2020 issued Operating Guidelines for
Investment Advisers in International Financial Services
Centre.
Based on the representation received from the stakeholder
regarding para 8(a) of the said circular, the networth
requirement for registered Investment Adviser in IFSC is
revised to USD 700,000.

In respect of para 3 of the said circular, it is clarified that
existing recognized entities in IFSC can also apply for IA
registration without forming a separate company or LLP.
This circular is issued in exercise of powers conferred
under Section 11(1) of the Securities and Exchange Board
of India Act, 1992 to protect the interests of investors in
securities and to promote the development of, and to
regulate the securities market.
The circular is available on SEBI website at www.sebi.gov.
in under the categories “Info for – Investment Advisers”
and "Legal framework - Circulars".
NAVEEN SHARMA

General Manager
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of Division Chief,” shall be substituted by the word
“person”.
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NEWS FROM THE INSTITUTE

SL. NAME
NO.

Institute
News
MEMBERS RESTORED
FEBRUARY 2020

DURING

THE

MONTH

OF

S.
NO.

A/F

MEM.
NO.

NAME

REGION

1

A

22912

CS ANNY JAIN

EIRC

2

A

1872

CS ASHOK KUMAR SUREKA

EIRC

3

A

12177

CS BRIJESH

NIRC

4

A

14141

CS LOKESH RAJPAL

SIRC

5

A

15261

CS G NANA KRISHNA
JYOTHI

SIRC

6

A

15802

CS SURENDER KUMAR
GUPTA

NIRC

7

A

16091

CS SAMITA LAHIRI

EIRC

8

A

19656

CS GAURANGI MANOHAR
POTDAR

WIRC

9

A

19713

CS MILAP JADISH

F/WIRC

10

A

23314

CS SHWETA JAIN

EIRC

11

A

24106

CS VENKATRAMAN
VENKITACHALAM

SIRC

ACS/FCS
NO.

COP
NO.

REGION

4

MS. ISHMITA WALIA

A-42063

20712

WIRC

5

SH. GIRDHARI LAL
BUBNA

A-4266

7290

EIRC

6

MR. NAVEEN KUMAR

A-46279

16857

NIRC

7

MS. KARISHMA JAISWAL

A-45658

20799

NIRC

8

MR. DEEPAK DAGA

A-50346

19656

EIRC

9

MS. DEEKSHA DUGGAL

A-54022

21144

NIRC

10

MS. CHESTA KUMAR
GAURAV

A-34163

15971

NIRC

11

SH. HONNENAHALLI
SATHYANARAYANA
NARASINGARAO

A-2213

20878

SIRC

12

SH. JAYARAMAN
MEENAKSHI SUNDARAM

A-16907

19664

SIRC

13

MS. TARA RAWAT

A-46756

17215

NIRC

14

MR. MIDHASAYA KAILASH
PUROHIT

A-32991

13648

WIRC

15

MR. DEEPAK KUMAR
SAHA

A-39661

21031

EIRC

16

MR. TAHA ZOHER
MATKAWALA

A-51565

20817

WIRC

17

MS. GARIMA SMRITI

A-38312

21148

EIRC

18

MR. SUMAN KUMAR
MISHRA

A-47065

17360

EIRC

19

MR. SHRINIVAS
RAMACHANDRA HEGDE

A-55148

20538

SIRC

20

MR. AKSHAY

A-56480

21238

SIRC

MS. PRACHI SHANTANU
SAWARGAONKAR

A-29279

21489

WIRC

F-7747

8527

WIRC
EIRC

12

A

26155

CS DEVENDER KRISHAN
BATISH

WIRC

21

13

A

29601

CS EKTA KHANDELWAL

NIRC

22

14

A

32371

CS SATRA CHETAN
DHIRAJLAL

WIRC

SH. BHAVIK VINODRAI
HARIYANI

23

MS. SUMEDHA RASTOGI

A-32771

12083

15

A

32404

CS SHRUTHI P

SIRC

24

MS. SUMEDHA RASTOGI

A-32771

12083

EIRC

16

A

34008

CS BHARAT BHUSHAN

NIRC

25

MS. SONAL SINGHAL

A-44152

16573

NIRC

17

A

34455

CS SNEHA AGARWAL

NIRC

26

MS. RENU KHANDELWAL

A-33058

21264

NIRC

18

A

35478

CS SRINIVASA SARMA RANI

SIRC

27

MR. PARTIK KUMAR

A-42680

20289

NIRC

19

A

36730

CS KHUSBOO PAILARAI
GURBUXANI

WIRC

28

MR. MOHD SHAKEEL
KAYAMKHANI

A-27495

11607

WIRC

20

A

43947

CS ROMA TANWANI

SIRC

21

A

46182

CS BALKRISHNA OM
PRAKASH TODI

WIRC

29

MS. PARUL SURANA

F-8357

22083

EIRC

30

MR. SAURABH GUPTA

A-35928

21520

NIRC

22

A

52886

CS C SANKARAIAH

SIRC

31

MR. ASHISH GOYAL

A-60657

22798

NIRC

23

A

53252

CS SUNI BHIMARAM PATEL

WIRC

32

MS. MEENAKSHI SAINI

A-40979

15711

NIRC

24

F

8507

CS KANIKA SHARMA

NIRC

33

MR. VALIYAVEETTIL
ASHARAF ALJAS

A-44518

17210

SIRC

34

MS. GARIMA DWIVEDI

F-9503

21209

WIRC

35

MR. BIRBAL KUMAR

A-53646

19817

NIRC

36

MS. RASHMI JAIN

A-33795

12554

NIRC

37

MS. JAYA JAIN

A-50250

19575

NIRC

38

MS. NANCY DHAWAN

A-55168

22006

NIRC

CERTIFICATE OF PRACTICE SURRENDERED DURING
THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY 2020
SL. NAME
NO.

ACS/FCS
NO.

COP
NO.

REGION

21939

EIRC

1

SH. LAW KUSH PRASAD

A-18675

2

MS. PARUL JAIN

A-25692

11689

NIRC

39

MS. KIRAN SHARMA

A-48285

17693

EIRC

3

MR. SUMIT GUPTA

A-39594

14694

NIRC

40

MR. NAMAN BHANDARI

A-58210

22019

NIRC
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For latest admission of Associate and Fellow Members, Life Members of Company Secretaries Benevolent
Fund (CSBF), Licentiates and issuance of Certificate of Practice, kindly refer to the link https://www.icsi.edu/
member

PAYMENT OF ANNUAL LICENTIATE SUBSCRIPTION FOR THE YEAR 2020-2021
The annual Licentiate subscription for the year 2020-2021 has become payable w.e.f. 1st April, 2020. The last date for the
payment of same is 30th June, 2020. The Licentiate subscription payable is ` 1180/- inclusive of applicable GST@18%.
You are requested to remit the subscription amount at the Institute’s Headquarters or Regional/ Chapter offices by way
of Demand Draft payable at New Delhi in favour of “The Institute of Company Secretaries of India” indicating your name
and Licentiate number on the reverse of the Demand Draft. The details of remittance may please be intimated at email id
licentiate@icsi.edu

DIGITAL I-CARD FOR MEMBERS
You may be aware that the National Digital Locker System, launched by Govt. of India, is a secure cloud based platform for
storage, sharing and verification of documents and certificates. Targeted at the idea of paperless governance, DigiLocker
is a platform for issuance and verification of documents & certificates in a digital way, thus eliminating the use of physical
documents. Digital Locker also makes it easier to validate the authenticity of documents as they are issued directly by
the registered issuers. Organizations that are registered with Digital Locker can push electronic copies of documents and
certificates directly into citizens’ lockers.
Members of ICSI can now access their digital I-Card anytime, anywhere. This is convenient and time saving. ICSI has
launched this initiative on 5th Oct 2019 in the presence of Honourable President of India by making available Identity Cards
online for its members.
You may access the DigiLocker in the following manner:


Go to https://digilocker.gov.in and click on Sign Up



You may down load mobile app from mobile store (Android/IOS)

How to Login:


Signing up for DigiLocker is easy - all you need is your mobile number.



Your mobile number will be authenticated by sending an OTP (one-time password) followed by selecting a username
& password. This will create your DigiLocker account.



After your DigiLocker account is successfully created, you can voluntarily provide your Aadhaar number (issued by
UIDAI) to avail additional services.

How to Access your digital Documents:
On successful validation of credential go to the “Pull Documents” in Issued document section, select the partner name “
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India” & document type “ Identity Card” and enter the document details asked for
and fetch the same.
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ATTENTION !

NEWS FROM THE INSTITUTE

PAYMENT OF ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP AND CERTIFICATE OF PRACTICE FEE FOR FY 2020-2021
The annual membership fee and certificate of practice fee for FY 2020-21 has become payable w.e.f. 1st April, 2020. The
last date for payment of annual membership fee and certificate of practice fee will be 30th June, 2020.
The membership and certificate of practice fee payable is as follows:
Particulars

Associate
(admitted till 31.03.2019)

Associate
(admitted on or after 01.04.2019)

Fellow

Annual Membership fee*

` 2950

` 1770

` 3540

Certificate of Practice fee*

` 2360

` 1770

` 2360

* Fee inclusive of applicable GST@18%.
A member who is of the age of seventy years or above can claim 75% concession in the payment of Associate/Fellow
Annual Membership fee. A member who is physically challenged can claim 50% concession in the payment of Associate/
Fellow Membership fee. As per The Company Secretaries (Amendment) Regulations, 2020 effective from 3rd February,
2020, there is no concession for members of the age sixty years or above and below seventy years in payment of annual
membership fee.
MODE OF REMITTANCE OF FEE
The fee can be remitted through ONLINE mode only using the payment gateway of the Institute’s website www.icsi.
edu through members login portal. (Only through member login under Manage Account → Annual Membership Fee).
Payment made through any other mode is not acceptable.
Members who do not have PASSWORD (User Name is your ACS / FCS number for eg. A12345 / F12345) can retrieve
their password (if their email id & mobile number is registered with the Institute). The members who do not have registered
email id & mobile number may make the request on http://support.icsi.edu by attaching scanned copy of Photo ID proof.
The following may please be noted/ensured before making online payment of annual membership and CoP renewal
fee:
1.

Non-CoP holders are required to register for eCSIN if applicable and if not registered yet.

2.

CoP holders are required to register for UDIN if not registered yet.

3.

Declaration of PAN & Aadhaar is required.

4.

Members are required to verify and update their address and contact details as required under Regulation 3 of the CS
Regulations, 1982 amended till date.

5.

Declaration of GSTIN number (optional) is required in order to claim GST Input Tax Credit. If GSTIN No. is not given it
will not be reflected in the fee receipt.

6.

The applicable fee is calculated by the system inclusive of GST@18%.

7.

CoP holders can pay the CoP renewal fee along with the annual membership fee first or separately after having paid
the annual membership fee.

8.

Submission of online Form-D is a pre-condition for CoP holders.

For more details, kindly refer to FAQs (Link is available on home page of www.icsi.edu at top right corner) Point
6-16 (about membership fee), 20-26 (about CoP fee) and 88-92 (about PCH) at the link: https://www.icsi.edu/media/
webmodules/FAQ_Pertains_Membership.pdf
For any further assistance, we are available to help you at http://support.icsi.edu
Team ICSI

Corrigendum

Gazette Notification

Certain typographical errors were noticed in the Independent Auditor’s Report which were
rectified by the auditors. A corrigendum to that effect has been published in the Gazette of
India on 18th March, 2020 which is also available on the Institute's website www.icsi.edu.
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FAQS ON APPLICABILITY OF MANDATORY PEER REVIEW
1.

What are the effective dates of applicability of Mandatory Peer Review for various services?
The effective dates for various services are as under:
Services

Applicability

Effective Date

	
Secretarial Audit

Top 100 companies
as per market
capitalization as on
31 March, 2020

April 1, 2020

Report / Annual Secretarial Compliance Report under
SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015

	
Certification

of Annual Return in terms of Section 92 (2) of the
Companies Act, 2013

st

Certificate under Schedule V, Clause E of SEBI (LODR)
Regulations, 2015

April 1, 2021

	
Compliance
	
Half

yearly Share Capital Reconciliation Certificate under Regulation 40
(9) of SEBI (LODR) Regulation, 2015

	
Quarterly

Share Capital Reconciliation Certificate under Regulation 76 of
SEBI (Depository Participants) Regulation, 2018

	
Internal Audit


2.

of Operations of the Depository Participants

Diligence Report for Banks in case of Consortium Lending / Multiple Banking Arrangements

April 1, 2022
April 1, 2023

April 1, 2020
July 1, 2020

The status of a Peer Reviewed Unit is required to be complied with on which date i.e. on the date of acceptance
‘or’ on the date of Signature of above assignments?
The status of a Peer Reviewed Unit is required to be checked on the date of acceptance of any such assignment or on
the date of providing the eligibility certificate by the practicing profession / firm. On or after 01-04-2020 only the peer
reviewed unit can accept any such assignments.
Further, all assignments accepted before 31-03-2020 shall be out of the purview of the above provisions even if the
signed reports are delivered after the said date.

3.

For the audit of which financial year does the effective date apply?
The effective date of April 1, 2020 is applicable for all audit assignments accepted after the said date. It would also be
applicable for audit assignments for the Financial Year 2019-2020 if appointment of auditor is made after 31-03-2020
and shall also be mandatory for all appointments for the financial year 2020-21 for the applicable companies.

4.

For Certification of Annual Return of which financial year does the effective date apply?
The effective date of April 1, 2020 is based on the acceptance of the said assignments. Hence if the assignment is
accepted after 31-03-2020 for Certification of Annual Return for the Financial Year 2019-2020, the same would be
applicable.

5.

Whether it is sufficient that the Practice holds a valid Peer Review Certificate only on the date of acceptance
of assignment?
The validity of the Certificate issued by the Peer Review Board shall hold good both on the date of acceptance of the
assignments as well as on the date of signature / issuance.
In case the validity of the certificate issued earlier expires between the date of acceptance of the assignments and the
date of signature / issuance, the Practice Unit required to apply for a fresh Peer Review, otherwise it will be deemed
that the requirement has not been complied with.
It would be a responsibility of the Practice unit to check the validity of the Peer Review Certificate, which is initially
issued for a term of 5 years.
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6.

What is the validity of the Certificate issued by Peer Review Board?
In terms of para 13 of the Guidelines for Peer Review of Attestation and Audit Services by Company Secretary in
Practice, the Peer Review of every Practice Unit should be carried out at least once in a block of five years and the
validity of the Peer Review Certificate shall be five years from the date of issue.
Further, in case the PU is reviewed within two year of its incorporation, the validity of the Peer Review Certificate shall
be two years only.

7.

Does ICSI update publish list of Peer Reviewed Unit?
The list of Peer Reviewed Units are updated on regular basis and the names of the new Peer Reviewed Units are also
published in the Chartered Secretary regularly. Further the complete and updated list of Peer Reviewed Units is also
available on the ICSI website at the linkhttps://www.icsi.edu/prb/list-of-peer-reviewed-units/

8.

What are other Guidelines with respect to Peer Review and from where the same can be accessed?
The Guidelines related to Peer Review and other FAQ’s are available at ICSI website and can be accessed at https://
www.icsi.edu/prb/guidelines-peer-review/

9.

If a person is a partner in more than one firm or rendering services in individual capacity also, out of which
one is peer reviewed and another is not. Please suggest how the assignments can be undertaken in those
circumstances?
The Practising Member is free to choose the firm in which the assignment to be undertaken. However, the benefit of
enhanced limit is only applicable when all the Audits assignments are undertaken through a Peer Reviewed Unit.

10. Whether it is mandatory to mention Peer Review no. as issued by Peer Review Board, if yes, in what format?
The Council of the Institute has decided that the PCS shall mandatorily mention the Peer Review Certificate number
in Secretarial Audit Report / Annual Secretarial Compliance Report / Diligent Reports for Banks in the format PR123/2018 and opined signature of the PCS in the following format:
For XYZ & Associates
Company Secretaries
Name……………………..................................................…...…….
Date: ………..........................…...............…

ACS/FCS…………………….....................................................…..

Place: ….......................................…………

CP…………………..................................................……………….

UDIN: …………….......................................

PR 123/2018

11. What are the benefits available for the partners / owner of Peer Reviewed Units?
(i)

The ceiling on number of Annual Secretarial Compliance Reports under SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015 to
be issued by PCS is 5(five) reports individually/ per partner in each financial year w.e.f. April 1, 2020 and an
additional limit of 5 (five) Secretarial Compliance Reports individually/ per partner in case the Unit has been Peer
Reviewed.

(ii) The ceiling on number of Secretarial Audit Reports under Companies Act, 2013 or under SEBI (LODR) Regulations,
2015 to be issued by PCS is 10 (Ten) reports individually/ per partner in each financial year from 2016-17 onwards
and an additional limit of 5 (five) Secretarial Compliance Reports individually/ per partner in case the Unit has
been Peer Reviewed.
For any clarification / queries, members are advised to write at prb-icsi@icsi.edu
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GST CORNER

GST CORNER
DECISIONS TAKEN IN 39TH GST
COUNCIL MEETING HELD ON 14TH
MARCH, 2020
1.

i.
2.

Measures for Trade facilitation
a.

Interest for delay in payment of GST to be charged on
the net cash tax liability w.e.f. 01.07.2017 (Law to be
amended retrospectively).

b.

Where registrations have been cancelled till
14.03.2020, application for revocation of cancellation
of registration can be filled up to 30.06.2020
(extension of period of application as one-time
measure to facilitate those who want to conduct
business).

c.

3.

Annual Return:

		 Relaxation to MSMEs from furnishing of
Reconciliation Statement in FORM GSTR-9C,
for the financial year 2018-19, for taxpayers
having aggregate turnover below Rs. 5 crores;
		 Due date for filing the Annual return and the
Reconciliation Statement for financial year 201819 to be extended to 30.06.2020; and

e.

A new facility called ‘Know Your Supplier’ to be
introduced so as to enable every registered person to
have some basic information about the suppliers with
whom they conduct or propose to conduct business.

A special procedure is being prescribed for registered
persons who are corporate debtors under the
provisions of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,
2016 and are undergoing the corporate insolvency
resolution process, so as to enable them to comply
with the provisions of GST Laws during the CIRP
period.

g.

A special procedure for registered persons in
Dadra and Nagar Haveli & Daman and Diu during
transition period, consequent to merger of the UTs
w.e.f. 26.01.2020; transition to be completed by
31.05.2020.

h.

Extension of due dates for FORM GSTR-3B for the
month of July, 2019 to January, 2020 till 24th March,
2020 for registered persons having principal place
of business in the Union territory of Ladakh. Similar
extension is also recommended for FORM GSTR-1 &
FORM GSTR-7.
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a.

Certain class of registered persons (insurance
company, banking company, financial institution,
non-banking financial institution, GTA, passenger
transportation service etc.) to be exempted from
issuing e-invoices or capturing dynamic QR code;
and

b.

The dates for implementation of e-invoicing and QR
Code to be extended to 01.10.2020.

Deferment of e-wallet Scheme
a.

Extension of the time to finalize e-Wallet scheme up
to 31.03.2021; and

b.

Extension of the present exemptions from IGST
and Cess on the imports made under the AA/
EPCG/EOU schemes up to 31.03.2021.

Continuation of existing system of furnishing FORM
GSTR-1 & FORM GSTR-3B till September, 2020;

5.

Other new initiatives

6.

The requirement of furnishing FORM GSTR-1 for
2019-20 to be waived for taxpayers who could not opt
for availing the option of special composition scheme
under notification No. 2/2019-Central Tax (Rate)
dated 07.03.2019 by filing FORM CMP-02.

f.

Deferment of E-invoice and QR Code

4.

		 Late fees not to be levied for delayed filing of the
Annual return and the Reconciliation Statement
for financial year 2017-18 and 2018-19 for
taxpayers with aggregate turnover less than Rs.
2 crores.
d.

Bunching of refund claims allowed across financial
years to facilitate exporters.

7.

a.

Seeking information return from Banks;

b.

To curb fake invoicing and fraudulent passing of ITC,
restrictions to be imposed on passing of the ITC
in case of new GST registrations, before physical
verification of premises and Financial KYC of the
registered person.

Issuance of circulars in respect of:
a.

Clarification in apportionment of ITC in cases of
business reorganization under section 18 (3) of
CGST Act read with rule 41(1) of CGST Rules;

b.

Appeals during non-constitution of the Appellate
Tribunal;

c.

Clarification on refund related issues; and

d.

Clarification on special procedure for registered
persons who are corporate debtors under the
provisions of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,
2016,undergoing the corporate insolvency resolution
process.

Amendments to the CGST Rules: Key amendments are
as below:
a.

Procedure for reversal of input tax credit in respect
of capital goods partly used for affecting taxable
supplies and partly for exempt supplies under rule43
(1) (c);

b.

ceiling to be fixed for the value of the export supply
for the purpose of calculation of refund on zero rated
supplies;

c.

to allow for refund to be sanctioned in both cash and
credit in case of excess payment of tax;
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to provide for recovery of refund on export of goods
where export proceeds are not realized within the
time prescribed under FEMA; and

7.

e.

to operationalize Aadhaar authentication for new
taxpayers.

Refer link for complete details:

8.

Certain amendments to be carried out in the GST laws.

9.

Changes in the GST rates:
a.

GST rate on all types of matches (Handmade and
other than Handmade) has been rationalised to 12%
(from 5% on Handmade matches and 18% on other
matches).

b.

GST on mobile phones and specified parts was
increased from 12% to 18%.

c.

GST on Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO)
service in respect to aircraft was reduced from 18%
to 5% with full ITC.

d.

It is proposed to issue notifications giving effect to
these recommendations of the Council on 01st April,
2020.

h t t p s : / / p i b . g o v. i n / P r e s s R e l e a s e I f r a m e P a g e .
aspx?PRID=1607942

NOTIFICATIONS
NOTIFICATION NO. 08/2020- CENTRAL
TAX DATED 2ND MARCH, 2020
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 164 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017), the
Central Government, on the recommendations of the Council,
hereby makes the following rules further to amend the Central
Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017, namely:1.

2.

FACILITATION MEASURES UNDERTAKEN
BY REGULATORY AUTHORITIES IN VIEW
OF COVID-19 OUTBREAK
1.

2.

3.

Date for opting for composition scheme is extended till the
last week of June, 2020. Further, the last date for making
payments for the quarter ending 31st March, 2020 and
filing of return for 2019-20 by the composition dealers will
be extended till the last week of June, 2020.

4.

Date for filing GST annual returns of FY 18-19, which is
due on 31st March, 2020 is extended till the last week of
June 2020.

5.

Due date for issue of notice, notification, approval order,
sanction order, filing of appeal, furnishing of return,
statements, applications, reports, any other documents,
time limit for any compliance under the GST laws where
the time limit is expiring between 20th March 2020 to 29th
June 2020 shall be extended to 30th June 2020..

6.

Necessary legal circulars and legislative amendments to
give effect to the aforesaid GST relief shall follow with the
approval of GST Council.
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In the Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017, with
effect from the 1st March, 2020, in rule 31A, for sub-rule
(2), the following sub-rule shall be substituted, namely:“(2) The value of supply of lottery shall be deemed to
be 100/128 of the face value of ticket or of the price as
notified in the Official Gazette by the Organising State,
whichever is higher.

Those having aggregate annual turnover of less than Rs.
5 Crore can file GSTR-3B for the month of March, April
and May 2020 by the last week of June, 2020. No interest,
late fee, and penalty to be charged.
Others can file returns due in March, April and May 2020
by last week of June 2020 but the same would attract
reduced rate of interest @9 % per annum from 15 days
after due date (current interest rate is 18 % per annum).
No late fee and penalty to be charged, if complied before
till 30th June 2020.

(1) These rules may be called the Central Goods and
Services Tax (Second Amendment) Rules, 2020.
(2) Save as otherwise provided in these rules, they shall
come into force on the date of their publication in the
Official Gazette.

Refer link for complete details:

h t t p : / / w w w. c b i c . g o v. i n / r e s o u r c e s / / h t d o c s - c b e c /
press-release/press-release-goods-services.
pdf;jsessionid=686EA260552CAA61C14CBAE95E3CCA74

Payment date under Sabka Vishwas Scheme shall be
extended to 30th June, 2020. No interest for this period
shall be charged if paid by 30th June, 2020.

Explanation:– For the purposes of this sub-rule, the
expression “Organising State” has the same meaning as
assigned to it in clause (f) of sub-rule (1) of rule 2 of the
Lotteries (Regulation) Rules, 2010.”.

NOTIFICATION NO. 09/2020- CENTRAL
TAX DATED 16TH MARCH, 2020
1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 148
of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12
of 2017) (hereinafter referred to as the said Act), the
Central Government, on the recommendations of the
Council, hereby notifies the persons who are foreign
company which is an airlines company covered under the
notification issued under sub-section (1) of section 381
of the Companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) and who have
complied with the sub-rule (2) of rule 4 of the Companies
(Registration of Foreign Companies) Rules, 2014, as the
class of registered persons who shall follow the special
procedure as mentioned below.

2.

The said persons shall not be required to furnish
reconciliation statement in FORM GSTR-9C to the Central
Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017 under subsection
(2) of section 44 of the said Act read with sub-rule (3) of
rule 80 of the said rules:

3.

Provided that a statement of receipts and payments for the
financial year in respect of its Indian Business operations,
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duly authenticated by a practicing Chartered Accountant
in India or a firm or a Limited Liability Partnership of
practicing Chartered Accountants in India is submitted for
each GSTIN by the 30th September of the year succeeding
the financial year.

		

NOTIFICATION NO. 10/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
1.

2.

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 148 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017)
(hereinafter referred to as the said Act), the Government,
on the recommendations of the Council, hereby notifies
those persons whose principal place of business or place
of business was in the erstwhile Union territory of Daman
and Diu or in the erstwhile Union territory of Dadra and
Nagar Haveli till the 26th day of January, 2020; and is in the
merged Union territory of Daman and Diu and Dadra and
Nagar Haveli from the 27th day of January, 2020 onwards,
as the class of persons who shall, except as respects
things done or omitted to be done before the notification,
follow the following special procedure till the 31st day of
May, 2020 (hereinafter referred to as the transition date)
as mentioned below.

3.

(a) January, 2020: 1st January, 2020 to 25th January,
2020;

		

(b) February, 2020: 26th January, 2020 to 29th
February, 2020;

(ii) irrespective of the particulars of tax charged in the
invoices, or in other like documents, raised from the
26th January, 2020 till the transition date, pay the
appropriate applicable tax in the return under section
39 of the said Act;
(iii) who have registered Goods and Services Tax
Identification Number (GSTIN)in the erstwhile Union
territory of Daman and Diu and the erstwhile Union
territory of Dadra and Nagar Haveli till the 25th day of
January, 2019 have an option to transfer the balance
of input tax credit (ITC) after the filing of the return
for January, 2020, from the registered Goods and
Services Tax Identification Number (GSTIN) in the
erstwhile Union territory of Daman and Diu to the
registered GSTIN in the new Union territory of Daman
and Diu and Dadra and Nagar Haveli by following the
procedure as below:		

		

a.

b.
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the said class of persons shall intimate the
jurisdictional tax officer of the transferor and the
transferee regarding the transfer of ITC, within
one month of obtaining new registration;
the ITC shall be transferred on the basis of the
balance in the electronic credit ledger upon filing
of the return in the erstwhile Union territory of
Daman and Diu, for the tax period immediately
before the transition date;

The balance of Union territory taxes in electronic credit
ledger of the said class of persons, whose principal place
of business lies in the Union territory of Daman and Diu,
as on the 25th day of January, 2020, shall be transferred
as balance of Union territory tax in the electronic credit
ledger.

1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 148 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017)
(hereinafter referred to as the said Act), the Government,
on the recommendations of the Council, hereby notifies
those registered persons(herein after referred to as the
erstwhile registered person), who are corporate debtors
under the provisions of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code, 2016 (31 of 2016), undergoing the corporate
insolvency resolution process and the management of
whose affairs are being undertaken by interim resolution
professionals (IRP) or resolution professionals (RP), as
the class of persons who shall follow the following special
procedure, from the date of the appointment of the IRP/
RP till the period they undergo the corporate insolvency
resolution process, as mentioned below.

2.

Registration:- The said class of persons shall, with effect
from the date of appointment of IRP / RP, be treated as a
distinct person of the corporate debtor, and shall be liable
to take anew registration (hereinafter referred to as the
new registration)in each of the States or Union territories
where the corporate debtor was registered earlier, within
thirty days of the appointment of the IRP/RP:

ascertain the tax period as per sub-clause (106)
of section 2 of the said Act for the purposes of any
of the provisions of the said Act for the month of
January,2020 and February, 2020 as below:-

		

the transfer of ITC shall be carried out through
the return under section 39 of the said Act for
the tax period immediately before the transition
date and the transferor GSTIN shall debit the
said ITC from its electronic credit ledger in Table
4(B)(2) of FORM GSTR-3B and the transferee
GSTIN shall credit the equal amount of ITC in its
electronic credit ledger in Table 4(A)(5) of FORM
GSTR-3B.

NOTIFICATION NO. 11/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020

The said registered person shall,(i)

c.

Provided that in cases where the IRP/RP has been
appointed prior to the date of this notification, he shall take
registration within thirty days from the commencement of
this notification, with effect from date of his appointment
as IRP/RP.
3.

Return:- The said class of persons shall, after obtaining
registration file the first return under section 40 of the
said Act, from the date on which he becomes liable to
registration till the date on which registration has been
granted.

4.

Input tax credit:- (1) The said class of persons shall,
in his first return, be eligible to avail input tax credit on
invoices covering the supplies of goods or services
or both, received since his appointment as IRP/RP but
bearing the GSTIN of the erstwhile registered person,
subject to the conditions of Chapter V of the said Act and
the rules made there under, except the provisions of subsection (4) of section 16 of the said Act and sub-rule (4) of
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No. 70/2019 –Central Tax, dated the 13th December,
2019, published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary,
Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i) vide number G.S.R.
926 (E), dated the 13th December, 2019, except as
respects things done or omitted to be done before such
supersession, hereby notifies registered person, other
than those referred to in sub-rules (2),(3), (4) and (4A)
of rule 54 of the said rules, whose aggregate turnover in
a financial year exceeds one hundred crore rupees, as a
class of registered person who shall prepare invoice and
other prescribed documents, in terms of sub-rule (4) of
rule 48 of the said rules in respect of supply of goods or
services or both to a registered person.

(2) Registered persons who are receiving supplies from
the said class of persons shall, for the period from the
date of appointment of IRP / RP till the date of registration
as required in this notification or thirty days from the date
of this notification, whichever is earlier, be eligible to avail
input tax credit on invoices issued using the GSTIN of the
erstwhile registered person, subject to the conditions of
Chapter V of the said Act and the rules made there under,
except the provisions of sub-rule (4) of rule 36 of the said
rules.
5.

Any amount deposited in the cash ledger by the IRP/RP,
in the existing registration, from the date of appointment
of IRP/RP to the date of registration in terms of this
notification shall be available for refund to the erstwhile
registration.

2.

Explanation:- For the purposes of this notification, the
terms “corporate debtor”, “corporate insolvency resolution
professional”, “interim resolution professional” and “resolution
professional” shall have the same meaning as assigned to
them in the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (31 of
2016).

1.

NOTIFICATION NO. 14/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020

NOTIFICATION NO. 12/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 148 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017), the
Central Government, on the recommendations of the Council,
hereby makes the following amendment in the notification of the
Government of India in the Ministry of Finance (Department of
Revenue), No. 21/2019- Central Tax, dated the 23rd April,2019,
published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section
3, Sub-section (i) vide number G.S.R. 322(E), dated the 23rd
April, 2019, namely:–
In the said notification, in paragraph 2, the following proviso
shall be inserted, namely: –
“Provided that the said persons who have, instead of furnishing
the statement containing the details of payment of selfassessed tax in FORM GST CMP-08 have furnished a return
in FORM GSTR-3B under the Central Goods and Services Tax
Rules, 2017 (hereinafter referred to as the said rules) for the
tax periods in the financial year 2019-20, such taxpayers shall
not be required to furnish the statement in outward supply of
goods or services or both in FORM GSTR-1 of the said rules
or the statement containing the details of payment of selfassessed tax in FORM GST CMP-08 for all the tax periods in
the financial year 2019-20.”

NOTIFICATION NO. 13/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-rule (4)
of rule 48 of the Central Goods and Services Tax
Rules, 2017(hereinafter referred as said rules), the
Government on the recommendations of the Council, and
in supersession of the notification of the Government of
India in the Ministry of Finance, Department of Revenue
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

This notification shall come into force from the 1st October,
2020.

In exercise of the powers conferred by the sixth proviso
to rule 46 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Rules,
2017 (hereinafter referred to as the said rules), the
Government, on the recommendations of the Council, and
in supersession of the notification of the Government of
India in the Ministry of Finance, Department of Revenue
No. 72/2019 –Central Tax, dated the 13th December,
2019, published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary,
Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i) vide number G.S.R
928(E), dated the 13th December, 2019,except as
respects things done or omitted to be done before such
supersession, hereby notifies that an invoice issued
by a registered person, whose aggregate turnover in a
financial year exceeds five hundred crore rupees, other
than those referred to in sub-rules (2), (3), (4) and (4A)
of rule 54 of said rules, and registered person referred to
in section 14 of the Integrated Goods and Services Tax
Act, 2017, to an unregistered person (hereinafter referred
to as B2C invoice),shall have Dynamic Quick Response
(QR) code:
Provided that where such registered person makes a
Dynamic Quick Response (QR)code available to the
recipient through a digital display, such B2C invoice issued
by such registered person containing cross-reference of
the payment using a Dynamic Quick Response(QR) code,
shall be deemed to be having Quick Response (QR) code.

2.

This notification shall come into force from the 1st day of
October, 2020.

NOTIFICATION NO. 15/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1) of section
44 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of
2017) (hereafter in this notification referred to as the said Act),
read with rule 80 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Rules,
2017 (hereafter in this notification referred to as the said rules),
the Commissioner, on the recommendations of the Council,
hereby extends the time limit for furnishing of the annual return
specified under section 44 of the said Act read with rule 80 of
the said rules, electronically through the common portal, for
the financial year 2018-2019 till 30.06.2020.
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rule 36 of the Central Goods and Service Tax Rules, 2017
(hereinafter referred to as the said rules).
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under this clause, input tax in respect of such
capital goods denoted as “A” shall be credited to the
electronic credit ledger subject to the condition that
the ineligible credit attributable to the period during
which such capital goods were covered by clause
(a),denoted as “Tie”, shall be calculated at the rate
of five percentage points for every quarter or part
thereof and added to the output tax liability of the tax
period in which such credit is claimed:

NOTIFICATION NO. 16/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
In exercise of the powers conferred by section 164 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017), the
Central Government hereby makes the following rules further
to amend the Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017,
namely:1.

(1) These rules may be called the Central Goods and
Services Tax (Third Amendment) Rules, 2020.
(2) Save as otherwise provided in these rules, they shall
come into force on the date of their publication in the
Official Gazette.

2.

3.

4.

5.

In the Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017
(hereinafter referred to as the said rules), in rule 8, after
sub-rule (4), the following sub-rule shall be inserted,
namely:- “(4A)The applicant shall, while submitting an
application under sub-rule (4), with effect from 01.04.2020,
undergo authentication of Aadhaar number for grant of
registration.”.
In the said rules, in rule 9, in sub-rule (1), with effect
from 01.04.2020, the following sub-rule shall be inserted,
namely:- “Provided that where a person, other than those
notified under sub-section (6D) of section 25, fails to
undergo authentication of Aadhaar number as specified
in sub-rule (4A) of rule 8, then the registration shall be
granted only after physical verification of the principle
place of business in the presence of the said person, not
later than sixty days from the date of application, in the
manner provided under rule 25 and the provisions of subrule (5) shall not be applicable in such cases.”.
In the said rules, for rule 25, the following rule shall be
substituted, namely:- “Physical verification of business
premises in certain cases. - Where the proper officer
is satisfied that the physical verification of the place of
business of a person is required due to failure of Aadhaar
authentication before the grant of registration, or due to
any other reason after the grant of registration, he may get
such verification of the place of business, in the presence
of the said person, done and the verification report along
with the other documents, including photographs, shall be
uploaded in FORM GST REG-30 on the common portal
within a period of fifteen working days following the date
of such verification.”.

		

		Explanation:- An item of capital goods declared
under clause (a) on its receipt shall not attract the
provisions of sub-section (4) of section 18, if it is
subsequently covered under this clause.”
(b) for clause (d), the following clause shall be substituted,
namely:“the aggregate of the amounts of ‟A” credited to the
electronic credit ledger under clause (c) in respect
of common capital goods whose useful life remains
during the tax period, to be denoted as ‟Tc”, shall be
the common credit in respect of such capital goods:
		

		“Explanation:- For the removal of doubt, it is
clarified that useful life of any capital goods shall be
considered as five years from the date of invoice and
the said formula shall be applicable during the useful
life of the said capital goods.”;
(d) clause (f) shall be omitted.
6.

Provided that where any capital goods earlier
covered under clause (a) is subsequently covered
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In the said rules, in rule 80, in sub-clause (3), the following
proviso shall be inserted, namely:“Provided that every registered person whose aggregate
turnover during the financial year 2018-2019 exceeds five
crore rupees shall get his accounts audited as specified
under sub-section (5) of section 35 and he shall furnish
a copy of audited annual accounts and a reconciliation
statement, duly certified, in FORM GSTR-9C for the
financial year 2018-2019, electronically through the
common portal either directly or through a Facilitation
Centre notified by the Commissioner.”.

(a) for clause (c), the following clause shall be substituted,
namely:-

		

Provided that where any capital goods earlier covered
under clause (b) are subsequently covered under
clause (c), the input tax credit claimed in respect of
such capital good(s) shall be added to arrive at the
aggregate value “Tc”;

(c) in clause(e), the following Explanation shall be
inserted, namely:-

In the said rules, in rule 43, in sub-rule (1)with effect from
the 1st April, 2020,-

“c) the amount of input tax in respect of capital goods not
covered under clauses (a) and (b), denoted as “A”,
being the amount of tax as reflected on the invoice,
shall credit directly to the electronic credit ledger
and the validity of the useful life of such goods shall
extend upto five years from the date of the invoice for
such goods:

Provided further that the amount “Tie” shall be
computed separately for input tax credit of central
tax, State tax, Union territory tax and integrated tax
and declared in FORM GSTR-3B.

7.

In the said rules, in rule 86, after sub-rule (4), the following
sub-rule shall be inserted, namely:“(4A) Where a registered person has claimed refund of
any amount paid as tax wrongly paid or paid in excess
for which debit has been made from the electronic credit
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY

8.

1.

“96B. Recovery of refund of unutilised input tax
credit or integrated tax paid on export of goods
where export proceeds not realised. –(1)Where
any refund of unutilised input tax credit on account
of export of goods or of integrated tax paid on export
of goods has been paid to an applicant but the sale
proceeds in respect of such export goods have not
been realised, in full or in part, in India within the period
allowed under the Foreign Exchange Management
Act, 1999 (42 of 1999), including any extension of
such period, the person to whom the refund has
been made shall deposit the amount so refunded,
to the extent of non-realisation of sale proceeds,
along with applicable interest within thirty days of the
expiry of the said period or, as the case may be, the
extended period, failing which the amount refunded
shall be recovered in accordance with the provisions
of section 73 or 74 of the Act, as the case may be, as
is applicable for recovery of erroneous refund, along
with interest under section 50:

		

Provided that where sale proceeds, or any part
thereof, in respect of such export goods are not
realised by the applicant within the period allowed
under the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999
(42 of 1999), but the Reserve Bank of India writes
off the requirement of realisation of sale proceeds on
merits, the refund paid to the applicant shall not be
recovered.

In the said rules, in rule 89, in sub-rule (4), for clause (C),
the following clause shall be substituted, namely:
(C) “Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods” means the
value of zero-rated supply of goods made during the
relevant period without payment of tax under bond or
letter of undertaking or the value which is 1.5 times the
value of like goods domestically supplied by the same
or, similarly placed, supplier, as declared by the supplier,
whichever is less, other than the turnover of supplies in
respect of which refund is claimed under sub-rules (4A) or
(4B) or both;‟.

9.

In the said rules, in rule 92,(a) after sub-rule (1), the following sub-rule shall be
inserted, namely:-

		

“(1A)Where, upon examination of the application
of refund of any amount paid as tax other than the
refund of tax paid on zero-rated supplies or deemed
export, the proper officer is satisfied that a refund
under sub-section (5) of section 54 of the Act is
due and payable to the applicant, he shall make
an order in FORM RFD-06 sanctioning the amount
of refund to be paid, in cash, proportionate to the
amount debited in cash against the total amount paid
for discharging tax liability for the relevant period,
mentioning therein the amount adjusted against
any outstanding demand under the Act or under any
existing law and the balance amount refundable and
for the remaining amount which has been debited
from the electronic credit ledger for making payment
of such tax, the proper officer shall issue FORM GST
PMT-03 re-crediting the said amount as Input Tax
Credit in electronic credit ledger.”;

(2) Where the sale proceeds are realised by the
applicant, in full or part, after the amount of refund
has been recovered from him under sub-rule(1)
and the applicant produces evidence about such
realisation within a period of three months from the
date of realisation of sale proceeds, the amount so
recovered shall be refunded by the proper officer,
to the applicant to the extent of realisation of sale
proceeds, provided the sale proceeds have been
realised within such extended period as permitted by
the Reserve Bank of India.”.

(b) in sub-rule (4), after the words, brackets and figure
“amount refundable under sub-rule (1)”, the words,
brackets, figure and letter “or sub-rule (1A)”, shall be
inserted;

12. In the said rules, in rule 141, in sub-rule (2), for the
word “Commissioner” the words “proper officer” shall be
substituted.

(c) in sub-rule (5), after the words, brackets and figure
“amount refundable under sub-rule (1)”, the words,
figures and letter “or sub-rule (1A)”, shall be inserted.

13. In the said rules, in FORM GST RFD-01, after the
declaration under rule 89(2)(g), the following undertaking
shall be inserted, namely:-

10. In the said rules, in rule 96, in sub-rule (10),in clause
(b)with effect from the 23rd October, 2017, the following
Explanation shall be inserted, namely,“Explanation:- For the purpose of this sub-rule, the
benefit of the notifications mentioned therein shall not be
considered to have been availed only where the registered
person has paid Integrated Goods and Services Tax and
Compensation Cess on inputs and has availed exemption
of only Basic Customs Duty (BCD) under the said
notifications.”.
11. In the said rules, after rule 96A, the following rule shall be
inserted, namely:CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

“UNDERTAKING
I hereby undertake to deposit to the Government the
amount of refund sanctioned along with interest in
case of non-receipt of foreign exchange remittances
as per the proviso to section 16 of the IGST Act, 2017
read with rule 96B of the CGST Rules 2017.
SignatureName –
Designation / Status”.
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ledger, the said amount, if found admissible, shall be
re-credited to the electronic credit ledger by the proper
officer by an order made in FORM GST PMT-03.”.
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Provided that if Aadhaar number is not assigned to the
said persons, theyshall be offered alternate and viable
means of identification in the manner specified in rule 9 of
the said rules.

NOTIFICATION NO. 17/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
1.

2.

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (6D)
of section 25 of the Central Goods and Services Tax
Act, 2017 (12 of 2017), the Central Government, on the
recommendations of the Council, hereby notifies that the
provisions of sub-section (6B) or sub-section (6C) of the
said Act shall not apply to a person who is not a citizen
of India or to a class of persons other than the following
class of persons, namely:–
a.

Individual;

b.

Authorised signatory of all types;

c.

Managing and authorised partner; and

d.

Karta of an Hindu undivided family.

2.

NOTIFICATION NO. 20/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
1.

This notification shall come into effect from the1st day of
April, 2020

NOTIFICATION NO. 18/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (6B)
of section 25 of the Central Goods and Services Tax
Act, 2017 (12 of 2017), the Central Government, on the
recommendations of the Council, hereby notifies the
date of coming into force of this notification as the date,
from which an individual shall undergo authentication,
of Aadhaar number, as specified in rule 8 of the Central
Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017 (hereinafter referred
to as the said rules), in order to be eligible for registration:

“Provided further that the return by a registered person,
required to deduct tax at source under the provisions of
section 51 of the said Act in FORM GSTR-7 of the Central
Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017 under sub-section
(3) of section 39 of the said Act read with rule 66 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017, for the
months of July, 2019 to October,2019, whose principal
place of business is in the erstwhile State of Jammu and
Kashmir shall be furnished electronically through the
common portal, on or before the 24th March, 2020:
Provided also that the return by a registered person,
required to deduct tax at source under the provisions of
section 51 of the said Act in FORM GSTR-7 of the Central
Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017 under sub-section
(3) of section 39 of the said Act read with rule 66 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017, for the
months of November, 2019 to February, 2020, whose
principal place of business is in the Union territory of
Jammu and Kashmir or the Union territory of Ladakh shall
be furnished electronically through the common portal, on
or before the 24th March, 2020.”

This notification shall come into effect from the 1 day of
April, 2020.
st

NOTIFICATION NO. 19/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (6C)
of section 25 of the Central Goods and Services Tax
Act, 2017 (12 of 2017) ,the Central Government, on the
recommendations of the Council, hereby notifies the date
of coming into force of this notification as the date, from
which the –
a.

authorised signatory of all types;

b.

Managing and Authorised partnersof a partnership
firm; and

c.

Karta of an Hindu undivided family,

shall undergo authentication of possession of Aadhaar
number, as specified in rule 8 of the Central Goods and
Services Tax Rules, 2017(hereinafter referred to as the
said rules), in order to be eligible for registration under
GST:
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In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (6)
of section 39 read with section 168 of the Central Goods
and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017) (hereafter in this
notification referred to as the said Act), the Commissioner
hereby makes the following further amendment in
notification of the Government of India in the Ministry of
Finance (Department of Revenue), No.26/2019 –Central
Tax, dated the 28th June, 2019, published in the Gazette
of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i)
vide number G.S.R.452(E), dated the 28th June, 2019,
namely:–
In the said notification, in the first paragraph, for the
second and third proviso, the following provisosshall be
substituted, namely: –

Provided that if Aadhaar number is not assigned to the
said individual, he shall be offered alternate and viable
means of identification in the manner specified in rule 9 of
the said rules.
2.

This notification shall come into effect from the 1st day of
April, 2020

2.

This notification shall be deemed to have come into force
with effect from the 20th day of December, 2019.

NOTIFICATION NO. 21/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 148 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017)
(hereafter in this notification referred to as the said Act),
the Central Government, on the recommendations of
the Council, hereby makes the following amendment in
notification of the Government of India in the Ministry of
Finance (Department of Revenue), No. 45/2019 –Central
Tax, dated the 9th October, 2019, published in the Gazette
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY

In the said notification, in the second paragraph, the
following proviso shall be inserted, namely: –

NOTIFICATION NO. 23/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
1.

“Provided that for registered persons whose principal
place of business is in the erstwhile State of Jammu and
Kashmir or the Union territory of Jammu and Kashmir or
the Union territory of Ladakh, shall furnish the details of
outward supply of goods or services or both in FORM
GSTR-1 under the Central Goods and Services Tax Rules,
2017 effected during the quarter October-December, 2019
till 24th March, 2020.”.
2.

This notification shall be deemed to come into force with
effect from the 31st Day of January, 2020.

In the said notification, in the first paragraph, for the
first proviso, the following proviso shall be substituted,
namely: –

NOTIFICATION NO. 22/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by second proviso
to sub-section (1) of section 37 read with section 168
of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of
2017) (hereafter in this notification referred to as the said
Act), the Commissioner, on the recommendations of the
Council, hereby makes the following further amendment
in notification of the Government of India in the Ministry of
Finance (Department of Revenue), No.46/2019 –Central
Tax, dated the 9th October, 2019, published in the Gazette
of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i)
vide number G.S.R.769(E), dated the 09th October, 2019,
namely:–
i.

In the said notification, in the first paragraph, for the
first proviso, the following proviso shall be substituted,
namely: –

“Provided that for registered persons whose principal
place of business is in the erstwhile State of Jammu and
Kashmir, the time limit for furnishing the details of outward
supplies in FORM GSTR-1 of Central Goods and Services
Tax Rules, 2017, by such class of registered persons
having aggregate turnover of more than 1.5 crore rupees
in the preceding financial year or current financial year, for
each of the months from July, 2019 to September, 2019 till
24th March, 2020.”
2.

1.

In the said notification, in the first paragraph, after
the second proviso, the following proviso shall be
inserted, namely: –

This notification shall be deemed to come into force with
effect from the 20th Day of December, 2019
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 148 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017)
(hereafter in this notification referred to as the said Act),
the Central Government, on the recommendations of
the Council, hereby makes the following amendment in
notification of the Government of India in the Ministry of
Finance (Department of Revenue), No. 27/2019 –Central
Tax, dated the 28th June, 2019, published in the Gazette
of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i),
vide number G.S.R. 453 (E), dated the 28th June, 2019,
namely:–
In the said notification, in the second paragraph, for the
first proviso, the following proviso shall be substituted,
namely: –

“Provided that for registered persons whose principal
place of business is in the Union territory of Jammu and
Kashmir or the Union territory of Ladakh, the time limit
for furnishing the details of outward supplies in FORM
GSTR-1 of Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017,
by such class of registered persons having aggregate
turnover of more than 1.5 crore rupees in the preceding
financial year or current financial year, for the months of
November, 2019 to February till 24th March, 2020.”.
2.

This notification shall be deemed to come into force with
effect from the 20th Day of December, 2019.

NOTIFICATION NO. 24/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020

“Provided that for registered persons whose principal
place of business is in the erstwhile State of Jammu and
Kashmir, the time limit for furnishing the details of outward
supplies in FORM GSTR-1 of Central Goods and Services
Tax Rules, 2017, by such class of registered persons
having aggregate turnover of more than 1.5 crore rupees
in the preceding financial year or current financial year, for
the month of October, 2019 till 24th March, 2020.”.
ii.

In exercise of the powers conferred by second proviso
to sub-section (1) of section 37 read with section 168
of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of
2017) (hereafter in this notification referred to as the said
Act), the Commissioner, on the recommendations of the
Council, hereby makes the following further amendment
in notification of the Government of India in the Ministry of
Finance (Department of Revenue), No.28/2019 –Central
Tax, dated the 28th June, 2019, published in the Gazette
of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i)
vide number G.S.R.454(E), dated the 28th June, 2019,
namely:–

“Provided that for registered persons whose principal
place of business is in the erstwhile State of Jammu and
Kashmir, shall furnish the details of outward supply of
goods or services or both in FORM GSTR-1 under the
Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017 effected
during the quarter July-September, 2019 till 24th March,
2020.”.
2.

This notification shall be deemed to come into force with
effect from the 30th Day of November, 2019.
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of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i),
vide number G.S.R. 768(E), dated the 9th October, 2019,
namely:–

GST CORNER

for registered persons whose principal place of business
is in the erstwhile State of Jammu and Kashmir, shall be
furnished electronically through the common portal, on or
before the 24th March, 2020.”

NOTIFICATION NO. 25/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 168 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017)
read with sub-rule (5) of rule 61 of the Central Goods and
Services Tax Rules, 2017 (hereafter in this notification
referred to as the said rules), the Commissioner, on
the recommendations of the Council, hereby makes
the following further amendment in notification of
the Government of India in the Ministry of Finance
(Department of Revenue), No.44/2019 –Central Tax,
dated the 09thOctober, 2019, published in the Gazette
of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i)
vide number G.S.R.767(E), dated the 09th October, 2019,
namely:–
i.

1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 148 of
the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of
2017) (hereafter in this notification referred to as the said
Act), the Central Government, on the recommendations
of the Council, hereby notifies the registered persons
having aggregate turnover of up to 1.5 crore rupees in
the preceding financial year or the current financial year,
as the class of registered persons who shall follow the
special procedure as mentioned below for furnishing the
details of outward supply of goods or services or both.

2.

The said registered persons shall furnish the details of
outward supply of goods or services or both in FORM
GSTR-1 underthe Central Goods and Services Tax Rules,
2017, effected during the quarter as specified in column
(2) of the Table below till the time period as specified in
the corresponding entry in column (3) of the said Table,
namely:-

In the said notification, in the first paragraph, after the
fifth proviso, the following proviso shall be inserted,
namely: –

SI.
Quarter for which
Time period for
No. details in FORM GSTR-1 furnishing details in
are furnished
FORM GSTR-1
(1)
(2)
(3)
st
1
April, 2020 to June, 2020
31 July, 2020
2
July, 2020 to
31st October, 2020
September, 2020

“Provided also that the return in FORM GSTR-3B of the
said rules for the months of November, 2019 to February,
2020 for registered persons whose principal place of
business is in the Union territory of Jammu and Kashmir
or the Union territory of Ladakh, shall be furnished
electronically through the common portal, on or before the
24th March, 2020.”
2.

This notification shall be deemed to come into force with
effect from the 20th Day of December, 2019

NOTIFICATION NO. 26/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 168 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017)
read with sub-rule (5) of rule 61 of the Central Goods and
Services Tax Rules, 2017 (hereafter in this notification
referred to as the said rules), the Commissioner, on
the recommendations of the Council, hereby makes
the following further amendment in notification of
the Government of India in the Ministry of Finance
(Department of Revenue), No.29/2019 –Central Tax,
dated the 28th June, 2019, published in the Gazette of
India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i)
vide number G.S.R.455(E), dated the 28th June, 2019,
namely:–
In the said notification, in the first paragraph, for the
fourth proviso, the following proviso shall be substituted,
namely: –
“Provided also that the return in FORM GSTR-3B of the
said rules for the months of July,2019 to September, 2019
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This notification shall be deemed to come into force with
effect from the 20th Day of December, 2019

NOTIFICATION NO. 27/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020

In the said notification, in the first paragraph, for the
first proviso, the following proviso shall be substituted,
namely: –

“Provided that the return in FORM GSTR-3B of the said
rules for the months of October, 2019 for registered
persons whose principal place of business is in the
erstwhile State of Jammu and Kashmir, shall be furnished
electronically through the common portal, on or before the
24th March, 2020.”
ii.

2.

3.

The time limit for furnishing the details or return, as the
case may be, under sub-section (2) of section 38 of the
said Act, for the months of April, 2020 to September, 2020
shall be subsequently notified in the Official Gazette.

NOTIFICATION NO. 28/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020
1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by the second proviso
to sub-section (1) of section 37 read with section 168
of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12
of 2017) (hereafter in this notification referred to as the
said Act), the Commissioner, on the recommendations of
the Council, hereby extends the time limit for furnishing
the details of outward supplies in FORM GSTR-1 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017, by such
class of registered persons having aggregate turnover of
more than 1.5 crore rupees in the preceding financial year
or the current financial year, for each of the months from
April, 2020 to September, 2020 till the eleventh day of the
month succeeding such month.

2.

The time limit for furnishing the details or return, as the
case may be, under sub-section (2) of section 38 of the
said Act, for the months of April, 2020 to September, 2020
shall be subsequently notified in the Official Gazette.
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY

1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 168 of
the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of
2017) (hereafter in this notification referred to as the said
Act),read with sub-rule (5) of rule 61 of the Central Goods
and Services Tax Rules, 2017 (hereafter in this notification
referred to as the said rules), the Commissioner, on the
recommendations of the Council, hereby specifies that
the return in FORM GSTR-3B of the said rules for each
of the months from April, 2020 to September, 2020 shall
be furnished electronically through the common portal, on
or before the twentieth day of the month succeeding such
month:
Provided that, for taxpayers having an aggregate turnover
of up to five crore rupees in the previous financial year,
whose principal place of business is in the States of
Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Karnataka, Goa, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Andhra
Pradesh, the Union territories of Daman and Diu and
Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Puducherry, Andaman and
Nicobar Islands or Lakshadweep, the return in FORM
GSTR-3B of the said rules for the months of April, 2020 to
September, 2020 shall be furnished electronically through
the common portal, on or before the twenty-second day of
the month succeeding such month:
Provided further that, for taxpayers having an aggregate
turnover of up to rupees five crore rupees in the previous
financial year, whose principal place of business is in
the States of Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Uttarakhand,
Haryana, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Sikkim,
Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram,
Tripura, Meghalaya, Assam, West Bengal, Jharkhand
or Odisha, the Union territories of Jammu and Kashmir,
Ladakh, Chandigarh or Delhi, the return in FORM GSTR3B of the said rules for the months of April, 2020 to
September, 2020 shall be furnished electronically through
the common portal, on or before the twenty-fourth day of
the month succeeding such month.

2.

Payment of taxes for discharge of tax liability as per FORM
GSTR-3B. –Every registered person furnishing the return
in FORM GSTR-3B of the said rules shall, subject to the
provisions of section 49 of the said Act, discharge his
liability towards tax by debiting the electronic cash ledger
or electronic credit ledger, as the case may be and his
liability towards interest, penalty, fees or any other amount
payable under the said Act by debiting the electronic cash
ledger, not later than the last date, as specified in the first
paragraph, on which he is required to furnish the said
return.

NOTIFICATION NO. 02/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX (RATE) DATED 26TH MARCH, 2020
1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1),
(3) and sub-section (4) of section 9, sub-section (1) of
section 11, sub-section (5) of section 15 and section
148 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017
(12 of 2017), the Central Government, on being satisfied
that it is necessary in the public interest so to do, on
CHARTERED SECRETARY | APRIL 2020

In the said notification, in the Table, against serial number
25,
(a) after item (i) and entries relating thereto, in columns(3),
(4) and (5), the following items and entries shall be
inserted, namely, (3)

(4)

(5)

“(ia) Maintenance, repair or
overhaul services in respect of
aircrafts, aircraft engines and
other aircraft components or parts

2.5

-

(b) in item (ii), in column (3), after the brackets and
figures “(i)”, the word, brackets, and figures “and (ia)”
shall be inserted.
2.

This notification shall come into force with effect from the
1st day of April, 2020.

NOTIFICATION NO. 03/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX (RATE) DATED 25TH MARCH, 2020
1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1)
of section 9 and sub-section (5) of section 15 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017),
the Central Government, on the recommendations of the
Council, hereby makes the following further amendments
in the notification of the Government of India in the
Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue), No.1/2017Central Tax (Rate), dated the 28th June, 2017, published
in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3,
Sub-section (i), vide number G.S.R. 673(E), dated the 28th
June, 2017, namely:In the said notification, (a) in Schedule I –2.5%, serial number 187and the
entries relating thereto shall be omitted;
(b) in Schedule II -6%,-

		

(i)

after serial number 75and the entries relating
thereto, the following serial number and entries
shall be inserted, namely :
“75A.

		

3605 00 10

All goods”;

(ii) serial numbers 202 and 203 and the entries
relating thereto shall be omitted;

(c) in Schedule III-9%,		

(i)

serial number 73 and the entries relating thereto
shall be omitted;
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the recommendations of the Council, hereby makes
the following further amendments in the notification
of the Government of India, in the Ministry of Finance
(Department of Revenue)No.11/2017-Central Tax (Rate),
dated the 28th June, 2017, published in the Gazette of
India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i),
vide number G.S.R. 690(E), dated the 28thJune, 2017,
namely:-

NOTIFICATION NO. 29/2020 – CENTRAL
TAX DATED 23RD MARCH, 2020

GST CORNER

		
2.

(ii) in serial number 379, for the entry in column (3),
the entry “All goods” shall be substituted;

(a) in Schedule I -5%, serial number 187 and the entries
relating thereto shall be omitted;

This notification shall come into force on the 1 day of
April, 2020.
st

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1), (3)
and sub-section (4) of section 5, sub-section (1) of section
6 and clauses (iii) and (xxv) of section 20 of the Integrated
Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (13 of 2017), read
with sub-section (5) of section 15 and section 148 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of 2017),
the Central Government, on the recommendations of the
Council, and on being satisfied that it is necessary in the
public interest so to do, hereby makes the following further
amendments in the notification of the Government of
India, in the Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue)
No. 8/2017-Integrated Tax (Rate), dated the 28th June,
2017, published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary,
Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i) vide number G.S.R. 683
(E), dated the 28th June, 2017, namely:In the said notification, in the Table, against serial number
25,
(a) after item (i) and entries relating thereto, in columns(3),
(4) and (5), the following items and entries shall be
inserted, namely,
(3)
“(ia) Maintenance, repair or
overhaul services in respect of
aircrafts, aircraft engines and
other aircraft components or parts

(b) in Schedule II -12%,		

NOTIFICATION NO. 02/2020 –
INTEGRATED TAX (RATE) DATED 26TH
MARCH, 2020
1.

In the said notification, -

(4)

(5)

5

-
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All goods”;

(ii) serial numbers 202 and 203 and the entries
relating thereto shall be omitted;

(c) in Schedule III- 18%,(i)

		

(ii) in serial number 379, for the entry in column (3),
the entry “All goods” shall be substituted;

2.

serial number 73 and the entries relating thereto
shall be omitted;

This notification shall come into force on the 1st day of
April, 2020.

NOTIFICATION NO. 02/2020 – UNION
TERRITORY TAX (RATE) DATED 26TH
MARCH, 2020
1.

This notification shall come into force with effect from the
1st day of April, 2020.

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1) of
section 5 of the Integrated Goods and Services Tax Act,
2017 (13 of 2017) read with sub-section (5) of section 15
of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of
2017), the Central Government, on the recommendations
of the Council, hereby makes the following further
amendments in the notification of the Government of
India in the Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue),
No.1/2017-Integrated Tax (Rate), dated the 28th June,
2017, published inthe Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part
II, Section 3, Sub-section (i), vide number G.S.R. 666 (E),
dated the 28thJune, 2017, namely:-

3605 00 10

		

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1), (3)
and sub-section (4) of section 7, sub-section (1) of section
8, clauses (iv) and (xxvii) of section 21 of the Union
Territory Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (14 of 2017),
read with sub-section (5) of section 15 and section 148
of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of
2017), the Central Government, on the recommendations
of the Council, and on being satisfied that it is necessary
in the public interest so to do, hereby makes the following
further amendments in the notification of the Government
of India, in the Ministry of Finance (Department of
Revenue) No.11/2017-Union Territory Tax (Rate), dated
the 28th June, 2017, published in the Gazette of India,
Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i), vide
number G.S.R. 702(E), dated the 28th June, 2017,
namely:In the said notification, in the Table, against serial number
25,

NOTIFICATION NO. 03/2020 –
INTEGRATED TAX (RATE) DATED 25TH
MARCH, 2020
1.

after serial number 75and the entries relating
thereto, the following serial number and entries
shall be inserted, namely :
“75A.

(b) in item (ii), in column (3), after the brackets and
figures “(i)”, the word, brackets, and figures “and (ia)”
shall be inserted.
2.

(i)

(a) after item (i) and entries relating thereto, in columns(3),
(4) and (5), the following items and entries shall be
inserted, namely,
(3)
“(ia) Maintenance, repair or
overhaul services in respect of
aircrafts, aircraft engines and
other aircraft components or parts

(4)

(5)

2.5

-

(b) in item (ii), in column(3), after the brackets and
figures “(i)”, the word, brackets, and figures “and (ia)”
shall be inserted;
2.

This notification shall come into force with effect from the
1st day of April, 2020.
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1.

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1) of
section 7of the Union Territory Goods and Services Tax
Act, 2017 (14of 2017) read with sub-section (5) of section
15 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (12 of
2017), the Central Government, on the recommendations
of the Council, hereby makes the following further
amendments in the notification of the Government of
India in the Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue),
No.1/2017-Union territory Tax (Rate), dated the 28thJune,
2017, published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary,
Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i), vide number G.S.R.
710(E), dated the 28thJune, 2017, namely:In the said notification, (a) in Schedule I –2.5%, serial number 187 and the
entries relating thereto shall be omitted;
(b) in Schedule II -6%,-

		

(i)

after serial number 75 and the entries relating
thereto, the following serial number and entries
shall be inserted, namely :“75A.

		

3605 00 10

All goods”;

(ii) serial numbers 202 and 203 and the entries
relating thereto shall be omitted;

(c) in Schedule III-9%,		

(i)

		

(ii) in serial number 379, for the entry in column (3),
the entry “All goods” shall be substituted;

2.

serial number 73 and the entries relating thereto
shall be omitted;

This notification shall come into force on the 1st day of
April, 2020.

CIRCULARS
CIRCULAR NO. 132/2/2020 – GST DATED
18TH MARCH, 2020
Clarification in respect of appeal in regard to nonconstitution of Appellate Tribunal – reg
1.

Various representations have been received wherein the
issue has been decided against the registered person by
the adjudicating authority or refund application has been
rejected by the appropriate authority and appeal against
the said order is pending before the appellate authority. It
has been gathered that the appellate process is being kept
pending by several appellate authorities on the grounds
that the appellate tribunal has been not constituted and
that till such time no remedy is available against their
Order-in-Appeal, such appeals cannot be disposed.
Doubts have been raised across the field formations in
respect of the appropriate procedure to be followed in
absence of appellate tribunal for appeal to be made under
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section 112 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act,
2017 (hereinafter referred to as the “CGST Act”).
2.

The matter has been examined in detail. In order to clarify
the issue and to ensure uniformity in the implementation
of the provisions of the law across field formations, the
Board, in exercise of its powers conferred by section
168 (1) of the CGST Act, hereby issues the following
clarifications and guidelines.

3.1 Appeal against an adjudicating authority is to be made as
per the provisions of Section 107 of the CGST Act. The
sub-section (1) of the section reads as follows: “107. (1) Any person aggrieved by any decision or order
passed under this Act or the State Goods and Services
Tax Act or the Union Territory Goods and Services Tax
Act by an adjudicating authority may appeal to such
Appellate Authority as may be prescribed within three
months from the date on which the said decision or order
is communicated to such person.”
3.2 Relevant rules have been prescribed for implementation
of the above Section. The relevant rule for the same is
rule 109A of Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017
which reads as follows
“109A. Appointment of Appellate Authority.- (1) Any
person aggrieved by any decision or order passed under
this Act or the State Goods and Services Tax Act or the
Union Territory Goods and Services Tax Act may appeal
to –
(a) the Commissioner (Appeals) where such decision
or order is passed by the Additional or Joint
Commissioner;
(b) any officer not below the rank of Joint Commissioner
(Appeals) where such decision or order is passed
by the Deputy or Assistant Commissioner or
Superintendent,
within three months from the date on which the said
decision or order is communicated to such person.”
3.3 Hence, if the order has been passed by Deputy or
Assistant Commissioner or Superintendent, appeal has to
be made to the appellate authority appointed who would
not be an officer below the rank of Joint Commissioner.
Further, if the order has been passed by Additional
or Joint Commissioner, appeal has to be made to the
Commissioner (Appeal) appointed for the same.
4. 1 The appeal against the order passed by appellate authority
under Section 107 of the CGST Act lies with appellate
tribunal. Relevant provisions for the same is mentioned in
the Section 112 of the CGST Act which reads as follows: “112 (1) Any person aggrieved by an order passed against
him under section 107 or section 108 of this Act or the
State Goods and Services Tax Act or the Union Territory
Goods and Services Tax Act may appeal to the Appellate
Tribunal against such order within three months from the
date on which the order sought to be appealed against is
communicated to the person preferring the appeal.”
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4.2 The appellate tribunal has not been constituted in view of
the order by Madras High Court in case of Revenue Bar
Assn. v. Union of India and therefore the appeal cannot
be filed within three months from the date on which the
order sought to be appealed against is communicated.
In order to remove difficulty arising in giving effect to
the above provision of the Act, the Government, on
the recommendations of the Council, has issued the
Central Goods and Services Tax (Ninth Removal
of Difficulties) Order, 2019 dated 03.12.2019. It has
been provided through the said Order that the appeal to
tribunal can be made within three months (six months
in case of appeals by the Government) from the date of
communication of order or date on which the President or
the State President, as the case may be, of the Appellate
Tribunal enters office, whichever is later.

referred to as the CGST Act) and sub-rule (1) of rule
41of the Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017
(hereinafter referred to as the CGST Rules) in the context
of business reorganization.
2.

“Where there is a change in the constitution of a
registered person on account of sale, merger, demerger,
amalgamation, lease or transfer of the business with
the specific provisions for transfer of liabilities, the said
registered person shall be allowed to transfer the input
tax credit which remains unutilized in his electronic credit
ledger to such sold, merged, demerged, amalgamated,
leased or transferred business in such manner as may be
prescribed.”

4.3 Hence, as of now, the prescribed time limit to make
application to appellate tribunal will be counted from the
date on which President or the State President enters
office. The appellate authority while passing order may
mention in the preamble that appeal may be made to
the appellate tribunal whenever it is constituted within
three months from the President or the State President
enters office. Accordingly, it is advised that the appellate
authorities may dispose all pending appeals expeditiously
without waiting for the constitution of the appellate tribunal.

Further, according to sub-rule (1) of rule 41 of the CGST
Rules:
“A registered person shall, in the event of sale, merger,
de-merger, amalgamation, lease or transfer or change
in the ownership of business for any reason, furnish the
details of sale, merger, de-merger, amalgamation, lease or
transfer of business, in FORM GST ITC-02,electronically
on the common portal along with a request for transfer
of unutilized input tax credit lying in his electronic credit
ledger to the transferee:

CIRCULAR NO. 133/03/2020 – GST DATED
23RD MARCH, 2020

Provided that in the case of demerger, the input tax credit
shall be apportioned in the ratio of the value of assets of
the new units as specified in the demerger scheme.

Clarification in respect of apportionment of input
tax credit (ITC) in cases of business reorganization
under section 18 (3) of CGST Act read with rule 41(1)
of CGST Rules -reg
1.

Representations have been received from various
taxpayers seeking clarification in respect of apportionment
and transfer of ITC in the event of merger, demerger,
amalgamation or change in the constitution/ownership
of business. Certain doubts have been raised regarding
the interpretation of sub-section (3) of section 18 of the
Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 (hereinafter

According to sub-section (3) of section 18 of the CGST
Act,

Explanation:- For the purpose of this sub-rule, it is
hereby clarified that the “value of assets” means the value
of the entire assets of the business, whether or not input
tax credit has been availed thereon.
3.

The issues raised in various representations have been
analyzed in the light of various legal provisions under
GST. In order to ensure uniformity in the implementation
of the provisions of the law, the Board, in exercise of its
powers conferred by sub-section (1) of section 168 of the
CGST Act clarifies the issues involved in the Table below.

S. No.

Issue / Question

Clarification

a.

(i) In case of demerger, proviso to rule
41 (1) of the CGST Rules provides that
the input tax credit shall be apportioned
in the ratio of the value of assets of the
new units as specified in the demerger
scheme. However, it is not clear as to
whether the value of assets of the new
units is to be considered at State level
or at all-India level.

Proviso to sub-rule (1) of rule 41 of the CGST Rules provides for
apportionment of the input tax credit in the ratio of the value of assets of the
new units as specified in the demerger scheme. Further, the explanation to
sub-rule (1) of rule 41 of the CGST Rules states that “value of assets” means
the value of the entire assets of the business, whether or not input tax credit
has been availed thereon. Under the provisions of the CGST Act, a person/
company (having same PAN) is required to obtain separate registration in
different States and each such registration is considered a distinct person for
the purpose of the Act. Accordingly, for the purpose of apportionment of ITC
pursuant to a demerger under sub-rule (1) of rule 41 of the CGST Rules, the
value of assets of the new units is to be taken at the State level (at the level
of distinct person) and not at the all-India level.
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Issue / Question

Clarification
Illustration A company XYZ is registered in two States of M.P. and U.P.
Its total value of assets is worth Rs. 100 crore, while its assets in State of
M.P. and U.P are Rs 60 crore and Rs 40 crore respectively. It demerges a
part of its business to company ABC. As a part of such demerger, assets
of XYZ amounting to Rs 30 Crore are transferred to company ABC in State
of M.P, while assets amounting to Rs 10 crore only are transferred to ABC
in State of U.P. (Total assets amounting to Rs 40 crore at all-India level are
transferred from XYZ to ABC). The unutilized ITC of XYZ in State of M.P.
shall be transferred to ABC on the basis of ratio of value of assets in State
of M.P., i.e. 30/60 = 0.5 and not on the basis of all-India ratio of value of
assets, i.e. 40/100=0.4. Similarly, unutilized ITC of XYZ in State of U.P. will
be transferred to ABC in ratio of value of assets in State of U.P.,i.e. 10/40 =
0.25.

(ii) Is the transferor required to file
FORM GST ITC – 02 in all States
where it is registered?

No. The transferor is required to file FORM GST ITC-02 only in those States
where both transferor and transferee are registered.

b.

The proviso to rule 41 (1) of the CGST
Rules explicitly mentions ‘demerger’.
Other forms of business reorganization
where part of business is hived off
or business in transferred as a going
concern etc. have not been covered
in the said rule. Wherever business
reorganization results in partial
transfer of business assets along with
liabilities, whether the proviso to rule
41(1) of the CGST Rules, 2017 shall
be applicable to calculate the amount
of transferable ITC?

Yes, the formula for apportionment of ITC, as prescribed under proviso to
sub-rule (1) of rule 41 of the CGST Rules, shall be applicable for all forms
of business re-organization that results in partial transfer of business assets
along with liabilities.

c.

(i) Whether the ratio of value of assets,
as prescribed under proviso to rule
41 (1) of the CGST Rules, shall be
applied in respect of each of the heads
of input tax credit viz. CGST/ SGST/
IGST/ Cess?

No, the ratio of value of assets, as prescribed under proviso to sub-rule (1) of
rule 41 of the CGST Rules, shall be applied to the total amount of unutilized
input tax credit (ITC) of the transferor i.e. sum of CGST, SGST/UTGST and
IGST credit. The said formula need not be applied separately in respect
of each heads of ITC (CGST/SGST/IGST). Further, the said formula shall
also be applicable for apportionment of Cess between the transferor and
transferee.
Illustration A: The ITC balances of transferor X in the State of Maharashtra
under CGST, SGST and IGST heads are 5 lakh, 5 lakh and 10 lakh
respectively. Pursuant to a scheme of demerger, X transfers 60% of its
assets to transferee B. Accordingly, the amount of ITC to be transferred from
A to B shall be 60% of 20 lakh (total sum of CGST, SGST and IGST credit)
i.e. 12 lakh.

(ii) How to determine the amount of
ITC that is to be transferred to the
transferee under each tax head (IGST/
CGST/SGST) while filing of FORM
GST ITC–02 by the transferor?
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The total amount of ITC to be transferred to the transferee (i.e. sum of CGST,
SGST/UTGST and IGST credit) should not exceed the amount of ITC to be
transferred, as determined under sub-rule (1) of rule 41 of the CGST Rules
[refer 3 (c) (i) above]. However, the transferor shall be at liberty to determine
the amount to be transferred under each tax head (IGST, CGST, SGST/
UTGST) within this total amount, subject to the ITC balance available with
the transferor under the concerned tax head. This is shown in the illustration
below:
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S. No.

Issue / Question

Clarification
(1)
State

Delhi

Haryana

d.

(i) In order to calculate the amount of
transferable ITC, the apportionment
formula under proviso to rule 41(1)
of the CGST Rules has to be applied
to the unutilized ITC balance of the
transferor. However, it is not clear
as to which date shall be relevant to
calculate the amount of unutilized ITC
balance of transferor.

(2)

(3)

Asset
Tax
Ratio of
Heads
Transferee

70%

40%

(4)

(5)

(6)

ITC balance
Total
ITC balance
of Transferor
amount
of Transferor
(preof ITC
(postapportionment) transferred apportionment)
as on the date
to the
after filing of
of filing FORM Transferee
FORM GST
GST ITC–02)
under
ITC–02)
FORM GST
[Col (4) –
ITC-02
Col (5)]

CGST

10,00,000

10,00,000

0

SGST

10,00,000

10,00,000

0

IGST

30,00,000

15,00,000

15,00,000

Total

50,00,000

35,00,000

15,00,000

CGST

25,00,000

3,00,000

22,00,000

SGST

25,00,000

5,00,000

20,00,000

IGST

20,00,000

20,00,000

0

Total

70,00,000

28,00,000

42,00,000

According to sub-section (3) of section 18 of the CGST Act, “Where there is a
change in the constitution of a registered person on account of sale, merger,
demerger, amalgamation, lease or transfer of the business with the specific
provisions for transfer of liabilities, the said registered person shall be allowed
to transfer the input tax credit which remains unutilized in his electronic credit
ledger to such sold, merged, demerged, amalgamated, leased or transferred
business in such manner as may be prescribed.” Further, sub-rule (1) of rule
41 of the CGST Rules prescribes that the registered person shall file the
details in FORM GST ITC-02 for transfer of unutilized input tax credit lying in
his electronic credit ledger to the transferee.
A conjoint reading of sub-section (3) of section 18 of the CGST Act along with
sub-rule (1) of rule 41 of the CGST Rules would imply that the apportionment
formula shall be applied on the ITC balance of the transferor as available in
electronic credit ledger on the date of filing of FORM GST ITC – 02 by the
transferor.

(ii) Which date shall be relevant to
calculate the ratio of value of assets,
as prescribed in the proviso to rule 41
(1) of the CGST Rules, 2017?

According to section 232 (6) of the Companies Act, 2013, “The scheme
under this section shall clearly indicate an appointed date from which it shall
be effective and the scheme shall be deemed to be effective from such date
and not at a date subsequent to the appointed date”. The said legal provision
appears to indicate that the “appointed date of demerger” is the date from
which the scheme for demerger comes into force and it is specified in the
respective scheme of demerger. Therefore, for the purpose of apportionment
of ITC under rule sub-rule (1) of rule 41 of the CGST Rules, the ratio of the
value of assets should be taken as on the “appointed date of demerger”.
In other words, for the purpose of apportionment of ITC under sub-rule (1) of
rule 41 of the CGST Rules, while the ratio of the value of assets should be
taken as on the “appointed date of demerger”, the said ratio is to be applied
on the ITC balance of the transferor on the date of filing FORM GST ITC - 02
to calculate the amount to transferable ITC.
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Clarification in respect of issues under GST law for
companies under Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,
2016-Reg
2.

As per IBC, once an entity defaults certain threshold
amount, Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process
(hereafter referred to as “CIRP”) gets triggered and the
management of such entity (Corporate Debtor) and
its assets vest with an interim resolution professional
(hereafter referred to as “IRP”) or resolution professional
(hereafter referred to as “RP”). It continues to run the
business and operations of the said entity as a going

3.

To address the aforementioned problems, notification
No.11/2020-Central Tax,dated 21.03.2020has been
issued by the Government prescribing special procedure
under section 148 of the Central Goods and Services Tax
Act, 2017 (hereinafter referred to as the “CGST Act”) for
the corporate debtors who are undergoing CIRP under
the provisions of IBC andthe management of whose
affairs are being undertaken by IRP/RP. In order to ensure
uniformity in the implementation of the provisions of the
law across the field formations, the Board, in exercise of
its powers conferred under section 168(1) of the CGST
Act hereby clarifies various issues in the table below:-

S. No.

Issue

Clarification

1.

How are dues under GST for preCIRP period be dealt?

In accordance with the provisions of the IBC and various legal pronouncements
on the issue, no coercive action can be taken against the corporate debtor
with respect to the dues for period prior to insolvency commencement date.
The dues of the period prior to the commencement of CIRP will be treated
as ‘operational debt’ and claims may be filed by the proper officer before the
NCLT in accordance with the provisions of the IBC. The tax officers shall seek
the details of supplies made / received and total tax dues pending from the
corporate debtor to file the claim before the NCLT.
Moreover, section 14 of the IBC mandates the imposition of a moratorium
period, wherein the institution of suits or continuation of pending suits or
proceedings against the corporate debtor is prohibited.

2.

Should the GST registration of
corporate debtor be cancelled?

It is clarified that the GST registration of an entity for which CIRP has been
initiated should not be cancelled under the provisions of section 29 of the CGST
Act, 2017. The proper officer may, if need be, suspend the registration. In case
the registration of an entity undergoing CIRP has already been cancelled and
it is within the period of revocation of cancellation of registration, it is advised
that such cancellation may be revoked by taking appropriate steps in this
regard.

3.

Is IRP/RP liable to file returns of
pre-CIRP period?

No. In accordance with the provisions of IBC, 2016, the IRP/RP is under
obligation to comply with all legal requirements for period after the
Insolvency Commencement Date. Accordingly, it is clarified that IRP/RP are
not under an obligation to file returns of pre-CIRP period.
During CIRP period

4.

Should a new registration be taken
by the corporate debtor during the
CIRP period?

The corporate debtor who is undergoing CIRP is to be treated as a distinct
person of the corporate debtor and shall be liable to take a new registration
in each State or Union territory where the corporate debtor was registered
earlier, within thirty days of the appointment of the IRP/RP. Further, in cases
where the IRP/RP has been appointed prior to the issuance of notification
No.11/2020- Central Tax, dated 21.03.2020, he shall take registration within
thirty days of issuance of the said notification, with effect from date of his
appointment as IRP/RP.

5.

How to file First Return after
obtaining new registration?

The IRP/RP will be liable to furnish returns, make payment of tax and comply
with all the provisions of the GST law during CIRP period. The IRP/RP is
required to ensure that the first return is filed under section 40 of the CGST Act,
for the period beginning the date on which it became liable to take registration
till the date on which registration has been granted.
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concern till the insolvency proceeding is over and an
order is passed by the National Company Law Tribunal
(hereinafter referred to as the “NCLT”)

CIRCULAR NO. 134/04/2020 – GST
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S. No.

Issue

Clarification

6.

How to avail ITC for invoices
issued to the erstwhile registered
person in case the IRP/RP has
been appointed before issuance
of notification No.11/2020- Central
Tax, dated 21.03.2020 and no
return has been filed by the IRP
during the CIRP?

The special procedure issued under section 148 of the CGST Act has provided
the manner of availment of ITC while furnishing the first return under section
40.

7.

How to avail ITC for invoices by
persons who are availing supplies
from the corporate debtors
undergoing CIRP, in cases where
the IRP/RP was appointed before
the issuance of the notification
No.11/2020 - Central Tax, dated
21.03.2020?

Registered persons who are receiving supplies from the said class of persons
shall, for the period from the date of appointment of IRP / RP till the date of
registration as required in this notification or 30 days from the date of this
notification, whichever is earlier, be eligible to avail input tax credit on invoices
issued using the GSTIN of the erstwhile registered person, subject to the
conditions of Chapter V of the CGST Act and rule made thereunder, except
the provisions of sub-rule (4) of rule 36 of the CGST Rules.

8.

Some of the IRP/RPs have made
deposit in the cash ledger of
erstwhile registration of the
corporate debtor. How to claim
refund for amount deposited in
the cash ledger by the IRP/RP?

Any amount deposited in the cash ledger by the IRP/RP, in the existing
registration, from the date of appointment of IRP / RP to the date of notification
specifying the special procedure for corporate debtors undergoing CIRP, shall
be available for refund to the erstwhile registration under the head refund of
cash ledger, even though the relevant FORM GSTR-3B/GSTR-1 are not filed
for the said period.

The said class of persons shall, in his first return, be eligible to avail input tax
credit on invoices covering the supplies of goods or services or both, received
since appointment as IRP/RP and during the CIRP period but bearing the
GSTIN of the erstwhile registered person, subject to the conditions of Chapter
V of the CGST Act and rule made thereunder, except the provisions of subsection (4) of section 16 of the CGST Act and sub-rule (4) of rule 36 of the
CGST Rules. In terms of the special procedure under section 148 of the CGST
Act issued vide notification No.11/2020- Central Tax, dated 21.03.2020. This
exception is made only for the first return filed under section 40 of the
CGST Act.

The instructions contained in Circular No. 125/44/2019-GST dt. 18.11.2019
stands modified to this extent.

CIRCULAR NO. 135/05/2020 – GST
DATED 31ST MARCH, 2020
Clarification on refund related issues –Reg
2.

Bunching of refund claims across Financial Years

2.1 It may be recalled that the restriction on clubbing of tax
periods across different financial years was put in vide para
11.2 of the Circular No. 37/11/2018-GST dated 15.03.2018.
The said circular was rescinded being subsumed inthe
Master Circular on Refunds No. 125/44/2019-GST dated
18.11.2019 and the said restriction on the clubbing of tax
periods across financial years for claiming refund thus
has been continued vide Paragraph 8 of the Circular No.
125/44/2019-GST dated 18.11.2019, which is reproduced
as under:
“8. The applicant, at his option, may file a refund claim
for a tax period or by clubbing successive tax periods.
The period for which refund claim has been filed,
however, cannot spread across different financial
years. Registered persons having aggregate turnover
of up to Rs. 1.5 crore in the preceding financial year or
the current financial year opting to file FORM GSTR1 on quarterly basis, can only apply for refund on a
quarterly basis or clubbing successive quartersas
aforesaid. However, refund claims under categories listed
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at (a), (c) and (e) in para 3 above must be filed by the
applicant chronologically. This means that an applicant,
after submitting a refund application under any of these
categories for a certain period, shall not be subsequently
allowed to file a refund claim under the same category for
any previous period. This principle / limitation, however,
shall not apply in cases where a fresh application is being
filed pursuant to a deficiency memo havingbeen issued
earlier.
2.2 Hon’ble Delhi High Court in Order dated 21.01.2020, in
the case of M/s Pitambra Books Pvt Ltd., vide para 13
of the said order has stayed the rigour of paragraph 8 of
Circular No. 125/44/2019-GST dated 18.11.2019 and has
also directed the Government to either open the online
portal so as to enable the petitioner to file the tax refund
electronically, or to accept the same manually within 4
weeks from the Order. Hon’ble Delhi High Court vide para
12 of the aforesaid Order has observed that the Circulars
can supplant but not supplement the law. Circulars might
mitigate rigours of law by granting administrative
relief beyond relevant provisions of the statute,
however, Central Government is not empowered to
withdraw benefits or impose stricter conditions than
postulated by the law.
2.3 Further, same issue has been raised in various other
representations also, especially those received from
APRIL 2020 | CHARTERED SECRETARY

d.

Refund of tax paid on supplies made to SEZ Unit/
SEZ Developer with payment of tax;

e.

Refund of unutilized ITC on account of accumulation
due to inverted tax structure;

f.

Refund to supplier of tax paid on deemed export
supplies;

g.

Refund to recipient of tax paid on deemed export
supplies;

h.

Refund of excess balance in the electronic cash
ledger;

2.5 The issue has been examined and it has been decided to
remove the restriction on clubbing of tax periods across
Financial Years. Accordingly, circular No. 125/44/2019GST dated 18.11.2019 stands modified to that extent
i.e. the restriction on bunching of refund claims across
financial years shall not apply.

i.

Refund of excess payment of tax;

j.

Refund of tax paid on intra-State supply which is
subsequently held to be inter-State supply and
vice versa;

k.

Refund on account of assessment/provisional
assessment/appeal/any other order;

3.

l.

Refund on account of “any other” ground or
reason.

2.4 On perusal of the provisions under sub-section (3)of
section 16 of the Integrated Goods and Services Tax
Act, 2017and sub-section (3) of section 54 of the CGST
Act, there appears no bar in claiming refund by clubbing
different months across successive Financial Years.

Refund of accumulated input tax credit (ITC)on
account of reduction in GST Rate

3.1 It has been brought to the notice of the Board that some
of the applicants are seeking refund of unutilized ITC on
account of inverted duty structure where the inversion is
due to change in the GST rate on the same goods. This
can be explained through an illustration. An applicant
trading in goods has purchased, say goods “X” attracting
18% GST. However, subsequently, the rate of GST on “X”
has been reduced to, say 12%. It is being claimed that
accumulation of ITC in such a case is also covered as
accumulation on account of inverted duty structure and
such applicants have sought refund of accumulated ITC
under clause (ii) of sub-section (3) of section 54 of the
CGST Act.
3.2 It may be noted that refund of accumulated ITC in terms
clause (ii) of sub-section (3) of section 54 of the CGST Act
is available where the credit has accumulated on account
of rate of tax on inputs being higher than the rate of tax
on output supplies. It is noteworthy that, the input and
output being the same in such cases, though attracting
different tax rates at different points in time, do not get
covered under the provisions of clause(ii) of sub-section
(3) of section 54 of the CGST Act. It is hereby clarified that
refund of accumulated ITC under clause (ii) of sub-section
(3) of section 54 of the CGST Act would not be applicable
in cases where the input and the output supplies are the
same.
4.

Change in manner of refund of tax paid on supplies
other than zero rated supplies

4.1 Circular No. 125/44/2019-GST dated 18.11.2019, in para
3, categorizes the refund applications to be filed in FORM
GST RFD-01 as under:
a.

Refund of unutilized input tax credit (ITC) on account
of exports without payment of tax;

b.

Refund of tax paid on export of services with payment
of tax;

c.

Refund of unutilized ITC on account of supplies made
to SEZ Unit/SEZ Developer without payment of tax;
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4.2 For the refund of tax paid falling in categories specified
at S. No. (i) to (l) above i.e. refund claims on supplies
other than zero rated supplies, no separate debit of ITC
from electronic credit ledger is required to be made by the
applicant at the time of filing refund claim, being claim of
tax already paid. However, the total tax would have been
normally paid by the applicant by debiting tax amount from
both electronic credit ledger and electronic cash ledger. At
present, in these cases, the amount of admissible refund,
is paid in cash even when such payment of tax or any part
thereof, has been made through ITC.
4.3.1 As this could lead to allowing unintended encashment of
credit balances, this issue has been engaging attention
of the Government. Accordingly, vide notification
No.16/2020-Central Tax dated 23.03.2020, sub-rule (4A)
has been inserted in rule 86 of the CGST Rules, 2017
which reads as under:
“(4A) Where a registered person has claimed refund of
any amount paid as tax wrongly paid or paid in excess
for which debit has been made from the electronic credit
ledger, the said amount, if found admissible, shall be
re-credited to the electronic credit ledger by the proper
officer by an order made in FORM GST PMT-03.”
4.3.2 Further, vide the same notification, sub-rule (1A) has also
been inserted in rule 92 of the CGST Rules, 2017. The
same is reproduced hereunder:
“(1A) Where, upon examination of the application of
refund of any amount paid as tax other than the refund
of tax paid on zero-rated supplies or deemed export,
the proper officer is satisfied that a refund under subsection (5) of section 54 of the Act is due and payable
to the applicant, he shall make an order in FORM RFD06 sanctioning the amount of refund to be paid, in cash,
proportionate to the amount debited in cash against the
total amount paid for discharging tax liability for the
relevant period, mentioning therein the amount adjusted
against any outstanding demand under the Act or under
any existing law and the balance amount refundable and
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the merchant exporters wherein merchant exporters
have received the supplies of goods in the last quarter
of a Financial Year and have made exports in the next
Financial Year i.e. from April onwards. The restriction
imposed vide para 8 of the master refund circular prohibits
the refund of ITC accrued in such cases as well.
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to the ITC as per those invoices, the details of which
are uploaded by the supplier in FORM GSTR-1 and
are reflected in the FORM GSTR-2A of the applicant.
Accordingly, para 36 of the circular No. 125/44/2019-GST,
dated 18.11.2019 stands modified to that extent.

for the remaining amount which has been debited from
the electronic credit ledger for making payment of
such  tax,  the  proper  officer  shall  issue FORM GST
PMT-03 re-crediting the said amount as Input Tax Credit
in electronic credit ledger.”
4.4 The combined effect the abovementioned changes is that
any such refund of tax paid on supplies other than zero
rated supplies will now be admissible proportionately
in the respective original mode of payment i.e. in cases
of refund, where the tax to be refunded has been paid by
debiting both electronic cash and credit ledgers(other
than the refund of tax paid on zero-rated supplies or
deemed export), the refund to be paid in cash and credit
shall be calculated in the same proportion in which the
cash and credit ledger has been debited for discharging
the total tax liability for the relevant period for which
application   for refund   has   been   filed. Such amount,  
shall be accordingly paid by issuance of order in FORM
GST RFD-06 for amount refundable in cash and FORM
GST PMT-03 to re-credit the amount attributable to credit
as ITC in the electronic credit ledger.
5.

Guidelines for refunds of Input Tax Credit under
Section 54(3)

5.1 In terms of para36 of circular No. 125/44/2019-GST dated
18.11.2019, the refund of ITC availed in respect of invoices
not reflected in FORM GSTR-2A was also admissible and
copies of such invoices were required to be uploaded.
However, in wake of  insertion of sub-rule (4)to rule 36 of
the  CGST Rules, 2017 vide notification No. 49/2019-GST
dated 09.10.2019, various references have been received
from the field  formations regarding admissibility of refund
of the ITC availed on the invoices which are not reflecting
in the FORM GSTR-2A of the applicant.
5.2 The matter has been examined and it has been decided
that the refund of accumulated ITC shall be restricted

6.

New Requirement to mention HSN/SAC in Annexure
‘B’

6.1 References have also been received from the field
formations that HSN wise details of goods and services
are not available in FORM GSTR-2A and therefore it
becomes very difficult to distinguish ITC on capital goods
and/or input services out of total ITC for a relevant tax
period. It has been recommended that a column relating
to HSN/SAC Code should be added in the statement
of invoices relating to inward supply as provided in
Annexure–B of the circular No. 125/44/2019-GST dated
18.11.2019so as to easily identify between the supplies of
goods and services.
6.2 The issue has been examined and considering that such
a distinction is important in view of the provisions relating
to refund where refund of credit on Capital goods and/
or services is not permissible in certain cases, it has
been decided to amend the said statement. Accordingly,
Annexure-B of the circular No. 125/44/2019-GST, dated
18.11.2019 stands modified to that extent.
6.3 A suitably modified statement format is attached for
applicants to upload the details of invoices reflecting in
their FORM GSTR-2A. The applicant is, in addition to
details already prescribed, now required to mention
HSN/SAC   code which   is   mentioned   on   the   inward  
invoices. In cases where supplier is not mandated to
mention HSN/SAC code  on  invoice,  the  applicant need
not mention HSN/SAC code in respect of such an inward
supply.

21ST NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF PRACTISING
COMPANY SECRETARIES
Place: Northern Region

Suggestions on Theme and Sub-Themes

Dates: June-July, 2020

The 21st National Conference of Practising Company Secretaries is scheduled to be held in the Northern Region.
Suggestions are invited from members / readers on the theme and sub-themes to be deliberated at the National
Conference.
The member / reader whose theme alongwith its sub-themes is selected shall get exemption from paying the
delegate registration fee for the Conference. The decision of the Institute shall be final in all respects. Interested
persons may send their suggestions so as to reach by April 25, 2020 to:
CS Samir Raheja
Director
(Professional Development, Perspective and Futuristic Planning)
The Institute of Company Secretaries of India
ICSI HOUSE, 22, Institutional Area, Lodi Road, New Delhi – 110 003
Email: conference@icsi.edu | Ph: 011-45341021 / 45341055
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T

he expression “professional and other misconduct” as
defined in Section 22 of the Company Secretaries Act,
1980 shall be deemed to include any act or omission
provided in any of the Schedules, but nothing in this section
shall be construed to limit or abridge in any way the power
conferred or duty cast on the Director (Discipline) under subsection (1) of Section 21 to inquire into the conduct of any
member of the Institute under any other circumstances

This Item restricts a member of the Institute in service from
accepting any secret benefit from the employment such
as commission from its clients, customer, agent, broker;
or any professional engaged by the employer. Employer
can be a company, firm or person. It will maintain trust
and confidence of the employer. It is an implied term of
any employment that the employee concerned shall not
secretly benefit from the employment.

There are two Schedules to the Company Secretaries Act,
1980 viz First Schedule and Second Schedule. First Schedule
is divided into four parts and Second Schedule is divided into
three parts.

This Item is analogous in some respects to Item (3) of
Part I of the First Schedule which prohibits a member in
practice from accepting or agreeing to accept any part of
the profits of the professional work of a person who is not
a member of the Institute.

Part II of the First Schedule contains 2 items on acts
or omissions of professional misconduct which are
applicable to Company Secretaries in Service.
One most common and important issue is the conflict that
may arise between the employer’s interest and the interest of
a member to uphold his professional values and the broader
public interest. A member must have courage of conviction to
express candidly his considered professional opinion to his
employer in order to safeguard his professional values and
broader public interest.
A member of the Institute in service, shall be deemed to
be guilty of professional misconduct under Part II of First
Schedule to the Company Secretaries Act, 1980, if he, being
an employee of any company, firm or person–
(1) pays or allows or agrees to pay, directly or indirectly,
to any person any share in the emoluments of the
employment undertaken by him.

Part III of the First Schedule contains 3 items on acts
or omissions of professional misconduct which are
applicable to Members of the Institute generally.
A member of the Institute, whether in practice or not, shall be
deemed to be guilty of professional misconduct under Part III
of the First Schedule to the Act, if he –
(1) not being a Fellow of the Institute, acts as a Fellow of
the Institute.
This Item prohibits a member to act as a Fellow of
the Institute while in fact he is not a Fellow member.
An Associate is entitled to have his name entered in
the Register as a Fellow as per regulation 4 (2) of the
Company Secretaries Regulations, 1982 (i) if he has
been in continuous practice as CS for at least five years
or has been an Associate for a continuous period of five

This Item restricts a member in employment from sharing
emoluments of the employment with any other person not
even a member. Both direct and indirect sharing of the
emoluments is prohibited.
This Item is analogous to Item (2) of Part I of the First
Schedule in some respect, which allows a member in
practice to share the fee, commission or brokerage or
profits with any other member of the Institute who is his
partner.
(2) accepts or agrees to accept any part of fees, profits or
gains from a lawyer, a Company Secretary or broker
engaged by such company, firm or person or agent or
customer of such company, firm or person by way of
commission or gratification.
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ETHICS IN PROFESSION

PROFESSIONAL AND OTHER MISCONDUCT IN
RELATION TO COMPANY SECRETARIES
CONTAINED IN PART II, III AND IV OF THE
FIRST SCHEDULE TO THE COMPANY
SECRETARIES ACT, 1980

ETHICS IN PROFESSION

year and possesses qualifications or practical experience
as determined by the Council and (ii) he should not have
been found guilty of any professional or other misconduct
resulting removal of his name from the Register or
resulting imposition of fine under section 21A or 21B
during the preceding five years on the date of application
and (iii) should have completed minimum PDC hours as
determined by the Council.
(2) does not supply the information called for, or does
not comply with the requirements asked for, by the
Institute, Council or any of its Committees, Director
(Discipline), Board of Discipline, Disciplinary
Committee, Quality Review Board or the Appellate
Authority
It is a duty of a member to supply information called for or
to supply the requirements as asked for by the Council or
any of its Committee and other authorities such as Director
(Discipline), Board of Discipline, Disciplinary Committee,
Quality Review Board or the Appellate Authority. Noncompliance with this Item would tantamount to breach of
code of conduct.
(3) while inviting professional work from another
Company Secretary or while responding to tenders or
enquiries or while advertising through a write up, or
anything as provided for in items (6) and (7) of Part I
of this Schedule, gives information knowing it to be
false.
A member of the Institute, whether in practice or not,
shall be guilty of professional misconduct if he gives any
information which he knows it to be false, while inviting
professional work from another Company Secretary
or while responding to tenders or enquiries or while
advertising through a write up, or anything as provided for
in items (6) and (7) of Part I of the First Schedule to the
Act.
Part IV of the First Schedule contains 2 items on acts or
omissions of Other Misconduct which are applicable to
Members of the Institute generally.
A member of the Institute, whether in practice or not, shall be
deemed to be guilty of other misconduct under Part IV of the
First Schedule, if: (1) he is held guilty by any civil or criminal court for an
offence which is punishable with imprisonment for a
term not exceeding six months;”
A member of the Institute, whether in practice or not, shall
be deemed to be guilty of other misconduct, under Part
IV of the First Schedule, if he is held guilty by any civil
or criminal court for an offence which is punishable with
imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months.
(2) in the opinion of the Council, he brings disrepute to
the profession or the institute as a result of his action
whether or not related to his professional work.”
If a member of the Institute in the opinion of the Council
brings disrepute to the profession or the Institute as a
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result of his act/ omission whether the same relates to
his professional work or not or such act/ omission does
not fall under any of the items of the First and Second
Schedule of the Act, the member shall be deemed to be
guilty of other misconduct. However, such cases are to
be decided by the Council keeping in view the facts and
circumstances of each case.
In the case of Lalit Agrawal Vs. ICAI (Writ Petition (C) No.
10020/2016, the Hon’ble High Court of Delhi has held as under:
“In view of the above, this Court is unable to accept
the contention that the Board of Discipline does
not have the jurisdiction to examine the alleged
misconduct on the part of the petitioner. Clause (2)
of Part-IV of the First Schedule to the Act is wide,
and would include within its scope, any conduct that
would tend to bring disrepute to the profession or the
Institute. If a Chartered Accountant is found to have
been guilty in outraging the modesty of a woman
and/or other offences involving moral turpitude, it
would not be inapposite for the Board of Discipline to
also conclude that the conduct did, in fact, lower the
dignity of the profession.”
In view of the aforesaid observations of the Hon’ble High
Delhi, it is clear that disciplinary action can be initiated against
a member of Institute for other misconduct in respect of
misconduct unrelated to the profession which brings disrepute
to the profession or the Institute in terms of Item (2) of Part IV
of First Schedule of Company Secretaries Act, 1980.

CASE STUDY
M/s C had filed Complaint of professional or other misconduct
against Mr. X, the Respondent alleging therein that the
Respondent had certified Form 20B and 23 AC for year 2011
and 2012 for companies negligently. Ms. A was shown as
Company Secretary on whole time basis for five companies
in the year 2011 for a short period of about 7 to 10 days. Ms.
B was shown as Company Secretary on whole time basis for
these five Companies in the year 2012 for a short period of
about 7 days. It was alleged that appointment of Company
Secretaries were made in circumvention of Section 383A of the
Companies Act, 1956 and the Respondent in connivance with
the companies, while certifying Form 20B and Form 23AC,
glossed over this circumvention.
The Disciplinary Committee agreed with the prima facie opinion
of the Director (Discipline) that the Respondent has failed to
exercise due diligence and his act has brought disrepute to
the profession and the Institute and therefore the Respondent
is guilty of professional and other misconduct under Item (7)
of Part I of the Second Schedule and Item (2) of Part IV of
the First Schedule to the Companies Secretaries Act 1980.
The Disciplinary Committee decided to adjudicate the matter
further.
The Respondent admitted that he had adopted callous and
casual approach in discharge of his professional responsibility
and did not exercise required due diligence and pleaded guilty
of the charges against him.
CS
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The platform, hosted on the Invest India website https://www.
investindia.gov.in/, is designed as a comprehensive resource
to help businesses and investors get real-time updates on
India’s active response to COVID-19 (Coronavirus). This
dynamic and constantly updating platform keeps a regular
track on developments with respect to the virus, provides latest
information on various central and state government initiatives,
gives access to special provisions, and answers and resolves
queries through emails and on WhatsApp.

solutions and other unique initiatives.
The objective of the platform is to identify issues and find
clarifications and solutions in a rapidly evolving scenario,
especially from the perspective of business continuity for the
business community. This platform also provides the ability to
join the dots to find matching suppliers with required supplies
and for innovators, startups, and MSMEs to showcase their
solutions. It is also a platform to hear from the experts on
business strategies to be adopted during such times.
This Business Immunity Platform shall help people get access
to all the information they require while staying in their comfort
of their homes. With this platform, Invest India aims to bring
facilitation at your doorstep!
The platform will also help to match the demand and supply
of crucial products including masks, sanitisers and ventilators,
and help businesses and investors get real-time updates on the
Covid-19 outbreak. The platform is ascertaining government’s
needs for masks, sanitisers, ventilators and wipes, among
other things and then matching them with companies who can
produce them.

Invest India has also announced a partnership with SIDBI
(Small Industries Development Bank of India) for responding
and resolving queries for MSMEs.

Startup India is conducting weekly webinars for Startups to get
guidance and advice from industry stalwarts to tackle these
tough times.

The platform also includes frequently asked questions on
important aspects like locations of COVID-19 testing, special
permissions and other location-specific information. The
portal also maps and highlights the response mechanism put
in place by leading Indian companies such as sanitation of
staff vehicles, placing orders in alternate markets, disabling
biometric attendance systems, setting up of medical task
force, requesting trainees to go home, business continuity
plan, barring entry of visitors, suspension of air travel, usage of
video-conferencing and tele-conferencing, developing online

As the world is currently looking at a serious healthcare
challenge caused by the pandemic Covid-19, Startup India
is also scouting for innovative technologies and solutions
for precautionary as well as treatment-related interventions.
Startup India is building a one-stop repository of innovative
solutions for ready access by the government and the private
sector for further development and deployment. For more
information on the challenge, please visit our website at https://
www.startupindia.gov.in/content/sih/en/ams-application/
challenge.html?applicationId=5e79126ee4b055bfaea9ef66
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STARTUP INDIA

While COVID-19 continues to disrupt normal life, the impact
of this crisis on businesses across the country is being
continuously assessed. The government, for its part, has issued
timely guidelines for businesses. Realizing the uncertainty
that the Corona crisis has caused among businesses Invest
India has launched The Invest India Business Immunity
Platform on March 21,2020.

CG CORNER

Corporate Governance Corner

A BRIEF ON ‘GLOBAL RISKS REPORT
2020’ BY WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM1
World Economic Forum brought out its Global Risks Report
2020, as a part of its Global Risks Initiative which brings
stakeholders together to develop sustainable, integrated
solutions to the world’s most pressing challenges.
Global Risks Perception Survey 2019, which underpins
the report, rank issues related to global warming – such as
extreme weather and biodiversity loss – as the top five risks
in terms of likelihood over the coming decade. This is the first
time one category has occupied all of the top slots since the
report was launched in 2006. This report draws on feedback
from nearly 800 global experts and decision-makers who were
asked to rank their concerns in terms of likelihood and impact.



The Global Risks Report forecasts a year of increased
domestic and international divisions with the added risk of
economic slowdown.

TOP RISKS EXPECTED TO INCREASE IN
20202
Respondents to Global Risks Perception Survey (%)
ECONOMIC CONFRONTATION/FRICTIONS
BETWEEN MAJOR POWERS

78.5%

DOMESTIC POLITICAL POLARISATION

78.4%

EXTREME HEAT WAVES

77.1%

DESTRUCTION OF NATURAL ECOSYSTEMS

76.2%

CYBER ATTACKS: DISRUPTION OF
OPERATIONS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

76.1%

Extreme weather events + failure of climate change
mitigation and adaptation

PROTECTIONISM REGARDING TRADE AND
INVESTMENT

76.0%

Large-scale cyber-attacks + breakdown of critical
information infrastructure and networks

POPULIST AND NATIVIST AGENDAS

75.7%

CYBER ATTACKS: THEFT OF DATA OR
MONEY

75.0%

RECESSION IN A MAJOR ECONOMY

72.8%

UNCONTROLLED FIRES

70.7%

The report identifies economic, environmental, geopolitical,
societal and technological risks both short term and long term
and its impact and inter-connections.
As per the report, top most strongly connected global risks are:








1

Food crises + extreme weather events

High structural unemployment or underemployment +
adverse consequences of technological advances
Major biodiversity loss and ecosystem collapse + failure of
climate change mitigation and adaptation
Source: http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Global_Risk_Report_2020.pdf
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2

https://www.marsh.com/uk/insights/research/global-risks-report-2020.html
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List of ICSI Donor Contributed in Covid-19 Donation for PM CARES Fund
Sr.
No.

Name

Membership
Number

Payment
Amount

City

State

1

CS NEELESH JAIN

F6436

100001

BHOPAL

MADHYA PRADESH

2

CS K S RAVICHANDRAN

F3675

100000

COIMBATORE

TAMIL NADU

3

CS AMRITA DINESHCHANDRA NAUTIYAL

F5079

51000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

4

CS NAGENDRA DATTATHREYA RAO

F5553

25001

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

5

CS GURUMURTHAIAH VENGAIAHSETTY
SRINIVASAMURTHY

F2426

25000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

6

CS MAKARAND M JOSHI

F5533

25000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

7

CS PAVAN KUMAR VIJAY

F3104

25000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

8

SH. MRUGA CORPORATE SERVICES LIMITED

25000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

9

CS DEBABRATA DEBNATH

F7775

20000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

10

CS AHAD HASNAIN SAIFEE

A50552

15000

UDAIPUR  

RAJASTHAN

11

CS G B RAO

F194

15000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

12

CS HANUMANTHA RAJU DATLA

F4044

15000

HYDERABAD  

TELANGANA

13

CS SATWINDER SINGH

F2752

15000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

14

CS SUBRAMANIAM PARASURAMAN NAGARAJAN

A10028

15000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

15

CS BALASUBRAMANIAN NARAYANASWAMY

F6439

12000

KOCHI  

KERALA

16

CS AHALADA RAO VUMMENTHALA

F5019

11111

HYDERABAD  

TELANGANA

17

CS ASHISH GARG

F5181

11111

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

18

CS CHETAN BABALDAS PATEL

F5188

11111

AHMEDABAD  

GUJARAT

19

CS DEEPAK KUMAR KHAITAN

F5615

11111

KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

20

CS DEVENDRA VASANT DESHPANDE

F6099

11111

PUNE

MAHARASHTRA

21

CS DHANANJAY SHUKLA

F5886

11111

GURGAON  

HARYANA

22

CS MANISH GUPTA

F5123

11111

NEW DELHI

DELHI

23

CS MONIKA KOHLI

F5480

11111

NEW DELHI

DELHI

24

CS NARASIMHAN  BALASUBRAMANIAN

F1303

11111

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

25

CS NIRAJ PREET SINGH CHAWLA

F6987

11111

NEW DELHI

DELHI

26

CS PAWAN KUMAR JAIN

A20882

11111

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

27

CS RAHUL PADMAKAR SAHASRABUDDHE

F6254

11111

THANE  

MAHARASHTRA

28

CS RANJEET PANDEY

F5922

11111

NEW DELHI

DELHI

29

CS S SUDHAKAR

F1714

11111

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

30

CS SHYAM AGRAWAL

F6624

11111

JAIPUR

RAJASTHAN

31

CS TUSHAR SUDHIR PAHADE

F7784

11111

NAGPUR  

MAHARASHTRA

32

CS YOGESH CHOUDHARY

F8644

11111

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

33

CS ASHOK KUMAR GOYAL

F2236

11000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

34

CS BHUPESH GUPTA

F4590

11000

LUDHIANA  

PUNJAB

35

CS DEVESH AGARWAL

F10524

11000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

36

CS HITESH DHRUVKUMAR WADHWANI

A43914

11000

THANE  

MAHARASHTRA

37

CS PRASHANT KUMAR BALODIA

F6047

11000

DELHI  

DELHI

38

CS PRIYANKA WALIA

A47795

11000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

39

CS RAVI SHARMA

F4468

11000

DELHI  

DELHI

40

CS RENU AGGARWAL

A24336

11000

FARIDABAD

HARYANA

41

CS SANJAY AHUJA

F5233

11000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

42

CS SANJEEV GUPTA

F4063

11000

DELHI  

DELHI

43

CS SUBIR KUMAR

F7480

11000

PATNA

BIHAR

44

CS SUMIT KUMAR

F7714

11000

DELHI

DELHI

45

CS SURAJ KUMAR AGARWAL

F4747

11000

GURGAON  

DELHI
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Sr.
No.

Name

46

CS RAMESH BABU KURALLA

F5896

10116

GUNTUR  

ANDHRA PRADESH

47

CS GOPESH SAHU

F7100

10100

KANPUR

UTTAR PRADESH

48

CS AJIT PANDURANG WALWAIKAR

F1616

10001

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

49

CS RAMESH SHENOY

F2479

10001

50

CS ANIKET KULSHRESTHA

F7795

10000

NEW DELHI

HARYANA

51

CS ASHOK TYAGI

F2968

10000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

52

CS BHASKARA  HEMANTH

F6374

10000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

53

CS DHARMESH MAHESHCHANDRA ZAVERI

F5418

10000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

54

CS DIPIKA BIYANI

F9590

10000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

55

CS GANESH NARAYAN

F6910

10000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

56

CS HARISH KUMAR VAID

F1431

10000

NOIDA

UTTAR PRADESH

57

CS HEMANG MAHESHCHANDRA MEHTA

F4965

10000

VADODARA

GUJARAT

58

CS JAGDISH PREMABHAI PATEL

F2613

10000

VAPI

GUJARAT

59

CS MAHESH JANARDAN  RISBUD

F810

10000

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

60

CS MICHAEL ARUMUGAM RAJ

F8487

10000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

61

CS PANKAJ KUMAR SAHU

A42837

10000

CHANDIGARH  

ORISSA

62

CS PREETI MALHOTRA

F3680

10000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

63

CS PUSHPAL RAMESH SANGHAVI

A13125

10000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

64

CS RAJVEER SINGH

F3732

10000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

65

CS RAVI MOHAN RATHI

A16775

10000

KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

66

CS RENGANATHAN BASHYAM

F2922

10000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

67

CS SAMBASIVARAO CHANDRAMOULESWARA
SHARADA

A7783

10000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

68

CS SATYANARAIN LAXMINARAIN SAMDANI

F3677

10000

VADODARA

GUJARAT

69

CS SHANTHI VENKATESAN

A17795

10000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

70

CS SHILPA MUKESHKUMAR KEYAL

A52716

10000

THANE  

MAHARASHTRA

71

CS SONALI VIPUL BHUTA

F7451

10000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

72

CS SRIDHAR O

A47568

10000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

73

CS SUDHEENDRA PRAKASH GHALI

F7037

10000

BELGAUM

KARNATAKA

74

CS VINOD GOEL

F3232

10000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

75

CS VIVEKANANDA S.

A19862

10000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

76

SH. SHAKUNTALA CHANGIA

10000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

77

CS MOHD WASEEM KHAN

A36080

7000

BAREILLY

UTTAR PRADESH

78

CS ASHISH KARODIA

F6549

6000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

79

CS JAYALAKSHMI M

A53053

6000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

80

CS VYANKATESH MADHUKAR  KINHIKAR

A47465

5555

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

81

CS ANURAG GANGRADE

F9187

5100

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

82

CS GAURAV SAINI

A54374

5100

GURUGRAM  

HARYANA

83

CS HARRISH  KHURANA

F4835

5100

DELHI  

DELHI

84

CS KAMLESH JOSHI

F5096

5100

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

85

CS KOMAL MARDA

F6446

5100

HYDERABAD  

TELANGANA

86

CS NEETU SAINI

F8446

5100

NEW DELHI

DELHI

87

CS SHUBH KARAN JAIN

F1473

5100

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

88

CS VISHWASKUMAR ASHOKKUMAR SHARMA

A33017

5100

AHMEDABAD  

GUJARAT

89

CS CHIRAG SHUKLA

A20568

5011

GJ

GUJARAT

90

CS ASHISH ANANTRAY SHAH

F5974

5001

AHMEDABAD  

GUJARAT
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91

CS CHETAN MANOHAR NATHANI

F9836

5001

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

92

CS KANNAN NARAYANA SWAMY

F1838

5001

BENGALURU  

KARNATAKA

93

CS M ASISH

F7146

5001

KOCHI  

KERALA

94

CS MADAN LAL DAGA

F2650

5001

KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

95

CS PANKAJ GUPTA

F9219

5001

UJJAIN

MADHYA PRADESH

96

CS POOLAKKAL CHOLAYIL  PRADEEP

F5170

5001

KOCHI  

KERALA

97

CS PRADEEP KUMAR PURWAR

F5769

5001

THANE  

MAHARASHTRA

98

CS PRANJAL PRASAD DONGARE

A47349

5001

PUNE

MAHARASHTRA

99

CS RAJESH CHHAGANBHAI TARPARA

F6165

5001

AHMEDABAD  

GUJARAT

100

CS RAMANATHA  SRIDHARAN

F4775

5001

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

101

CS SAGAR RAMRAO DEO

F9518

5001

AURANGABAD  

MAHARASHTRA

102

CS SAGAR VIVEK KULKARNI

A49731

5001

NASHIK  

MAHARASHTRA

103

CS SAGHAN SRIVASTAVA

F7512

5001

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

104

CS SUBHASHINI GHANTOJI

A33743

5001

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

105

CS VIJAY BHAGWAN SONONE

F7301

5001

THANE  

MAHARASHTRA

106

CS VIJAY KUMAR SAJJAN

F8629

5001

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

107

CS VIVEK  HEGDE

F7667

5001

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

108

CS A R JAIKRISHNAN

A14328

5000

KE

KERALA

109

CS AKSHAT GARG

F9161

5000

GHAZIABAD  

UTTAR PRADESH

110

CS AMIT DEEDWANIA

F10366

5000

JAIPUR  

RAJASTHAN

111

CS ASHISH R SHAH

A9041

5000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

112

CS ASHUTOSH MISHRA

A23011

5000

NAGPUR  

MAHARASHTRA

113

CS ASHWINKUMAR JIVANBHAI PATEL

F6765

5000

AHMEDABAD  

GUJARAT

114

CS BHADRESH B SHAH

A23847

5000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

115

CS CHINNAAPPAGOUNDER THIRUMURTHY

F3454

5000

COIMBATORE

TAMIL NADU

116

CS CHIRAG CHANDRAKANT CHAWRA

F5643

5000

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

117

CS CHITRA  SREENIVAS

A7106

5000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

118

CS DEEPA AGGARWAL

F9041

5000

DELHI  

DELHI

119

CS DEEPAK PRATAPBHAI THAKKER

F5179

5000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

120

CS DEVANG KATUDIA

A23573

5000

GJ

GUJARAT

121

CS DEVESH AMUBHAI  PATHAK

F4559

5000

VADODARA

GUJARAT

122

CS G BASKAR

A10528

5000

CHENNAI

TAMIL NADU

123

CS JATIN GUPTA

F5651

5000

DELHI  

DELHI

124

CS K KRISHNAMOORTHY

A3068

5000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

125

CS KALIDAS RAMASWAMI

F2440

5000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

126

CS KHUSHBOO PARIKH

A61500

5000

GANDHI GJ

GUJARAT

127

CS KRISHNAN SUBHARAMAN

F4361

5000

PUNE

MAHARASHTRA

128

CS MANASI SHRIDHAR PARADKAR

F5447

5000

KOTHRUDPUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

129

CS MILIND JANAK GUJAR

F9937

5000

NASHIK  

MAHARASHTRA

130

CS MONIKA MOORJANI

F6248

5000

GHAZIABAD  

UTTAR PRADESH

131

CS N SHANKER

F1623

5000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

132

CS NEHA AVINASH MARATHE

A47927

5000

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

133

CS NEHARIKA SINGH

A39163

5000

BAREILLY

UTTAR PRADESH

134

CS NERLAHADDA DATTATREYA  SATISH

F10003

5000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

135

CS NITAL SANKET TADPHALE

A19602

5000

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

136

CS PALANIGOUNDER ESWARAMOORTHY

F6510

5000

COIMBATORE

TAMIL NADU
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137

CS PANKAJ THAKUR

A42113

5000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

138

CS PARAG SHARAD  DASARWAR

F9304

5000

NAGPUR  

MAHARASHTRA

139

CS PERIASAMY BOOPALAN

A5365

5000

AMMAPET SALEM

TAMIL NADU

140

CS PRABHANJAN HEMANT GHATPANDE

A59202

5000

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

141

CS PREETI KISHINCHAND CHHAPRU

A22730

5000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

142

CS PRIYANKA CHOUBEY

A60913

5000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

143

CS PUNIT HANDA

F5084

5000

GURGAON122001  

HARYANA

144

CS R R GNANASEKARAN

F6500

5000

MADURAI  

TAMIL NADU

145

CS RADHIKA PATKAR

A51635

5000

THANE

MAHARASHTRA

146

CS RAKESH DHIRAJLAL SANGHANI

F7647

5000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

147

CS S SIVARAMAN

F2918

5000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

148

CS SACHIN BHAGWAT

A10189

5000

KOTHRUDPUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

149

CS SADASHIV MANOHAR JADYE

A49345

5000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

150

CS SANJAY MAHESHWARI

A18266

5000

DELHI  

DELHI

151

CS SEJAL HARIT PALAN

A31310

5000

RAJKOT

GUJARAT

152

CS SHASHANK KUMAR SHARMA

A19311

5000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

153

CS SHILPA A BHATIA

A13706

5000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

154

CS SHREYANS JAIN

F8519

5000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

155

CS SUBRAMANIAM LALITHA

F4464

5000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

156

CS SUBRAMANIAM RAMACHANDRAN

F5111

5000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

157

CS SUDHINDRA KUTISHVARLU  SHESHAGIRI

F7909

5000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

158

CS SUJATA CHATTOPADHYAY

F8983

5000

NAVI MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

159

CS SURESH KRISHNAMACHARI

F4320

5000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

160

CS SURYAKANT KUMAR

A27610

5000

PATNA

BIHAR

161

CS T SEETHA

F5405

5000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

162

CS TANNIRU SRIRAM

F8180

5000

SECUNDERABAD  

TELANGANA

163

CS THIRUPAL GORIGE

F6680

5000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

164

CS UMESH HARJIVANDAS VED

F4411

5000

AHMEDABAD  

GUJARAT

165

CS UNNATI KANTILAL SHAH

A33768

5000

THANE  

MAHARASHTRA

166

CS VALDE VARGHESE PONTHOKKEN

A24937

5000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

167

CS VENKATARAMAN JAYAGOPAL

F6347

5000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

168

CS VENKATRAMAN ANANTHANARAYANAN

F5892

5000

COIMBATORE

TAMIL NADU

169

CS VIKASH KUMAR JAIN

A19135

5000

GUWAHATI

ASSAM

170

CS VINOD KUMAR MEHROTRA

F4303

5000

KANPUR  

UTTAR PRADESH

171

CS YOGESH HARILAL SONEJI

A36731

5000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

172

CS AASHIT VIJAY DOSHI

F9321

4500

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

173

CS PREETI JAIN

F10364

4000

GURUGRAM  

DELHI

174

CS GAURAV SHAH

A58295

3500

EAST THANE

MAHARASHTRA

175

CS MOHAMMED ABDULLAH SLATEWALA

A30888

3500

MUMBRA THANE

MAHARASHTRA

176

CS AANCHAL JAIN

F5990

3100

AGRA

UTTAR PRADESH

177

CS SHASHIKANT  ARYA

F8432

3100

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

178

CS SUMAN PANDEY

F7606

3100

NEW DELHI

DELHI

179

CS ADITYA MAHENDRA  KURUNDKAR

F7483

3000

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

180

CS ARAYAPURAM RAMAMURTHY  SOMASUNDARAM

A19871

3000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

181

CS CHITRA SRINIVAS

F9309

3000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

182

CS GANAPATHY RAJENDRAN

F3006

3000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA
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183

CS GAURANG CHINUBHAI SHAH

F6696

3000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

184

CS KALIAPPAGOUNDER  MUTHUSAMY

F5865

3000

COIMBATORE

TAMIL NADU

185

CS NIYATEE ASHESH SHUKLA

A37284

3000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

186

CS RAMAKRISHNA RAO  KANAKADURGA

A22164

3000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

187

CS MUKESH KUMAR GARG

F2450

2501

DEWAS

MADHYA PRADESH

188

CS TARUN KUMAR SINGH

F6344

2501

LANE KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

189

CS BHAIRAV HARESHCHANDRA SHUKLA

F6212

2500

SURAT  

GUJARAT

190

CS GARIMA MEHROTRA

A20450

2500

PUNE

MAHARASHTRA

191

CS K V KRISHNA RAO

A12017

2500

TELANGANA(

TELANGANA

192

CS KAMLESH GAURISHANKAR PANDYA

F2951

2500

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

193

CS LAXMAN SHANKAR GAIKWAD

A46484

2500

PETHPUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

194

CS MANISH DIVAKAR SINDGIKAR

A34271

2500

DOMBIVILI

MAHARASHTRA

195

CS PUNIT KUMAR GOYAL

F8654

2500

BHYANDER

MAHARASHTRA

196

CS RITU RITOLIA

F10554

2500

DHANBAD  

JHARKHAND

197

CS SARATH SASIDHARA

A47669

2500

KOCHI

KERALA

198

CS SHILPA GULANI

A36005

2500

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

199

CS SWATI JAIN

A54958

2500

NEW DELHI

DELHI

200

CS VENKATRAMAN

A24699

2500

CHENNAI

TAMIL NADU

201

CS RAMA BANDARU

A19456

2400

HYDERABAD  

TELANGANA

202

CS V VEJEYADHYTHYAH

F4508

2111

203

CS RAKESH KUMAR GUPTA

F5951

2101

THANE  

MAHARASHTRA

204

CS ANKIT JAIN

F10305

2100

MANDI JAIPUR

RAJASTHAN

205

CS ARVIND KUMAR MEENA

A41713

2100

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

206

CS BRIJ LAL JAIN

F4116

2100

MOHALI  

PUNJAB

207

CS DILIP KUMAR JAIN

F3565

2100

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

208

CS ISHAN JAIN

F9978

2100

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

209

CS KEWAL KRISHAN KOHLI

F2399

2100

NEW DELHI

DELHI

210

CS LAXMINARAYAN JOSHI

F5201

2100

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

TAMIL NADU

211

CS MAHESH KUMAR  RUSTAGI

F5779

2100

VIHAR DELHI

DELHI

212

CS MANISH  MAHESHWARI

F5174

2100

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

213

CS NAMRATA VASHISTHA

A47825

2100

JAIPUR  

RAJASTHAN

214

CS NEERAJ PARMAR

F4589

2100

NEW DELHI

DELHI

215

CS NITIKA JAIN

A49691

2100

JAIPUR  

RAJASTHAN

216

CS PARAG RAMAKANT JAVERI

A35132

2100

NASHIK  

MAHARASHTRA

217

CS PARTH TRIPATHI

A54188

2100

MALL

DELHI

218

CS PRANAY PATEL

F10422

2100

MANDIR BHOPAL

MADHYA PRADESH

219

CS RANJESH JAIN

F6438

2100

GWALIOR

MADHYA PRADESH

220

CS SUMIT JAITELY

F9194

2100

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

221

CS VIKASH KUMAR CHOKHANI

A27166

2100

KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

222

CS VIVEK MISHRA

F8540

2100

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

223

CS AKANKSHA SUNNY BILANEY

F9683

2001

BHAYANDER  

MAHARASHTRA

224

CS C PARVATHI NAGARAJ

A14167

2001

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

225

CS GANAPATHI GHATTI

A42323

2001

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

226

CS YOGESH JAYRAM KOHINKAR

F9562

2001

PETHPUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

227

CS AASHISH KUMAR JAIN

A20164

2000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

228

CS ABHINAYA PRAKASH KULKARNI

A24923

2000

POINT MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA
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229

CS AJAY ANIL THORAT

F10461

2000

NAVI MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

230

CS ASHISH KUMAR TIWARI

A39516

2000

DELHI  

DELHI

231

CS BALAN SANTOSH PARTHASARATHY

A49602

2000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

232

CS BALASUBRAMANIAN  SRIDHAR

A10654

2000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

233

CS BHAGYASHREE ANIRUDDHA  WALVEKAR

A24984

2000

KOTHRUDPUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

234

CS D VIJAYAKUMAR

A8870

2000

DISTT

TAMIL NADU

235

CS DHANANJAY SHAM KULKARNI

A50806

2000

KOTHRUDPUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

236

CS DIVYANSH KACHHARA

A51868

2000

RAJSAMAND

RAJASTHAN

237

CS GEETIKA AGRAWAL

F4988

2000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

238

CS GIRIJA GANPAT NAGVEKAR

F10358

2000

PANAJI

GOA

239

CS INDRANIL RAJEEV SHENDE

A24567

2000

MH  

MAHARASHTRA

240

CS KAMESWARA RAO VEMPATI

A60095

2000

HYDERABAD  

TELANGANA

241

CS KAVITA SRIVASTAVA

F6260

2000

GHAZIABAD  

UTTAR PRADESH

242

CS MALLESWARI GUDE

F6574

2000

HYDERABAD  

TELANGANA

243

CS MANISH JAIN

F4651

2000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

244

CS MANISHA ARORA

F7026

2000

GURGAON  

HARYANA

245

CS MANJUNATH GNANESH

A40071

2000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

246

CS MOHIT GULATI

A38851

2000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

247

CS MONI SINGH

A26284

2000

DELHI  

DELHI

248

CS MOONMOON SEN

A32619

2000

FARIDABAD

HARYANA

249

CS MUKESH KUMAR GUPTA

F6959

2000

THANE  

MAHARASHTRA

250

CS NAMITA UJWAL

F6307

2000

VARANASI

UTTAR PRADESH

251

CS NILAKSHI SHARMA

A29597

2000

NAVI MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

252

CS PANKAJ KUMAR MITTAL

F8952

2000

FARIDABAD

HARYANA

253

CS PREETI MAHESHWARI

A45001

2000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

254

CS RANGAPPA DEENADAYALU

F3850

2000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

255

CS REENA BANSAL

F8552

2000

HOME INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

256

CS S R BALACHANDHER

A11396

2000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

257

CS S. RAMPRASAD

A14324

2000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

258

CS SHEKHAR SHYAMRAO GHATPANDE

F1659

2000

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

259

CS SRINIVASAN T

A54240

2000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

260

CS SUBRAMANIAN CHANDRASEKAR

F6773

2000

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

261

CS SURESH SHANKAR INGALE

F2778

2000

WARJEPUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

262

CS SURESH VITHAL DEULKAR

F1321

2000

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

263

CS SWETA NATRAJAN ACHARYA

A49004

2000

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

264

SH. VIRAJ MISHAL

2000

GANESHPURI,  GOA GOA

265

CS KOSHA AASHIT DOSHI

A50179

1800

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

266

CS AYYASWAMY RENGARAJAN

F6725

1500

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

267

CS CHETAN AGARWAL

A54038

1500

KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

268

CS DIPIKA KATARIA

F8078

1500

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

269

CS JAYASHREE PARTHASARATHY

F4610

1500

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

270

CS MOHAMMAD ISHTIYAQUE  ANSARI

A42756

1500

PATNA

BIHAR

271

CS MONICA KEDIA

A27139

1500

NAGPUR  

MAHARASHTRA

272

CS PARAS JIVARAJBHAI VIRAMGAMA

F10275

1500

RAJKOT

GUJARAT
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273

CS SEKAR  ANANTHANARAYAN

A8649

1500

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

274

CS SHARVARI ANIL JOSHI

A50292

1500

ALIBAG RAIGAD

MAHARASHTRA

275

CS SHEFALI BADKUL

A59487

1500

SAGAR

MADHYA PRADESH

276

CS SHIVANAND R. HEMMADY

F4829

1500

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

277

CS SUBBY JACOB VARGHESE

A48550

1500

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

278

CS VINOD HARAKCHAND KANKARIA

F8906

1500

NASHIK

MAHARASHTRA

279

SH. LALIT KUMAR CHAUDHARY

280

CS MANDAR SHRIKANT WAGH

F5971

1300

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

281

CS UMESH CHAND

F9972

1250

GURGAON  

HARYANA

282

CS KINNARI HANSKUMAR SHAH

F6978

1200

AHMEDABAD  

GUJARAT

283

SH. NARSINGARAJU GANDLA

1116

CHENNAI  

TAMIL NADU

284

CS ABHIJEET KRISHNA YERUKAR

F9932

1111

NASHIK

MAHARASHTRA

285

CS ANKIT SINGH

F8438

1111

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

286

CS PRAVEEN SONI

F6495

1111

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

287

CS SANJAY BANSAL

F10012

1111

KARNAL

HARYANA

288

CS SANKET WAMAN LONDHE

A51414

1111

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

289

CS DEEPTI ANIRUDDHA JOSHI

F9139

1101

NAGPUR  

MAHARASHTRA

290

CS ADITI PATIDAR

A55218

1100

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

291

CS AKANKSHA MODI

A46451

1100

ALWAR

RAJASTHAN

292

CS ALKA KHETAWAT

A47322

1100

HOWRAH  

WEST BENGAL

293

CS ANUJ KHARBANDA

A60375

1100

CENTRE DELHI

DELHI

294

CS ANUJ NEMA

A39389

1100

VIDISHA  

MADHYA PRADESH

295

CS APEKSHA JAIN

A39096

1100

NEW DELHI

DELHI

296

CS ARADHANA KULKARNI

F7402

1100

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

297

CS ARPIT SURI

F10371

1100

AGRA

UTTAR PRADESH

298

CS ARVIND KUMAR GUPTA

F2060

1100

DELHI  

DELHI

299

CS ASTHA BIRLA

A33292

1100

SAHARANPUR  

UTTAR PRADESH

300

CS BARKHA BALKRUSHNAN DESHMUKH

A44265

1100

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

301

CS BHARAT KUMAR SAJNANI

F7344

1100

KANPUR

UTTAR PRADESH

302

CS BRIJ KISHORE TIWARI

F4442

1100

LUDHIANA  

PUNJAB

303

CS DARPAN BATRA

A15719

1100

GURGAON  

HARYANA

304

CS DEEPTI GROVER

F7654

1100

NEW DELHI

DELHI

305

CS FALGUNI ARORA

A40467

1100

DELHI  

DELHI

306

CS GAURAV MAHAJAN

A57772

1100

NOIDA

UTTAR PRADESH

307

CS GAURAV SHAH

A46647

1100

JAIPUR

RAJASTHAN

308

CS HARLEEN  KAUR

A38063

1100

JAIPUR

RAJASTHAN

309

CS HARSHITA AGARWAL

A49979

1100

JAIPUR  

RAJASTHAN

310

CS HIMANSHI AGGARWAL

A59586

1100

NEW DELHI

DELHI

311

CS KAMALJIT SINGH

A40780

1100

NEW DELHI

HARYANA

312

CS KAVITA GOEL

A36634

1100

HAPUR  

UTTAR PRADESH

313

CS MEENAKSHI SHANKAR

A50886

1100

NAGPUR  

MAHARASHTRA

314

CS MUKESH MITTAL

A14527

1100

DELHI  

DELHI

315

CS NEELU DHINGRA

A17464

1100

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

316

CS NITIN GHANSHYAM  HOTCHANDANI

F9632

1100

CENTRE JAIPUR

RAJASTHAN
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317

CS PRANJAL GUPTA

A49400

1100

FARIDABAD

HARYANA

318

CS PRASHANT KUMAR JAIN

A53914

1100

DAMOH  

MADHYA PRADESH

319

CS PRASHANT KUMAR KULSHRESTHA

F9769

1100

SURAT

GUJARAT

320

CS PRAVEEN KUMAR RAI

F6313

1100

BHOPAL

MADHYA PRADESH

321

CS PRITI KUMATH

A13896

1100

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

322

CS RAJESH KUMAR AGRAWAL

F5158

1100

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

323

CS RAVI GUPTA

F5731

1100

NOIDA

UTTAR PRADESH

324

CS REETIKA AGARWAL

A46413

1100

JHANSI UP

UTTAR PRADESH

325

CS RIDDHITA RAJKUMAR AGRAWAL

F10054

1100

NAVI MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

326

CS SACHIN KUMAR AGARWAL

F6148

1100

DELHI  

DELHI

327

CS SANJAY KUMAR JAIN

F4491

1100

JAIPUR

RAJASTHAN

328

CS SHAILESH KUMAR KUMATH

F6732

1100

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

329

CS SHEETAL

A38958

1100

NEW DELHI

DELHI

330

CS SHRISTI GARG

A47506

1100

KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

331

CS SHRUTI GUPTA

F10190

1100

JAIPUR  

RAJASTHAN

332

CS SUGANDHA KUKREJA

A20630

1100

CHANDIGARH  

CHANDIGARH

333

CS SUMIT JAIN

F9010

1100

KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

334

CS YAGYA DEV SHARMA

A45053

1051

UDAIPUR  

RAJASTHAN

335

CS AJAY KUMAR CHAUHAN

A38579

1001

SHIMLA  

HIMACHAL PRADESH

336

CS AKSHATA SHRINIVAS  JOSHI

A46824

1001

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

337

CS AMITA SAXENA

F3964

1001

THANE  

MAHARASHTRA

338

CS ARUN KUMAR GARODIA

A12103

1001

PATNA

BIHAR

339

CS AVINASH GUPTA

A35164

1001

KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

340

CS AVINASH KUMAR GUPT

A49151

1001

SINGRAULI  

MADHYA PRADESH

341

CS BHAVESH P JINGAR

A28011

1001

VADODARA

GUJARAT

342

CS CHANDRA BHUSHAN MISHRA

F4006

1001

NEW DELHI

DELHI

343

CS DHARMESH DALPATSING PARDIWALA

A32069

1001

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

344

CS GREESHMA MANDAR MUTHE

A51805

1001

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

345

CS HETAL HASMUKHLAL JOSHI

A27639

1001

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

346

CS KUNJITHAPADHAM  JAYACHANDRAN

A11309

1001

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

347

CS MAHESH MADHAV KUWALEKAR

A32742

1001

348

CS MANMOHAN MISHRA

A61317

1001

RAJAHMUNDRY  

ANDHRA PRADESH

349

CS MANOJ HIRALAL SHAH

F4238

1001

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

350

CS MAYANK  KUMAR SURENDRAKUMAR JOSHI

A26685

1001

VADODARA

GUJARAT

351

CS PALAK CHINTAN  SHAH

A27260

1001

VADODARA

GUJARAT

352

CS PRITI AMOGH KAJALE

F8565

1001

MUMBAI  

MAHARASHTRA

353

CS RAJIB MOHANTY

F7538

1001

NEW DELHI

DELHI

354

CS RRITUJA ARUN KAPATKAR

A42475

1001

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

355

CS SUMANT GOVIND HEGDE

A54894

1001

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

356

CS TANUJA SURYAPRAKASH CHOURASIA

A42907

1001

NAGPUR  

MAHARASHTRA

357

CS TARLIC BHARAT SHAH

A55160

1001

PUNE  

MAHARASHTRA

358

CS VARUN BHOMIA

F9144

1001

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

359

CS VIPUL GOYAL

F10223

1001

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH
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360

CS A R MUKUNDAN

A27972

1,000

CHENNAI

TAMIL NADU

361

CS AADISHRI VINAY SAHASRABUDDHE

A60642

1,000

THANE

MAHARASHTRA

362

CS ABHISHEK GUPTA

A57625

1,000

DELHI

DELHI

363

CS ADWAIT RAJAN GANDHE

A29448

1,000

KOTHRUD PUNE

MAHARASHTRA

364

CS AJIT KUMAR SINGH

A54041

1,000

ASANSOL

WEST BENGAL

365

CS ALPA LOMESHKUMAR THAKKAR

A31920

1,000

PUNE

MAHARASHTRA

366

CS AMIT KUMAR JAIN

A49531

1,000

TONK RJ

RAJASTHAN

367

CS AMIT KUMAR JAIN

A24325

1,000

JAIPUR

RAJASTHAN

368

CS ANISH GUPTA

F5733

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

369

CS ANKIT MEDATWAL

A35420

1,000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

370

CS ANSHUL JAIN

A46205

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

371

CS ANUPMA DIXIT

A53481

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

372

CS ARATI ASHOK GODBOLE

A32340

1,000

KOTHRUD PUNE

MAHARASHTRA

373

CS ARTI GOYAL

A44298

1,000

AJMER

RAJASTHAN

374

CS ARUN MATHUR

A36848

1,000

JK

JAMMU & KASHMIR

375

CS ASHAV DESAI

A44271

1,000

GJ

GUJARAT

376

CS ASHISH KUMAR SAXENA

A47082

1,000

NOIDA

UTTAR PRADESH

377

CS ASHISHBHAI HANSRAJBHAI  DOBARIYA

A41918

1,000

RAJKOT

GUJARAT

378

CS ASHUTOSH MISHRA

A23011

1,000

NAGPUR

MAHARASHTRA

379

CS BALARAMAN SRINIVASAN

A22407

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

380

CS BHASKAR JYOTI PATOWARY

A61043

1,000

GUWAHATI

ASSAM

381

CS BINOD KUMAR KEJRIWAL

A14893

1,000

GANDHIDHAM

GUJARAT

382

CS BUNNY SEHGAL

A39598

1,000

AMBALA

HARYANA

383

CS CHAITANYA ZAVERI

A22185

1,000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

384

CS CHANDAN KUMAR DOWERAH

F1824

1,000

GUWAHATI

ASSAM

385

CS DARSHAN KIRTI MEHTA

A61506

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

386

CS DATTANAND MADHUKAR RAIKAR

A36461

1,000

BELGAUM

KARNATAKA

387

CS DEEPAK RAMAKANT AMRUTKAR

A49162

1,000

THANE

MAHARASHTRA

388

CS DEEPIKA GUPTA

A56607

1,000

HYDERABAD

TELANGANA

389

CS DEVESH UPPAL

A53648

1,000

PANIPAT

HARYANA

390

CS DIKSHA GARG

A51676

1,000

FATEHABAD HR

HARYANA

391

CS DINESH KUMAR

F5175

1,000

GURUGRAM

HARYANA

392

CS DINESH KUMAR GUPTA

F5396

1,000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

393

CS DIPAK J RACHCHHA

F3878

1,000

AHMEDABAD

GUJARAT

394

CS DIVYA SHARMA

A47080

1,000

HP

HIMACHAL PRADESH

395

CS DOLONCHAPA DEV GUPTA

F5408

1,000

DIBRUGARH

ASSAM

396

CS DURAISAMI VIGNESH

A26626

1,000

COIMBATORE

TAMIL NADU

397

CS GAURAV SHAH

A58295

1,000

THANE

MAHARASHTRA

398

CS GAURAV SHARMA

A19509

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

399

CS GEETIKA VASHISTH

A50174

1,000

REWARI HR

HARYANA

400

CS HEMANTKUMAR KANCHANBHAI VALAND

A24697

1,000

VADODARA

GUJARAT

401

CS HINA JAYSUKHLAL SADRANI

A16836

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

402

CS HRUSHIKESH AUDUMBAR TABE

A44442

1,000

PUNE

MAHARASHTRA
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403

CS ISH SADANA

F10119

1,000

NEW DELHI

DELHI

404

CS JATIN CHANDRAKANT DESAI

A13446

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

405

CS KALPITA ARVIND KELUSKAR

A27177

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

406

CS KAMIT JAIN

A50978

1,000

407

CS KANISHKA TYAGI

A50637

1,000

DELHI

DELHI

408

CS KARAN PATEL

A58160

1,000

KHEDA

GUJARAT

409

CS KARISHMA NARESSH VIPAANI

A56567

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

410

CS KAVITA ASHOK SOMVANSHI

A33831

1,000

THANE

MAHARASHTRA

411

CS KAVYA GIRISH CHANDWANI

A56925

1,000

NAGPUR

MAHARASHTRA

412

CS KHUSHBOO ARORA

A57009

1,000

ROHTAK

HARYANA

413

CS KIRAN KUMAR PATEL

F6384

1,000

GANDHINAGAR

GUJARAT

414

CS KISHOR MOHANLAL  TOSHNIWAL

A26829

1,000

PUNE

MAHARASHTRA

415

CS KRISHNA GOPAL GUPTA

F1230

1,000

NASHIK

MAHARASHTRA

416

CS KUSHAL VIJAY RAHATE

A40762

1,000

NAGPUR

MAHARASHTRA

417

CS KUSHLA MAHAVIR SINGH RAWAT

A33413

1,000

KALYAN

MAHARASHTRA

418

CS LOHITA JAGDISHCHANDRA KHAIRNAR

A46236

1,000

AURANGABAD

MAHARASHTRA

419

CS MANPREET KAUR RIYAR

A45457

1,000

PUNE

MAHARASHTRA

420

CS MANSI DAMANIA

F7447

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

421

CS MAYURESH PURUSHOTTAM VAZE

A19529

1,000

422

CS MEET JAYANTILAL JOSHI

F9622

1,000

MEHSANA

GUJARAT

423

CS MEGHA PARMAR

A37111

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

424

CS MENKA KUMARI GUPTA

A39429

1,000

425

CS MOHAMMED GOUS CHANDPASHA  SHAIKH

A47913

1,000

NANDED

MAHARASHTRA

426

CS MONALI BHAVESH BHANDARI

A27091

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

427

CS MONICA KEDIA

A27139

1,000

NAGPUR

MAHARASHTRA

428

CS MRITYUNJOY SEAL

F5520

1,000

KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

429

CS NAHEED REHAN PATEL

A22506

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

430

CS NANDINI KRISHNAMOORTHY CANCHI

A50510

1,000

431

CS NAVEEN MAHESHWAR KARN

A60273

1,000

PALGHAR

MAHARASHTRA

432

CS NAVNEET AGIWAL

F10157

1,000

JAIPUR

RAJASTHAN

433

CS NEELAM CHOURASIA

A40655

1,000

KOLKATA

KOLKATA

434

CS NEERAJA R

A34520

1,000

CHENNAI

TAMIL NADU

435

CS NIDHI KIRIT SHAH

A45720

1,000

BHAYANDER

MAHARASHTRA

436

CS NIHARIKA MAHESH KOTWANI

A58148

1,000

AHMEDABAD

GUJARAT

437

CS NIKUNJ DINESHBHAI KIRI

A30788

1,000

THANE

MAHARASHTRA

438

CS NILESH BHARAT GADOYA

A51882

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

439

CS NISHANT NATHMAL BAJAJ

A28341

1,000

THANE

MAHARASHTRA

440

CS NITIN VINAYAK KORE

A37732

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

441

CS OM PRAKASH SINGH

A17884

1,000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

442

CS PALAK ARORA

A54821

1,000

JAMMU

JAMMU & KASHMIR

443

CS PALLAVEE RAMDAS PATIL

A24187

1,000

444

CS PANKAJ KUMAR SAKLECHA

F6292

1,000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

445

CS PARAMJYOTI DANDAPANI

A33441

1,000

CHENNAI

TAMIL NADU
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446

CS PAYAL MANILAL GALA

A26405

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

447

CS PIYUSHA MANTRI

A16462

1,000

KALAN BHOPAL

MADHYA PRADESH

448

CS PRAJAKTA DASHRATH DHADE

A60523

1,000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

449

CS PRAJAKTA PREMANAND RISBUD

A32836

1,000

PUNE

MAHARASHTRA

450

CS PRAKASHKUMAR RAMANLAL  JETHVA

A49280

1,000

VADODARA

GUJARAT

451

CS PRANAV BHATIA

A60896

1,000

DELHI

DELHI

452

CS PRASHANT SUKHADEORAO THAKRE

A41882

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

453

CS PRATIBHA SANGHI

A25642

1,000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

454

CS PREETI  PACHERIWALA

F7502

1,000

NAGPUR

MAHARASHTRA

455

CS PRITEE AGARWAL

A35040

1,000

GUWAHATI

ASSAM

456

CS PRIYA DEVIDAS SHANBHAG

A48688

1,000

PANAJI

GOA

457

CS PRIYANKA NANDLAL BANG

A50905

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

458

CS PRIYANKA SINGH

A31750

1,000

FARIDABAD HR

HARYANA

459

CS PURAN KUMAR DHAR

F6149

1,000

JAMMU

JAMMU AND
KASHMIR

460

CS R PAVITHRA

A37993

1,000

CHENNAI

TAMIL NADU

461

CS RAGINI GUPTA

A41782

1,000

GORAKHPUR

UTTAR PRADESH

462

CS RAHUL KUMAR VERMA

A46036

1,000

BHILWARA

RAJASTHAN

463

CS RAJEEB CHOUDHURY

A29112

1,000

HYDERABAD

TELANGANA

464

CS RAJESH KARUNAKARA  HEGDE

F8594

1,000

THANE

MAHARASHTRA

465

CS RAJESH KUMAR MITTAL

F4627

1,000

KALYAN

MAHARASHTRA

466

CS RAJESH SAINI

A15497

1,000

PATIALA

PUNJAB

467

CS RAJU DUBEY

A24839

1,000

VADODARA

GUJARAT

468

CS RAKESH SAHA

A34681

1,000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

469

CS RASHI SRIVASTAVA

A60541

1,000

NOIDA

UTTAR PRADESH

470

CS RATAN KUMAR SINHA

F9576

1,000

PATNA

BIHAR

471

CS RATNAMALA HEGDE

A31365

1,000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

472

CS RAVI CHHABRA

A14203

1,000

GURUGRAM

HARYANA

473

CS RISHI MITTAL

A12613

1,000

AMRITSAR

PUNJAB

474

CS ROHINI CHOHAN

A36305

1,000

AMRITSAR

PUNJAB

475

CS ROHIT GUPTA

F8920

1,000

AGRA

UTTAR PRADESH

476

CS ROHIT KATYAL

A18498

1,000

GHAZIABAD

UTTAR PRADESH

477

CS RONAK JAIN

A41913

1,000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

478

CS RUCHI JOSHI

F8570

1,000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

479

CS SAGAR ANAND SINGH

A31338

1,000

LUCKNOW

UTTAR PRADESH

480

CS SANDEEP JAYANT KULKARNI

F9125

1,000

KOTHRUD PUNE

MAHARASHTRA

481

CS SANDEEP VASANT WALAWALKAR

F9646

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

482

CS SANDHYA ROHIT MALHOTRA

F6715

1,000

THANE

MAHARASHTRA

483

CS SANDIP KUMAR SHAH

A25761

1,000

AHMEDABAD

GUJARAT

484

CS SANDIP PAUL

A60607

1,000

WEST BENGAL

485

CS SANGAMESH VISWESWARAIAH  SASALU

A30308

1,000

KARNATAKA

486

CS SANJAY KUMAR MUTHA

A15884

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

487

CS SARITA PANDEY

A52386

1,000

RAMGARH

JHARKHAND
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488

CS SATISH CHANDRASHEKHAR KADROLLI

A43677

1,000

489

CS SEETHARAMA JAYARAMAN

F8738

490

CS SHALINI PANDEY

F10462

491

CS SHEETAL TUKARAM MAHAMUNI

A29626

492

CS SHEFALI JAIN

A54808

493

CS SHILPI KABRA

494

CS SHIVANI GUPTA

495
496

City

State

PUNE

MAHARASHTRA

1,000

CHENNAI

TAMIL NADU

1,000

THANE

MAHARASHTRA

1,000

KOLHAPUR

MAHARASHTRA

1,000

SHIVPURI

MADHYA PRADESH

A45560

1,000

INDORE

MADHYA PRADESH

A37059

1,000

JAMMU

JAMMU & KASHMIR

CS SHRUTI RAJESH SOHANE

A37324

1,000

NAGPUR

MAHARASHTRA

CS SHRUTI WALIA

A28690

1,000

LUCKNOW

UTTAR PRADESH

497

CS SHUBHAM ARORA

A49178

1,000

AGRA

UTTAR PRADESH

498

CS SHWETA BHUPENDRA PHONDBA

A24340

1,000

ANAND ANAND

GUJARAT

499

CS SILUVAIRAJAN ANTONY  NADAR

A30186

1,000

MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

500

CS SNEHA AHUJA

A40761

1,000

POWAI MUMBAI

MAHARASHTRA

501

CS SOWMYA PARASURAMAN

F8431

1,000

CHENNAI

TAMIL NADU

502

CS SREEJA NAIR

A27169

1,000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

503

CS STEFFI K BINOY

A45264

1,000

BHOPAL

MADHYA PRADESH

504

CS SUBHASIS BOSU

F7277

1,000

DAKSHINESWAR

WEST BENGAL

505

CS SULOCHANA CHOUDHURY

A54414

1,000

JAIPUR

RAJASTHAN

506

CS SUMIT GROVER

A42013

1,000

PANIPAT HR

HARYANA

507

CS SUNIL KUMAR GANERIWAL

A9370

1,000

KOLKATA

WEST BENGAL

508

CS SUPRIYA KUMAR GUHA

F2625

1,000

BANGALORE

KARNATAKA

509

CS SURESH TANTAPUREDDY

A56292

1,000

HYDERABAD

TELANGANA

510

CS SWATI DULICHAND KESHREE

A51416

1,000

THANE

MAHARASHTRA

511
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